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Internal Reduplication and Salish Prosodic Morpholoh'Y 

Dawn Bates 


Arizona State Gniversity 


I have been interested in Salish language phonology and morphology 
for a number of years, collaborating with Thomas Hess (University of 
Victoria) and Violet Hilbert (Lushootseed Research) on several projects on 
Lushootseed, a Coast Salish language spoken by a reduced number of 
people around Seattle, Washington, and also with BarI)' Carlson (Cniversity 
of Victoria) on Spokane. a related Interior Salish language of eastern 
Washington. The present paper grows out of work with Carlson. 

Salish languages are notorious for their large consonant inventories 
and long surface strings of consonants. and have posed interesting problem~ 
for syllable theories over the years. Proposals range from claims that the 
language has no syllables at all to models in which any segment in the 
language can constitute a syllable (eL Greenberg (1962), Hoard (1978): 
Bagemihl (1989) provides a useful review of such proposals). Patricia Shaw. 
Bruce Bagemihl and the other researchers with the University of British 
Columbia's Project on Syllabification in ~orthwest Coast languages take a 
different approach. They take seriously the proposals of McCarthy and 
Prince (1986, and related work) that reduplication make~ reference to 
phonological .constituents like the syllable. and are lookinj: clm,ely at the 
reduplication patterns in ~orthwest languages as a clue to their syllable 
structure. What is emerging is a model with very simple syllable structure 
in the phonology: CVC syllables. The unusual (and universally marked) 
property of these languages is that they allow unsyllabified segments to 
persist through phonological derivations and be realized on the surface, 
while other languages delete unsyllabified material or epenthesize vowels in 
order to repair syllable structure. This model not only provide~ a coherent 
account of syllable structure hm it has engendered insightful analyses of the 
complex reduplication patterns in these languages. So it is with Spokane; 
in this paper. I investigate a very productive reduplication process and argue 
that it makes reference to CVC syllable structure in two ways. The process 
is an internal reduplication. a type of reduplication which has traditionally 
been a problem for theories of reduplication (cf. Clements (1987), etc.): this 
Spokane proces, will turn out like so many of the infixing reduplications in 
Broselow and McCarthy (1983): copied material from the periphery of a 
phonological constituent is inserted inside it. 

Spokane internal reduplication is traditionally called Out-of-Control 
(henceforth oq. The name indicates its semantic function. designating the 
lack of an agent in an action; an animate argument lacks control in a 
situation (Carlson and Thompson (1982)). This morpheme appears to copy 
the vowel and the second consonant of typical Spokane CVC roOts, 
attaching the copy directly after Cz. Stress and vowel deletion rules create 
surface variants as illustrated in the following pair of forms. The form in 
(1) shows stress on the root and OC as -C2 : (2) shows stress on the affi:, 
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with OC as -VC2• 

(1) 	 hek"k"'It came open a crack without my knowing it: 
< ,/hek" 'opened a crack', strong root 

(2) 	 qc'ic' 'It got tangled up [as a thread might during sewing] 
< -./qic' 'braided; woven', weak root 

Spokane stress is sensitive to an underlying distmction among roots 
(Carlson (191)9)): "strong" roots take stress, "weak" roots lose stress to 
suffu\es. A strong root like hek" in (1) takes initial stress under OC and 
most other suffixing operations. while words formed from weak roots like 
qic' in (2) display stress toward the end by a process which Bates and 
Carlson (1989) call Weak Shift. This stress difference creates the different 
OC forms in (1) versus (2): unstressed vowels are deleted unless adjacent 
to a laryngeal: hence the vowelless surface root in (2). 

I am assuming. along with the works cited previously. a model like 
that proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1986), in which reduplicative 
templates make reference to phonological constituents and not the arbitrary 
strings of consonants and vowels presented in Marantz (l98:!) and related 
work. So. the question is: what is the template for OC reduplication. and 
to what phonological constituent does it affix? It is clear that the process 
is a suffixing reduplication: since other aspects are less obvious. I will 
explore this aspect first. 

McCarthy and Prince argue that the difference between suffixing and 
prefixing reduplications can he derived from their positional differences 
alone, The apparent prohlem for reduplications like this. where it looh 
like VC is the copy. is VC patterns are universally ahsent from prefixal 
reduplications. while VC suffLxation is fairly common. McCarthy and Prince 
treat the Tzeltal data in (3), where no vowels are deleted. and the facts are 
clear: 

(3) 	 Tzeltal (Berlin (1963), Kaufman (1971). as cited in T\1cCarthy 
and Prince) 
nit nititan 'push' 
net' net'et'an 'press 
has hasasan 'feel with palm' 
col cololan 'make rows' 
p'uy puyuyan 'grind in fingers' 

McCarthy and Prince argue that the Tzeltal template is a CVC syllable, and 
contrast the Tzeltal data with the following data from Kaingang, in which 
the syllable suffix is copied in its entireTy: 
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(4) Kaingang (Wiesemann ( Poser (198~). cited in McCarthy 
and Prince) 
Root Plural Stem 
V3 va\'a 'to throw awa\ 
vasan va~ansan 'to exert. fatigue' 

McCarthy and Prince argue that the syllable is the suffix in each of these 
cases, but that Tzeltal differs from Kaingang in that the juncture bet"'een 
the affix and the base is "transparent" to the Onset Rule in the former. bUl 
not the latter. The onset for the suffixal syllable may come from the base 
in Tzeltal. but must come from the copy in Kaingang. in which the 
boundary is opaque and all the material associating to the template must 
come from the copy and nOt the ba~e. 

This insightful analysis may be extended to the Spokane data. but I 
want to suggest that it comes at a higher cost than McCarthy and Prince 
imply. In particular. simply stating that the boundary is transparent will not 
force the relevant consonant of the base. sav the I in nirital1. to form Ihe 
onset in the template. In the examples that" McCarthy and Prince discuss 
in detai\. the result of not taking the onset from the base \'iolates some 
independent principle of the phonology in question. \1cCarthy and Prince 
do nOI provide a full derivation of the Tzeltal forms. but state that this 
reduplication works like the prefixal reduplications for which they prm'ide 
ample discussion, Here is an informal derivation. with the base on the left 
and the copy on the right: 

(5) cr + IT 

Ii~
nit nit 

Crucially. howe\ er. McCarth\' and Prince do not state that the result of 
filling the template entirely from the copy. which would produce llimiulII, 
is independently iIlformed in Tzeltal. And whatever the Tzeltal facls. the 
analogous Slfucture in Spokane is perfectly well-formed: the surface form 
hek"/zck" is the result of a different reduplication, So. even though I think 
McCarthy and Prince are correct, and in fact Spokane is going to provide 
striking confirmation that OC is a syllable template. I'd like to explore an 
alternative analysis which does not rely on the transparent boundary 
distinction. This is one proposed hy Sloan (1989) for the cognate 
reduplication in Lushootseed. and was proposed for Spokane as recently 
August (1990) by Carlson and Bates. This analysis states that the vowel 
and the final consonant of the root form a phonological constituent, a mora. 
l! is this mora which is the base for affixation, and the afftx is a mora 
template: 
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(6) root: h e k" OC affix: j..l 

V 
Following Broselow and McCarthy (1983). the reduplication copies only the 
melody of the constituent which is the base for the affixation. here the VC 
mora: 

(7) h e k" e k" 

V V 
j..l + j..l 

This analysis derives the strong root data in (1) and also the OC patterns 
for strong roots of the shape CVCc. in which only the second consonant 
surfaces copied: 

(8) 	 ?ac')j." 'watch, look at' ?ac'c\" 'observe' 

In the derivation below, the copy is shown on a different tier from the 
base, again following Broselow and McCarthy: 

(9) 	 ac' 

t I 


CVC-VC-C -> stress and Lnstressed Vowel Deletion -> 'la.c'c\ 
III 	 I 
?ac' 	 )j. 

If the base is taken 10 be anything larger than the mora. for example. the 
root, the root-final fricatiYe will be copied. and will incorrectly surfa-:e as 
part of the right-edge-in association typical of suffixal reduplication. resulting 
in the iIlformed *?ac'p', 

The data below show some weak roots with the same shape and the 
same pattern under OC; if only the VC copies, the correct derivation will 
obtain under the mora-copying analysis. -because the root-final consonant 
will not interfere, 

(10) 	 milq'" 'round' millq>W 'accidentlv made itself round' 
pitk" 'pierced' pittkW 'pierced by accident' 
weyt 'sick' weyyt 'sick by accident' 

What this straw-man analvsis assumes, and what I assumed until recentlv. 
is that the last consonant'in a CVCC forms part of the root syllable: ' 
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(J(11) 

~ 
7 a c' x"

V' 
J.l. 

This is what motivated Carlson and Bates, and Sloan, to posit a subsyllabic 
constituent. the mora. But the work of Bagemihl (1989) points out that the 
root-final C might not be part of the SYLLABiC structure of the root at all: 

(J(12) 
~ 

7 a c' 

So, a prosodic rule would see this root as a CVC root. And it does seem 
reasonable that the ROOT is the base for affixation, since this is the base to 
which other reduplications in Spokane refer (cf. Bates and Carlson (1989)). 
Thus the data in (8)-(10) cannot be taken as evidence against the 
hypothesis that I started with, that OC reduplication is a syllable template. 
So we have two competing hypotheses, that the template is a CVC syllable. 
and that the template is a VC mora. I will now present some OC data 
which rather dramatically support the syllable as the proper template. 

Recall the data in (10), which show weak CVCC roots taking the 
strong pattern under OC reduplication: for these three roots, this is the only 
way in which they behave like strong roots. For example, we know that 
milq·· in (10) is a weak root since it shows effects of Weak Shift under 
regular derivation: 

(13) mlq"'-m-en 	 'I made it into a ball (solid).' 

There is. however. a more common OC pattern for surface CYCC 
weak roob than the pat1ern illustrated in (10). and this more common 
pattern supports the syllable template analysis over the analysis which 
makes reference to a mora templa1e. Suriace weak CVCC roots commonly 
form OC as C 1C2C2VC\C1, in which Bom post-vocallic consonants are 
copied: . . 

(14) 	 ca~" 'bunched' cll~"~" 'It suddenly bunched 
up.' 

7affi«" 'shave' 'It got shaved by 
mistake.' 

c'in'x" 'crowding: pesty' 	 'He found himself in 
a compromising, 
crowded, boring, 
embarrassing 
situation or became 
these accidentally.' 
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Further. weak surface CCVC roots have this same pattern under the 
reduplication: C1C2C2 VC,C3 is the surface pattern under OC for these 
roots, as exemplified in the data in (15): 

(15) 	 p'raq' 'turned back' p'rraq'q' 'J! got turned back 
by ~ccident.· 

p'iiE 'broken open' p't't'ifE 'It got broken open 
bv accident.' 

slic 	 'turn' slli cc 'It got turned bv 
accident.' 

No\\. the difterence between the root, in (lO) versus those in (15) can be 
derived if those in (15) result from underlying two-vowelJed CVCVC roots, 
in which the very productive rule of Unstressed Vowel Deletion has applied. 
The roots in (10) have only a single vowel underlyingly. The data in (16) 
corroborate this suggestion, because they have two vowels on the surface. 
Moreo\'er. these weak. final stressed, CVCVC roots, which surface with an 
unstres,ed vowel because they contain laryngeal consonants. appear as 
C i C2C2VC,C3 under OC reduplication, the same remarkable pattern as 
obtained for (14) and (15). 

(16) Eehek'" 'uncovered' Eehhek'"k''' 	 'ft suddenly became 
uncovered. ; 

'lemut 'sit singular' ?emmutt 'He sat b\ accident.' 
?ewet 'sneak {ip on' 'lewwett 'He sneaked up on l! 

by accident.' 

To summarize thus far, the weak roOb in (14-16) have the underlying shape 
CVCVc. 

A possible analysis would be that OC reduplication copies each mora 
(VC), Before vowel deletion. (16) would show the following copied moras: 
lem-em-w-w. But this analysis requires that in the syllabification of ?emw. 
the second root consonant syllabify with the preceding vowel, as illustrated 
below: 

(17) 	 fl. fl. 


/\ A 

'f emu 

But this putative representation violates the universal generalization that 
syllable onsets will be preserved at the expense of coda structure; the first 
nasal in (17) would be expected to syllabify with the vowel which follows 
it, rather than with the preceding vowel. This dilemma, forced by the 
mora-copying analysis, can be taken as evidence against it. The preferred 
analysis. which posit~ a syllable template, can account for these data with 
no extra stipulation, as illustrated in the derivation in (18): 
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(18) 	 (J IT + IT 

~ -> ?em+mut+ut ->UVD->?emmUtt?~ j\>t ? emu t 

The copy is placed before the final vowel: thi~ is a true infixing 
reduplication in the sense of Broselow and McCarthy (1983): root-peripheral 
material is placed inside a root. as shown after the first arrow in the 
derivation in (18). 

It might be possible to analyze the affix a~ being inserted in its 
surface position (I build here on a suggestion by D. Archangeli al the 
presentation of this paper at \VECOL.) If the base constituent ""ere the 
rightmost mora of the root. the correct insertion site would be predicted. 
If the entire root copied. and the template were a syllable. the correct 
results would be obtained. 

The rule would be: PREFIX an empty syllable template to the fJ~AL 
mora of the root: the fact that the final mora of the root is targeted would 
correctly ensure right-edge-in reprosodization. since the affix is a suffix with 
respect to the root. The entire root melody would copy. because the root 
is the base for affixation. The derivation below illustrates this hypothesis. 

-> reduplication: affix IT 	 -> 

(19) 	

b""A /~ 

? emu t 


copied root melody. righl-edge-in 

-> ?em+mut+ul 

This final suggestion is tentall\'e. but the main points of the analysis are 
well motivated: Spokane internal reduplication has illustrated clearly the 
benefits of analyzing Salish phonology as being constrained b) simpie rules 
of syllabification. 
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Can Verb Movement Be substitution For A Maxioal 

Projection? 
Edmond Biloa 

University of southern California, LA 

O.Introduction 
In this paper we analyze Focus-Verb-Movement (or 

Predicate clefting) in Tuki, a Bantu language spoken 
in central Cameroon (West Africa). It is argued that 
the behavior of the focused verb in this language 
can be accounted for by a condition that licenses 
the substitution of a head for the specifier posi
tion of a maximal projectio~. We have called this 
condition the categorial Identity Condition (CIC). 
The CIC opens the door for the licensing of the 
movement of a head to a maximal projection. Whether 
or not the CIC is realized in a given language could 
be the dividing line between Verb Focussing Lan
guages and Non Verb Focussing Languages. This is 
expressed as the Verb Focussing Parameter. 

1.1.The Tuki Empirical Material 
In Tuki Focus-V-Movement a focused verb ap

pears in clause initial position indicating focus or 
contrastive focus. The verb in clause initial posi
tion is the infinitive form of the verb that appears 
inside the clause. 

(1)0 suwa O'lo."U Puta a mu suwa 
infinitive marker wash FOC puta SM pl wash 
tsono raa 
clothes her 
"Puta WASHED her clothes" 

The focused verb may not carry tense or aspectual 
morphology. The focused verb can only be in the 
infinitive form: 

(2)a.0 noba owu Isomo a ma noba agee waa idzo 
info beat FOC Isorno 8M p2 beat wife his yest. 
"Isomo BEAT his wife yesterday" 

b.*O rna noba owu Isomo a rna noba agee waa idzo 
inf p2 beat FOC Isorno 8M p2 beat wife his yest 

1.1.1.Characteristics of the Focused Verb 
When a focused verb is moved to clause initial 

position, its complements cannot follow it. 
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(3)a.0 nya owu l'J:::>ara a nyam owi 
in!. eat FOC MOara SM eats fish 
"MOara EATS fish" 

b.O 	 nya owu (*owi) MOara a nyam owi 
in!. eat FOC fish MOara SM eat fish 

Adverbs oan, however, follow the fooused verb to 
olause initial position showing that it is indeed 
the verb that is olefted: 

(4)0 numa ifundu owu onguna 0 ma numa idzo 
info shine muoh FOC sun SM p2 shine yest. 
"The sun SHINED a lot yesterday" 

1.1.2.Can any Verb Be Fooused? 
Every verb with a base form oan be fooused in 

this language. Intransitive verbs oan be fooused: 

(5)0 bina OWU Puta a kutu bina 

inf.danoe FOC Puta SM progr. danoe 

"Puta is DANCING" 


Ergative verbs oan be olefted too: 

(6)Wara 	 (= a + ara) owu vadzu va rn(a) ara 
oome info oome FOC ohildren SM p2 oome 
"the ohildren CAME" 

Transitive verbs oan be fooused: 

(7)0 kusa owu Isomo a rna kusa tsono 

info buy FOC Isomo SM p2 buy olothes 

"Isomo BOUGHT olothes" 


Verbs whioh take a double objeot oonstruotion oan be 
fooused: 

(8)0 fa owu Nduma a mu fa isa waa rnoni 
info give FOC Nduma SM pl give father her money 
"Nduma GAVE her father money" 

Verbs whioh are part of an idiomatio expression oan 
be fooused: 

(9)0 suwa owu nubura nu rna suwa idzo 

info wash FOC rain SM p2 wash yesterday 

"it R1IINED yesterday" 


Verbs whose argument struoture has been modified by 
verbal morphology, suoh as oausative verbs (10), 
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reciprocal verbs (11), applied verbs (12) can be 

focused: 

(10)0 bang- ey- a OWU Puta a ma bang-ey


info cry Appl. FV FOC Puta SM p2 cry Appl 
a mwana waa 
FV child her 
"Puta made her child CRY" 

(11)0 dinga- na OWU Dima na Kunu va- dinga

inf.love REC FOC Dima and Kunu 8M love 

na- m 

REC Asp 

"Dima and Kunu LOVE each other" 


(12)0 namb- en- a owu Puta a ma namb
info cook Appl. FV FOC Puta SM p2 cook 
en- a aneme waa vibufa 
APPL.FV husband her vegetables 
"Puta COOKED vegetables for her husband" 

1.1.3.Characteristics of Focus-V-Movement Construc

tions 

-----Consider the following constructions: 


(13)a.0 nya owu Isomo a nyam cwi 

in!. eat FOC Isomo SM eat fish 

"I s 9mo EATS fish" 


b.*[o nya owu [ate [Isomo a nyam] ] ] 
info eat FOC what Isomo SM eats 

c.*[ate [0 nya owu [ISomo a nyam] ] ] 
what info eat FOC Isomo 8M eats 

Notice in (13 b-c) the presence of a focused verb 
and fronted wh-element. The ungrammaticality of both 
constructions as opposed to the grammaticality of 
(13a) suggests that the focused verb and the fronted 
wh-phrase compete for the same structural position. 
So it has to be the case that the position occupied 
by the clefted verb is also the position that a wh
item would normally occupy in a construction that 
exhibits syntactic wh-movement. 

We have just considered short distance wh
movement. Now let us turn to long distance wh-move
Mento Tuki licenses long wh-movernent: 

(14)a.ate aye 0 bunganam fee [~~ara a rnu dza 

What Foe you think that ~~ara SM p1 say 

lee [Puta a rna namba]]]] 

that Puta SM p2 cook 

""hat do you think that ~...bara said that Puta 
cooked?" 

b.ane odzu 0 ma barafya [ep 0 [0 beraana]] 
who Foe you p2 forget info call 
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"who did you forget to eall?" 

Foeus-V-Movement may also oeeur long distanee. 
Verbs like obungana "to think" and ob "to say" li 
cense long distanee predieate elefting: 

(15)a.wenda owu Mbara a bunganam lee [0 nu 
go FOC Mbara SM thinks that info fl 
endam na Purasi 
qo to Paris 
"Mbara thinks that you will GO to Paris" 

b.o 	 banqa owu ¥~ara a b tee [nosi waa 
info ery FOC ¥~ara SM says that mother his 
a nu bang-am 
SM fl cry 
"Mbara says that his mother will CRY" 

Now consider the following construetions: 

(16)a •• [na ane OdZU]i Isomo a m(u) udza na 
to whom FOC Isomo SM pl tell to 

Puta maru ama ee [visimbi vi m(u) dzara Xi]] 
Puta story this that police SM pl talk 
".to whom Isomo told Puta the story that the 
police talked?" 

b ••	wuna owu Isomo a m(u) udza na Puta maru 
kill FOC Isomo 8M pl say to Puta story 
ama lee [visi~~i vi m(u) una Dima]] 
this that police SM pl kill Dima 

"Isomo told Puta the story that the poliee 
KILLED Dima" 

e.*O fenda owu Isomo a m(u) uba maru ama [ 
info repair FOC Isomo SM pl hear story this 
ee [Dima a ma fenda matuwa waa]] 
that Dima SM p2 repair car his 

"1somo heard the story that Dima REPAIRED his 
car" 

(16a) is illicit beeause the pied piping of the wh
phrase na ane has taken place over an island. Simi
larly (16 b-e) are both ruled out because a clef ted 
verb is related to an identical verb inside an 
island (in this ease a complex noun phrase). So 
Focus-V-Movement obeys the Complex Noun Phrase 
constraint. Moreover, it also obeys the Wh-1s1and 
constraint. Hence the illicitness of the following 
constructions: 

(17)a.*O kos- en- a tu t idzima [ate [tu 
info buy appl. FV we neg know what we 
fitim 0 kos- en- a iya itsu 
can in!. buy Appl. FV mother our 
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"we do not know what we can BUY for our 
mother" 

b.*wenda owu tu t idzima [tane [t endam] ] 
go FOC we Neg know where we go 
"we do not know where we are GOING" 

Thus it can be safely stated that Focus-V-Movement 
is subject to the Complex Noun Phrase Constraint and 
the Wh-Island Constraint. 
1.2.Focus-V-Movement 
1.2.0.SWIU'!lary 

Up to now, we have established the following 
facts about Focus-V-Movement in Tuki: 

(18) (i) In this language, Focus-V-Movement moves a 
verb to clause initial position; the verb in clause 
initial position is the infinitive form of the verb 
that appears inside a clause. 

(ii) A syntactically raised wh-element and a 
focused verb may not occur in the same clause, 
suggesting that syntactic Wh-Movement and Focus-V
Movement substitute items to the same position. 

(iii) Long distance Focus-V-Movement is licensed 
when there is a bridge verb. 

(iv) Tpe relationship between a focused verb and 
its copy inside the clause is strictly subject to 
Bounding Theory as evidenced by the fact that a 
clefted verb may not be related to its copy inside a 
complex noun phrase or a wh-island. This amounts to 
saying that the relationship between a focused verb 
and its copy is constrained by Subjacency and CP, IP 
and NP are the Bounding Nodes. 
1.2.1.Wh-Movement as Substitution for FP 

We have arguedextensively elsewhere (see Biloa 
(in preparation» that Wh-Movement in Tuki (and 
Duala) sUbstitutes wh-phrases for the specifier 
position of a Focus Phrase. Very briefly, we sWlU'!la
rize here the arguments that have led to such a 
conclusion. 
1.2.1.1.Structure of Focus Sentences 

Focus constructions in Tuki are characterized 
by the appearance of a focus word after the focused 
constituent: 

(19) a. Puta a nu fam nosi waa moni narnbari 

Puta SM fl give mother her money tomorrow 

"Puta will give her mother money tomorrow" 


b.puta odzu a nu farn nosi waa natr.bari 
Puta FOC SM fl give mother her tomorrow 
"it is Puta who will give her mother money 

tomorrow" 
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c.Moni odzu Puta a nu fam nosi waa 
money FOC Puta SM fl qive mother her 
"it is money that Puta will qive her mother" 

Any constituent of the sentence except the verb 
has been focused and has appeared in pre-FOC posi
tion. Thus focus sentences have the followinq struc
ture: 

(20) XP Focus Word IP 

1.2.1.2.Matrix wh-Questions 
When Wh-Movement occurs in the Syntax, a focus 

word accompanies the extracted wh-word: 

(21)a.Ane odzu ~~ara a benam 
who FOC ~~ara SM hates 
"who does Mbara hate?" 

b.Ate aye Mbara a mu kusa 

what FOC ~~ara SM pl buy 

"what did Mbara buy?" 


c.Ni owu ~~ara a nu kusam matuwa 

when FOC Mbara SM fl buy car 

"when will Mbara buy a car?" 


Matrix wh-questions have a structure similar to 
focus constructions: 

(22) Wh-XP Focus Word IP. 

1.2.1.3.Embedded Wh-Questions 
Now a~ire the fact that a focus word occurs in 

Tuki embedded questions: 

(23)a.Mbara a sesam fee fane [odzu [puta a 
Mbara SM asks that who FOC Puta SM 
benam]]]] 
hates 
"Y~ara asks who Puta hates" 

b.~~ara a sesam fee [ate [aye [Puta a mu 
Y~ara SM asks that what FOC Puta SM pl 
kusa 
buy 
"Y.bara asks what Puta bouqht" 

c.~.bara a kambim fee [ni [owu [Puta a nu kusam 
Mbara SM astonish that when FOC Puta SM fl buy 
matuwa 
car 
"Mbara wonders when Puta will buy a car" 

Tuki embedded questions have the following 
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structure: 

(24) THAT WH Focus Word IP 

1.2.1.4.Wh-Questions and Clause structure 
So far we have argued the following: 

(i) Focus sentences have the structure XP fOcus Word 
IP. 
(ii) When movement occurs in the Syntax, wh-ques
tions are formed Wh-XF Focus Word IF. 
(iii) Embedded questions ar"e formed That WH Focus 
Word IP. 
(iv) The choice of the focus word is dependent upon 
the choice of moved wh-element, suggesting that an 
agreement relation obtains between them. 

In view of (i-iv), the structure of Tuki ques
tions seems to be: 

(25 ) 
sPec...-cP--... C I 

C ----- -- '? P___ 
XP----- "./"? ___ 

FOC IP 

Since ?P is the projection of focus word, it can be 
analyzed as a F(ocusl P(hrase): 

(26) 

I 

------IP 

1.2.2.Focus-V-Movernent as substitution fP 
As in Wh-Movement, a focus word appears when a 

verb is clefted: 

(27)wanyo owu Isomo a rna nyo maabo idzo 
drink FOC Isomo SM p2 eat wine yesterday 
"Isomo DRANK wine yesterday" 

Do we want to treat the similarity between 
Focus-V-Movement and syntactic Wh-Movement (in terms 
of the choice of the focus word) as a coincidence or 
as a logical outcome of the fact that Focus-V-Move
ment is simply as Koopman puts it the WH-Type of 
Verb Movement? 

We want to claim that both Focus-V-Movement and 
Wh-Movement in this language substitute their ex
tracted elements for the same position. If Focus-V
Movement and Wh-Movement were raising to different 
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syntactic positions, we woul4 expect the following 
(b-c) sentences to be grammatical: 

(28)a.[0 nya owu [Isomo a nyam n4zambu] ] 
info eat Foe Isomo SM eats meat 

"Isomo EATS meat" 
b.*[o nya OWU [ate aye [Isomo a nyam]] 

info eat FOe what Foe Isomo SM eats 
c.*[ate aye [0 nya OWU [Isomo a nyam]]] 

what FOe info eat Foe Isomo SM eats 
4.[ate aye [Isomo a nyam]] 


what Foe Isomo SM eats 

"what 40es Isomo eat?" 


e.*[anei odzui[atei ayej[Mbara a ma faxi.xi]]]
who Foe whae Foe ~~ara SM p2 glve 

"who i what· Mbara gave x· x·" 
f.*[ate. aye;J[anei 04Zui[M£ar~ a rna fa ~i Xj]]] 

what Foe who Foe Mbara SM p2 glve 
"whatj whoi Mbara Xi Xj" 

The ungrammaticality of the (b-c) sentences is 
paralleled by the behavior of the (e-f) construc
tions: it seems to be the case that 40uble applica
tion of (wh-) movement to the same structural posi
tion is strictly prohibite4. 

Since we have argued that wh-items sUbstitute 
for FF, it is appropriate to state that Focus-V
Movement sUbstitutes for the same structural posi
tion. ~hus (28a) will be assigned the following 
representation: 

(29) FF 
spec-- ---F' 

F--- ----IP 

I f Spec--- ~gr' _____ 

N~ I \ (";T--;:"7

ohya owu Isomo a 0 nyam ndzambu 

The phrase marker of (284) is provided below: 
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(30) FP 
Spec -- ---F'

F ______ ---- IP __ 

I Spec --- Agr ,--- 
Agr-S --- TP 

T___ ~P 

NP I 	 1 I ~ I 
I J 	 j I i 

Ate aye Isomo a 0 nyam x 

In many respects, (30) and (31) look alike. But it 
is (30) that we need to motivate further. What 
happens when (28a) is embedded? We obtain the fol
lowing structured sentence: 

(32) ¥..bara a b [CP ee [FP [Spec onya [F' [F owu [IP 
¥..bara SM says that eat FOC 
Isomo a nyam cwi]))))] 
Isomo SM eats fish 
"¥..bara says that Isomo EATS fish" 

The parallelism between Focus-V-Movement and syntac
tic Wh-Movement carries over embedded contexts since 
we know by now that constructions such as the fol
lowing are licensed: 

(33)Mbara 	a sessam [CP ee [FP [Spec ate [F' [F aye 
Y..bara 8M asks that what FOe 
[IP Isomo a nyam 

Isomo SM eats]]]]]] 

u¥.bara asks what Isomo eats?" 


In view of the parallelism between Focus-V-Movement 
and Wh-Movement, our claim that the former process 
is substitution to the specifier position of a 
headed constituent focus phrase seems to be support
ed by a strong factual basis. However, the position 
that a maximal projection can be the landing site of 
XO Movement is far from uncontroversial. In fact 
there are three possible types of Head Movement: 

(34) (Chomsky 1986; Baker 1988) 
(i) Substitution for a maximal projection (i.e. a 
specifier) 
(ii) ~djunction to a maximal projection 

XO(iii) substitution for or Adjunction to an cate
gory 
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chomsky (1986a) indicates that (34i) and (34ii) 
are ruled out by some version of "structure preserva
tion" which prohibits Xl? projections from taking the 
position of XO projections and vice versa (see also 
Baker (1988, 59». 

Chomsky and Baker assume that only (34iii) is a 
viable option for Verb Movement. If indeed (34iii) 
is the only viable option for verb Movement, it may 
not account for the empirical material presented 
here. Recall that it was clearly shown above that 
the focused verb competes with the extracted wh
phrase for the same structural position. crucially, 
assuming that the Tuki clefted verb substitutes for 
or adjoins to some head will amount to saying that 
wh-movement in this language raises wh-items to some 
XO category. This, obviously, cannot be maintained. 
Since a verb and a wh-phrase may not be fronted in 
the same clause, the only way out for us is to 
maintain that verb movement in the Tuki case of 
predicate clefting is SUbstitution for a maximal 
projection (i.e. a specifier). But there is a ques
tion that has so far remained unaddressed: what 
allows verb movement in Tuki to be sUbstitution to 

XOFP? In other words, under what conditions can an 
category move to an XP? 
1.3.The Categorial Identity condition 

If it can be maintained that the clefted element 
in Tuki Focus-V-Movement constructions is a verb we 
have to explain how this view fares with regard to 
the theory of phrase structure. Chomsky (1986b) 
elaborates on the circumstances under which catego
ries can occur in certain configurations. He men
tions that predication and theta-marking are the 
relationships that license the occurrence of maximal 
projections in structures. Nonmaximal projections 
(i.e. Xo ), on the other hand, must be licensed rela 
tive to the maximal projection in which they ap
pear, by X-bar theory. with the above in mind, let 
us assume that specifiers of functional maximal 
projections are neutral with respect to the nature 
of categories they might host (temporarily or perma
nently). This would allow lexical categories to 
SUbstitute for the specifier position of a function
al maximal projection, a desired result in view of 
the Tuki empirical material. If this conclusion 
proves to hold water, it would force a recasting of 
X-bar theory and the structure-preserving hypothesis 
in the following form: 

(35) 	 categorial Ident;ity Condi~io:n (crC) 

specifiers of functional maximal projections are 
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unspecified with respect to categorial identity. 

The Categorial Identity Condition (CIC) extends 
alittle bit the seope of the standard X-bar Conven
tion and tbe Structure-Preserving Hypothesis. The 
latter eonstraints on configurational sehemata 
require that maximal projections sUbstitute for 
maximal projections, while the eIe states that the 
specifiers of maximal projections can host raised 
items irrespective of their identity. Tbus the CIC 
allows tbe movement of a bead to the speeifier 
position of a maximal projection. Now, it is fairly 
obvious that the CIC cannot apply to all languages, 
since French and English among others do not license 
verb foeussing eonstructions a la Tuki. Thus it is 
appropriate to suggest that the manifestation of the 
CIC in a given language eould be the dividing line 
between Verb-Focussing-Languages and Non-Verb
Focussing-Languages. Let us formalize this linguis
tic dichotomy in the form of a parameter: 

(36) 	 Verb Focussing Parameter 
Heads [~aY/May Not) sUbstitute for the specifier 

position of a functional projection. 
MAY: Tuki, vata (for the latter language see 

Koopman 	 (i984). 
¥~Y NOT: English, French ••• 

It is possible to argue that the existence of 
verb focussing constructions in languages like Tuki 
and their nonexistence in languages like English can 
be attributed to a difference in the constitue~t 
structure of those languages. We leave, however, 
this issue for future research. 
2.Conclusions 

In this paper, we have analyzed predicate cleft 
ing in Tuki. we have argued that predicate clefting 
and syntactic Wh-Movement raise elements to the same 
structural position. It was also shown that the 
behavior of a head in predicate clefting as well as 
the behavior of a maximal projection in Wh-Movement 
are regulated by subjacency. The claim that a head 
can substitute for the specifier position of a 
functional maximal projection was said to follow 
from a proposed invariant principle (the categorial 
Identity Condition) that essentially indicates that 
specifiers of functional maximal projections are 
neutral in respect of categorial identity. It was 
stipulated that the eIC may be the dividing line 
between languages such as Tuki that syntactically 
extract a verb and languages such as English that 
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have to resort to other mechanisms to express verb 

focalization. This was formalized in the form of a 

parameter. 
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Memory Structures Underlying
the Meaning of Proper Names 

Barbara M. Birch 
California State University-Fresno 

This paper presents a model of the mental 
representation which might underlie the referential use 
of proper names and also accounts for the human ability 
to extend the use of names to new individuals and to use 
proper names as common nouns and even verbs. The model 
attempts to resolve a number of questions about proper 
names and the meaning of proper names that have arisen 
throughout the history of philosophy and unifies a 
number of observations that psychologists have made 
about names in more recent years. The model relies on 
specific notions about the information stored in memory 
(Clark & Marshall, 1981; Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976):
that there are both individual concepts (extensions or 
tokens) which are stored in memory for particulars, and 
generic concepts (categories, intensions, or types) that 
are stored in semantic memory. Lexical items are stored 
in an area of cognition which is specific to lin9uistic 
knowledge, the lexicon, but they find their mean1ngs in 
associations with the individual and generic concepts
stored in memory. 

In this model, proper names are associated with a 
representation of their owners in the form of individual 
concepts in memory for particulars, but they also evoke 
a generic concept of NAME stored in semantic memory. It 
is by means of this three-way relationship which holds 
between the proper name in the lexicon, the concept of 
the individual owner of the name, and the generic 
concept of NAME in semantic memory that the name 
succeeds in referin9 to an individual. Furthermore, 
because of the 11nk which is shared between a proper 
name and the generic concept of NAME in semantic memory, 
a proper name can be extended to new individuals who 
have that name. 

When we hear the name of an individual, the 
phonetic si9nal is associated with a representation of 
that phonet1c sign stored in the mental lexicon. The 
phonetic sign that we have perceived and accessed in the 
lexicon, say Aristotle, is associated with an individual 
concept in an area of secondary memory which we may call 
"person memory," following Miller & Johnson-Laird, so 
perceiving and accessing the name causes the individual 
concept to become activated. The name Aristotle must 
also be linked to the generic concept NAME in semantic 
memory, where information about types or categories is 
stored, because we know that the concept of name is a 
superordinate for the name Aristotle. 

According to Miller and Johnson-Laird (page 306),
each individual concept in person memory consists of a 
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conceptual core of the individual surrounded by the 
properties associated with the individual. The 
pro~erties associated with the person are not 
def~nitional; we can think of these ~roperties as 
appositives; just as the non-restrict~ve relative 
clauses we use with proper names do not identify, but 
only inform, so the properties that are associated with 
the name and the person in person memory do not define 
or identify.

Another way to imagine the relationship between 
the individual and the properties associated with the 
individual is to imagine the central core concept of the 
individual as embedded in a context composed ~rimarily 
of associated propositional, visual, and acoust~c images 
or properties of the individual. The context also 
includes related concepts of other people and places
stored in our memory for particulars. Indeed, the 
properties can be any kind of dynamic information: an 
acoustic or visual image, a smell, a memory for a place 
or an episode, a gender association, in short, almost 
anything.

The results of Durso and O'Sullivan'S (1983) 
~riming task suggest that we store some kind of visual 
~mage of the ind~vidual, provided that we have some idea 
what the person looked like. In their study, they found 
that both pictures of individuals and outlines of states 
primed their names, while pictures of common noun 
objects did not prime their category terms. Farah 
Fawcett, it would appear, is more closely linked to a 
visual image of Farah Fawcett than the word carrot is 
linked to the visual image of a carrot. We also store 
acoustic information about people in the individual 
concepts. We recognize many people on the phone merely 
by their voices, so it is logical that associated with 
the conceptual core identity of the person is a 
representation of that person's voice as well. 

Person concepts can be composed of less and less 
information; we have concepts of people of whom the only
information we have is their name or a few contextual 
properties. Needless to say, our person concepts can be 
of real people or fictitious people and we may not even 
know the difference. Real people and fictitious people 
are both concepts of individuals embedded in a context 
of associated images, episodes, and places. It is this 
idea of embedded core concepts that accounts for the 
Moses illusion as discussed by Erickson and Mattson 
(1981). 

In their paper the¥ asked why subjects would not 
notice the erroneous name ~n the following question: 

How many animals did Moses take on the Ark? 

The fact of the matter is that for most people, the 
individual concepts of Moses and Noah are embedded in 
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•extremely similar contextual properties. An erroneous 
use of Moses for Noah will not be noticed. An erroneous 
use of Nixon for Noah will be noticed, however, as their 
research showed. That is because the contextual 
information is quite different for each individual 
concept.

We turn now to an explanation of how names, if 
they refer to individual concepts in memory, can be 
extended to other individuals. Macnamara (19B4, page
2B) provides an example of his son Kieran's acquisition
of proper names. When Kieran was 16 months and 14 days 
old he met a girl named Lisa, but he refused to call her 
by that name because he already knew another girl by
that name. He obviously had a person concept labeled by 
a name and ap~eared to think that names corresponded 
one-to-one with ~ndividuals in the world. Children do 
sometimes undergeneralize the meanings of words. His 
concept of a proper name was that it was a rigid
designator, i.e. a name that refers to the same 
individual in all possible worlds. A proper name could 
denote only one person to Kieran. 

A little later, Macmamara reports, Kieran met 
three girls with the same name and had no problem
calling them all by the same name. It seems that Kieran 
at this time has realized that names are not rigid 
desi~nators; they only refer directly with respect to a 
part~cular context or situation. To do this, Kieran 
must have reorganized his concepts in memory,
generalizing the NAME relation. The representation of 
the name in the mental lexicon is associated with one or 
more individual concepts in person memory, but it is 
also related to the generic concept of NAME in semantic 
memor¥. Thus, names stored in the lexicon are also 
assoc~ated with the categorial concept of NAME in 
semantic memory and that allows the name to be extended 
to another individual conce~t. Semantic memory is 
considered to be where gener~c information is stored 
about categories and the meaning of categories is 
encoded through the interrelationships they have with 
other categories. Categories are not used in a 
referential or extensional way within semantic memory;
rather, they are intensional types.

Some support for the model suggested here comes 
from a free recall study (Birch, 19B9) that I performed
in order to observe the amount of clustering of names vs 
other grammatical categories in subjects' recall 
protocols. While ample evidence has shown that words 
are recalled in clusters based on meaning associations 
or semantic fields, an experiment by Cofer and Bruce 
(1965) showed that words did not cluster by grammatical 
category. That indicates that grammatical categories
like noun or verb may not be organizational 
superordinates in semantic memory. 
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I performed a similar free recall task with count 
and mass nouns, perfective and imperfective verbs, and 
proper names, and found that the proper names were 
remembered better that the other words and they were 
remembered before the other words, but most importantly,
they were recalled in clusters of two, three or four 
names, while the nouns and verbs did not cluster by
grammatical category. The results are shown in Figure 
1. A chi-square test on the data (with the categories
collapsed to cluster vs non-cluster because of the low 
expected values for the clusters of three and four) 
indicated that the results obtained were significant (s=
59.13, p < .01). The significance of the result tells 
us the clustering effects are non-independent with 
respect to linguistic category and an examination of the 
data tells us what aspect leads to non-independence. 

Category: Names Mass Count Perf. Imperf. 

Clusters: 

1 (i.e. 
no cluster) 31 49 57 52 39 

2 23 10 4 5 7 

3 11 1 o o o 
4 4 1 o o o 

Fig.l Amount of clustering of different linguistic 
categories. 

The results of this free recall task suggest that 
NAME is a su~erordinate category in semantic memory.
Following M~ller & Johnson-Laird's model of the 
organization of semantic memory, NAME is a core conce~t 
in semantic memory around which a lexical field ~s 
organized. Thus, the proper names that are stored in 
the lexicon are associated with a central concept of 
NAME in semantic memory. The meanin~ of proper names, 
then, could be the generic superord~nate category NAME 
stored in semantic memory.

I have presented a model of proper names which 
attempts to do justice to the thoughts of philosophers 
and the research of psycholo~ists. We find that names 
do have a sense or mean~ng, but only through their 
association with the intensional concept of NAME in 
semantic memory. We also find that they have reference 
and denotation, through the extensional concepts in 
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memory for particulars which are associated with the 
name. Barwise and Perry (1983) point out that certain 
linguistic expressions are more "efficient" than others: 
while the meaning stays the same, the term can refer to 
many individuals. By this definition, pronouns are 
extremely efficient and ~roper names are extremely 
inefficient. The mean~ng stays the same, but each 
~ro~er name doesn't necessarily refer to a lot of 
~nd~viduals. On the other hand, Hocket points out that 
it is an absolute universal of language that all 
languages have proper names, while the presence or 
absence of other grammatical categories shows more 
variation in the lan9uages of the world. This supports 
the argument that nam~ng is a linguistic ability which 
can be separated from predication, which forms the basis 
for the use of nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

Though both namin9 and pred~cation rely on more 
general c09nitive abil~ties, naming does not involve 
quantificat~on or categorization like predication does. 
This is the difference between proper names and other 
nouns; this is the problem that names have always posed 
for syntactic and semantic theories. That is, while 
proper names are nouns or noun phrases, they are 
syntactically and semantically different from common 
nouns and noun phrases which rel¥ on categorization and 
quantification. Yet, paradox~cally, proper names can 
be used as' predicates: common nouns and even verbs. 

Lakoff and others (1974) have described the 
disparity between the l09ical conception of proper names 
as constants and certa~n marked syntactic structures 
involving names in English. He points out a number of 
ways in which names do not always act like logical 
constants in everyda¥ language: they can be ambiguous, 
they occur with defin~te and ~ndefinite articles and the 
number 'one,' if they occur with definite or indefinite 
articles they may occur with adjectives, they can be 
quantified over, and they are decomposable. Clark & 
Clark (1979) also give examples where proper names, 
seemingly the most prototypical of nouns, find uses as 
verbs. An explanation for these marked syntactic 
characteristics of names follow from the mental 
representation given above, with the addition of what 
have been called semantic 0aerators {see Birch, 1989 and 
Birch, forth-coming, for a ~scussion of these semantic 
operators based on Johnson-Laird {1983: page 413; see 
also Miller, 1983, page 711. 

Lakoff notes a number of anomalous uses of names, 
but by far the most interesting cases for our purposes
involve the use of names as properties. Lakoff begins
by noting that the name Henry Kissinger in the following 
sentence has two readings: 
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Sam Schwartz told his girlfriend that his name was 
Henry Kissinger, and so she believes that she has been 
dating Henry Kissinger. 

On one readin9 (a), she thinks that he is the 
Henry Kissinger wh~le on the other reading (b), she 
thinks he is merely a Henry Kissinger. This can be 
explained if we consider that for reading {aj the 
girlfriend must have a representation of the name Henry
Kissinger in her mental lexicon which is associated with 
the generic concept NAME in semantic memory and an 
individual concept in memory for particulars whose 
conceptual core is surrounded by information such as: 
secretary of state, ladies' man, diplomatic, etc. Sam 
Schwartz must be consistent with the conceptual core and 
associated properties of HENRY KISSINGER, whose name he 
took over, so that she thinks that her boyfriend is the 
ex-secretary of state. 

In reading (b), the girlfriend has Henry
Kissinger in her mental lexicon, a connection with the 
generic concept of NAME in semantic memory, and one or 
more individual concepts associated with the name: one 
belonging to her boyfriend, another belonging to the ex
secretary of state, and so on. Her mental represent
ation of her boyfriend is merely one of those that are 
associated with the name Henry Kissinger.

The difference between the two readings of the 
name is often expressed syntactically by means of the 
definite/indefinite distinction in articles, as it was 
in the two readings above. Lakoff points out the 
following sentence: 

Sarah is dating a Henry Kissinger, not the Henry
Kissinger. 

How can the use of articles with names be 
explained if names are NPs and rigid desi9nators? The 
use of a proper name with an article ~s marked and 
peripheral in English, but it is easy enough to explain.
We have noted the difference between names and 
predicates earlier in this paper; the unmarked case, of 
course, is that of a name used as part of the naming
relation. In the marked case of the proper name with an 
article, the proper name itself is being used as a 
~redicate associated with the core concept of the 
~ndividual who has that name or to one or any number of 
the properties or images that are stored in association 
with that core concept. In this sentence, the name 
Henry Kissinger is being used to denote a number of 
individuals that have only the ~roperty of being named 
Henry Kissinger in common. The ~ndefin~te article works 
as it usually does with predicate terms; it ranges over 
the group and picks out one individual, but not 
necessarily any specific one. If the definite article 
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is used, the 9uantifier picks out one specific member of 
the group, wh~ch in this case is most likely to be the 
famous Henrr Kissinger since that is the one which would 
be most eas~ly made definite for pragmatic reasons. 

One way that we might conceive of how names 
become predicates is to imagine that the name combines 
with a nominal operator which converts it to a type of 
predicate, a cornmon noun, and makes it able to combine 
with the sorts of things that cornmon nouns (but not 
proper names in the unmarked case) can combine with: 
plural morphemes, articles, quantifiers, adjectives, and 
other modifiers. 

If it is true that the name is no longer just a 
name but also a predicate, we should be able to make a 
distinction between referential uses and attributive 
uses of descriptions which use names as predicates.
Under normal circumstances, ~roper names can have only a 
referential use, but defin~te descriptions have both 
referential and attributive uses. For instance, in the 
following sentence, we can note both uses: 

I always invite the coach to my parties. 

In the attributive use, "the coach" refers to anyone who 
happens to be the coach, whatever year, sar. In the 
referential use, "the coach" refers to a spec~fic person 
who is the coach. In like manner, we can discern both 
an attributive use and a referential use in the 
following use of a proper name as a predicate: 

I always invite the Albert Einstein of the freshman 
class. 

There seem to be two readings: one where the description 
selects one specific individual (sar, Mary Smith) who is 
the most scientifically or mathemat~cally 9ifted in the 
freshman class, and one where the descr~ption selects 
whoever may be described with that attribute in any
given year. This sentence is an example where the 
name, the generic concept of NAME, the individual core 
concept ALBERT EINSTEIN, and certain associated 
properties are activated in conjunction with the nominal 
operator. It is the associated properties which provide
the meaning of the noun phrase the Albert Einstein. 

Clark & Clark (1979) give a number of examples of 
proper names used as verbs; they are a subset of 
denominal verbs in general, like bottle or paint. They
point out some recent innovations derived from proper 
names and contrast those with denominal verbs that are 
idioms, where the association with the proper name has 
been lost, like in the case of lynch or boycott. An 
example of a recent innovation is the use of Wayned in 
the sentence: 
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We all Wayned and Cagneyed--to buy breathing space
from the guy who really d~d like to fight. 

Clark & Clark argue that such i~novations require
the creation of entirely new mean~ngs out of the 
concepts in memory. In contrast, the meanings of idioms 
like boycott must be listed in the lexicon, since there 
is no way to construct a meaning for them. Thus, for 
Clark & Clark, the listener's mode of inter-preting the 
innovation Wayned must be quite different from the mode 
of getting an inter~retation for the idiom boycott.
Eowever, with the v~ew ex~ressed in this paper, that all 
meanings of words, includ~ng names, are constructed from 
the concepts stored in semantic memory and memory for 
~articulars, the difference between innovations and 
~dioms can easily be explained.

Names can combine with a nominal operator that 
allows for predicative uses of names. Likewise, 
innovative uses of proper names as verbs requires the 
activation of the name listed in the lexicon, the 
generic concept of NAME in semantic memory, the 
~ndividual concept of the person in memory for 
particulars, and a verbal or relational operator OV. 
The meaning of the innovative denominal verb relies on 
the s~eaker's and listener's knowledge of the properties 
assoc~ated with the central core concept of the 
individual, but it is not a meaning that is newly
created. On the other hand, idiomatic uses of verbs 
derived from names are cases where the knowledge of the 
individual has been lost, and the concepts that defined 
the verb (derived from the properties associated with 
the individual concept) are generic and stored in 
semantic memory.

To sum up, in looking at the memory structures 
underlying the meaning of names we find a way to account 
for the unmarked referential use of names, the 
extendibility of names to new individuals, the marked 
referential or attributive use of proper names as common 
nouns, and both innovative and idiomatic uses of proper 
names as verbs. 
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Designing a parser based on a Government-Binding theoretic 
grammar is generally recognized to be an extremely hard problem. 
There are many sources of complexity to deal with, most of ,,;:hich 
raise issues of parsing efficiency 'l.'hich are of considera ble interest 
to computational linguists, but not so often of much interest to the 
linguistics community at large. The system I ~"ill discuss here 
derives from questions of parsing efficiency, but I think it leads to 
some obsen'ations of interest to linguists in general. In particular 
it re'"eals a curious and unexpected kinship ben'een GB grammars 
and the re...-rite grammars of Formal Language Theory, and in 
doing so highlights some real differences. 

To see ~"hy this should be unexpected, suppose ,,;;e divide the 
grammar into t...·o phases: structure generation and structure 
testmg (that is. filtenng. or licensing). GB Theory proposes a 
radical separa tion in principle bet";;een these t,·o aspects of 
com puting structural descriptions. Very little a tten tion is paid to 
the first phase: structures are assumed to be freely generated. The 
"hole con ten t of the grammar lies in the second part, in designing 
the system of filters or licensing conditions ~'hich prune back the 
excesses of the free generator. Re"rite grammars go just the 
opposite ~·ay. It is in the nature of the 're,'rites-as' or 'derives' 
relation that every step of the derivation both generates ne" 
structure and tests it, just by virtue of having generated it. 

The separation of the generate and test steps in GB Theory is 
one source of complexity in parsers which seek to implement the 
theory faithfully. since the time spent proposing and rejecting 
candidate structures can be immense. Various approaches have 
attempted to improve performance by interleaving the generate and 
test steps more closely, without materially altering the 
representation of the grammar. My own approach derives from 
this line of attack. and extends it. to the point ~'here generate steps 
and test steps are fused, as in a rewrite grammar. In ,·hat fo11o,'s I 
~'ill describe a simple grammar formalism within which much if 
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not all of standardly assumed GB principles can almost certainly be 
cast. Using this formalism I · ..;ill be able to sho....' a very close 
formal similarity bet ....'een the 'licenses' relation of GB licensing 
conditions and the 'rewrites' or 'derives' relation of rewrite 
grammars. To the extent that this is possible, it minimizes the 
significance of the radical separation of generation from testing, 
and indeed suggests tha t GB grammars are objects much less 
unfamiliar to students of formal Language Theory than they ha\'e 
long appeared. 

I ..... i1! call this formalism "Licensing Grammar~. As the 
name suggests. I ....'ill make the assumption that the principles of GB 
are all in one 'IIo'ay or another licensing conditions. The of the 
formalism is to some rigor 10 the 'licenses' relation, and to see 
....'hat can be made to follo'l.' from such a formulation. 

Let us begin by defining a Licensing Grammar as a list of 
pairs (cp.tI), as in (1), taking cp (the 'licensee') to be a logical 
expression describing a configuration to be licensed and tI (the 
'licensor') to be a logical expression describing the configuration in 
....·hich it ....·ould be licensed. 

(1) 	 Def'n; a LicenSing Grammar is a set of pairs (ep.ln . 
....·here ep describes the element to be licensed 

(the lIcensee l, 
and .p (the licensor) describes the configuration 

within 'I/hich cp is licensed. 

for the time being I will not restrict what sort of objects cp and <I can 
be. as long as they can be interpreted as descriptions of structural 
configurations ....'rilten in some formal. logical language. and they 
can be taken to denote one or more (usually more) constituent 
structures. But keep in mind that the claim that GB can be 
represented in this ....·ay is stronger or weaker depending on the 
expressive power we allo....' to descriptions. and computational 
efficiency will vary inversely with that expressive power and 
directly with the strength of the claim. 

Within this formalism we can define well-formedness as in 
( 2). 
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This formula is one ,'ay of expressing "hat ve mean "hen 'Il:e say 
'"in order to be fully ,'ell-formed. a structural description must be 
fully licensed." The definition in (2J states that. given some 
structural description fl. for all licensing conditions (cp,,,,) in a 
grammar G, if a licensee is found somevhere in the structure, then 
its licensor must be there as '·ell. 1 

We can no" define the naive parsing problem for Licensing 
Grammars as in (3). Given some predicate sd() "hich holds of all 
objects just in case they are syntactic structural descriptions, the 
problem is to find some Object fl vhich makes (3) true 2 

(3) TheA'aiveParsing Problem/orLicensing Crammars 

3~. sd(L1) A "f(~). 

This sho'll.'s clearly the radical separation of structure generation 
(the sd() predica te) from structure testing (the "f() predicate). and 
the relevant efficiency problems should be clear immediately: 
structures appear to be selected by sd() '~,'ithout any help from the 
grammar. "hich is all contained in the "f() predicate. 

The formulation in (3) is of course far too simple-minded. 
and a fair num ber of much more sophisticated proposals are 
alread y in the litera t'Jre (see in particular Stabler( 1990 l. f ong 
(1989). and Johnson( 1989)). The follo"ing approach is in many 
"ays a descendant of these approaches. though the point of ne'll.' 
may at first seem unfamiliar. The conception of licensing 
conditions in (1) leads immediately to the definition of a relation 
bet,'een descriptions, "hich I viII vrile '"~ ". defined as in (4). 

(4) 	 Def'n: Given descriptions L1. r.3 and a Licensing Grammar G. 
L1 ~ r ifni9'.¢' ) E G. (9' <;; fl} A (r = (L1 u ¢' )). 

ThaI is. if ve have a description L1 in vhich "e find some 
configuration 9' vhich needs to be licensed. then ve can relate ~ to a 
nev description r vhich contains everything in ~ and also the 
configuration in vhich 9' is licensed. We can think of'~ 'as 
another vay of expressing the licensing relation. or as a sort of 
ordering on structural descriptions. according to vhich r is 'more 
grammatical' than fl. 
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The '=¢ '-relation has obvious formal similarities to the 
're,'rites' relation of Phrase Structure Grammars, if ve consider 
that ,'e can take an initial description t:. and re"rite it as r. 
approaching full ,,'ell-formedness as ve do so, Note that this 
definition a11o,'s for vacuous derivation "hen y.. is already in t:., 
this ..:ill become relevant belo,', 

We can no" relate the notion of 're"rites' in (4) to the notion 
of ','ell-formedness' in (2), as in (5) 

(5) Claim ,·f(t:.) iffVr. (t:.=¢ f) ..... (ll f). 

The claim is that a ,-ell-formed, that is, ful!y licensed description is 
one in "hich any more licensing "hich might apply "ould arrly 
vacuously, The proof requires no more than to consider the t"o 
definitions, (4) and (2), 

Csing the derives relation '-e can no,' define another. related 
notion of "ell-formedness, namely 'derivable from the grammar', I 
"ill use the symbol L to denote the start symbol of the grammar, 
that is, the description "hich describes all veil-formed trees (a bare 
S node in the case of standard Context-free Grammars), The 
symbol =¢* denotes the re"rites relation applied as many times as 
you like, that is, the reflexi'\'e transiti'\'e closure of the re'Tites 
relation .:t(G) is the tree-language generated by the grammar. that 
is, in a sense, the language "hich it strongly generates. 

,6) Dern: Given t:., L. descriptions, and G, a Licensing Grammar 
t:. E.:t(G) ifh'f(t:.) /\ (L=¢* t:.), 

The defini lion in (6) sta tes tha t ve consider t:. to be in the tree
language of Ihe grammar just in case it is both "ell-formed and 
derivable from the initial state of the grammar, This is potentially 
stronger than the definition of "f() in (2), since it is in principle 
possible for a description to contain things ,-hich are never related 
to the grammar, and hence never need to be licensed. Ho,·ever, for 
grammars like GB vhich are concerned to rule out such extra
grammatical. unlicensed elements in the statement of the grammar 
itself. these t,·o definitions, of vf() and of .:t(G). should be 
equivalen 1. 

We can nov apply (5), and say as in (7) that t:. is in .:l(G) ifit is 
as far a"ay from Las ve can get by means of the 'derives' relation. 
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So no'l.· 'I.'e have a characterization of 'I.'ell-formedness solely in 
terms of derivations from a licensing grammar. As 'I.'ith more 
familiar re'l.·rite systems. every step of the derivation uses 
kno'l.·ledge in the grammar to guide structure generation. even 
though the statement of the grammar remains a purely dec1aratiye 
system of licensing conditions. 

?\O'l.'. in the remainder of this paper. I 'I.'ould like to look at 
licensees and licensors. and introduce one detailed formalism for 
expressing them. I\ote that it 'I.'ill not be possible in the scope of this 
paper to introduce a system adequate to serious grammatical 'I.'ork. 
HO'l.·e ....·er, the intuitions behind this simpler system carry o ..... er into 
the more pO'l.'erful system. so that the flavor of this research 
should come through. The particular description system I have in 
mind is a logical language 'I.'hose predicates express aspects of 
syntactic structures. The description language combines some 
ideas from Marcus' D-Theory (Marcus, Hindle & Fleck 1983) 'I.'ith 
some elements of the Kasper-Rounds Logic for feature structure 
representations (Kasper 1987; Kasper &. Rounds 1986; Moshier [., 
Rounds 1987). 

Descriptions. according to my loose definition of the previous 
section, are expressions which 'I.'e can think of as denoting sets of 
our more familiar constituent structures. ?\ot tha t we normally 
only thing of constituent structures as well- or ill-formed in any 
linguistically relevant sense. Therefore, in order to say 'I.'hat might 
be meant by 'grammaticality' as it applies to descriptions, it is 
necessary to offer some sort of logical semantics for descriptions in 
terms of constituent structures, so that 'I.'e can see 'I.'hat 
descriptions 'mean', and hence what f1 'grammatical' description 
might be. Therefore we take completed constituent structures as 
the individuals in a domain of reference, and the descriptions which 
are derived from the grammar 8S logical form ulae, which 
individuals mayor may not satisfy. This is roughly the approach 
which Kasper & Rounds use in constructing a logic for feature 
structure representations. 

The formalization of the 'syntactic individuals' which I use is 
based on the axiomatization of constituent structure trees in 
Rodman (1977), itself based on McCa'lo.'iey (1968), and the axioms 
'I.'hich I adopt are also very close to those presented by Lasnik & 
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Kupin (1977). The treatment of features in constituent structures 
fol1o"';.'s Kasper-Rounds Logic pretty closely. Kasper-Rounds Logic 
has been by no"';.' fairly "';.'el1 studied, and is completely formalized, 
so I vill talk less about issues concerning the features of nodes. 
Marcus et al. 's D-Theory has never been formalized, to the best of 
my kno"';.'ledge, so my effort viII be concentrated there. 

Consider the general class of structures, called Labeled Cross
Ordered Structures, defined as in (8). We viII take as members of 
our domain of reference, that is as 'syntactic individuals.' only 
those La beled Cross-Ordered Structures "';.'hich meet the axioms 
"';.'hich follo"';.' in (9-12) 

(8) Def'n: Labeled Cross-Ordered Structures 

A JabeJed cross-ordered structure is a tuple (t\, D. P, 1, f) 
such that: 

1\ is a finite set of objects (interpreted as "nodes"), 
D is a strict partial ordering of l\ (interpreted as 

"dominates" ), 
P is a strict partial ordering of N (interpreted as 
. "precedes"); 

j is a feature Structure Interpreta(ion, i.e. a triple 
(I.S,A), "';.'here 

I is a finite set of nodes, and InN = 0, 
S:I ~ Values (interpreted as the value of a 

feature), 
A:(1 x Attributes)~ I (interpreted as 

attribution of a feature to a node in 
I); 

f:N ->I (the labeling function). 

The tvo orderings of N must meet the standard conditions on 
strict partial orders, 'hat is, they are irreflexive, asymmetric and 
transitive. furthermore the orderings' interaction is regulated in a 
specific vay, namely that for any pair of nodes, they must be 
ordered vith respect to each other somehov (the "Exhaustive 
Cross-Ordering Condition"), and they must not be ordered "';.'ith 
respect to each other in more than one vay (the "Exclusive Cross
Ordering Condition"). That is, every node is related 10 every other 
node in exactly one vay. Also, the representation must be I:.Q.Q.l.e..Q.. 
That is, there must be a unique greatest element in the dominance 
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order. finally, ,,'ithin the dominance order, immediate dominators 
must be unique, that is, a node cannot have more than one mother. 
This does not hold of the precedence order. 

(9) 	 The D (dominates) end P (precedes) rela tions ere irreflexi ....e, 
asymmetric, end transitive. 

for p equals either D or P. 
(i) 	 Irreflexivity: (a,a) ¢. p. 
(ii) 	 Asymmetry: (aJi}Ep -+ (p,a)¢.p. 
(iii) 	 Transitivity: Ha,p),(p:y)};;; p -+ (a:y) E p. 

(10)(a) Exhaustive Cross· Orderm,g 

f or every pair of nodes a & p at leas! one of the follo"'ing 
holds: 

(a,p}E D, (p.a) ED, (a.p) EP, (p,a)E P. 

(b) 	 Exclusive Cross- Ordering 

for e,=,ery pair of nodes a & p at most one of the follo"'ing 
holds: 

(a.plED. (p.a)E D. (a,p)EP, (p.a)EP. 
(cr. McCa,.,jey·s Axiom 5; Rodman's C3; Lasnik & Kupin's ex. 
(9) ) 

(11) 	 Rootedness 

There is a node TEN such that for all x E N, distinct from -:-, 
i dominates x: 

3T E N.(Vx E N.(T.x)E D) 
(cr. McCa,,'ley's Axiom L Rodman's C1; cf. elso Lasnik & 
Kupin ex. (9» 

(12) 	 Tree Condition 

Least ancestors are unique in D. That is. a immediately 
dominates p iff 

(a,p)ED & Vx #- a.( (x,P)ED +-+ (x,a)ED). 
(cr. Rodman's C2. McCawley's Axiom (3). This elso follo,.·s 
roughly from Lasnik & Kupin's definition of dominates 
(p.176), end their axioms (ex.9, p.l77).) 
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From these axioms the essential properties ",'hich ",'e think of 
as defining constituent structure trees can be proven. Thus ",'e can 
see that these structures have the generally convergent. 'triangular' 
shape ""e ""ant trees to have. No branches may cross and each node 
dominates a continuous substring of the terminal elements. so the 
nodes of the tree do indeed define objects ",'e might ",'ant to think of 
as grammatical constituents. Also it can be shovn that a node's 
descend:m ts ""ill inherit that node's precedence properties. This is 
another aspe:t of ",'hat ve might think of as the integrity or 
discreetness of constituents. ""hich underlies our ability to treat 
them as ""ell-defined objects of inquiry. 

Turning to the description language, ""e have four basic 
predicates. ""hich hold, or fail to hold, of trees. The first (14a: a =;3) 
expresses the dominance relation betveen nodes. The second (14a: 
a <;3) analogously expresses their precedence relations. The third 
(14b: "":a) associates a feature vith a value, The fourth (Hc: ""=V ) 
expresses feature equality betveen tvo nodes. as perhaps in 
agreement relations. or in co-indexing. For the time being, ve take 
a description to be a set of such form ulae. interpreted as their 
logical conjunction. 

(13) 	 Def'n: Basic Vocabulary of the Description Language 

(a) 	 Constants: Nodes, Attributes. Values 
(I\odes arbitrary, Attri butes (., Values according to 
one's theory of categories,) 

(b) 	 Paths = (1\ x Attributes * > 

(c) 	 2-Place Predicate Sym boIs ( :J. < .'. "') 

(14) 	 Def'n: Formulae of the Description Language D 

(a) 	 (a:J ;3), (a< fi) are vffs of D. fora.fiE Nodes. 
(b) 	 (v:a) is a 'iliff of D. for v E Paths, a E Values. 
(c) 	 (v v) is a vffofD. for v,vEPaths, 

(15) 	 Def'n: Descriptions 

A description is a set of description-language formulae. 

This basic vocabulary is sufficient for describing constituent 
structures, Given our formalization of constituent structure tree, 
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the ·satisfies·. or 'describes' relation 'I).'i11 hold bet'l).'een a description 
and some individual constituent structure just in case the 
conditions in (16) hold. 

(16) The 'lJescribes'Relation. 

For T= (KD.P.J.f) (a tree), 
(a) T>::(a:Jp) iff/a.p}(;N&(a,p)ED. 
(b) T F (a < P) iff {a.PI (; N & (a,p)E P. 
(c) T!= «a,v):a) iff aE N & S(A(f(a),'I);))= a. 
(d) T!= «a,v) <p,v») iff{a,p)(;N & A(f(a),v) A(f(P),\'). 
(e ) For a description t:., T i:: t:. iff",Y" E t:.. T i= Y". 

It should be clear that the relation bet'l).'een constituent 
structure trees and descriptions is quite tight. Indeed, using our 
formalism for constituent structures, it is quite easy to prove that 
descriptions inherit most of the properties of trees, in the sense tha t 
they are only satisfiable if they have analogs of most of the 
properties 'I).'hich hold of trees. HO'l).'ever, in order to guarantee 
satisfiability. it is not necessary for descriptions to be rooted. nor do 
the immediate ancestors of description-nodes need to be unique. nor 
do the ordering statements (either dominance or precedence l need 
to be exhaustive, as long as they are exclusi\'e. 

Another 'I).'ay of looking at the relation bet'l).'een descriptions 
and the trees they describe is given in (17). 

(17) Fort:. a description,fit:.D {T:TI=t:.). 

From this it is easy to verify that descriptions are rightly so-called. 
in thCltthe more detail ve add to a description. the fe'l.'er objects it 
refers to, 

(18) For lI. rdescriptions, lI(;r -+ [n(;ffllE· 

The formalism as presented is incomplete. It bears a relation 
to the full calculus of descriptions much like the relation bet'l.'een 
the propositional calculus and first-order logic, Nonetheless the 
basic observation should have been made at least plausible. that the 
'licenses' relation is not formally so different from the 'revrites' or 
'derives' relation. 4 Thus the distinction betveen a grammar of 
rules and one of licensing conditions may be largely rhetorical. 
There are hovever significant distingUishing properties of GB-style 
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principles 'l:hich emerge once ve look at them in this 'il.'ay. In 
particular. in standard string-re'il.Tite grammars there is a 1-to-1 
relation bet'il.'een rules and constituents, The relation bet'il.'een GB 
principles and constituents is many-to-many. o'il.'ing to the non
construction-specific nature of those principles, In terms of this 
formalism, it takes several licensing steps to determine any 
particular constituent. and any particular licensing condition 'il.'ill 
contribute to numerous types of constituents, This is a distinction 
concernmg not the form of principles, perhaps, but their content, 
and has to do 'il.'ith the 'il.'ay in 'il.'hich the grammar describes trees, 
and not in the 'il.'ay in vhich the description of trees relates to their 
generation, ThIs distinction has, I believe, profound consequences 
for parsing, and also for the 'il.'ay in "~:hich GB-style grammars 
model human parsing, and it is to these problems, given a solid 
mathematical foundation and a clear grasp of the true versus the 
rhetorical problems, that ve are nov prepared to turn, 

Notes 

Kote that it is not strictly accurate to use the subset relation to 
express "<7' is present in fj,", though it is close enough at an intuitive 
level so as not to mislead us, It is accurate for the system presented 
here, essentially a sort of propositional calculus, but a more 
po'il.'erful system is required to express interesting grammars, 
closer to a restricted First Order Logic, That is, in order to express 
grammars of any interest, it is necessary to introduce variables, so 
that 'subset' becomes 'subset under a particular substitution for 
variables', And to express GB, at least one 'pseudo-quantifier' is 
necessary vhich expresses, for some su b-description 'il.'ith free 
variable x, the minimal x such that that sub-description is in the 
full description, In an actual implementation the closeness of this 
'found in' relation to the subset relation presumably has an inverse 
effect on complexity, 

In the case of a GB grammar, a structural description vould 
actually be a set of three or four constituent structure trees, vith 
referen tial indexings, which correspond at least to s-structure, d
structure and logical form, The structure corresponding to 
phonological form might or might not be syntactically relevant. If 
not, then we 'il.'ould take PF to be the string of phonologically 
realized elements of s-structure, So ve vould either have '3 

2 
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DS,SS,LF ,PF, sdCDS,SS,Lf);\ 'Q.'f( DS,SS,LF,Pf)' or '] DS,SS,LF ,PF, 
sd(DS,SS,Lf,Pf j;\wf(DS,SS,Lf,Pf)'. for my purposes in this paper, 
'Ice can just think of sd() as picking out trees. 

3 Kote that I have not actually offered a formal definition of 
description, except that it should be an expression in a formal. 
logical language. which can be interpreted in one or more ways as a 
constituent structure. 

4 At least '1.'ithin a strictly configurational theory of grammar. 
If the grammatical relations on '1.'hich licensing depends are not 
ulitmately computed from basic constituent structure, then 
constituen t structure cannot be recovered from licensin g conditions 
in the ·~.'ay outlined here. If there are non-configurational 
languages. '1:hich instantiate some or all of the grammatical 
relations (thematic rei a tions. binding, etc. ) in some system other 
than constituent structure, it might still be possible to reco\-er that 
other system in the 'Il.'ay discussed here, but obviously the details of 
the description language 'I.'ould have to be very much altere':!. 
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O~ FLOATING C01\SO~A'\TS IN FRE~CH 

DAA'\ DE JONG 
UNIVERSITE DE MO!\,TREAL ! VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT A\1STERDA\( 

1. I.n1m.durunn 
This paper is concerned with latent consonants in French. more recently also 
called floating: consonants. The characteristic property of latent consonants is thai 
they are realized before vowel-initial words only and neycr beforc consonant
initial words or phrase fill:llly. This is iliustratcd undcr (1) aIlG (2r 

1) chcz_cux 
pelit_ami 

'with them' 
'little friend' 

~z¢] 
[pMilami] 

il cst_aile 'he has gone' (i1qaic j 
jcux _ 01 ympiques 'Olympic Gamcs' l34Jzoltpik] 

2) chcz / lui 'with him' lIeI,i] 
petit I ral 'litle rat' [pltiraJ 
iI est , parl i 'he has left' [ilc.parti] 
ieux ! bizarres 'bizarre games' [3dJbiz;u] 
'il est petit 'he is small' lil~tiJ 

In the first example under (1), ctl!;z 'with' is a word ending. in a latent consonant: 
this latent consonant is pronounced. because the following word. eux ·them'. i~ 

vowel-initial. Hence, chez eux 'with them' is pronounced as [fez¢,1 In the flr,a 
example under (2), howe\'er, ~ is followed by a consonant-initial word. so 
clls:zlill 'with him' is pronounced as Ilellfij, that is, without phonetic realization of 
the latent consonant. 

Not all word-final consonants in French are floating, as is illustrated under 
(3): 

3) 	 a\cc cllc 'with her' [a\l!,;e.lj 
avec lUI 'with hIm' [avckl'lij 
perte imp0rlante 'imporlant loss' [ynputrp~rl"'j 
c'est une perle 'it is a loss' [sltynpUl] 

The final /k/ of the preposition ~ 'with' is always pronounced, both before 
vowel-initial (as in (3a) and (3c» words and before consonant-initial words (as 
in (3b) or phrase-finally (3d». 

Though latent consonants and non-latent consonants are different in that the 
former are realized before vowel-initial words only, both types of consonants also 
share a property, which is that they are both (re)syllabified to the onset of the 
following word, This is illustrated by means of the parentheses in the 

http:a\l!,;e.lj
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transcriptions under (of) for latent consonants. and under (5) for non-bien! 
consonams: 

4) chez_eux 'with them' [([e)(Z$)] 
petit_ami 'little fnend' [(pe )(ti)Ua)(mi)] 
il est_allc 'he has gone' [(O(I(.)(la )(le)] 
jeux_olvmpiyues 'Olympic Games' 1(00)(zo)(I Zl(pik) 1 

5) avec ellc 'with her [( a)(H):kti)] 
pelite rate 'little rat' [(pa)( t i )(lTat)] 
a\'ec Leo 'with Leo' I(a )(\' £)(klc Kia)} 

More recently. Encrey':: (1%3.1988) has observed that latcn~ consonants in French 
do not alw3ys syllabify to the next word: in the fonnal French of some people 
(especially in the radio and TV discourses of politicians). latent conSl'nanlS arc 
optionally syllabified as coda-consonants. This also holds good for word-fmal 
non-latent consonants (Encre\c 1988: 173). Leftward syllabification of l31cnt 
consonants is illustrated under «()): 

6) 	 j'a\'ais un rcve 'I had a dream' 
. U:S3)(\,ez)(l)(a,\)] 
qui sont_en \eritc 'which arc in realit\" 

[(ki)( sll I\(t)( \e)( ri)( te)1 
il faut encour3c;:r 'one must encouragc' 

[( i1)( f01)(i),ku)( ra)(3c)1 
il est inscrit 'he is inscribed' 

-[ (i )(il)(c)(skri)1 

So. fpr instance, the latent iZI of ID:.i.lli. in (6a) is not syllabified as lJ-""-""Li1.J-u..:::.MJJ 

~~l but rather as (ia\'ais-z) (\ill rhej. En\'Te\c obsef\"es that in m()~t of the,e 
CJ~es, leftward syllablfication is accompanied by glonal stop insertion before the 
\'0\\ cl of the word which tnggered liaison. He also obsen'cs that leftward lmkll:f 
occurs only in contexts where liaison is optional, and ne\'er in contexts where it 
is obliF'alOry. 

A final fact about liaison is that some phonetically vowel-initial words block 
liaison. This concerns the so-called words, illustrated under (7): 

7) 	 les / haricot~ 'the beans' [leariko] 
un petitlHollandais 'a little Dutchman ~patioli(jfi 
un / heros 'a hero' [teTOJ 

For instance. in the second example under (7), petit Hollandajs 'lillIe Dutchm3n 
is pronounced as [piltiolecJl.] without liaison, and not as *[pitilojSj-l with liaison. 
This implies that French not only has two types of word-final consonants (latcnt 
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and non-latent), but also two types of \'owel-inirial words: those triggering 
liaison, and those blocking liaison, 

A first problem is how to distinguish between latent and non-latent 
consonants, Within the framework of non-linear phonology, it has been proposed 
tha! latent consomnts be represented as floating consonants, in a way \'ery similar 
to floating tones (see Goldsmith 1990). Two different models han been proposed 
for the representation of floating conso:Jants. The first model to be examined here 
is similar (but not completely identical) to the one defended in Prunet (l90()). 

whcreas the second onc is that of Encre\'e (1988). The gOiJl of this paper is to 

examine these two models. 

2.1 Word:-final consonant~ and empt\' onset:; 

The first way of representing floating consonants is illustrated under (8) for ~ 


'little'; 


8) s s 
I: I: 

ORO R 

XXXX 

P iI t 

In representation (8). the floating. word-final It/ has no skeleton position. It is 
untimcd. and therefore also unsyllabificd. This contrasts with word-fin31 non
floating or 'fixed consonants, illustrated under (9): 

9) s s 
I'II : , 

0 R 0 R

:'
j'\ N C 

I 

I 


X X X X X 

a \' e. k 

Representation (9) illustrates the way in which the word-final fixed consonant of 
the preposition ~ is represented: as any other non-floating consonant, it is 
associated to a skeleton position. and it is also normally syllabified. Representation 
(9) also illustrates the way in which the onsets of vowel-initial words arc 
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represented, Following claims made among others in Kaye & Lowenstamm (l %-l) 
and Lower-stamm & Kaye (1%6), syllables obligatorily consist of an onset and 
a rime. For vowel-initial words, however, no consonant is available for the word
initial onset. In the absence of a word-initial consonant. the onset of the word
initial syllable is said to remain ~, Usually, the empty onset node dominates 
a skeleton position. as in (9), The role of this skeleton posilior. is to trigger 
liaison, That is. when such a vowcl-initial word is preceded by a word ending in 
a floating consonant. the floating consonant automatically associates to it This is 
illustrated under (10) for petit ami 'little friend'. where the dotteJ line indicates the' 
association of the floating ;tl of to the skcleton position of the empty om,el 
of ;mli: 

10) 
" , i'I , 

s 
I'I , 

S 

I : 
0 R 0 R 0 R 0 R , , 

I I 

;\ 1\ 1\ ;\ 

X X X X X X X X 
" 

0' 

~ t a TIl iP 

This associatiu;: docs not ha\'e to be stipulated separatcly in the grammar of 
French. because it follows automatically from one of the most basic assumptiom 
of autosegmental phonOlogy, namely the Association Convention,l 

21.1 Ih/-apirC words 

As said above. French also has a set of \'Owel-initial words which block liaison, 

ThIS can be very simply accounted for in this model when it is assumed that these 

words simph lack a skeleton position in their word-initial onset.2 Thi, i, 

illustrated under (11) for petit heros 'lilllc hero': 


l1) s s s s 
/ I/ : /\ II 

0 R 0 R ORO R 

J\ J\ J\ N 

X X X X X X X 

P C) e 0 
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The word hfrQ.:, is a word blocking liaison, It has no skeleton position in its word

initial onset, so when it is preceded by a word like Ptlil, the floating It has 

nothing to associate to, it cannot be timed, and is deleted by the end of 

phonological derivation, 


2,1.2 Enchainement' 

With respect to fixed consonants, their assoctatton to the first onset of the 

following word is not a matter of timing, but rather of resyllabification! It can 

be accounted for by the Well-Formedness Conditions (WFCs) on s\'i1able 

structure of French, That is, when resyllabification of a fixed consonant across ;] 

word-boundary yields a well-formed syllable, resyllabiflcation will occur. Thi~ 


i, illustrated under (12) for a\'ec elle 'with her' and ;;etilc [j,ltc 'link f3t : 


12) s s s 5 s S 

I : I : I I 
/ I I : I : I I 

, I 

o R o R o R ORO R o R 
I /l

:: 
:" 
K C K 

,, 
N 

:,. , : \ 
NC , I , 

X X X X 
I 

X X X X X X X X X X XX 
I I 

I I 
I I 

a \' ( k £. a t 

The example on the left shows resyllabification before a vowel-initial word The 
example on the right shows that resyllabification of fixed consonants is also 
possible before consonant-initial words, when this yields a weli-formed syllablc,~ 
This clearly illustrates the difference between fixed and floating consonants: the 
former become part of the onset of the following word because the WFCs on 
syHah1c structure allow for it: the latter become part of the following word. 
because the\' associate to a skeleton position made available by the onset of thi: 
following word. That is,enchainemcnt is triggered by the WFCs on syllabic 
structure, whereas lli!is..Qll is triggered by thc Association Convcntion, 

2,2 Analternatjvc aCQllUl! 
The principal difference between the preceding representation of floating 
consonants and that proposed by Encreve (1988), is that the latter argues that 
e\'ery floating consonant is accompanied by a floating skeleton position, as in 
(13): 
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13) OROR ORO R 
I 
I 

1" 

XXX XX xxx 

Pdt ami 

In this model, floating consonants have their own skeleton position. whereas 
empty onsets usually lack such a position, Liaison, then, is defined as the 
association of a floating: consonant to its ,own skeleton position: Encrc\c (l%S 
179) formulates a separate condition that this happens before \'owcl-initlal worJ, 
only, After association of the floating: consonant to its own skeleton position. thi~ 
skeleton position is assumed to usually syllabify rightward to the following. 
a\'ailable onset node (Encreve 1%8: 186), 

2,3 Comparison of the models 
Prunet's account has the advantage that it very nicely illustrates the "1"0 Rules 
Approach". which has become increasingly popular in the past decade, Liaison 
follows entirely from a single condition on representations, the Association 
ConH'ntion, Though Encre\'c also advocates the "!'o Rules Approach". his account 
seems to be less straightforward in that it has to be explicitly stated that a floating 
consonant associates to its own skeleton position before vowel-initial words onl~, 
Such a condition has to be stated, because the skeleton position is available before 
consonant-initial words as welL as is illustrated by the following example: 

14) OROR OR 

I 

I 


XXXXX XX 

p ~ t r a 

According 10 the Association Convention, the floating /t/ is expected to associate 
to its own. a\'ailablc skeleton position, This ne\'er happens, which is the \'ery 
reason why Encreve has to formulate the condition that association takes place 
before vowel-initial words only. This immediately raises the question why this 
would be so. Encreve appeals to the Obligatory Contour Principle (henceforth 
OCP) to ans,":er this question, He observes that the association of floating 
consonants is blocked before consonant-initial words, Encreve (1988: 179-80) 
makes this follow from the OCP, which he formulates as follows (Encre\'e 1988: 
165): 
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15) QJilig.;at~Qmlour Principk 
On an autOsegmcntal tiCL for cvery pair of adjaccnt autOsegments a and b. il 

is different from b. 

Following McCarthy (1986). Encren: (1988: 167) assumes that thc OCP is ~ 

constraint on dcriLatiQn.s: he furthermore argues that the OCP not only operates 
morpheme internally (as is maintained by McCarthy 1986). but can also operate 
at the juncture of words. In that case, the fact that floating consonants cannot be 
associated to their own skeleton position before consonant-initial words. follows 
from the OCP, because such an association would imply thc ~ of a 
['tConsJ[+Cons] sequence. l:nder the assumptions made by Encrc\'c, the OCP 
forbids the creation of such sequences. 

Howe\'er, a problem fo; Encre\'e's OCP based analysis of liaison is that the 
association of floating consonants is not only blocked before consonant-initial 
words. but also phrase finally (ct. the last example under (2». This cannot be 
explained via the OCP, because phrase finally there is no [+Cons] segment which 
can block the association of the floating consonant to its own skeletOn position. 
This seriously flawes Encreve's model. His condition on liaison can at most be 
partially motivated by the OCP, which means that the condition on liaison j, 

arbitrary as compared to Prunet's solution. In fact. it closely resembles to a rule. 
or a paraphrase of a rule, which, in a 'No Rules Approach' is unacceptanlc. 
3. Liai:iOIJ~fu"ard Srllabificalion (LLS) 
A final aspect to account for is LLS. In Encreve's model, liaison invariably begins 
with the timing of a floating consonant to its own skeleton position before vowcl
initial words only. The next step, however, may vary. Syllabification is usuall~ 
rightward (to the following onset). but may also be leftward (as a coda consonant). 
This can easily be accounted for in Encre\'e's model. In the case of forward 
syllabification. the skeleton position to which the floating consonant has 
associated, associates to the immediately following. available onset node: in the 
case of leftward syllabification. it associates leftward to the preceding. available 
rime node. An ad\antagc of Encrevc's model is that .L.LS is accounted for in a 
quite straightforward fashion. The goal of sectH)IJ 3.1 is to show th:.;t .L.LS can 
equally well be accounted for in the mode! developed in section 2.1 abovc (sec 
Prunet (19&6: 135-41) for another solution). 

3.1 An. alternativc account 
A first thing to be realized is that liaison consists in two processes: timing and 
syllabification. LLS concerns the second aspect only: LLS has to do with the 
syllabification of word-final consonants in French. Therefore, it seems quite 
natural to formulate a well-formedness condition which says that in formal French 
of some people word-final, timed consonants can be syllabified leftward. This 
condition is a well-formedness condition on the syllable structure of formal 
French. Under (16) it is formulated in a preliminary version: 
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16) Word::Jjnal Consonant S\lIahific\l!ion (Formal St:.-) e) 
Word-final timed consonants arc realized as coda consonants. 

Thus, we can account for LLS in the following way. First, the Association 
ConHntion links the floating consonant to the following empty onset (a'; in (10)\ 
In formal French, this leads to a violation of condition (16). A repair strategy is 
triggered. which de links the skeleton position to which the floating consonant had 
been associated, and, in accordance with condition (16), it reassociates to the final 
rime node of the first word. 

This can be illustrated as follows for peut arrivcr: 

17) OR OROROR 
I'. I I 
I· I 1 

!\,".~'\ ;..; l'" 
I ·.1 I 

I -1 I 


XX XXXXXX. 
.' 

p¢>t arivc 

According to the Association Convcntion. the final (tl of ~ first links to the 
available skeleton position. This is in formal French a violation of condition (Hi). 
which forbids syllabification across word-boundaries. A repair strategy i~ 

triggered, which delinks the skelcton position to which Ihe word-fmal Iti had been 
assocIated and associates it leftward to the preceding rime-node. 

Condition (16) also accounts for the leftward syllabification of fixed 
consonants, because it simply blocks rightward syllabification in form31 speech. 
It must be noted, that after the leftward linking of both fixed and floating 
consonants, we end up with an empty onset node. This empty onset node nicelv 
accounts for the fact that leftward linking is often accompanied by the presence 
of a glottal stop in the onset of the following word. Glottal stop insertion follows 
from the Empty Structure PrinCiple which Encrcvc (1988: 198) fomlUlates as 
follows: 

18) Empt;i Structure Pr~ 
A prosodic constlluent which has remained without phonetic interpretation 
after application of all association conventions, can bc phonetically filled 
in by epenthesis of a segment. 

Encrevc (1988: 185) furthermore considers the glottal stop as the default 
epenthetic consonant of French: 
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19) D1m:rnlimLQlUp.rnth.Cl~ 
In French, the unmarked cpcnthctic consonant is [n. the unmarked 
epenthetic \'owel is schwa, 

Conditions (16), (18) and (19) account for LLS )\;cvcrthe\ess, one more aspect ha~ 
to be accounted for, which is Encreve's obscrvation that LLS occurs exclusively 
in contexts where liaison is optionaL and never in contcxts where it is Obligatory 

3.2 The domajns of LLS 
I have argued elsewhere (in De Jong 1990), that liaison is obligatory within the 
Clit]c Group (also called Prosodic Word). Clitic Groups mainly consist of a ditlc 
(or a sequence of dilics) and a following word. Some examples are given under 
(20). In all of these examples, the word ending in an (underlined) floating 
consonant is in the same clitic group (henceforth CG) as the following word: 

20)a. mOll ancien patron 'my former boss' [mon.i6j2jJatr'3j 
b. leurs amis 'their friends' [lerzami) 
c. ils 	Cll ont parle 'they have talked about it' 

[ilzan3'parle] 

So if indeed Encreve's observation is correct that LLS is excluded in contexts of 
obligatory liaison, this means that LLS cannot occur within the Clitic Group. 

1 have also argued (in De Jong 19QO) that liaison is optional in the I,Hger 
prosodic domain of the Small Phonological Phrase (henceforth SPP). An SPP can 
consist, among others, of a preposition. a perfective auxillary or a modal auxiliar) 
followed by something else." This is illustrated under (21): 

21)a. c'esl affolant 'it is bewildering' [stlaf:I!;:] 
b. 	ils doivenl accepter 'they must accept' 

[ildwavrakSlptc1 
c. il peut arri\'er 'it may happen' [ilp$larive1 

In all of the examples under (21), the word ending in a floating (underlined) 
consonant is in a single SPP with the following word. Within this domain, liaison 
is optional. It must be noted that an SPP may consist of two (or more) CG's, as 
is illustrated under (22): 

22) spp 

I \ 
CG CG

/11
«il peut) (arriver» 

http:D1m:rnlimLQlUp.rnth.Cl
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In this example, it and peJJl arc in a single CG, and ~r is in another. Both 
CGs are on the next higher !e\'cl dominated by an SPP-nodc. whicb dclimJl~ ;, 
domain of optional liaison So in fact optional liaIson occurs between two CG, 
which are both dominated by an SPP-node. LLS occur~ only in contexts of 
optional lJaison. This means that LLS affects floating consonants which are CG
final. So condition (16) has to be reformulated as (23): 

23) CG-final Consonant Svllabification (formal ~peech) 
Timed CG-final consonants are realized as coda consonants. 

(23) accounts for tbe leftward syllabification of both fixed and floating consonant~ 
\Vith respect to CG-fmal fIxed consonants, they enter po,t-Iexical phonolog~ a, 
timed coda consonants'" lS'ormally. they are ~syllabified to the onset of the 
following word when the WFCs of French allow for it. In formal speech. 
rcs~'llabifica!ion between CG's is blocked. so there fIXed consonants simply remain 
coda consonants, With respect to CG-final floating consonants. they arc fir~1 

timed: when timing takes place within a CG, nothing else will happen: if. 
howe\'er. timing takes place between two CGs dominated by an SPP-node, (23) 
will delinh the skeleton position to which the floating consonant had associated. 
and will re-associate it leftward to the preceding rime node. The remaining empty 
onset node is optionally filled in by a glottal stop, according to (] 8) and (19). 
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I.See section 3.2, and especially De Jong (1990) for 
a discussion of the syntactic / prosodic domains within 
which a floating consonant can associate to the skeleton 
pOSition of a following empty onset. 
2.ThlS position is somewhat diffcrent from Prunet (1986: 48-9), who, following 
Piggott & Singh (1985: 431-3), posits an empty ~ for representing the /11
aspire. 
3. Prunet (1986) makes no claims on enchainement. 
4.See Wetzcls (1987: 302-3) for further discussion of this point. 
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5.In this paper. I assume that enchainement is a matter of r~s\'llabification anLl 
coda-erasure (see Rubach &. Booij 1990ab). It may also be that cod;] 
syllabification takes place only in the post-lexical phonology (sec Rice 1990). in 
which case enchainement is not a mailer of resyHabification, but rather of 
postlexical syllabification. 
6. For formal parsing statements of the CG and the SPP, see De long (1990: 78
8~). 

7.cr howe\'er footnote 4 of this paper. 
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SUb XC saturation: 

the case of Italian Deverba.l Cc:lmpoon:ls1 


lInna.-Maria Di SCiullo 

Universite du Q.lebec a Montreal 


O. Intrcrluction 

'!his paper examines the argument properties of deverba.l =n
pourrls and shows how they follow from the theory of gramrrar. The 
proposed analysis oontrasts in spirit with the tradition in the 
analysis of deverba.l compounds, be it transformational or lexical, 
in that no additionnal constraint is requirEd for their analysis. 

1. En::;lish deverba.l canpourrls 

several constraints have been proposed in the past to a=unt 
for the properties of En::;lish deverba.l compounds (the First Sister 
Principle (Roeper and Siegel 1978), the Argu!lent LinkirB Principle 
(Lieber 1983), the First Order Projection (Selkirk 1982), the 
COnstraint on the Projection Principle (Sproat 1985». Basical:y, 
they insure that the internal argument of the verb is saturatEd 
within the CCI!l1pOlll'x:l and exclude the external argument from satu
ration inside. HC1NE!ver, a close look reveals that the compound 
specific conptraint approach is not desirable. 

The constraints correctly account for the fact that compounds 
such as (la), where the internal argument is incorp::>ratEd, are 
well-fonned, whereas compounds such as (lb), where the external 
argument is incorp::>ratEd, are excludEd. However, they all fail to 
account for the well-fonnedness of the canpourrls in (2). In (20.) 
the external argument variable is saturatEd inside, and in (2b) 
the noun includEd in the COI11JOU1rl is relatEd to the external 
argument variable of the ba.se verb, as will become clear below. 

(1) a. Flower-arrangirB (by experts is nice to watch.) 
b. *Expert.-arrangirB (of flowers is nice to look at.) 

(2) a. (The) house-painter (just carre in.) 
b. ('!his can of soup is) expert-testEd. 

Moreover, the constraints exclude canpourrls fonned with a 
verb with two obligatory internal arguments, such as the ones in 
(3),2 rut they do not account for the fact that the compounds in 
(4), where one of the internal argumenc of the verb is optional, 
are well-fonned, with the Theme inside and the Goal outside. 

(3) a. *Boak-p..1ttirB on shelves (is dull.) 
b. *Shelf-p..1ttirB of lx:oks (is better than thrCMirB them away.) 

(4) a. Boak-sellirB to students (should be encouragEd.) 
b. *Student-sellirB of lx:oks (should be encouragEd.) 
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More recently, Grimshaw (1990) argues that Roeper and Sie
gel's First Sister Principle follONS fram Praminence 'Theory, which 
she proposes. Prominence 'Theory accounts for the 'Theme/Goal as"jID

metry ol:served in deverbal ~ and exemplified in (4) and 
(5), a fact not covered by the preceeding constraints. (4b) and 
(5b) are excluded, since the 'Theme, which is the lOillest. theta-role 
in the hierarchy, and thus should be satisfied in the c::orrpourrl, is 
satisfied outside. 

(5) 	 a. Gift~iving to children (is always rewarding.) 
b. *Chlld~iving of gifts (~s not so frequent.) 

According to Grimshaw, the ex:t:unal arcrument never can be 
saturated within a c::ompourrl, otherwise, the cornpoun:i could no 
longer be a well-formed predicate, i.e. have an open position to 
saturate in the syntax. It CX!Uld never be used as an adjective, 
given that [ADJ N] structures involve theta-identification (Hig
gi.nb:ltham 1985) or participate in Predication. Another fact, 
according to Grimshaw, suggesting that the external argument is 
not saturated inside is that if a verb has only one argument, it 
cannot form a deverbal c::ompourrl. 'This is evidenced in (6), where 
the deverbal ~ include an unergative (6a) or an ergative 
verb (6b). 

(6) 	 a. *B:Iby-crying / *Man-sleeping (is SOll'etimes noisy.) 
b. *student-arriving I *SUn-rising (is nice to watch.) 

'Thus, Praminence 'Theory, as well as the other constraints on 
English deverbal c::orrpourrls exclude the external argument from 
saturation inside the c::ompourrl. HOiIl€ver, we noted that there are 
cases, narrely c::orrpourrls such as the ones in (2), which escaped the 
constaints. 'The fact that the external argument of a verb is sa
turated within the domain of English deverbal c::orrp:ll.lIrl in some 
cases and not in others must be accounted for. Section 4 offers a 
solution to this question in terms of the argument structure of 
the parts of the c::ompourrl, assuming that an argument must be 
saturated when the relevant conditions are met (ef. Di Sciullo 
1990b, in press). In section 2, Italian deverbal c::orrpourrls' whose 
properties are telling with respect to our problem, are analysed. 
In section 3, an acoount of the differences between Italian and 
English deverbal c:x::rrp::Rll" is presented. 

2. Italian deverbal c:crnpcA.11"rls 

As we shall see, Italian provides evidence that the external 
arg\mlel1t can be saturated within a deverbal c::ompourrl. COnsider the 
follOilling c::ompourrls. 
(7) 	 taglia-carte, porta-anbrelli, lava-piatti 

cut-papers , carry-umbrellas, wash-dishes 
'paper-cut1:er', 'umbrella-stand', ,dlsh-washer , 
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It is clear from the opacity facts evidence:l in (8) to (10) 
that Italian deverbal c:x::r.rpourrls are XOs arrl not XPs, even though 
they look very much like \IPs. 

A deverbal canpound oonstitutes a'i opaque domain. In addition 
to the fact that no element can be inserte:l within the ccq::lOUJ"d, 
as in *tlorta-grarrli~ 'big-umbrella-carrier' no chain can 
include roth an elerae:nt from within this domain arrl an element 
frOll: ootside. 'Ihe nc:x.m in the domain of the ~ ca'iOOt be wh
rroved or NP-rroved, as in (8); it cannot be the antece:lent of a 
lexical ana~or, as in (9). Fllrthermore, there is no agreerrent 
between the determiner arrl the notl"l included in the compoun:l, as 
shown in (10).3 'Ihe opaci1:j of deverbal ~lrrls should folla.v 
fram the theory of grammar. 

(8) 	 a. *01ei ha Maria un [taglia til 

'What does Maria have a cut?' 


b.*carte sono state [porta(te) til da Gianni 

'Child was carried by Gianni. 


(9)*Q-lesti 	(gira-dischiil si mettono (gli uni su gli altrih 

''Ihese turn-tables are p.1t one on top of the other.' 


(10) 	 a • .!Jll taglia-carte 

'a (rnase./sing.) cut-paper (ferr../sing.)' 


b. 	una lava-piatt.! 

, (a (ferr../sing.) 'wash-dishes (mas./plur.)' 


In the folla.ving paragra~, I will focus on the argument 
properties of deverbal compounds. Ha.vever, the proposed analysis 
will also account for their categorial properties. 

'Ihe compounds in (7) include a nc:x.m, which is interpreted as 
the internal argument of the verb. Even though it is not refe
rential, as a DP is, it still satisfies the semantic requirements 
imposed by the verb on its internal argument. As for the external 
argument of the verb, there is no overt manifestation of its 
presence inside the compourrl. I would like to propose here that it 
is realized as ,m:Q. Pro is licensed by the verb without the pre
sence of an AGR ncx:ie in the structure of a deverbal canpound,5 arrl 
its content is identified by theta-rnarJeirg. According to Rizzi 
(1986), ,m:Q can be licensed in the syntax urrler government by a 
case-rnarking head. But, case is assigned to NPs arrl not to tPs, 
arrl there are no strorq arguments for the application of case 
'Iheory within XOs. 'Ihus, if ,m:Q is licensed in Italian deverbal 
canpc:lI.lOOs it must be in::iependently fran case-rnarJeirg. Given that 
J2rQ can be licensed by a theta-rnarJeirg head. in Italian, I propose 
that it can also be licensed in Italian a:::rrp::ml:ls with a predi
cative head. 

Basically, J2rQ is rEqlired by 'Iheta 'Iheory in the structure 
of Italian deverbal ~,6 arrl I propose that they are analy
sed as in (11), where roth the internal arrl the external argument 
of the verb are saturated within the canpound. 'Ihe internal argu
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ment is assigned to the noun governed b'j the verb and the external 
argument is assigned to ~N. The canpoun:::l as a whole has a non 
thematic R argument and it is a concrete noun; it reserr.bles result 
nominals sinoe it has no associated thematic argument. 

(11) N (R) 
/ \ 


Vi ~N 

/ \ (Ri) 

V 	 N 
porta mbrelli 
(xi,Yj) 	 (Rj) 

'!hat Italian deverbal cornpourrls are similar to result nomi
nals with respect to argument structure can be seen by the fact 
that the properties of their specifier and carplement systems are 
those of result naninal and not those of carplex event nominals, 
which do have thematic arguments, assurnin;J that saoo of Grimshaw's 
(1990) tests for distin;Jui~ result fran carplex event nominals 
in English hold for Italian as well. Thus, as is the case for 
result nominals, rut not for carplex event nominals, deverbal com
pourrls in Italian can be introduced by definite as well as :i.rrle
finite determiners, by numerals and derronstratives (12a). They can 
oo:::ur predicatively (12b). There is no carplex event interpreta
tion which can be associated to these CClllpOI..ll'ds, as shawn by the 
fact that agent-<Jriented adjectives such as deliberato 'delibe
rate' (12c) or aspecrual modifiers such as costan~ 'constant' and 
freguente 'frequent' cannot be licensed (12d). Moreover, no phrase 
corresponding to an argument of the verbal head is tolerated: in 
(12e), the £:i-phrase cannot be interpreted as an agent, and in 
(12f) the of-phrase cannot be interpreted as a there. 

(12) 	 a. Il/un/questo taglia-carte e sempre utile. 
'The/a/this paper-cutter is always useful.' 

b. 	Q.lesto e un taglia-carte. 

''!his is a paper-cu'tter.' 


c. 	*Il taglia-carte deliberato di Maria. 

'The paper-cutter deliberate of Mary.' 


d. 	*QUesto costante/frequente taglia-carte. 

''!his constant/frequent paper-cu'tter.' 


e. 	*Il taglia-carte da parte di Gianni. 

'The paper-cu'tter by Gianni.' 


f. 	Il taglia-carte di Gianni 

'Gianni's paper-cutter' 


Thus, given the admissibility of gQ in Italian deverbal com
pourrls, and the assurrption that gQ is associated to a non-thema
tic R argument, it is possible to account for the fact that dever
bal canpounds in Italian are concrete nouns and not carplex event 
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norninals, even though the verb they include has a complex event 
structure. 

Moreover, given uniqueness, our analysis predicts that the 
internal argumant of the verb cannot be saturated outside. '!his is 
the ease, as evidenced in (13a). Thus di-J;hrases cannot be licen
sed in the syntax. HC1Never, m:rlif iers, such as ,I;1!g-phrases are 
admissible, as in (13b). Assuming Grimshaw's (1990) distinction 
betwee.'1 complements an:i llOdifiers, the ,I;1!g-phrase is a lTLdifier, 
since it can be separated fran the canpourrl by a copula, as in 
(14), wnereas the Qi-phrase is a complement, since it cannot. If 
the internal argumant of the noun is saturated inside, structures 
such as (13a) are excluded by the Theta-criterion. 

(13 ) 	 a. *Un tempera-rnatite di carboncino 

'a pencil-sharpener of charcoal' 


b. 	un tempera-rnatite per carboncinc 

'a pencil-sharpener for charcoal' 


(14) 	 a.*Q..lesto tempera-rnatite e di carboncinc. 

''!his pencil-sharpener is of charcoal.' 


b. 	Questo tempera-rnatite e per carboncinc. 

''!his pencil-sharpener is for charcoal.' 


LikelNise, the external argumant of the verb included in the 
compound cannot be saturated outside, as in (15a), wnich is a 
Theta-criterion violation as well, even though m:rlifyirq goal
phrases, such as the ,I;1!g-phrase in (16b), are allowed, an:i a silrJ
lar contrast can be observed with respect to the possibility of a 
copula. Instead, the external argumant of the base verb must be 
saturated inside. 

(15) 	 a. *Un tempera-rnatite cia parte di Gianni 
'a pencil-sharpener by Gianni' 

b. 	un tempera-rnatite per Gianni 

'a pencil-sharpener for Gianni' 


(16) a.*Q..lesto 	tempera-rnatite Ie cia Gianni. 
''!his pencil-sharpener is by Gianni.' 

b. 	Questo tempera-rnatite e per GiimnL 

'This pencil-sharpener is for Gianni.' 


The analysis proposed here accounts for the properties of 
cc.rnpoun::is •.'ith a verool head an:i it also covers deprepositional 
c:.ompourrls, such as in (17). Prepositions such as senza 'without' 
an:i contro I against' are dyadic predicates: they appear in:iepen
dently in syntactic structures such as (19) where the preposition 
is the head of a predicative PP. 

(17 ) 	 un senza-vergo;na, un contro-argc.rnento 
'a without-sharne', 'a coonter-argumant' 
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(18) N (Rl 
I \ 

Pi Pro-N 
I \ (Ril 

P N 
senza vergo;na 
(xi,Yjl (Rjl 

(19) a. un caffe senza zucchero 
'A coffee without sugar' 

b. Questo caffe e senza zucchero. 
"Ibis coffee is without sugar.' 

c. una :manifestazione contro la violenza 
'A meeting againts violence.' 

d. Questa :manifestazione e contro la violenza. 
''!his meeting is against violence.' 

Assulnirq that deverbal anj deprepositional compourrls are 
given a unified aa:::ount, the existence of deprepositional can
pc:>UrXls brings support to the hypothesis that m:2 is not licensed 
by AGR in compourrls including a predicative head: pre{XlSitions are 
not related to AGR as verts are. In the structure of deverbal =n
pc:>UrXls, the presence of m:2 is irdeperrlent of AGR. 

Thus, the argument properties of Italian compourrls with a 
predicaUve head follow from irdeperrlently-needed principles of 
the grammar. This is also the case for their categorial proper
ties, if we assume that the categorial anj the predicative heads 
of a constituent can be disjoint. In structure (11), the catego
rial head is in final {XlSition anj the predicative head is in ini
tial {XlSition. The verb is the predicative head, it has thematic 
arguments, whereas the m:g-N is the categorial head, it has no 
thematic arguments. This situation is expected, given the notion 
of relativized head, proposed in Di Sciullo anj Williams (1987), 
anj in Di Sciullo (1990a). 

(20) 	 Relativized head 
The headF of an yP is the e element of yP which is F-marked. 
e= initial/final; F= gramnatical features (categorial, 
predicative, etc.) 

The definition in (20) is paran-etrized with respect to {XlSi
tion anj with tespect to gramnatical features, allowing greater 
flexibility than the original definition. SO for instance, it can 
also cover the fact that the categorial head in Italian root 
compourrls is in initial {XlSition (~-forte 'safe', .!2.!g-notte 
'night-blue'). Thus, the categorial properties of deverbal can
pc:>UrXls also follow fran the theory of gramnar, even th~ there 
might be an asymmetry between the position of the categorial head 
in yP am. in XP which does not follow directly fran the generali 
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zed versions of X' 'Iheory, as the one propose:i by Lieber (1989) 
for instance. 7 

3. :Er'X;llish arrl Italian dever:bal carp::mrls 

'Ihe CC1lTp01.ll"ds in (7) are typically not fourrl in English, arrl 
this gap deserves an explanation. I propose that this should be 
attrihlted to a general property of affixes arrl to the fact that 
m:Q is not available in :Er'X;llish grammar, a parametric difference 
be"t:Wee.... :Er'X;llish arrl Italian. 

First, if m;:Q is not available in the grammar of :Er'X;llish, the 
external argum::mt of a predicative head must be saturated by 
another means, either an XI? in a maximal projection, or a noun or 
a suffix in a lexical projection. '!he latter situation is obtained 
in dever:bal carp::mrls with ~ for instance. 'Ihe suffix -er 
saturates the external argum::mt-variable of the predicate it joins 
to (cf. Di Sciullo & Williams 1987, Rappaport arrl Levin 1988). 
Given Uniqueness, it follaYS that dever:bal CC1lTp01.ll"ds in Italian 
should exclude suffixes sum as -ore '-er' whim otherwise have 
the property of saturatin:.J the external argum::mt-variable, given 
that m:Q is available in that lan::JUage. '!his prediction is cor
rect, as evidencErl in (21). (2lb) is excluded since the external 
argum::mt of the verb is saturated twice, (21C) is excluded also 
because it '\liolates directionality of theta-role assignment. 

(21) 	a. tagliatore 

'cutter' 


b. 	*tagliatore-carte 

, cutter-paper' 


c. 	*cart.e-tagliatore 

, paper-cutter' 


'Ihus, given this indepen:ient difference between Italian arrl 
:Er'X;llish, the availability of m:Q, no Italial1 dever:bal cornpoun:::l may 
include a'1 argum::mt saturatin:.J suffix, whereas dever:bal cornpourds 
in :Er'X;llish must include sum a suffix. 

Secord, the difference between Italian arrl :Er'X;llish with 
respect to the position of the internal argument in dever:bal 
canpourrls follaYS frem indeperrlent properties of affixes. In 
particular, fran the strict adjacency requirE!l1.Elit imposed by an 
affix on the category it selects. '!his property of affixes is 
generally assumed in the literature, arrl it can be expresse:j as in 
(22). OJ:rrent proposals diverge however with respect to the level 
at whim (22) holds. 

(22) 	An affix is a sister of the category it selects. 

COnsequently, if a suffix selects a ver:bal category, as is 
the case of ~ in :Er'X;llish, the suffix must be a sister of the 
ver:bal category at sane level of representation. 'Ihus, structures 
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such as (23a) am (23b) are excluded: the suffix is not a sister 
of the verb that it selects. 

(23) a.* N b.* N 
I \ I \ 

N suffix V N 
I \ I \ 

V N N suffix 

c. 	 N d. N 
I \ / \ 

V suffix N N 
I \ 	 I \ 

N V 	 V suffix 

On the other hard, structures such as (23c) am (23d) are 
b::Ith possible structures for F.il;lish deverbal =rp::>Ul'rls. Both give 
the right orderirg of the internal argument with respect; to the 
verb. 
However, (23C) is the correct structure, given that the interme:li 
ate N in (23d) does not have selectional properties: it does not 
select its sister N, whereas both the suffix am the V on the 
right perit:he.ry of the tree in (23c) do have selectional require
Irel1ts: the'lawer V selects its sister N, am the suffix selects 
its sister v.S 

Thus, the differences between Italian am F.il;lish follow frCi\\ 
irrlependent properties: the availability of l?TI>, a crucial diffe
rence between Italian am F.il;lish, am the general requirement 
i.nposed by the selectional properties of affixes, a property 
shared by b::Ith languages. 

4. F.il;lish deverbal COI:!p:>I.lnis revisited 

Contrary to what has usually been assumed, I have argued that 
the external argument can be saturated in F.il;lish deverbal com
pourrls. Now, deverbal ~ in F.il;lish do not form an harooge
neous class with respect to argument saturation. In fact t.lJe pre
perties of the suffix included ir. the CCII'llpCW)i determine ..nether 
the external argument is saturated inside or outside the CClIl1pOllrd.. 
These properties are correlated with the result or the event 
nature of nominals, asstmring as in Grimshaw (1990) that event 
nominals take thematic arguments I l::ut result am concrete ncar.inals 
do not. 

For -ex- deverbal COI:!p:>I.lnis, the external argument of the 
predicative head is saturated inside the ~ I since -g: has 
the property of saturatirg the external argument-variable of the 
predicate (Pr) it selects, as shawn in the lexical representation 
of this suffix in (24). Moreover, the suffix -ex- has inherent 
properties, it is a ncminal element am it is associated to the 
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referential, non-thenatic, argurre.nt R, which is part of the argu
ment structure of result ncminals an:::l. concrete nouns. 

(24) -er: [+N/-V], [PrV(xi'Y) _], (Ri) 

'Thus, when -g:r canpose.s with a V, the res...!ltirB campourri is a 
N with only one argument: a non-thenatic R. It is a concrete noun. 

(25) N (R) 

/ \ 

Vi N 


/ \ -er 

N V (Ri) 


taxi drive 

(Rj) (xi/Yj) 


-ed deverbal CCII'p)\.ll'rls are different fram -g:r deverbal CCJm

poun1s with respect to b:::lth categorial an:::l. argument structure 
properties. As exemplified in (26) -ed deverbal campoUl"rls ca.'1 be 
used as verl::s or adjectives. Moreover, they allCM subjects as well 
as Qy-~ases correspoOOirB to the external argument of the base 
verb an:::l. they can occur in ADJ-N structures. 

(26) a. John expert-tested the soup. 
b. 'This soup was expert-tested (by John) • 
c. Expert-tested soups are dull rut safe. 

'The basic argument structure properties of -ed campourris are 
derived from the properties of the suffix -ed , whose lexical entry 
includes the specifications in (27). -ed is a [+V] suffix: it maps 
a verb onto a verbal category. It does not bind any argurne11t 
variable of the base verb. 'The argument of the base verb cannot be 
saturated inside I an:::l. the noun included in the campourri is inter
preted as a mxlifier. Moreover, the suffix -ed has an inherent 
non-thenatic event argument (E). 'The event properties of -@ 
deverbal campourris allCMS them to license agent oriented adverl::s 
(28a) as well as aspectual mxlifiers (2Bb). 

(27) -eel: [+V] I [Pr _ ], (E) 

(28) a. 'These soups were intentionally/deliberately expert-tested. 
b. 'Their soups were constantly/frequently expert-tested. 

-ing deverbal campourris are different fram b:::lth -er an:::l. -ed 
deverbal campourris, because the properties of the suffixes are 
different. 'The suffix -ing is ncminal , it has an eventive non
thenatic argument (E), an:::l. it does not saturate any argument of 
the predicative head it joins to. However, the internal argument 
of the base verb is saturated inside by the noun included in the 
campoun::l. 

http:argurre.nt
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(28) -jng: 	[+N,-V], [PI" _l, (E) 

When -jng joins with a verb, the resultin::J deverbal carrpotl1'rl 
is an event nominal ard the external argument of the verb is not 
saturated inside the carrpotl1'rl because this argument cannot be 
assigJ)e.d to, boun1 by or identifiro with a category in the struc
ture. 9 

(29) 	 N (E(x» 

/ \ 


Vx N 

/ \ -in::J 


N V (E) 
taxi drive 

(Rjl (x,Yj) 


'!he -jng ~ have the specifier ard conplernent proper
ties of conplex event naninals, as exemplifiro in (30). As in the 
case of conplex event nominals, -jng deverbal carrpotl1'rls allow only 
the definite determiner (30a), cannot plUlralize (30b), cannot 
occur prroicatively (3OC), can license a .lzi-phrase =rrespon::ling 
to the Agent of the verbal head (3Od) , allow Agent-oriented adjec
tives (30e) as well as aspectual no::lifiers (30f). 

(30) a. '!he/*a/*one/*that taxi-<lrivin::J John did exhausted him. 
b. *'!he taxi-<lrivin::Js John did were fun. 
c. *'That is a taxi-<lrivin::J. 
d. Taxi-<lrivin::J by Mary can be darJ;jerous. 
e. Mary's deliberate/intentional taxi-<lrivin::J is unex:pect.ed. 
f. John cannot st.am her =r.stant/frequent taxi-<lrivin::J. 

'!hus, -jng deverbal carrpotl1'rls are event nominals ard their 
external argument can license .lzi-phrases, as in (31a); this is not 
possible for -:gr deverbal carrpotl1'rls, as evidencro in (3lb) , which 
is a '!heta-criterion violation. 

(31) a. Book-readir¥::J by students (should be encouraged.) 
b. *A lxlak-reader by stude.'1t.s (should be encouragro. l 

'!he proposed analysis also provides an explanation of the 
fact that c::cJlllOUIrls with tmergatives or ergatives are excludro. 

(32) a. *Man-worker/*Man-swimmer (is nice tci watch.) 
b. *Rain-faller/*student-arriver (is nice to watch.) 

'!he -jng deverbal carrpotl1'rls in (6) al:x:we are excludro because 
the event nominals would have no thematic argument-adjunct to 
license outside; whereas the -er deverbal ~ in (32) are 
excludro because, in the tmergative cases (320.) -er would saturate 
an already saturated argument-variable, ard in the ergative cases 
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(32b) -eY would have no exteITlal argument variable to saturate. 
Thus the fact that these cx:mpourrls are not possible is not due to 
the exclusion of exteITlal argument saturation inside a deverbal 
=npourrl, rut to iIrleperrlent principles of the gramrrar. 

Finally, there is no need to a~l to the Ther..atic 
Hierarchy to aa::ount for the fact that a Goal argument is excluded 
within =npourrls when the base verb is ditransitive, as in (5) 
above. Within the prcpJSed aa::ount, child--givim' is excluded with 
child interprete:l. as a Goal because give cannot directly assign 
the Goal argument, whereas it can assign the Theme directly, as is 
generally the case for verbs. As expected, child--givim' is well 
formed if the ncrninal cata;Jory is interpreted as the Theme on a 
par with gift-givL'19. Silrilarly, truck-loader and hay-loader are 
well-formed, where the nominal category is interpreted as the 
Theme. 

5. SUmmary 

Assuming that an argument must be saturated whenever the 
relevant corrlitions are met (Di Sciullo 1990b, in press), it is 
possible to relieve deverbal cx:mpourrls frem construction specific 
constraints, the effect of which is to exclude the exteITlal argu
ment frem saturation inside. In the case of Italian deverbal com
pounds, argument saturation occurs nonnally within the =rpoun::l 
and the well fo~ of the structure basically relies on 
iIrlepen:lent principles of the gra.-mar. In English deverbal com
pounds, the fact that the internal argument is, all tllingS being 
equal, saturated inside a deverbal =npourrl is atcri.l::uted to the 
general requirement for saturation inposed on arguments. Moreover, 
I have prcpJSed that the differences between Italian and English 
deverbal CCl!rpJllJrls rest upon the availability of m:9 in each gram
mar, and 011 a basic property of affixes share:i by both l~
ges. 

Footnotes 

1. Many thanks to the members of the Argurre.'1t structure Project 
at U2AM for discussions, in partiCllar to Elizabeth Klipple and 
Ilan HaZOllt. This work was supported by a grant frm the Social 
Sciences and Hu:manities Research Council of canada (#410-88-0624). 

2. Sproat (1985) attri.l::utes to case Theory the fact that a 
deverbal =npourrl cannot contain two internal arguments. Thus, in 
(i)*[bank m:mey p..It er] bank is assigned no casE, since the verb 
has only one case to assign. In defense of the hypothesis that 
case Theory applies within a:t!pOl.ITrls, Sproat points rut the fact 
that una~tive verbs are excluded frem =npourrls. Thus deverbal 
CCl!rpJllJrls with ergative verbs such as *student-arrivim' and *sun
~ are excluded: the verb they contain is not a case assigner. 
However, as noted in Mead (1989), this argument does not hold if 
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we assume Belletti's (1988) proposal that ergative verts do assign 
case, partitive case to their objects. If case Theory does not 
apply within XOs, as a.ssurred here, O:IlPOU1"rlS such as (i) are 
excluded because the irrlirect internal argument is not theta
marked. 

3. The form of the noun inclu::led in the cc:xrp::ll.ll'r is fixed. The 
fact that the noun is plural can be attr:ib.lted to its generic 
interpretation and not to agreement. 

4. The opacity in question folloos if lOCldularity, the idea that 
principles of the grammar interact in the analysis of grammatical 
representations, applies to a specific danain within the lir.tits 
imposed b)' the vocab.llary of the danains, as discussed in Di 
Sciullo (1990a). So for instance, there are reasons to believe 
that the set of categories available within XOs is not coextensive 
with the set of categories available within XPs. If a functional 
category such as D is exclu::led from XO danains, it is possible to 
derive the fact that a nominal expression within an XO is not 
referential, as well as the fact that no referential d1ain can be 
formed which include categories fran ooth XO and xmax danains, as 
in (9). M::>reover, if AGR is not part of XO danains, the facts in 
(10) can also be accounted for; furthermore, if case is not part 
of XO danains , it follo..'S that no empty category subject to the 
ECP can appear within these danains, thus wh-t as well as NP-t are 
excluded from XO danains, accounting for the facts in (8). 

5. The form of the verb, though apparently inflected (3rd person, 
present), is invariant. There is no well-formed deverbal =rpouncls 
that includes an inflected verb: *tagliera=carte 'will-cut-paper'. 
I will assume that the final § in the example in (5) starrls for 
the verb class and that it is not an inflexional marker. An AGR 
ncde cannot be justified in the structure because there is no 
paradigm to justify it. 

6. That cc:xrp::ll.ll'r with a predicative head in Italian include :mg 
and not the null moq:ileme 0 is supported by the fact that devertal 
~ are Ns in Italian, i.n:iepen:iently of the categorial 
nature of the predicative head (V or P). This folloos if :mg, and 
not 0, is the categorial head of a deverbal corrpourrl. :mg is 
naninal, bJt 0 can be any category. Furthermore, :mg being a 
naninal category, is associated to an R argument, whereas 0 is 
not, otherwise by stipulation. M::>reover, :mg can indepen:iently be 
theta-marked in the syntax, which is not the case for 0. 

7. Lieber's (1989) Generalized X' '!heary is interrled to account 
for the properties of ooth 'WOrds and tiJrases. It predicts that the 
setting for a given parameter is done once and for all for the 
syntax and the moq:hology" HClItJever, la.rquages which have the same 
value with respect to the directionality of theta-role assignment 
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in the syntax may differ with respect to the properties of words; 
this is the case of Italian am Eh:;Jlis.'J.. In both l~ges, theta
role assignment is to the right in the syntax; however, the p::si 
tion of the argument with respect to its head differs in c::orrpoun
ds. In Italian, as well as in other Ranance l~ges, the argu
ment follows the head in CClTIpOI.ll'rls, whereas it precedes the head 
in Eh:;Jlish. In Lieber's analysis, deverbal carpounds in Eh:;Jlish 
are derived ~ rrovement of the tP to preverbal p::sition. However, 
the fact that carpounds such as *~-q;;!rduttore 'b.ls-driver' 
are excluded in Italian is left unexplained. 

8. Gr imshaw ( 1990) off ers two arg\lIl'e.!'lts for anaI yz irg c::ornp::>urrls 
such as gift-givirg as havirg a nominal, am not a verbal head. 
First, the fact that they exist at all, given that, a=rdirg to 
Grimshaw, there is no verbal headed compoun::l in Eh:;Jlish, am 
second the fact that they take nominal am not verbal m<Xlifica
tion: (i) His unexpected [gift-givirg] 

(ii)*His unexpectedly [gift-givirg] 
A=rdirg to Grimshaw, that theta-markirg inside the leY.ical 

category is p::ssible even for nouns, 1Nhich she assmnes are not 
theta-markers in the syntax, is related to the fact that =rIpOUIXj 

internal arguments do not have to receive case. However, these 
arguments can be camtered given that i) c::ornp::>urrls with a verbal 
head such as bar-tend, carol-sirg, grocery-shop do exist in En
glish, am' ii) assurr.irg the opacity of "i?, it follows that only 
(i) is p::ssible, the "i? in question beirg a noun. 

9. In sane cases, a result readin::J is also associated to -.in::! 
nominals, such as b.lildirg in a tall b.lildim. However, -.in::! 
deverbal carpounds generally have an event readin:]. 
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The formal complexity of word-internal structure 

William B. Dolan 

UCLA !CSUF 


O. Introduction 

In this paper I will be concerned with the formal complexity of 
morphological systems. and more specifically, with the difficulty of the 
problems posed by morphology for computational models of processing. or 
parsing. Cnlike syntactic parsing, which typically involves identifying 
which rules in a grammar contributed a sentence's phrase structure, 
morphological parsing involves determining the operations which 
contributed to the surface form of a wc·rd during the course of a derivation. 

For example, given the Quechua word In (I), a morphological parser 
should be capable of determining the constituent structure indicated in (l b) 
and producing as its output what is given as (lc) -- the stem meaning 
"watch" and a Jist of inflectional features associated with it. Clearly, the task 
of morphological analysis will be much more complex in languages with 
nonconcatenative morphological processes or in languages where 
phonological processes act to obscure boundaries between formatives. 

(1) Quechua (Wallace, 1987) 

a) input: 	 [ qhawawarqayku] 
"you!she!he!they watched us (exc!.)." 

b) 	 qhawa - wa rqa • yku 
watch 10bj past 1 pI. past excl 

c) Ql!Ulli!: 	 /qhawa!. [1 obj, past, I pI. past exc1] 

The motivation for developing a general model of morphological parsing 
comes from its potential for use as a tool in investigating the adequacy of 
linguistic models of morphological organization. Part of the task of 
producing a working parser involves rigorously describing the fonnal 
representations and operations allowed by the model being implemented: 
often this process will point up redundancies or flaws in the model which go 
unnoticed in informal descriptions. In addition, this focus on a complete and 
rigorous description of the chums of a theory makes it possible to investigate 
the costs in processing complexity associated with including particular kinds 
of formal devices in a morphological description. Investigating the 
processing characteristics of a particular morphological model, then. can 
potentially reveal otherwise-unnoticed sources of complexity inherent in the 
model. 

This paper will examine in detail one such source of processing 
complexity in generative models of morphology. The general structure of 
the paper is as follows. First, I wiIl briefly review the formal 
characterization of linguistic models and the parsing complexity associated 
with different types of grammar formalisms. Next I will rum to morphology 
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to discuss a reduplication process in the Niger-Congo language Bambara 
which appears to require a morphological operation of such formal power 
that it will not yield to efficient processing strategies. 

Finally, I will show that if this Bambara reduplication process is 
properly formalized, then it ceases to represent an efficiency problem for 
parsing models. This result can be extended to other languages with Similar 
apparently-problematic reduplication processes. 

I. Grammars and processing complexity 

Languages can be characterized according to the formal power of the 
grammar needed to describe them. The Chomsky Hierarchy of formal 
languages (Chomsky, 1957) defines four classes of grammars, ranging in 
complexity from the simple finite state grammars to unrestricted rewrite 
grammars (which have full transformational power.) 

(2) The Chomsky Hierarchy of Formal Languaiies 

Unrestricted ReMite grammars (i.e., transformational) 
Context-Sensitive grammars/languages 
Context-Free (CF) grammars/languages 
Finite-State grammars/languages 

A good deal of research into the mathematical characterization of natural 
language has centered around the class of CF languages. The reason for thiS 
focus stems from the processing complexity associated with this class: 
known algorithms, such as the Earley algorithm (Earley, 1970) are capable 
of efficiently parsing any formal language which can be characterized in 
terms of a CF grammar description. Strings from CF languages are know'n 
to be parseable (in the worst case) in time proportional to the cube of the 
length of the input string. Simplifying somewhat, this amounts to a 
guarantee that the length of time required to parse a string using a CF 
grammar will be bounded. 

This is an imponant limitation, because no such guarantee exists for 
grammars belonging to the more powerful mathematical classes (that is, 
grammars instantiating rules of context-sensitive or transformational power.) 
Strings from languages belonging to these classes may be effectively 
unparsable, since it can be shown that parsing time can grow exponentially 
with· the length of the input string. One way of producing a general proof 
that a linguistic description (of, for example, syntax or morphology) can be 

. efficiently processed, then, is to show that it can be mapped onto a CF 
grammar. 

A few syntactic constructions have been identified which cannot be 
described with the relatively limited mathematical power of a CF formalism. 
For instance, Shieber (1985) describes a construction in Swiss German 
subordinate infinitival clauses which is like that schematized in (3). 
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(3) Swiss Gennan Crossed Serial Dependencies 

I 
1 I 
!':Pl !':P2 !':P3 VI V2 V3 
John Peter Mary saw make swim 

"John saw Peter make Mary swim" 

This structure involves crossing discontinuous crossing dependencies 
between an arbitrarily-large number of verbs and their subjects. Although 
CF grammars are capable of handling some fonns of discontinuous 
dependencies, they are nOt capable of describing structures with unlimited 
numbers of crossing dependencies. 

II- /lion-CF word structures 

Turning again to morphology, the issue is whether or not it is possible 
to map linguistically-motivated descriptions of morphological and related 
phonological operations onto a CF descriptive fonnalism. Demonstrating 
that this is possible would amount to a claim that these descriptions can be 
straightfof\,vardly implemented in efficient parsing devices. Problematic 
cases, then, are those constructions which appear to require a representatIon 
which is beyond the descriptive power of a CF fonnalism. 

One such case can be found in Bambara. Culy (1985) describes a 
process of full reduplication in this language which copies a noun stem '!'\ to 
produce a compound noun "/Ii-o-K" meaning "whatever /Ii". Thus, for 
example, (4): 

(4) Bambara noun reduplication (Culy, 1985) 

wulu "dog" 
wulu-o-wulu "whatever dog" 

Another word-fonnation process in Bambara which compounds a noun 
and a transitive verb and adds the suffix" -la". The result is an agentive N 
meaning "one who TV's N's". 

(5) Bambara agentive noun fonnation 

Noun (K) + Transitive Verb (TV) + /la/ "one who TVs Ns" 

wulu file + la = wulufilela "dog watcher" 

dog watch 


wulu nvini + la = wulunvina "dog searcher" 
dog search for (i.e., one who searches for dogs) 
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This compounding process can apply recursively. in principle producing 
agentive nouns of arbitrary length, (Culy suggests that interpretability is the 
sole constraint on this process,) 

(6) Recursive application of agentive noun formation 

wulu-jilela-nyinila "dog watcher hunter" 
(i.e" "someone who hunts for someone who watches dogs") 

Crucially, compounding can feed noun reduplication with input sterns of 
arbitrary length and internal complexity, as illustrated in (10): 

(7) agentive noun formation + reduplication 

wuJujileJanyiniJa-o-wuJujiJeJanyini/a "whatever dog watcher hunter" 

Informally, the result of reduplicating complex words like (7) appears to be a 
structure like that in (8), 

(8) Non-CF structure within the Bambara lexicon 

I 
wulu filela nyinila (0) wulu filela nyinila 

"whatever dog watcher hunter' 

The apparent result of this rule is a noun whose internal structure 
includes an arbitrary number of crossing dependencies linking each base 
morpheme with its reduplicated copy, Bambara word structures thus appear 
to be complex in just the same way as Swiss German syntactic structures, 
Culy notes these Barnbara words have a structure identical to one described 
hypothetically by Langendoen (1981) as one which would render the entire 
word-set of a language non-CF. Culy demonstrates that the language which 
results is of the form (ambnambn I m, n ;:: I), where the elements a and b 
correspond to individual morphemes, and the values for m and n are greater 
than or equal to 1. This language--and thus the Bambara lexicon--is 
demonstrabl\' non-CF. 

It should be noted that the simple observation that morphological 
systems may fall outside the class of CF languages does not automatically 
preclude the possibility of analyzing them with an efficient parsing strategy, 
If the non-CF constructions which occur in morphological systems could be 
shown to fall within sharply defined limits, then it might be possible to 
augment efficient CF parsing strategies \\1th some simple additional check or 
test aimed at identifying just the class of non-CF structures which do occur. 
Such augmented CF parsing strategies might be capable of efficiently parsing 
systems encompassing some specified subset of non-CF languages. This 
sort of approach might thus avoid the potential for exponential growth in 
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processing time that could result from a wholesale shift to some more 
powerful descriptive formalism. 

Gazdar and Pullum (1985) describe a proposal made by Carl Pollard for 
augmenting a recognition device to enable it to handle constructions like 
Bambara reduplications. Pollard noted thaI all reported examples of non
context-freeness in the lexicon involve full reduplication, Since it is possible 
to detennine whether the frrst half of some substring is identical to its second 
half in time proportional to the length of the string, Pollard reasoned that a 
standard CF language recognition algorithm could be augmented with a 
check of this son. Unlike a parser, which must assign an appropriate 
representation to a string, a recognition device simply makes a "yes/no" 
decision about a string's grammaticality. Augmenting an algorithm to check 
for reduplication would add only a linear element to the total amount of time 
required to recognition. As a result, the time complexity associated with 
recognizing strings from a CF language which also allows fully-reduplicated 
structures should be no worse than that associated with general CF language 
recognition, 

The problem with Pollard's suggestion is that it is restricted to claims 
about the difficulty of recognizing reduplicated strings. Results of this kind 
are not a particularly revealing measure of a language's formal complexity,l 
Since recognition is not carried out relative to any particular grammar, all a 
guarantee of efficient recognition tells us is that some CF grammar is 
capable of efficiently recognizing strings of the relevant type. 

However, as mentioned earlier. we are not simply interested in 
whether a string like (7) is grammatical: an adequate morphological analysis 
must also describe the word's internal structure. This requires parsing. a 
more complex task than recognition, and one which is carried out relative to 
a specific (linguistically-motivated) grammar. Simply demonstrating that 
strings from some language can be efficiently recognized does not translate 
into a claim that those same strings can be effIciently parsed. Thus. 
Pollard's suggested augmentation of CF recognition algorithms is not 
directly relevant to the question of how difficult it is to parse these Bambara 
structures, 

The obvious question is whether CF parsing algorithms might be 
augmented with a reduplication check of this son while still retaining their 
efficiency, Problems with such a strategy arise immediately. however. 
Parsing a structure like (8) is a far more complex task than simply 
recognizing it, and the difficulty of this task cannot be eliminated by some 
simple augmentation to CF parsing techniques. 

I will describe the reason for this complexity in informal terms. In 
order to recover the structure given in (8) for the input string 
(7).wulu/ilelanyinila-o-wulu/ilelanyinila. the parser must frrst parse the 
sequence wulu/ilelanyinila, corresponding to the first half of the 
reduplication. Next, it must parse the second half of the reduplication. again 
corresponding to wulu/ilelanyinila ..2 Finally, the parser must check to be 
certain that the two phonological and morphological complexes are in fact 
identical. Only after it has confirmed this can it identify the twin structures 
as having been produced by the reduplication word formation rule illustrated 
in (4), This process is diagrammed in (9), where each W corresponds to 
half of the reduplicated word. 
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(9) 

CF parser augmented with a check for structural and phonological identity 


It is this comparison stage which poses the potential for explosive 
costs in processing complexity for a CF parser augmented to handle such 
reduplications: if one or both of the structures being compared are 
structurally ambIguous, then all the various possible pairs of analyses must 
be checked against one another. This could involve a great deal of costly 
bookkeeping, growing with the complexity of the input string. Of course, it 
might be possible to limit the extent of this task by imposing some arbitrary 
cap on the length and morphological complexity of inputs to the reduplication 
rule, but there appears to be no principled motivation for such a limitation. 
As a resulL it appears impossible to guarantee :hat morphological structures 
of the son described by Culy can be efficiently parsed. 

III. Reduplication Revisited 

However, Cul)"s demonstration IS Incorrect in one fundamental 
detail: he assumes that the Bambara reduplication process establi~hes twin 
morphologically complex structures, with crossing dependencies linking 
morphemes in the two. However, current theoretical accounts of 
reduplication (e.g. Marantz, 1982; McCarthy and Prince, 1986; Steriade, 
1988) view this as a strictly phonological process which copies melodic and 
possibly prosodic material from the base bur not information about lexical 
identiry or internal morphological srructure.3 

Given this view of the formal character of reduplication, the structure 
we assumed in (8) is incorrect. Instead of crossing dependencies between 
morphemes in the two halves of the reduplication, the only dependencies in 
this structure are at the phonological level. The stem copy should be viewed 
simply as a phonological shell which contains neither lexical nor 
morphological information. 
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This observation does not affect Culy's basic claim that this 
reduplication process takes the Bambara lexicon outside the class of CF 
languages. 4 The reason for this is even if we move to a view of 
reduplication in which copying is purely phonological, this process remains 
beyond the descriptive capability of a CF grammar formalis::n. The only 
formal means of describing a reduplication rule which is capable of copying 
an unboundedly large number of segments (or prosodic units) is with a 
transformation of the form 'X-->XX'. The phonological structure of the 
Bambara lexicon is thus genuinely non-CF. 

However, shifring to a view of the reduplicated material as simply a 
noncompositional phonological shell has profound implications for parsing 
models. Since the redupl:cated material has no internal morphological 
structure, the parser is no longer faced with the task of identifymg this 
structure and comparing it to the structure recovered for the first half. 
Instead, the parser needs only to perform a relatively superficial comparison 
of some sequence of phonological segments to a corresponding number of 
following segments, as I have schematized in (10). As with the recognizer 
augmentation suggested by Pollard, this simple check for phonological 
identity does not run the risk of exponentially increasing parSL'1g time as the 
length and complexity of the input grows. 

(10) CF parser augmented \\lth a check for phonological identity 

In effect. what this means is that there is no sil!nificant difference 
between the task of (a) identifying the presence of a redJiplication on a word 
and (b) assigning it an appropriate representation. That is, once a 
morphological analyzer has recognized a reduplicated structure, no more 
computation is necessary to parse it. This claim is plausible from a 
psycholinguistic standpoint: it seems unlikely that hearers .should actually 
reparse the second copy of a reduplicated morphologically-complex word 
and then compare its internal structure to that of the original. 
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IV. Unbounded reduplications and parsing complexity 

It is now possible to determine the degree of complexity structures 
like (8) pose for processing models, by comparing the task in (10) -- what 
I'm assuming the parser must do in order to recognize structures like (8) -
with the normal-case complexity associated with CF parsing. 

Figure (11) sketches the task a standard CF parser would have to 
perform if faced with a structure like (8). The two structures would be 
parsed in sequence, but no check for identity could be performed. As a 
result, the output of the parse would be deficient, since the reduplication 
could not be identified. 

(11) U naugmented CF parser 

It appears that the task represented in (10) -- parsing the first half of a 
reduplication and then performing a phonological check for reduplication -
is no more complex than the normal CF parsing procedure in (11). The 
reason for this is that the formal cost of performing the check for 
reduplication is probably no greater than the cost associated with actually 
parsing the second structure. In fact, depending on the complexity of the 
structures to be parsed, the task in (10) might actually be less complex than 
the task sketched in (11). 

It should be possible to demonstrate these claims empirically using an 
parser implementing a suitably-augmented version of an efficient CF parsing 
algorithm. Evidence of this kind would indicate that despite Bambara's non
CF reduplication construction, the worst-case time complexity associated 
v.'ith parsing Bambara words is no worse than than that associated with the 
general complexity of parsing CF languages. 

This claim is an interesting one, because it has been generally 
assumed that the class of "copying languages" which includes reduplicated 
structures is quite costly from processing standpoint. Given this, we might 
expect such structures to be extremely rare cross-linguistically. However, 
Alexis Manaster-Ramer is quoted by Gazdar and Pullum as reporting 
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reduplications which have no length bound in Turkish and a number of other 
languages. 

The implication is that constructions like Bambara reduplication are 
not unusual. This should not be a particularly surpriSing fact: a number of 
languages exhibit recursive affixation rules, and many languages have 
processes of full reduplication. The interesting feature of Bambara is that it 
exhibits both, with recursive afflXation capable of feeding reduplication with 
arbitrarily-long input sterns. Since generative theory suggests no principled 
constraints which might be placed on such interactions, it would be 
extremely troubling to find that a guarantee of efficient for the resulting 
structures could be achieved only by stipulating some ad hoc upper bound on 
the length of reduplications. 

V. Conclusion 

In this paper I have suggested a simpler alternative: structures 
involving unbounded reduplications are simply not problematic for efficient 
parsing models. The basis for this argument is that reduplication, which as 
Pollard noted is implicated in all known cases of non-CF word structure" 
does not copy word internal structure. As a result, these structures present 
(he parser with a sharply simpler task than is suggested by analyses which 
posit crossing dependencies between morphological elements in the base and 
its copy. Empirical support for this claim is expected to come from a 
computational implementation of the Earley algorithm, augmented with a 
reduplication check of the sort described above. 

~otes: 

I would like 10 express my appreciation to a number of people for their help with various 
aspects of this paper: Bruce Bagemihl, Kathy Hunt, Pat Shaw, and Danca Steriade. In 
particular. I would like to thank Ed Stabler for his many invaluable comments and 
suggestions. All errors are of course my own. 

1For a discussion of this claim, see Weinberg (1988). 

21 ignore the 101 which intervenes between the two halves of these Barnbara reduplication> 
for two reasons. First of all, Culy shows that the presence of this segment is irreievantlO 
the mathematical propenies of the construction, Secondly, while Barnbara listeners may 
well depend on the presence of this segment as a heuristic in identifying reduplication;, I 
take this to be an accidental property of this parucular reduplication rule in this language. 
Full reduplication in many languages involves simple copying with no "morphological 
glue", so any general approach 10 parsing should presumably not be dependent on cues of 
this son, 

3D. Steriade (p.c.) points out a reduplication process in Kinande (Mutaka and Hyman, 
1989) which appears to require access 10 information about the internal morphological 
structure of its input form. Mutaka and Hyman claim that the mapping of a melody to a 
reduplicative template in this language is subject to their "Morpheme Integrity 
Constraint": if the whole of a morpheme cannot be mapped onto the template, then none 
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of it is copied. However, as far as I know there is no basis in Kinandc or any other 
language for assuming that information about morphological structure is carried ov~r from 
the base into its copy. 

4Thanks to Ed Stabler for pointing this out, 
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Movement and the Case of the Irisb Verbal Noun.· 

Nigel Duffield. 
Unlversity of Southern California. 

Here I will consider certain aspects of the Irisb non-finite verb form, kno"''Il in the traditional 
literature as tbe "verbal noun". In particular, I investigate the possibility of positing a uniform 
underlying structure for this verb-form wbose various reflexes appear in all nOD-fmite structures 
in Irish, including the bare 'small clause" constructions, discussed in Chung & McCloskey 
(1987), aspectual clauses, selected by the substantive verb 'be", exemplified in (2) below, and 
embedded clauses, selected by a matrix verb, as illustrated in (3). It can be noted immediately 
that the surface word order of non-finite clauses differs from tbat of finite clauses, as in (1): 
as is well known, fmite clauses in Irish, whether matrix or embedded, display surface VSO word 
order: 

(1) Faiglieann 51 a c:uid tae, 
makes she-NOM her lea-ACe. 
Sbe makes ber lea. 

(VSO) 

(2) Ta sf ag p6sadb an Ihir. 
Be she PROG mwry-VN the man
She's marrying tbe man. 

GEN 
(SVO) 

(3) Ba mbaitb liom, f an fear a 
I-would-like her-ACe the man-A
I would like ber to marry the man. 

pb6sadb. 
Ce ptc marry-Vl\' 

(SOV) 

Verbal noun structures are particularly interesting from tbe point of view of current linguistic 
theory for what they may reveal about the notion of 'Case as Visibility·, about nouns as proper 
governors, and about the referential/non-referential distinction in current formulations of the 
Empty Category Principle (ECP). In this connection, it is worth pointing out that in Irish 
multiple wh-structures .. the usual testing-ground of argument vs. adjunct asymmetries are 
unavailable. However, the possibilities for extraction from verbal noun structures offer an 
interesting correlate of multiple-wh diagnostics. 

As a point of departure, consider the surface SOV structures. found in Northern 
dialects of Irish. illustrated in (3) and treated most recently by McCloskey j.: Selb (19&8). These 
structures, like their finite counterparts in (1) are assumed to be derived from an underlying 
structure, in this case by a rule of object-fronting. In determining the nature of this derivation. 
two questions arise: what is the landing site of this movement, and why is this movement 
possible or necessary? In addressing tbese questions, it is important to note a number of 
important s~ntactic, morphological and thematic restrictions on this fronting proce», first 
pointed out by McCloskey & Sells. These restrictions are illustrated in (4) through (10) below. 
First. comparing (3) with (41. the object-fronting rule only applies to "referential" complements 
(in the sense of Rizzi (1989»): non-referential objects, such as the complements of measun.: 
verb;., may no! be fronted. 

(4al Ba mbailh liom, [ an fbeile mairslean seachtainJ. 
I,wollld-lJkc the feslj~'aIIQs(-Vl\' a-week-GE/\' 
I would like the festival to last a week. 
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(4h) * Sa mhaith !iom, [ all !beile seachtain mairstean/a mhairstean]. 
I-would-like the festival a-week lasl-VN/ptc last-VN 
I would like the festival to last a week. 

The fronting rule affects only direct object complements of the verb: indirect objects, such as 
lei (to her) in (Sa) must remain in situ. 

(Sa) 	 Lahbr6idh sf leat [ach [td teagmhail lei in am]] 
will-speak she with you but you contact with-her in time 
She will speak to you if you contact her in time. 

(5b) * 	Lahhroidh slleat [ach [tli lei teagmhail in amlJ 
will-speak she with you bur you with her contact in time 
She will speak to you if you contact her in time. 

Notice also that there is an obligatory and quite direct relationship between the transitivity of 
the \'erb, and the presence of the particle a which triggers initial consonant mutation on the 
following verbal noun in (6) convertingposadh to phOsadlL This mutation is obligatory in (6) 
and impossible in (Th) for example, where cruinniu "assemble" is intransitive. (This condition 
applies strictly to Northern dialects of Irish. which are the focus of inqniry here; Southern 
dialects behave somewhat differently in this respect). 

(6a) * 	 Ba mhaith 110m, [I an fear p6sadh/phOsadh J 
I-would-like her-ACC the man-ACC many-VN 
I would like her to marry the man. 

(6b) * 	 Ba mbaith liom, [f an fear a p6sadh ] 
I-would-like hercACC the mall-ACC pl( many-VN 
I would like her (0 marry the man. 

(7a) 	 B'ead6lcbe [ iad criunniu J 
Would-be-improbable them-ACC assemblc-VN 
It would be improbable that they would assemble. 

(7b) * 	 B'ead6iche [ iad a chriunniu 1 
Would-be-improbable them-ACC pIC assemble-I7\' 
It would be improbable that they would assemble. 

Finally. note that although the complement of the verbal noun receives accusative case when 
it follows the verh in finite structure, (8) or when it is fronted, a, in (9a). that in (10), in 
Southern dialects with a slightly different fronting rule, the post-VN object receives genitive 
rather than accusative case: 

(8) 	 Nior cbeannaigh me an teach sin/*an ti sin. 
NEG-PAST buy I rilat-ilollse-ACC/rhat-hollse-GE.I\, 
I did not buy that house. 
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(9a) Ba mbaitb Iiom (£ ao teacb a cbeannacb ) 
I-would-like ber-ace tbe bou&e·ACC pte buy-VN 

I would like ber to buy the house. 


(9b) • Ba mbaitb liom (ao tf a cbeanoacb ) 
I-would-like the house-GEN pIC bu)~VN 
I would like to buy tbe bou&e. 

(10) Ba mbaitb liom (f a cbeannacb an tf J (Southern dialect) 
I-would·like her-ACC piC buy-VN the house-GEN 
I would like her to buy the house. 

It would be de&irable if the syntactic structure proposed to UIIderlie (3) could yield some 
accoUllt for the type of movement operation involved; for the thematic restrictions on object· 
fronting (the referentiality constraint); for the lenition (consonant mutation propertie; of the 
particle a; and for the assignment of genitive, rather than accusative mophologic.al case to the 
post-VN object. McCloskey & Sells (1988) propose a Case-motivated account for this 
movement. This is tbe sole common feature shared by the present analysis. They propose (11) 
as the UIIderlying representation for SOY structures: in that structure, the object NP is raised 
and adjoined to the VP from which it is exuacted, to be assigned Case by the particle a: 

(11) Previous treatment: 

\'P 

NP-----------VP 

V/ ------- NP 

P~VN 
a cbeannach 

There are a number of reasons for being unhappy with this structure. Fir&t, there are Case
theoretic considerations. It is usually assumed. following for example, Koopman & Sponiche 
(1988) that structural Ca&e assignment is achieved in one of two pos&ible ways: either via the 
{Specifier, Head} relation (as i& argued to be the case for the usual case-marking. of English 
subjects, taken to raise to the {Spec,IP} position) or under directional governmem by a 
lexic.alized structural Case A&signer (arguably the case onrish subjects in ftnite c1ause&. Under 
standard assumptions. the only licensed NP-movement for Case reason& is "A-movement' to a 
non-thematic Specifier position. Once case-marking by adjunction as is admiued as a third 
mechanism. much of the restrictiveness of Case theory is lost. 

Tbe second problem comes with tbe proposal that a is a litructural case-assigner in 
tbese clauses, assigning Case leftward. In the fir&1 place, it i& le&& than clear thaI a. Icx.icall: 
in&erled under VN, is in any po&ition to assign case Slructurally: even if it were. this would be 
the only instance of case assignment under government to the left in a language which is 
strongl\ head-inilial. 

http:mophologic.al
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Next, there are binding-theoretic considerations, The structure in (11) shows an A'-relation 
between the fronted object and its trace, yet thematically and syntactically, this movement has 
the characteristics of Passive or Raising structures, instances of A-movement. Indeed, this rule 
operates in Irish raising structures also (cf. Duffield, (1991», If this were an A'·movement, one 
might expect the freedom seen in scrambling structures, rather than the extreme restrictiveness 
found here. Nor does the structure in (11) provide any explanation for the consonant mutation 
properties of the particle or the assignment of genitive ease to post-VN objects. Consider now 
the structure diagrammed in (12): 

(U) Proposed structure ror SOY: 

a phOsadh 

In this structure, the particle a heads its own functional projection which we might call object 
agreement: the object is fronted and raised to the Specifier position of this projection, where 
it receives accusati.e case under {Spec,Head} Agreement. (Thi.. is structurally and functionally 
equivalent to the assignment of nominative case to "subjects" in English). Utilizing this 
structure, it is possible to preserve the restrictiveness of current Case theory: Irish object· 
fronting is thcn just an instance of Movement to Spec to get case by {Spec,Head} Agreement. 
We can also include Irish raising as just a regular case of A-movement; thus it has no special 
stams or consequences for the theory of grammar. 

Additionally, it is possible to provide a principled explanation for the consonant 
mutation propeTlies of the particle a. Previously. it has been proposed that initial consonant 
mutation is strictly syntactically conditioned: the consonant mutation trigger is necessarily 
lexicalized bead of some functional projection (see Duffield 1990. 1990b for details), This 
approach has been shown to achieve interesting results with proclitic preverbal elements in 
finite constructions. ",ith determiners and with other functional heads, By taking l! to be a 
functional head, in tbis instance the head of an object agreemenl projection, its mutation 
behavior is accounted for in a principled way. 

Moreover, the restriction on referential objects is explained if we take seriously the 
idea of ·Case as Visibility", It has been proposed that Case Theory is ultimately reducible to 
Ihe Theta Criterion (Aoun 1979, Chomsky, 1981): that only referential l'.'Ps require Case to be 
theta, identified at LF: therefore, only referential objects need move to or though a Cas~, 
marked position. The primary motivation for the projection of object agreement in these 
structures is naturally that the verbal noun has the general nominal characteristic of being 
unable to assign accusative Case to its complement position, AgrO then can be seen as a "Case 
as visibilitv" rescue stralegy. the Modern Irish correlate of ·of-insertion'·, the dummy case
marking strategy found in English and Romance, inter alia), The crucial difference between the 
two is that of-insertion allows the affected NP to remain in situ. whereas the Irish mechanism 
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requires movement. Notice that although this movement is akin to Passive NP-movement in 
many languages, that the projection of object agreement allows Irish to 'sidestep' Burzio's 
generalization, since the VN still continues 10 assign a subject/external theta-role. 

Moving now from the Case properties of the verbal noun to its government properties, 
it mi¢lt be expected that if this verb-form acts as a derived nominal with respect to accusative 
case assignment, that it might also behave as a nominal with respect to the ECP. Specifically, 
we might expect that the verbal noun should not permit extraction from its complement 
position. This prediction is borne out quite dramatically in the progressive structures, given in 
(13), based on the data of McCloskey (1985). Example (13a) illustrates the normal expression 
of the progressive construction wben no extraction is involved. In (13c) however, we can observe 
tbe operation of the so-called ag- > a rule; tbe particle spelled <ag> in (13a) is replaced by 
the particle a which it seems reasonable to suppose is structurally and functionalJy equivalent 
to the a particle of the SOY structures. Here, it is proposed that direct extraction of theta
marked VN-complements is impossible not strictly for reasons of proper government, but again 
for Case reasons. and that only when the object is moved to the {Spec,AgrO} position and 
receives Case, is extraction possible. Wbat is interesting in this regard is that the ag -- > a rule 
may not apply to non-referential objects, as illustrated in the contrast between the sentences 
in (13), and those in (14): 

(13a) Bhf siad ag cuanu an leoin. 
Were they PROG look-for the lioll-GEN 
They were looking for the lion. 

(13b) • Caide bhf siad ag cuanu? 
What were rhey PROG look-for-VN 
What were they looking for ? 

(13c) Calde bhi siad a chuanu? 
U111lt "'ere they prc look-for-V/I.' 
What were they looking for ? 

(14a) Beidh an Iheile ag mairstean seachtain. 
Will-be the festival PROG last-VN week-GEN 
The festival'H be lasting a week. 

(14b) Cli Ihad a bheidh an Iheile ag mairstean. (cr. 13b) 
How 10llg filar will-be rhe festival PROG last-VN 
How long will the festival be lasting? 

(14c)· Ca Ihad a beidh an Ihtile a mhairstean'.' (cr. 13c) 
Hoy, iOll/! rilar ....iIl-be the feslil'al pIC lasl· Vii' 
How long will the festival be lasting? 

Thus. the contrast between referential and non-referential objects noted with respect to SOV 
order in emnedded clauses is directly parallded by the behavior of these objects under 
extraction in progressive constructions. This ex'traction behavior suggests perhaps the possibility 
of a disjunctive formulation of the ECP in which. in which non-theta-marked (non-referential) 
objects function as adjuncts. requiring only antecedent government. whilst referential object 
require theta·government. and by the "Case a" VIsibility hypothesis" therefore require case
marking. (At this stage. it is too early to draw any firm conclusions on this point. however). In 
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the absence of multiple wh-movement in Irish, the verbal noun may be the only type of 
structure in which to investigate argument/adjunct asymmetries of this sort. 

So far, nothing has been said about how genitive Case is assigned in Irish. Given the 
data presented so far, there is no reason -- apart from theory-internal considerations of 
simplicity and elegance -- not to suppose that it is a stipulative property of verbal noun.s that 
they assign genitive Case to their enmplements in the enmplement position labelled Q in (15). 
I would like to suggest, however, that this position is never realized at s-structure; whenever the 
object is not fronted to receive accusative Case, that it raises to the {Spec.NP} position; that 
as in many other languages, genitive case is associated with a Specifier position. 

(15) NP 

/~
N' Spec 


/~ 8 


N NP 
Q 

Some evidence for this comes from a consideration of the conjunction possibilities for verbal 
noun complements. InternaUy, verbal noun phrases are strikingly similar, structuraUy and 
functionaUy, to possessor noun-phrases in Irish. Furthermore, both of these structures have a 
parallel behavior in many respects to the action nominal and construct state structures of 
Semitic languages, as discussed by Aoun (1978), Mohammad (1988) and Ritter (1988), amongst 
others. (This question is developed in greater detail in Duffield 1991). 

Joseph Aoun (p. comm.) has pointed out that possessor NPs which vary in defmiteness 
may not be conjoined in Arabic. This is understood to be a function of their occurrence in the 
{Spec.l\'P} position, that position which determines the definiteness properties of the head
noun. Consider in this regard the examples in (16) through (20). In (16), we can see that the 
only elements which may precede the head noun within the noun phrase are the determiner an 
and the so-called possessive adjectives my, your, his etc. which it can be argued head the Dr 
dominating NP (see Duffield (l990b) for details). This restriction on pre-nominal modification 
al50 holds true for the verbal noun, shown in (17): 

Prenominal modification: 

(16a) teach an Ihir 
house the mon-GEN 
the man'5 house 

(16b) mo theach 
/11\' hOllse 
my house 

(1 6c) a dleach 
their house 
their house 
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(17a) ag euanll tI ("teach) 
FROG look-for-VN house-GEN 
looking for a house 

house-ACC 

(l7b) mo ehuanu 
my look-for-VN 
looking for me 

(·wanu me) 
look-for me-ACC 

(17e) " (= ag + a) geuanu 
their look-for-VN 
looking for them. 

(*ag wanu lad/a) 
look-for them-ACC 

From (18) and (19) it is clear that the conjunction restriction found in Semitic applies equally 
to possessor noun-phrases and to the verbal noun complements in progressive collStructiollS in 
Irish, Notice tbat in the finite equivalent of (19), namely (20), there is no such restriction on 
complement conjunction. 

(l8a) teaeb an Ibir agus Da mna 
house the man-GEN and the womall-GEN 
the bouse of the man and the woman 

(I8b) .. teach an Ibir agus rona 
house the man-GEN and woman-GEN 
the bouse of the man and a woman 

(ISe) • teach Ibir agus na mna 
house man-GEN and the woman-GEN 
the bouse of a man and the woman 

(19a) BM me ag g1anadb an catbaoire agus an bboird. 
Was I FROG ciean-VN the chair-GEt·; and the table-GEN 
I was cleaning tbe cbair and the table. 

(19b) "' Bhi me ag glanadb catbaoirt> agus an bboird. 
Was I FROG cieon-Vl\, 0 cha,,-GE.\· and the table-GEN 
I was cleaning a chair and the table, 

(19c) "' Bbi me ag glanadh an catbaoire agus bboird. 
U'as I FROG rlean-V},; tile chair-GES alld a table-GEN 
I was cleaning the chair and a tablt:. 
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(lOa) (do) gblan me an cbathaoir agus an bordo 
(past) clean I the chair-ACC and the table-ACC 
I cleaned the chair and the table, 

(lOb) (do) gblan me cathaoir agus an bord, 
(past) clean I a chair-ACC and the table-ACC 
I cleaned a chair and the table, 

(d.20b) 

(lOc) (do) ghlan me an chathaoir agus bordo 
(past) clean I the chair-ACC and a table-ACC 
I cleaned the chair and the table, 

(d,20c) 

This interesting conlrast between (19) and (20) above suggests that the genitive-case·marked 
com plements of verbal nouns occupy a specifier position to the right of the head noun at s
structure, Following on from this suggestion, a rather obvious and tempting possibility presents 
itseU: one could preserve cross-categorial harmony with respect to the position of Specifiers .. 
all to the right or all to the left -- by following Mohammad (1988), Riner (1989) and others in 
moving the head noun to the head of DP in these cases; a head-movement aecount of VN 0 
order. 

For a number of reasons, I believe that this temptation, however theoretically elegant. 
should be avoided for Irish at least until all the evidence is in, The data from pronoun
post posing, from the case-marking of structures with embedded possessors and from the 
position of demonstratives and adjectives modifying the head noun all differ in interesting ways 
from the Semitic facts and suggest instead the post-head Specifier position given in (16), 
However, space'constraints prevent further discussion of this question here, which is treated at 
greater length elsewhere (Duffield, 1991), 
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1. In recent Government and Binding literature, a number of 
linguists have argued that thematic roles have no grammatical 
significance (cf. Zubizaretta 1986; Belletti and Rizzi 1986; Levin and 
Rappaport 1986; Rappaport and Levin 1986; Grimshaw 198i, Rappa· 
port, Laughren and Levin 1987; Tenn:.: 1988 and 1989). 

In particular, it has been argued that thematic roles are 
irrelevant for determining the mapping between thematic and syntac· 
tic structure (cf. Rappaport & Levin 1986:3; Tenny 1988 and 1989l. 
In this paper, I will concentrate on one such proposal, namely on Ten
nys' Aspectual Interface Hypothesis. Tenny (1988 and 1989) proposes 
that the aspectual properties related to thematic roles constitute the 
interface between lexical semantics and syntactic argument structure. 
Non-aspectual elements of semantic representation -- thematic roles 
Agent, Patient as well as their semantic properties, such as 
affectedness, for instance -- have no significance for mapping and no 
status in syntactic theory. In short, Tenny argues for a mapping from 
aspectual properties to syntax. This view is summed up as the 
Aspectual Interface Hypothesis 

The mapping between thematic structure and syntactic argument 
structure is governed by aspectua' properties. A universal aspec
tual structure associated with internal (direct), external and 
oblique arguments in syntactie structure constrains the kinds of 
event participants that can occupy these positions. Only the aspec
tual part of thematic structure is visible to the syntax (Tenny 
1989;3). 

The main principle connecting the thematic and syntactic structure is 
the aspectual constraint on internal direct object arguments; 
Aspectual Constraint on Internal Direct Object Arguments; 

With verbs in which the internal argument undergoes any change 
or motion, all and only direct internal arguments, or D-structural 
objects of the verb, measure out events. The event can be delim
ited linguistically within the verb phrase, through reference to 
that 'measuring out' (Tenny 1989:35). 

On Tenny's view, the internal direct object argument of a verb of 
change or motion can be defined in aspectual terms as that argument 
which measures out or delimits the event. For example, with such 
delimited verb phrases as to write a book, to eat an apple, to destroy 
the city, the boundaries of an event are determined by the spatial 
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extent or volume of the referent of the internal direct object argument: 
its gradual corning into existence or disappearance is correlated to the 
temporal extent of an event. In the ice melted, to take another exam
ple, the boundaries of the event are determined by the consistency of 
the referent of the internal direct object argument the ice. 

2. The prominent role of the internal direct object argument in the 
delimitation of an expressed event has often been analyzed in aspect 
and Aktionsart Jiteraturl'. The distinction between delimited and 
non-delimited event type" is also known as accomplishment vs. 
activity (Vendler 1957 and 1967), telic vs. atelic (Garey 1957), cyclic 
vs. noncvclic (Bull 1963) and terminative vs. aterminative (Maslov 
1959) 1istinction, to name just the most common among many more 
labels. Despite the different traditions within which these terms ori
ginated. there is a striking agreement in so far as they essentially 
refer to the same two opposing concepts, and they have the same two 
major classes of verbal expressions as their extensions. All of them 
are intended to capture a semantic distinction wlfch is important for 
its interaction with aspect in the narrow sense. Roughly, a verbal 
expression is considered to be delimited, to use Tenny's term, if its 
denotation involves an inherent terminus at which the event 
exhausts itself and gives rise to a new state-of-affairs. A verbal 
expression is non-delimited if it has no inherent terminus. 

What is new in Tenny's approach is that she uses the prominent 
role of the internal direct object argument in the delimitation of an 
expressed event as a general mapping principle connecting the 
thematic and syntactic structure. I agree with Tenny that the seman· 
tic argument structure should include information about aspect, and 
in particular about such notions as a delimiting argument. However, 
in general, the mapping from thematic structure into syntactic struc
ture cannot be constrained by any single property. regardless whether 
it is an aspectual property, or some other single property. Properties 
of thematic roles related to aspect of sentences are just one set among 
a number of other factors that constrain the mapping between 
thematic and syntactic structure. 

Apart from this basic objection, the main problem with the 
Aspectual Interface Hypothesis is the assumption that aspect is a 
purely syntactic phenomenon. Tenny argues that a certain argument 
has a privileged aspectual status of being a delimiting argument sim
ply by virtue of being an internal direct object argument. This prob
lem, of course, stems from the limitations imposed on the Aspectual 
Interface Hypothesis by the Government and Binding Theory within 
which it is formulated. The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis is 
motivated by the desire to have both a rigorous connection between 
lexical semantics and syntactic argument structure and, at the same 
time, by the need to preserve the autonomy of syntax and semantics. 
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By allowing syntax and semantics to interact only through a res
tricted aspectualisyntactic interface, Tenny believes to have arrived 
at the appropriate solution. 

In the next sections of the paper, I will show how the Aspectual 
Interface Hypothesis works and substantiate some of the above objec
tions. If my objections are valid, the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis 
together with the aspectua) constraint on internal direct object argu
ments should be refuted 

3. Tenny claims that all and only internal arguments, that is. only 
constituents Inside the VP in the D-structure, can delimit the event, 
"and they can do this only by reference to the measuring performed 
by the direct internal argument" (Tenny 1989:11). Direct internal 
arguments are distinguished arguments in this respect. External sub
ject arguments are not constrained in this way. This asymmetry of 
the external argument and internal argumenHs) is of crucial impor
tance to Tenny's Aspectual Interface Hypothesis. It is clearly mani
fested in the following examples in which the count/mass distinction 
of noun phrases in the internal direct object position interacts with 
the aspect of a sentence: 
(1-a) He drank beer. non·delimited 
(l·b) He drank a bottle of beer. delimited 

(2-a) Chocolate melted in the sun. non·delimited 
(2-b) A bar of chocolate melted in the sun. delimited 
In order to preserve the claim that all and only internal direct objects 
determine the aspectual properties of sentences, Tenny is forced to 
exclude all the data in which the singular/plural distinction of exter· 
nal subject arguments interacts with the aspectual properties of a 
sentence. Consider the following pair of sentences: 
(3-a) Birds {lew in. non-delimited 
(3-b) Althe bird {lew in. delimited 
So even though bare plurals often behave in a similar way as mass 
nouns do, they are not covered by the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis, 
because they do not comply with the alleged subject/object asym
metry. This assumption also leads to the exclusion of the data in 
which the singular/plural distinction of an internal direct object argu· 
ment interacts with the aspectual properties of a sentence that do not 
contradict the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis, as in: 
(4-a) He drank many bottles of beer. non-delimited 
(4-b) He drank a bottle of beer. delimited 

The different treatment of bare plural and mass nouns leads to a 
serious and counterintuitive complication in grammar: sentences with 
plural nouns (3a, 4a) and the corresponding sentences in which the 
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same nouns occur in singular (3b, 4b) are governed by different map
ping mechanisms. On the other hand, if all the data with plural noun 
phrases are included, as they should be in any empirically well
grounded theory of mapping, the claim that there is an asymmetry of 
external and internal arguments with respect to their interaction 
wi th aspectual properties of sentences proves to be false. 

Yet another problem arises if the grammar treats the countlmass 
distinction in a different way than the singular/plural distinction. We 
would also miss the generalization that, regardless of the argument's 
grammatical function, both the mass and bare plural nouns refer to 
non-delimited (or non bounded) expressions, and therefore they can 
give rise to a non-delimited reading of the whole sentence, as in (2a) 
and (3a). The choice of a noun phrase that denotes a delimited 
(bounded) quantity of something, as in (2b) and (3b;, on the other 
hand, gives rise to a delimited reading of the whole sentence. 

In order to preserve the claim that all and only direct internal 
arguments of verbs denoting any change or motion measure an event, 
Tenny makes an important distinction between arguments that 
measure events and those that delimit events. To illustrate this dis
tinction, consider the following examples: 
(5) to push the cart non-delimited 
(6) to push the cart to New York delimited 
(5) and (6) differ in so far as in (6), the indirect internal argument, 
the Goal-PP, to New York, delimits the event by reference to the 
measuring inherent in the direct internal object argument, that is, by 
reference to the location of the referent of the cart (cf. Tenny 1989:10)' 

The fact that these two notions are not well-defined considerably 
weakens the predictive power of the Aspectual Interface Hypothesis. 
The distinction delimited vs. non-delimited event is an important 
aspectual distinction that has syntactic and semantic reflexes. How
ever, Tenny does not give any explicit characterization of this distinc
tion. The notion an argument that measures out the event is some
what nebulous. It is not clear in which sense the cart in to push the 
cart should measure out the event, if measuring out is used "in an 
informal sense, as a convenient metaphor for uniform and consistent 
change, such as change along a scale" (Tenny 1989:7). To push the 
cart expresses a non-directional change; and since there is no overt (or 
implied) indication of a terminal point of the denoted motion, we can
not interpret the expressed change of location as a change that can be 
measured along a scale with that terminal point as its upper bound. 

Another problem connected with the notions measuring and del
imiting of an event is posed by the following example: 
(7) Martha danced into the room. 

The event expressed in (7) is delimited by the Goal-PP into the room. 

(7) does not contain any internal direct object argument. By the same 
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line of reasoning as in (6) to push the cart to New York, we should be 
able to say that the Goal-PP into the room delimits the event by refer
ence to the measuring inherent in the location of Martha. This 
represents an obviously undesirable result, because the subject seems 
to function here in a similar way as the internal direct object in (6). 
Nothing in Tenny's apparatus seems to prevent such an analysis, 
except for the stipulation that it is all and only internal direct object 
arguments, and not external arguments, that can measure out events. 
If we allowed that the event be delimited through reference to the 
property of the external subject argument, then the claim that there 
is an asymmetry of external and internal arguments with respect to 
their interaction with aspectuaJ properties could not be upheld and. 
by the same token, we would have to give up the Aspectual Interface 
Hypothesis, as well. 

Tenny (1989:19, Fn. 8), suggests one way out of this difficulty: 
namely, that in such examples as Martha danced halfway "the pro
perty which is measuring out the event (location), although it is 
changing in the external argument tMartha), can only be expressed 
in its pure form through an internal argument, as in Martha danced 
half the distance (homej." However, this would lead to the ad hoc and 
unwarranted assumption that all the verbs of change or motion have 
an internal airect object argument in the D-structure that measures 
out the event and that may remain unexpressed on the syntactic sur
face (as with intransitive motion verbs). 

The notion of an argument that measures out an event becomes 
even more obscure, when Tenny proposes that internal direct object 
arguments of such verbs as to pound that do not "measure out an 
event", because they do not undergo any particular change as a result 
of the verb's action, can "be forced to be understood as undergoing a 
change that delimits the event" (Tenny 1989:34). Compare 18a) and 
(8b): 
(8-a) George pounded the wall. 
(8-b) George pounded the wall to pieces. 
In (8b), the delimitation is achieved by a resultative prepositional 
phrase to pieces. In order to account for the aspectual difference 
between the above examples (8al and (8b), Tenny (1989:34) proposes 
an even stronger hypothesis than the original aspectual constraint on 
internal direct object arguments: 
(9) 	 "All verbs of change (simple non-staUve verbs) have latent 

in them the aspectual structure in which an internal argu
ment can measure out the event" (Tenny 1989:34). 

Such a broad generalization hardly has any predictive power. It is 
questionable, to say the least, whether it can provide a basis for a 
rigorous connection between syntax and lexical semantics. 
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First, it is a well-known fa, I that aspect of a sentence is a func
tion of both the obligatory arguments and various optional adjuncts. 
Virtually any non-delimited exprf'ssion containing a dynamic verb of 
change can behave like a d3limited expression in the context of an 
appropriate optional adjunct However, in order to describe aspectual 
properties of sentences that represent significant generalizations that 
have reflexes elsewhere in grammar, it is crucial to distinguish 
between aspectual properties of basic atomic sentences (i.e. sentences 
containing a main verbal predicator and all of its obligatory argu
ments) and aspectual properties of sentences containing various 
optional adjuncts. 

Second, in order to describe aspectual properties of sentences 
representing significant generalizations, we need to constrain the 
semantic notion of change; we need to specify what it means for an 
entity to be affected in such a way that it delimits the event. So the 
problem is to distinguish such expressions as 
(10) to paint a wall delimited 
(11) to eat a cake, to drink a glass of beer 
(12) to build a house 
(13) to playa sonata, to read a speech 
(14) to copy a paper 
(15) 	 to run a mile. to drive from San Francisco to Berkeley 
(16) 	 the lake froze, the candle melted, the bam collapsed, he died 
on the one hand, from such expressions as 

(17) 	 to wash a shirt non-delimited 
(8) 	 to push a cart 
(9) 	 to scratch the table top 
(20) 	 to poke the cloth 

on the other. However, instead of constraining the two notions of 
change, measuring and delimiting of an event, Tenny resorts to postu
lating that 
(21) 	 "An affected argument measures the event by virtue of its 

being a direct internal argument. What is special about it 
is that it also delimits the event" (Tenny 1989:13). 

Obviously, this postulation along with the notion measuring of an 
event cannot account for the difference between (10) - (16) and (7) 
(20), because all these examples contain an affected argument of a 
verb of change in the direct object position, and therefore all of them 
should "measure out" the expressed event, as the constraint on inter
nal direct object arguments predicts. However, only in (10) - (16), the 
direct object is a delimiting argument, whereas in (17) - (20), it is not. 
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Tenny's assumptIOn (21) presupposes that affected arguments 
always delimit events (cf. Tenny 1989:17). This does not hold, 
because it is only a subclass of affected direct object arguments, such 
as those in (10) • (16), that can delimit the event. Obviously, the 
grammatical function direct object together with the notion 
affectedness (understood in the sense of being changed in some way or 
moved; is too broad to serve as a criterion to select the right class of 
verb-direct object relations expressing delimited events. And conse
quently, it cannot hold that "An affected argument can be more ade
quately described in aspectual terms, as an argument which measures 
out and delimits the event described by the verb" (Tenny 1989:13), On 
the other hand. the notion delimited event comprises a much wider 
class of predicators than just those taking affected objects. Such pred
icators may take consumed objects n 1), effected objects (12), objects of 
performance (13), representation-source objects (14), paths (15), and 
also Themes of one-place predicators of change or motion (16). 

With some verbs, the claim that the internal direct object argu
ment measures the event does not follow in any obvious way from 
linguistic facts, but rather it only follows as a prediction of the Aspec
tual Interface Hypothesis. As a case in point, take the verbs of cogni
tion, perception and other psychological states. For example, the 
difference in meaning between to frighten and to fear in (22a\ and 
(22bl 
(22-a) John fears ghosts. 
(22.bl Ghosts frighten John. 
is predicted. according to Tenny, by an aspectual theory of argument 
structure: when the Experiencer is an internal argument, as in (22bl, 
it measures out the event, and when it is an external argument, as in 
(22a), it does not. According to Tenny, the aspectual difference does 
not derive from differences in thematic structure, but rather it deri ves 
only from differences in syntactic structure. Such claims seem to be 
not only circular but also intuitively dubious. The only linguistic evi
dence in support of the claim that John measures and delimits the 
event :n (22b) are such marginally acceptable examples as: 
(23) 	 O?) The truth frightened John to Ohio. (cf. Tenny 1989:30, 

Ex. 35) 

And how plausible is the claim that the Experiencer realized as 
an internal direct object delimits the event in other lexical pairs? 
Consider, for instance, the following pairs of verbs: 
(24·a) John liked ghosts. 
(24-b) Ghosts pleased John. 

(25·a) John enjoyed the play. 
(25·b) The play amused John. 
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The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis also makes wrong predictions 
with respect to the well-known locative alternation illustrated by the 
following pair of sentences: 
(26-a1 Bill loaded hay onto the wagon. 
(26-bJ Bill loaded the wagon with hay. 
The verbs participating in such a locative alternation as (26) take a 
Goal and a Theme argument, either of which can be realized as an 
internal direct object argument. If the Goal argument functions as a 
direct object, as in (26b), the whole sentence has a completive mean
ing, that is, it is interpreted as referring to a situation in which the 
wagon is full of hay, while this is not necessarily the case in (26a1. 

According to Tenny 11987), the locative alternation can be 
explained in analogy to the completive meaning in Bill ate the apple 
and the non-completive meaning in the prepositional variant Bill ate 
at the apple. Apart from the obvious similarity in the syntactic sur
face alternation 'DO: PP', the locative alternation and the alterna
tion sanctioned by the verb eat do not work in the same way. The 
direct object variant in (26b) has a completive reading, whereas Bill 
ate the apple is not necessarily completive. So we may say without 
any contradiction: Bill ate the apple, but he did not finish eating it. 
On the other hand, the prepositional variant Bill ate at the apple 
asserts that the eating of the apple was not finished. The preposi
tional variant (26a1 does not seem to entail that the wagon was not 
full with hay, that the event was necessarily not completed. 

The locative alternation verbs describe events in which the Goal 
is a delimited object, and therefore it may be understood as delimiting 
the event: in filling a wagon with hay, the hay rises up to the top of 
the wagon and when the wagon is full, the event is completed. In this 
way, the volume of the wagon may be understood as delimiting the 
event. 

The Theme argument in (26) denotes a mass noun. Mass nouns 
refer to unspecified continuums of stuff, and therefore cannot delimit 
events, and consequently cannot give rise to a completive reading of 
the whole verbal expression. Therefore, (26a) cannot have a com
pletive reading. Notice also that neither (26a) nor (26b) implies that 
all the available hay was loaded onto the wagon. 

However, according to the aspectual constraint on internal direct 
object arguments, both the wagon in (26b) and hay in (26a1 should 
measure out and delimit the expressed event. This, of course, cannot 
be true, because only delimited, or bounded, nominal constituents can 
delimit the whole verbal expression. In short, the aspectual constraint 
on internal direct object arguments does not take into account the 
referential properties of nominal constituents in the internal direct 
object position, and in particular it does not take into account the 
'delimi tedlbounded vs. non-delimitedlnon-bounded' distinction. 
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Another reason why Themes in locatjv~ alternations do not often 
delimit events derives from subrstegorization fact;;. the frames with 
the completive meaning can bE' mtE'rpreted as E'lahorations of fill and 
require a Goal argument as then dirpct object 
(27-a) fill the cup with coffee 

(27 -b) "fill the coffee into a cup 

Notice also that the locative alternation provides a strong argu
ment against the claim that syntax and semantics are autonomous. It 
is an alternation in syntactic argument structure that is manifested 
by a restricted class of verbs and it depends on very specific semantic 
properties of the Goal (or Source) and Theme roles: the Goal (or 
Source) is a surface or a container, and the Theme is a material 
which is applied to (or removed from) that surface or container. 

4. One of the main results of the aspect (that is, aspect in Tenny's 
terms) research to date is a general agreement that aspect properties 
of sentences are to a large extent determined by the semantics of the 
main lexical verb. So instead of merely stipulating that the argu
ment which in a semantic representation has a special aspectual role 
of delimiting the event must be realized as the verb's internal argu
ment, the relevant aspect property must be described in semantic 
terms. It has been suggested (Dowty 1987 and 1989; Krilka 1986 and 
1989; Hinrichs 1985) that an argument can delimit a given event by 
virtue of being an incremental Theme argument of a telic predicator. 
Roughly, it is the argument that the predicator entails to undergo a 
gradual change of location or state, regardless whether the change is 
caused by Agent or not. On this view, the influence of nominal consti
tuents on the aspect properties of a whole verbal expression is 
accountE'd for in terms of a homomorphism from such Theme argu
ments into algebraically-structured telic events (Krif'ka-Hinrichs 
Hypothesis, cf. Dowty 1988), 

Intuitively, the idea of homomorphism can be explained in the 
following way: take a delimited or telic expression such as I drank a 
cup of coffee. If you drink up only a part of the whole cup of coffee, 
you have 'affected' or consumed only part of the available coffee. The 
consumed portion of coffee can be correlated with the time interval 
during which drinking of that portion of coffee took place. The drink
ing of coffee ends when all the available coffee is consumed. In this 
sense, the direct object argument delimits the event. 

This is not the case with such expressions as 1 washed a shirt if 
they have a non-delimited interpretation. Even if it were possible to 
determine what constitutes the first half of washing a shirt, when you 
have finished the first half of the washing, you have not necessarily 
washed the first half of a shirt. Here, there is no straightforward 
correlation between the change of state of a shirt and the time 
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interval during which washing of that shirt took place. 
A verb, verb phrase or sentence denotes a delimited or teEc event 

if it has a definite end-state and if it involves a cumulative change; 
the delimited event is directed toward a specific goal or limit beyond 
which the event cannot continue, it exhausts itself at this point. so to 
speak. Event types, such as drinking a cup of coffee or painting a 
wall, are delimited and cumulative, whereas such event types as 
washing a shirt or pushing a cart are not. Only in the cumulative 
cases does the internal direct object delimit the event. 

Tenny's Aspectual Interface Hypothesis represents one of the first 
attempts to use aspect phenomena in recent Government and Binding 
theory. However, it is riddled with a number of serious problems that 
seem to stem from the erroneous assumption that differences in 
aspect can be simply explained by differences in syntax. The syntac
tic properties of arguments may be necessary (the distinction between 
a direct and an oblique object, for instance) however, they are not 
sufficient for the determination of aspect properties of sentences. And 
more importantly, aspect properties of sentences cannot be reduced to 
one syntactic property of a single nominal argument. The notion "del
imiting argument" cannot be characterized without taking into 
account the lexical semantics of the argument's governing verbal 
predicator. Aspect properties are not properties of individual nominal 
arguments, but rather they are determined by certain fine-grained 
semantic predicator-argument relations. And as such, they are pro
perties of whole sentences (cf. examples (3a) and (3b) in which the 
subject determines the non-delimited and delimited reading of the 
whole sentence). The decision whether a given noun phrase can func
tion as a delimiting argument crucially depends on its semantic pro
perties: apart from being an incremental Theme argument, such dis
tinctions as 'delimitedlbounded entity vs. non-delimited/non-bounded 
entity', 'type vs. token', for example, come into play. In short, if it is 
not recognized that semantic factors provide the basis for any ade
quate description of aspect, the claim that a direct object position in 
the D-structure has a special "aspectual" status remains a mere stipu
lation. From such a stipulation it does not follow that thematic roles 
need not be accessible to syntax, because only aspectual properties 
that are attributed to them are "visible" to syntax. Given this conclu
sion, there does not seem to be any reason to believe that the Aspec
tual Interface Hypothesis represents any significant claim about the 
nature of the mapping between thematic and syntactic structure. 

As a number of linguists (before Tenny) already observed, the 
prominent role of the direct object argument in the delimitation of an 
expressed event is one of the general mapping principles connecting 
the thematic and syntactic structure. This idea should be systemati
cally investigated within a theory of mapping as well as within a 
comprehensive theory of aspect and Aktionsart. A promising sugges
tion in this direction has been made by Dowty (l988) who observes 
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that the property of being an incremental Theme is one of the proper
ties of the Patient Proto-Role. 

Footnotes 
1. There is a confusion in the use of the terms aspect and Aktionsart and in 
the use of a number of terms subsumed under these two general notions. 
Strictly speaking, the distinction hetween a delimited event and a non
delimited event is an Aktionsart distinction. The term aspect should be 
reserved for the distinction between the perfective and imperfective aspect 
in Slavic languages or between the progressive and non-progressive form in 
English, for example. Since the terminological distinction between aspect 
and Aktionsart is not crucial for the purposes of this paper, I will use 
Tenny's term aspect for a distinction that is usually labeled as an Aktion
sart distinction. I will also continue to refer to Tenny's hypothesis as the 
Aspectuallnterface Hypothesis. Where it is important to distinguish aspect 
from Aktionsart, I will use the term aspect in the wide sense for the term 
Aktionsart and aspect in the narrow sense for the aspect proper. 

2. Cf. here footnote 1. 

3. See, for exa,mple, Dowty (1979:28): "I have not been able to find a single 
activity verb which cannot have an accomplishment sense in at least some 
special context." 
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FFA'IURE cx:x::oJRRENCE aJIIS'IHAINI'S, UNDERSPEx::IFlCATIOO, 

AND VOOEL G'.EXJ1EIRY 


HE'.A'I'flEl( G::W) 

tlNIVERSITY OF s::mHERN CALI~ 

1. Introduction.* 
Early loIOrk in generative ~lo;JY, e.g. Chci1Isky & Halle (1968) 

am Kisseberth (1970), pointed oot that the J.bqileme structure Rules 
of Halle (1959) did llDre than constrain urrlerlyin;'J representations: 
they functioned to cum the ootplt of ~logical :nlles as well. 
'!his otservation naturally led to a formal problem: fbW should 
CPnStrai.nts be ena:xied? '!his question has played a significant role 
in recent loIOrk, 00th on urrlerspecification theory (see e.g. 
At:'d:"lan;Jeli & Pulleyblank 1986 am Steriade 1987 for tw:> divergent 
views) am, perhap:; to a lesser extent, on feature geanetry (e.g. 
Clements 1985, sagey 1986). 

In this paper, I 1ll"J:iert:ak.e to resolve tw:> negative effects of 
the enca:ii.n;J of c:alStraints in such loIOrk. one problem is that 
urrlerspecified representations duplicate the information expressed 
in the oonstraints from which they are derived. For instance, it is 
c::cl'IDroJ'l in l~ with oontrastive [atr] for low vowels to bear 
[-atr] only; in Akan t low vowels are opaque to the (lexical) 
spreading of [+atr] (Clements 1976, 1981). To aCXXllll'lt for Akan, 
At:'d:"lan;Jeli & Pulleyblank (1986:28) ~t the followin;'J CX)nstraint, 
informally given as "[+atr] cannot be oonnected to a segment X if X 
is oonnected to [+low]". (See Clements 1976:61 for a similar 
proposal.) The c:aJStraint results in no lexical [atr] specification 
for low vowels, [-atr] bein;'J later SUWlied try a reduOOancy :nlle of 
the sort [+low] -> [-atr]. 

A secon:i problem is that the calculus provided try feature 
geanetry results in the arbitrary form..!lation of sate CXlnstraints. 
Geometric nx:xiels groop together urrler a cxmron rode those features 
which function as a class. For instance, in At:'d:"lan;Jeli & 
Pulleyblank's (1989) nx:xiel in (1), an extension of 5agey's (1986) 
articulator-I::ased nx:xiel, [high], [low], am [tack] dock into a 
sin;'Jle rode Dorsal as against [atr] which docks into Tcngue Root. 

(1) 	 Place Node of A & P (1989:193) (partial geanetry only): 
Place 

1 \ 
rm- 'lR 

11\ 1 
low hi l:;i{ atr 

As can be seen, the strlx:tural relatiooship between [low] am [atr] 
is identical to that between [high] am [atr] or [t:e.ck] am [atr]. 
[Atr] am [low], [high], [t:e.ck] or, l1Dre accurately, the nodes which 
daninate them, are in a sister relatiooship. As such, the 
c:aJStraint *[+low, +atr] is formally identical to the l"lOl'"ICXi"ISints 
* [-high, +atr], *[+back, +atr], etc. 
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'lb solve these problems, I Suc:Rest that the geometry for vONels 
include nore structure azrong features. In particular, by exparrling 
on Mester's (1986) idea of "deperdent tier ordering" or, equiva
lently, on ~li's (1985) idea of "ooplanar representations", 
coocurrence constraints such as * [ +1001, +atr) can be enc:oded 
directly into the geanetry. For Mester, features involved in a 
a:xxx:urrenoe constraint are ar.rarqed in a depe.'1dency relation as in 
(2)a, with one i.nma:liately daninating the other (eL Kaye, 
I..o.;e.nstarmn & Vergnaud 1985). '!he constraint is then interpreted as 
an effect of the Ci:Jligatory contour Principle (McCarthy 1986; see 
also Steriade 1982) arrl need not be i.n:'leperrlently fornn.Jlated: As 
like elements are fused on the head tier (F) I they are by ne::es.sity 
fused on the deperdent tier (G) as well. Features which are not 
involved in a constraint are in a sisterhoo::l. relation as in (2 lb. 
In addition to (2)a arrl b, I as.suJOO that features may l:e involved in 
another relation, that of oornplementarity as in (2)c. 

(2)a. Dependency ReIn: b. Sist.ertlood ReIn: c. Co!'tplementary ReIn: 
F 
I 1\ 	 I 
G FG 	 F/G 

within the context of (2), the geanetry I prc>p:)Se is that in (3) 
where [10011' arrl [atr] are in oornplementary distri.b..rtion am each is 
deperrlent on [high). h:ktitionally, [tack) arrl [high] are sisters 
under a daninating node Vo. 

(3) 	 Va.lel Gegretry: 
vo 

I \ tack 
high 
I 

lOOljatr 

'!he features contained. urder Vo are essentially those of the 
5e::x:Jrdary Place node of Cle.'1'eDts (1985) arrl ~li & Pu1leyblank 
(1986). Ibrsal is not an appropriate label given the incll.lSion of 
[atr] which, in articulator-based nodels, \oOUld d::Jck into an 
irrleperdent node. 

'!he problems al:x::l\l'e disa~ within a nodel which incxll:p::>rates 
roth deperdency arrl oornplementary relations. Re:;jard:i.ng the 
arbitrariness problem, si.n::e the geanetry in (3) gcNern5 IXJSSible 
<XIlt:linations of features, a:rIStraints sudl as *[+1001, +atr) are 
encoded directly, in a nonarbitrary fashion. Negative a:rIStraints 
are expressed as oornplementary relatialS between features: [1001] 
arrl [atr] may never l:e specified for the same segment. R::sitive 
relations are expressed as depeniencies between features: [1001) arrl 
[atr) may only link to segments specified for [high). '!he geanetry 
then sut:sumes part of the role of St:rIrture Preservation (Kiparsky 
1985), where St:rIrture Preservation is inten:ied to prevent segments 

http:Re:;jard:i.ng
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from beirq specified for non-contrastive features in underlying and 
lexical representations. I ~est that, because of learnability 
considerations, all relations are universal (cL Mester 1986)<1>; 
hcwever, like Structure Preservation, they need only hold of the 
lexical Iiionology. lis for the duplication problem, the architecture 
in (3) elilninates this as well. Not only do the constraints need 
not be iroeperrlently fomulated, umerspecification need not be 
tailored acx:::ordingly. 1here is no sense in which [atr] is 
lU'lSpecified for lew vOloolels; :t"Ei!durdancy rules of the sort [+lew] -> 
[-atr] are then superfluous. 

Unlike articulator-based llOOels which necessarily have some 
ttx>netic justification, the o~'iization of features in (3) is 
pJrely Iiionologically driven (see also Clements 1985). For 
instar¥:le, while [low] and [atr] are in a complement:.ary relation, 
l:oth being in1rediately daninated by [high], they in no way 
co=espond to a single ttx>netic gesture<2>: and yet, as they oocupy 
the same position in the gec::metry, they are in essence different 
manifestations of one feature. In the same vein, wr•.ile clearly 
universal, the constraint against sinultaneous [-+high, + low] is not 
enc::cded as a complementarity between [high] and [lewJ because, 
unlike the constraint against [+lew, +atr], it represents a P'lysical 
irnpossibility . 

Note that the only sisterhood relation 'I.ln3er Vo is that between 
[back] and [high]. I suggest that this relation fornally expresses 
that [back] and [high] (and the features [high] daninates) 
constitute iroeperrlent planes which are an:::hored into the Vo node. 
lis two planes, the spreading of [back] will not be blocked by 
specifications on the high plane and spreacling on the high plane 
will not be blocked by [back]. In other 1«lrds, spreading on 
different planes is not constrained by locality where locality is 
defined in (4) fran Arc::harqeli & Pulleyblank (1987): 

(4) 	I.oca.lity Condition (Arc::harqeli & Pulleyblank 1987): 
A rule can apply only if a specified target is adjacerlt to a 
specified trigger. 

Evidence for the iroeperde!x:::e of [back] fran features on the high 
plane canes fran Back Han!ony in la.rquages such as 'Iurkish (Clements 
& Sezer 1982) and Clla:JtDrro ('I'oRJing 1968) and fran Umlaut in Gennan. 

within the high plane, Vo heads a line of positions, where each 
position may be filled by a deperoent feature. Feature 
specifications for a given position across segments constitute a 
tier: all [high] specifications fom a tier bJt, mre interestirqly, 
[low] and [atr] specificatiCl"lS together fom a tier. Each tier is 
subject to locality. 'Ihus, the ~ of [+atr] fran [high] to 
[high] is blocked by a linked [+low]; this is precisely What hawens 
in AAan (section 3). In cases ~ low vowels do not block the 
spread of [atr] , [ low] is either floating as in Igbirra (section 4) 
or unspecified as in I<i.narde (see Mutak.a 1986, Schlinlwein 1987). 
Features which are involved in a depen:iency relation are also 
subject to locality. '!he spreading of [high] is blocked by a linked 
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[+lONJ as in Olichewa Height Harnony (see e.g. Harris 1990). When 
ION vaNels do not block the spread of [highJ, [IONJ is either 
floating or unspecified at the point when harm:>ny awlies; the 
latter is the case in PasiB:}O (see Vago 1990, cf. M::Carthy 1984). 

2. Al.rtom3.tic Spreading arrl Dependency Relations. 
In rule-based. aca:xmts of vaNel harJIDny, rule statements 

explicitly mention (at least) tw:J factors, the feature(s) which 
spread arrl the ~ which are targetted. ('TWo other factors, 
the domain arrl direction of spreading may perhaps be reducErl to the 
nature arrl direction of affixation.) '!here have been attempts to 
rid rules of the first factor. Halle & Vergnau::l (1981, 1982; see 
also Clements 1976, 1981) draw a formal distinction between 
autosegrnents which are linked arrl those which are floating. \IDile 
linked features may only spread by l~ge specific rule, floating 
features are a property of the ITDq:tleme, arrl as such, they spread 
automatically to all bearers within their domain.<3,4> Regarding the 
secord factor, a geometry like that in (3) which encxxles 
deperxiencies between vCMel features (usually) eliminates the need 
for explicit reference to target segments. <5> '!he dependency of [atr J 
on [highJ, for instance, ne::essarily results in the scanning of the 
high tier for targets in the linking of [atr J . 

Al.rtom3.tic spreading is often a direct consequence of the 
dependency relations in (3) canbined with a particular view of 
un::lerspecification, Radical UOOerspecification (e.g. Kiparsky 1982, 
1985, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1986). '!he prediction is that, in 
the unmarked case, in a symmetrical vaNel system, where "symmetry" 
is determined on the head tier (l:oth [+high: arrl [-highJ ~ 
contrast for the depen:ient feature), the depen:ient feature will 
spread in harm:>ny. Since the linking of a depen:ient feature clearly 
deperrls on a specification on the head tier, if (in a=rd with 
Radical UOOerspecification) only one value of a contrastively used 
feature is initially present, the depen:ient feature will have to 
float. To illustrate, consider the nine vaNel inventory in (5) 
where mid arrl high vaNels l:oth contrast for [atrJ rut only [+highJ 
is specified urrlerlying1y. (Features for i:! are irrelevant.) Since 
[atrJ 00cks into [highJ arrl only [+highJ is initially present, [atrJ 
lIl.ISt float, at least for the mid vaNels f: arrl Q. We may then assl.IDle 
it floats everywhere, as in:iicated by the parentheses. 

(5) 	 i leE a 0 0 U u 
high + + + + 
(atr) + + + + 

'!he floating [atr J is interpreted as a property of the ITDrp"leme arrl 
autanatically links to all bearers within its cbnain. CCx1sistent 
with the geanetry in (3), [atrJ scans for vaNels specified for 
[highJ. In the case of the mid vaNels for which [high] is 
urrlerlyingly al:sent, [-highJ will be SUWlied sinultaneous with the 
linking of [atr] as dictated by the geanetry.<6> 
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Within standard approaches to feature geaootry (see e.g. (1», 
where there is no deperx:ieocy of [atr] on [high), a l'lal:'nony rule IlI.lSt 
specify [ahigh] VOiolels as targets in the linJd.n;j of [atr]. A 
constraint suc:h as the REdun1ancy Rule orderin;! constraint (RRX) is 
also required to guarantee prior application of the default rule 
supplyin;! [-high), the default value, as it will I::e explicitly 
referred to in the harrrony rule. A version of the RRX is provided 
in (6) I from Pulleyblank (1986). 

(6) 	Re:iun:3aJJgy Rule Prderw COnstraint (Pulleyblank 1986:152). 
A rule IlI.lSt not refer to [aFj in its structural description 
I::efore a default rule assigns [aF] to all [F]-bearin;! units. 

'!he RRX is not needed in a nr.::rlel which assumes deperx:ieocy relations 
I::etween feat'.Jres, at least for cases involvin;! the spreadin;) of 
de~t features. 

3. ~. 
Automatic spreadin;) of floa.tin;! features is intuitive enough and 

yet there are problems with it in languages with segments which are 
opaque to harrrony. Akan is one such language i high and mid v~ls 
undergo Atr Harmony while 10.1 VOiolels are opaque. In this section, I 
argue against automatic spreadin;) and !lOtivate tw::l parts of the 
geaootry, the deperx:ieocy of [atr] on (high) and the complerrentarity 
I::etween [atr) and [low]. <7> 

Akan VOiole1s are ir, (7). 

(7) Akan V~ls: 
Noooerived Derived/[+atr] 

I 	 U i u 
E 	 0 e 0 

a 

\ok)ros containing only mid and high VOiolels St¥;/9est that (+atr) is a 
property of certain roots and links to all VOiolels within its domain, 
the \<lOrd. canpare the derived forms in (8)b with those in (8)a. 
(All examples are from Clerrents 1981.) 

(8) 	a. E-tv-o "stone" b. e-ru-o llnest" 
tU "to thr'c::1N" tu ''to dig" 
0-bE-tU-I "he came and o-be-tu-i ''he came and 

threw (it)" 	 dug (it)" 

Initial feature specificaticns are as in (9); si.noe [atr] is not 
urrlerlyin;!ly a property of any segment, it is not marked. 

(9) Urx1erlyin;! specificaticns for Akan VOiolels. 
I E a 0 U 


high - - 
I 

low + 
back + + 
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[-high] is specified underlyingly for !::oth mid and low vowels. I..Dw 
VOoIels are additionally specified [+low]. Default [+high] is 
SUWlied simultaneous with the linking of [+atrj as in (10). 

(10) 0 - bE - tv - I 
I I 

-H -H 

+A 

'll1e examples in (11) illustrate the opacity of low VOoIels. 'll1e 
roots, .b.i.l;,g and !.i.m.DI, are under1yingly [+atr], as irrlicated by the 
quality of their leftJTa;t vowels. lioWeVer, [+atr j cannot spread 
beyond ~ with the result that the final vowel in each case surfaces 
as [-atr]. 

( 11 ) 	 o-bisa-I "he asked (it)" f1.ll'lanI "to search" 
*o-bisa-i *fUMni 

'll1e opacity of .9 results from its representation in (9): [ +low: is 
~ to [-high]. Since [low] and [atr] define a single tier, 
[+atr] cannot penetrate through the linked [+low] and spreading is 
effectively blocked. See (12).<8> 

(12) Vo Vo Vo 
I 	 I I 
H -H H

l, ~\ 	 I 
+A 	 +L 

A problem for autanatic spreading arises when it is discovered 
that [+low] blocks spreading of [+atr] to the left as well as to the 
right. COmpare the derivations in (13), O=bisa-I "he asked (it)" 
and D-kari-i "he weighe::l (it)". 

(13) a. b I sa -> o-bisa-I 
I I I I ! 

-H +H -H +H-H, ,

I , , I
v 

+A +L +A +L 

b. k a r I -> O-kari-i 
I I I I I 

-H -H -H +H +H, ,
I 	 I , , 

+L +A +L +A 

In (13)a, [+atr] I!llSt be to the left of the linkErl [+low] while in 
(13)b, it J1UlSt be to the right. However, until it is linked, 
[+atr], a property of the IIOq:herne, cannot be ordered with respect 
to [+10.1), a property of a segIl¥mt oontained. within the IIOq:tieme. 
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One solution is to abandon automatic spreading in favor of 
cyclic spreading after each IOClI"J:hological operation. Of course, 
once the floating feature links within the l'!OI1ileme of which it was 
urxierlying a property, it will only be able to spread by rule. 
Autanatic spreading is then a spJrious generalization.<9> On the 
root cycle in the derivations of o-b~sa-I arrl CHs.ari-i, the floating 
(+atr] will link to the only possible bearer in each root, to the 
left of [+low] in bisa arrl to the right of (+low] in kari.<lO> See 
(14) • 

(14) 	a. b I s a -> b i s a b. k a r I -> k a r i 

,
I 
, 

I I I 
, 
, 

-H +H -H -H -H +H 
I I I I I ,I 

+L +A +L +A +L +A +L +A,
I.. ____ .JI 

4. Igbirra. 
Igbirra, as discussed in Ladefoged (1964, 1971), is another 

l~ge with Atr HarIOClny wt, unlike Akan, low vcwels do Ul"rlergo 
harnony. Nevertheless, in aa::ord with the constraint against a 
VCMel being silrultaneouslY [+low, +atr], § raises to ~ in [+atr1 
contexts. 'Ib acx::ount for raising (wi~ delinking - see below), I 
proPJS€ that (+low] in Igbirra is a floating feature, wt unlike 
[+atr1 in Akan, it is a property of iniividual seqments. It is 
ordered with respect to linked features arrl, in thif: way, may be 
interpreted as "extrasegn¥:mtal", as cccupying a particular position 
in the representation wt as invisible unless licensed. 

Igbirra vcwels are in (15). 

(15) Igbirra VCMels: 
Norrlerived Derived/[+atr] 

I U i u 
E 0 e 0 

a 	 e 

EKamples of harnony are in (16) (fran L.adefoged 1964:78; all vcwels 
in the examples are hlgh-toned.). Note that the first person prefix 
JllS surfaces as :!lie in (+atr] environments, (16)b. 

(16) Igbirra Atr Ha.rIOClny. 
a. 	ma-zI "I am in pain" b. me-zi "I expect" 


ma-zE "I agree" me-ze "I am well" 

ma-to "I pick" me-to "I arrange" 

ma-tu "I serd." me-tu "I beat" 


'Ib acx::ount for the alternations, I assurre the specifications in 
(17). (+) iniicates that [+low], while a property of ~t is 
floating. As in Akan, since (+atr] is rot W"derlying a property of 
any seqment, it is rot marked. 
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(17) Underlying specifications for Igbirra vowels: 
I E a 0 U 

high + + 
lOIN (+) 
back + + 

'IWo notes are in order. First , it is crucial that [-back] be 
unspecified; when § raises, it surfaces as Sl a.rrl not as Q, by later 
aWlication of the default rule assigrtirg [-back]. Sec:onj, whi Ie I 
assume that [-high] is initially unspecified, if upon further 
observation, evidence is fOlll"rl to SIJRXlrt [+high] as unspecified, I 
will not incorrectly preclict thatg will raise to i. lDN vowels 
along with mid vowels will have a [-high] o::xrqxment. Although.e 
"loses" its (floating) [+10lN] specification in [+atr] oontexts, it 
retains its (linked) [-high) specification a.rrl surfaces as mid. 
~ the linking of [+atr] to mid vowels in harnony, 

assuming the specifications in (17), the depen:lency of [atr] on 
[high] will require that the redundancy rule SUWlying [-high] apply 
simultaneous with the linking of [+atr]. 'lhe case of 9 is similar 
to that of the mid vowels. Since [+10lN] is floating, a lOIN vowel 
will be seen by Atr HarnDny as a vowel unspecified for height. When 
[+atr] attempts to link to such a vowel, it will likewise triooer 
the redundancy rule SUWlying [-high]. orx::e [+atr] has linked, 
licensing of [+lOlN] is i.nJt:ossible a.rrl Sl results. 'lhe analysis 
therefore relies crucially on lOIN vc:wels having a [-high] canp::ll'lel1t 
in addition to a [+10lN] cCtnp:ment. 

one might well ask what prevents the linking of [+lOIN] to § 

before the linking of [+atr]. lis the ~ are formally different 
entities, [+atr] a property of the nor]:heme a.rrl [+10lN] a property of 
the segment, an ordering can be :imp::lSed on their linking. I suggest 
that the licensing of [+lOlN] is similar to the application of a 
redundancy rule; it applies late in the P"looology. 'lhe linking of 
[+atr], on the other hard, applies early; it is triggered by the 
noqtlology in essence. In the ooooerived cases, then, [+lOlN] links 
at the en:'! of the derivation since it is not competing with [+atrJ 
for the same p:::lSition in the hierarchy. 'lhe ~ cases are 
illustrated in (18). 

(18) 	a. HarnDny: [rna [ZI + atr] ] -> Inezi "I expect" 
Vo Vo, 

I, 
+hi , 

(+10) +atr 
b. 	No hanD:>ny: [rna [zI] J -> rnazI III am in pain" 

Vo Vo 

I 
-hi +hi 

(+10) 
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An alternative analysis for Igbirra, where [+1"",; is'lJ.!'rler1ying 
1ink.ed to [-high] am then del ink.ed by the spreading of [+atr] , 
eliminates the need for ~ta1 (floating) features. 
~er, I suggest that because of oonsiderations of loc:ality, such 
an analysis is not viable. De1inking as a jXlSSib1e lexical 
operation (except 'lJ.!'rler restricted conditions like 
resyllabification) 1JI"Idermines locality: It is iltpossib1e to tell 
from a representation whether a feature [F) will block the spreading 
of [G) or whether it will be de1ink.ed by [G). 'Ihis problem is not 
1imite1 to a lIJ:Xle1 like mine where two different features can occupy 
a single tier. It arises in any theory whidl a11CMS tx:rt:h values of 
a single feature to be specified prior to spreading, e.g. 
contrastive Specification (see Steriade 1987). To illustrate the 
problem within the frameloiOrk developed here, see (19). If the 
de1inking of [+1"",] by the spreading of [+atr] is a110Ned in 
Igbirra, (19)a, it cannot be prevente1 from incorrectly aw1ying in 
Akan, cf. (19)b. 

(19) a. De1inking: Igbirra. 
-H -H -> -H-H 

l~'" ~ V 
+A +L +A +L 

b. B1ocld.ng: Akan. 
-H -H -> -H -H 

L....' I I I 
+A +L +A +L 

5. Conclusion. 
In this paper, I have argued for a particular view of vowel 

geometry, one whidl directly encodes cooccurrenc:e restrictions 
between features: Rlsitive relations are expressed as depe!rlencies 
between features; negative constraints are expressed as 
c:onp1ementary relations between features. The fraIne\lolOrk is in a 
preliminary stage am, naturally, is the target of tx:rt:h conceptual 
am E!i1pirical problems. 

For one, I adopted the theory of Radical t.Jrrlerspecification 
because it is cx:m:patib1e with the "no de1inking" premise: for 
i.nstanoe, the raising of 5J to f: in Igbirra is aCXXlUl'lte1 for by the 
atsence of a specification for [back] on tx:rt:h segments, [-back] 
being later supplied by rerlun1an::y rule. Nevertheless, problems 
arise in adapting this theory of lJl"rlerspecification to a fraIne\lolOrk 
whidl encodes deperxien::!y relations. As might be ~, these 
problems are directly tied to the uudetspecification of head 
features. As discussed in foot:rDt:e 6, there is no a priori reason 
why a deperdent feature whidl spreads sb::W.d see as targets vowels 
which are unspecified for features on the head tier, the tier it 
scans in linking. tile solutioo wculd be to aba.rdon 
uroerspecification in favor of a pcsition similar to that prQ{XlSed 
by Kaye, La.Jensta:mrn am Vergnaud (1985). 

http:B1ocld.ng
http:de1ink.ed
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on the empirical side / since the geometry governs p:::ssible 
rornbinations of features, it is particularly restrictive in what 
cross-linguistic variation it allows. Arr:i representation involving 
a violation of the gearetry in (3) JlIlJSt be derived p:::st-lexically. 
Without weakenir¥;l' the prop:::sal by intrcx:l:ucing parametric variation 
into the geometry, there is no room for "exceptions". Ho,..l then is 
Vata to be accounted for, where lo,..l vowels pattern with all other 
vowels in Atr Harmony? 

~. 
.. I would like to thank Jim Gee, Alicja Gorecka, Barry Schein, 

De1::bie SChli.rrlwein / and Jean-Ra;,er Vergnaoo for COImleI1ts on 
earlier versions of this paper and related work. All errors are 
my o..Jn. While urrlertaking this research, I was s~rted by the 
Social Scierx::es and Humanities Research COUncil of canada. 

'll1ere are sane exceptions to the ca:nplementarity between 
[lo,..lJ and [atrJ for which I have tentative analyses. In Yoruba 
(Archargeli & Pulleyblank 1989), lo,..l vowels do not contrast for 
[atrJ bJt do trigger Atr Harmony: in Vata (Kaye 1982), lo,..l 
vowels pattern alongside In.1.d and high vowels in Atr Harrrony. 

2. 	 R'ionetic notivation may rx:lt be laclting entirely. Gorecka 
(1989) argues against [lOolJ as a tongue height feature; in fact, 
she dispenses with [low] altogether, attribJting its effects to 
the articulation site where lOol vowels are prOOuced, Pharyngeal. 

3. 	 In fac..t, one co.lld argue that because of irrleterminacy, 
harnonic features JlIlJSt be floating; in a root where all VOHels 
surface as [+F], it is imp::lssible to determine from which 
vowel(s) [+FJ originated. 

4 . 	 As Mester's ( 1986) awroach involves the o:::::p operating on 
the head tier with resultant fusion on the dependent tier , it is 
tantanount to autanatic spreading. 

5. 	 'll'lis argument holds for rules which scan minimally for their 
targets, i.e. rules which scan the tier iJ:mvadiately dominating 
the spreading feature; see Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1987). 

6. 	 'll'lis assumption is rx:lt without prrolems. '!here is no a 
priori reason why a deperdent feature like [+atr] should see as 
targets vowels which are unspecified for features on the head 
tier. In fact, it is equally pJSSible that [+atrJ would see 
such vowels as neutral. structure Preservation cannot be 
appealed to. As p:>inted a.rt by Ard1angeli & Pulleyblank (1986) 
(who cite Sproat 1985), it is difficult to determine whether or 
rx:lt a floating feature like [atrJ is used cxrrt:rastively in a 
lan;JUa9E! because a given level of representation may rx:lt yield 
any information on the o:::trbination of [atr] with ather features. 

Ole solution, as p:>inted out to ~ by J.-R. Vergnaoo, is as 
follows. Since the deperrl.ency of [atr] on [high] is E:GUivalent 
to interpreting [atrJ as inherently having a [high] canponent/ 
the floating [atrJ could be a matrix consisting of a zero-valua::1 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

[high] and a fX)Sitive-valued [atr]: [ohigh, 4-atr]. '!he matrix 
then scans for va.Aels specified for [high] as well as those 
specified for a Vo node only. See (i). 

(i)a. Vo b. Vo 
I I 

I+Hi IOHI· 
: +A 

I~i 
In (i)a, the [ohigh] of the spread.i.ng feature is cnnpatible with 
the [+high; of the target segroont. In (i)b, where there is no 
overt specification for [high], the default rule which supplies 
[-high] will later oonvert [ohigh] into [-high]. '!his solution 
is not really in the spirit of Ul"rlerspecification theory. It is 
in fact a variant of the proposal in Halle & Vergnaud (1981, 
1982; see also Kaye 1982) where an autose:;Jns1tal feature is 
simultaneously represented on the segroontal tier with the 
provision that the autose:;Jns1tal specification, once linked, 
override the segroontal specification. 'Ihese \«)rks may in turn 
be seen as precursors to Kaye, l.oiNenstal\1n & Vergnaud' s (1985) 
Element '!heory. 

rue to lack of space, the dependency of [l~] on [high J is 
only briefly discussed in section 4 on Igbirra where it is seen 
that l~ VCJl<o'els surface as [-high] in [+atr] oontexts and as 
[4-l~] in neutral contexts. Low va.Aels function as [-high J in 
the j:honology of other lan:;pJages as well; in VCJI<o'el Coalescence, 
for instance, which is quite a::mron cross-linguistically, 
adjacent lew-high and lew-mid VCMels surface as mid, suggesting 
that l~ VCMels have a [-high] CXlIl1pQnent. 

Recall from section 1 that the geonJ:!try, and the oonstraints 
it enco::les, need only hold of the lexical phonology. For 
instance, while in Ak.an l~ va.Aels are opaque to the lexical 
spreading of [atr1, Clements (1981) discusses a n1.ln1i:er of 
environments, both within and across words, where l~ VCMels 
receive [+atr] t:hrough fX)St-lexical spread.i.ng. Within the fX)St
lexical c::arp::>nent, then, I::lranchin;J of deperdent features as in 
( i) is lieit and, in this sense, the fX)St-lexical CXlIl1pQnent is 
not st.ructJ.re-preserving. 

(i) Vo 
I 

-hi 
/ \ 

+10 +atr 
Note that Pulleyblank (1986) rules oot autanatie spread.i.ng 

for iniependent reasons, to acxXIIJl'lt for tonal ~ in 
severall~. 

In the case of roots involving lICre than one potential 
bearer of [+atr], e.g• .f:lmi:IIJI "to search" and ~ "pig", I 
assume extrasyllabicity, fUM(nI) and (pI)rako, where the va.Aels 
which surface as [-atr] are outside the danain of possible 
bearers for the floating [+atr]. 

http:spread.i.ng
http:spread.i.ng
http:spread.i.ng
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L('v('/-Ordcrcd Lcxicalllls('l1ion* 
Chris Golston. l1CLA 

Function words in English are both stressless and reducible. Function 
word~ (FWs) are suessit's, even in careful speech (I a). and unreduced in 
normal to fast speech (1 b): 

(1) a, Stressless: He kept it in a large j:iL 
b. Reducible: Annenel! be hOping T6m:S asleep. 

In thi~ paper I suggest that both the stresslessness and the reducibility of FW~ 
is best modeled by level-ordering the insenion of function words into syntactic 
structure after suess assignment. According to Level-Ordered Lexical Insenion 
(LOLl L content words (CWS) are insened into syntactic structure prior to stress 
assignment (231: after stress assignment has taken place (2b). FWs are insened 
into syntactic structure (2c). guaranteeing that they will not be stressed. 

(2) Leyel-Ordered Lexicallnsenion (LOll) 
a. lnse'n CW~ kepT large jar 
b. Assign Stres, kept large jar 
c, Insen FWs he kept it in a I;irge jar 

FWs are carried through most of the derivation (la.b) as feature-complexes (d. 
Emond~ J985): the "insenion" of FWs is the lexicalization of these feature
compiexes. Stress assignment is blind to feature-complexes because the) 
contain no phonological material. 

The paper proceeds as follows: first. I discuss non-phonological evidence 
for LOLL Second. I discuss unstressed FWs in careful speech and argue that 
LOLl allows a simple way of deriving messless FWs. Third. I show that LOll 
is also able to treat the reduced F\Vs found in normal and fast speech. 

Psycholinguistic and Syntactic Evidence for LOLl. Similar 

proposals for insening FWs into the derivation late ha ....e been proposed outside 
of phonology by Merrill Garrett and by Joseph Emonds. Garren (1975. 1980) 
has proposed a processing model in which CWs are entered into speech 
production at a different stage than FWs are in order to account for different 
types of speech errors. When people make speech errors. content words and 
grammatical words are affected in different ways (Bierwisch 1971: Fromkin 
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1971: Garrett 1975. 19110). People often ~witch the initial sounds 0f two 

content words in a sentence (he {epr ir ill a !s.arge jar). but hardly ever switch the 

initial sound of a content word and a grammatical word (ke l!efll it in a large Jar 
does not represent a common type of speech error). This may be interpreted as 
evidence that there is a point in speech production at which onl~ (the 
phonological forms of) CWs are inserted Icf. 2a above).Another type of speech 
error involves shifting words or affixes from one part of a sentence to another 

(whaT Thar add UpJ. to instead of whar that add~ up to: or YOII hafw do come for 
YOII do hafm (orne). Such shift errors involve primarily FWs and inflectional 

affixes rather than CWs aJld derivational affixes: again. if FWs are entered into 
speech production at a different lime than CWs (2c above). shirf! errors can be 
modeled as a mis-placement problem at this stage of lexical insertion. 

In later work (Garrett 19112. 1984). Garrett expanded his analysis to cover 

data taken from the speech of patients with agrammatic aphasia. A grommatism 
is a type of acquired speech disorder in which palienls generally omit FWs and 
inflectional affixes: CWs are less affected (Tissol el aL 1973. Kean 1985). 

Thus. an Italian agrammatic speaker asked to describe part of a film responds 
(in translation): "Ah! Policeman ... ah .. I know! ... cashier". mone) ... ah: 

cigarettes ... I know ... this guy ... beer... mustache ... " (Luria 1970). Garrett 
takes this as additional evidence for the claim that CWs and FWs are inserted at 
different stages during speech production: it is at the level at which F\\'s are 
inserted that agrammatics have the most difficult} 

Emonds ( 1985) provides syntactic evidence for what he calls Late Lexical 
Insertion (LLI): according to LLL the phonological forms of at least some F\\\ 

and all inflectional affixes are entered into syntactic structure after syntactic 
transformations have occurred. but all CWs (and the derivational affixes on 
them 1 are inserted prior to syntactic transformations I Emonds' argument for 
LLI draws on the fact that many F\Vs and inflectional affixes satisfy inseni()n 
contexts which are only produced by transformation. Consider the distribution 

of the English coordinative morphemes so and roo. Emonds argues that so and 
roo are allomophs of a single morpheme he calls 'K'. K appears as so when it 
has been moved to CQMP (3a). but as too when it appears in situ (3b): 

(3\ solroo alternations (Emonds 1985) 
a. Mary will leave town. and so wiII John. 

"Mary wiIlleave !Own. and too will John. 
b. Mary will leave town. and John will too. 

"'Mat)· will leave town. and John will so. 
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Emond,' claim is that the decision to insert so or too as the allomorph of K 

must be made after the transformation that fronts K ha~ applied: if K is fronted. 
insert so: if not. insert too. Emonds cites Monaghan (191) Il as providmg 

evidence for the post-transformational insertion of a number of polarity items 
(some/oIiY, ojrell seldonl. still yet, etc.) in English,:! 

LOll is not exactly equivalent either to Garrett's proposed late insertion of 
FWs or to Emonds' LLL What distinguishes LOll from Garren's proposal is 

that F\\'-insertion follows CW-insertion on the former model. but precede' 
C'W-insertion on the laller. In addition. LOLl is meant to be both a model of 

processing and a model of competence. whereas Garrett's model i~ primaril~ a 
processing model and makes no claims about comretence (l9RO:216ffl. What 
distinguishes LOll from LLl is that LOll has all FWs inserted late. '" here LLl 
leaves open the possibility that some FWs are inserted at the same time as CW, 
are (Emonds 1985: 177), I will nO! discuss these differences here, What LOll 
shares with these other proposals is that (I) FWs are carried through the 
derivation as features and (.2) that these features are lexicalized as FWs at a late 
stage in the derivation. 

Stressless Function Hi ords: Careful Speech. Recent work in 

Prosodic Phonolog) (Selkirk 1978. 1982: Nespor & Vogel 1982. 1986: Hayes 

1989 i treats sentence level stress b:) means of constructing a hierarchy 01 

prosodic consituents abo\'e the word. The prosodic constiuency of (I al may be 

represented as in (4 i. following Hayes ( 1989) and !'oIespor & \' agel ( 1986 i. 

(4) 	The Prosodic Hierarchy 

Utterance 

Intonational Phra~e 

P P Phonological Phrase~ 

/~ 
C C C Clitic Groups 

A ~ I 
w Go c,,: c..:' w w w Words 

he kept it in a large jar 

Each morpho-syntactic word in (4) constitutes a phonological word (w). ws are 
grouped into C!itic Groups (CGs). CGs into Phonological Phrases (PPs). PPs 
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into Intonational Phrase, (IPs), IP~ into L;tterances (Us), (See !\'espor & Vogel 

1986 for a more complete discussion of these prosodic constituents), 

Of immediate concern here is the CG and the rules that create it. The CG 
does two things: first. it defines a domain in which certain phonological rules 

operate. Second. it creates a stres~ domain in which exactly one syllabk 
receives primary stress. Hayes (1989) defines a c!itic group "roughly as a single 

content word together with all contiguous grammatical words in the same 
syntactic constituent":) kepT, larRe and jar belong to separate CGs and aTe the 

hOSTS of those CGs. he, iT, ill and a are incorporated into the CGs with which 

they share the most dominating syntactic nodes: in and a are dominated by the 

Prepositional Phrase node that dominates large. [pp in a large]pp. and therefore 

form a CG with large: iT is dominated by the VP node that dominates kepT. Ivp 
kept it]vp. and so forms a CG with kepT: he is dominated by the S node that 

dominates kepT. [S he kept i1...15. and so forms a CG with kept (and in, 
Note that FWs are im:lerGm for determining the distribution of CG, in a 

sentence and the stressed words in a sentence: CGs consists of e'l{actly one 

C\\'. which is the stressed element. or head. of the CG. Since PPs consist 

exclusively of CGs. FWs are also irrelevant for determining the distrihution of 

PPs in a sentence: likewise for IPs and for Us. FWs play no role in creatin!:, 

prosodic constituency: 

15, The Prosodic Hierarchy without FW~ 

L' consists of one or more IP 

IP consi~ts of one or more PP 

PP consists of one or more CG 

CG consists of exactly one Content Word 

As is clear from (:;), most of the constituent< of the Prosod ic Hierarchy in (4) 

may be constructed without Function \Vords, This is elevated to the statu< of 3 

general principle in Selkirk (1984:343). who attributes the stresslessness of 

FWs not to their membership in CG!. but to their invisibility to stress 

assignment: "What we suggest is that the syntactic category labels for function 

words are simply' "invisible" to principles of the syntax-phonology 

mapping....This is the Principle oj the Categon'al Jlll'isibility oj Function 
Words (Pet ),'. 

LOll allows us to derive Selkirk's PCI rather than stipulate it. If FWs are 

not present in the derivation at the stage at which prosodic constituents are built. 

there is no need for the PCl. A derivation of (la) without the PCI follows: 
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(6) Building the Prosodic Hierarch) ~ ith LOll 

C C C 

c...::, 

kept large jar 

a. Lexical Insertion: each word -> 

'.. 

kept 

b.each 

V 

largt' 

->CG 

jar 

J 

~ 
P P P P 

C C C C C C 

kept large jar kept large Jar 

c. CGs -> PPs d. PPs -> IPs -> t!P 

l' 

P P P P 

c 
/"'"
C C C C C 

c....:' Co) c· c..:: w c...; 

kepr large jar he kept it in a hi;ge jar 

e. Stress Rule: stress everything f. Lexical Insertion 2: insert FW, 
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P P 

/", 
C C C 

~ 
(2 c.,:, c.,: CI 

he kt>pt it in a large jar 
c..:' 

g. Stray adjoin ,~s to CGs 

In (6a. b). the effects of the PCI fall out from LOLl: FWs are not yet present in 
the structure and thus do not undergo rules that build prosodic structure. Stres, 
(6e) fails to apply to FWs fOf the same reason. When FWs are finall) entered 
into the derivation 16f;. stress no longer applies and FWs are stray·adjoined into 
CGs. 

An alternative derivation is also possible. one which eliminates most of the 
need for the constituent CG. If FWs are entered into the derivation merel) as 
syllables «(jl. they can be adjoined to CWs (w) in the same way a., affixes are 
adjoined to words (ct. Berendsen 1986). C\I,'s are inserted first. each as a G: 

dominating one or more S' (ia). The construction of PPs. IPs and a UP then 
proceeds as before (ib-c). except that the constiruent PP now dominate
prosodic words (w) rather lhan CGs. Stress applies as before (7d): FWs enter 
the derivation as syllables (7el. and are stray-adjoined to adjacent CWs (7f 

(7) Building the Prosodic Hierarchy without the Clilic Group 

P P 

/~ 
w w w w W 

I, ! ! 
cr C' cr cr cr CJ 

kept large jar kept large jar 

a. insen CWs as (.) b. ws -> PPs 
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P 	 P 

c: 

kept large jar 	 kept large jar 

c. PPs -> IPs -> l'P d. stress rule: stress everything 

l 	 t: 
I 

P P P P 

/~, /~ 
G.: (~ c.,:. , ::..:' 

~ ~, 

cr c c c cr cr c c CJ c: c c 

he kept it in a large jar he kept it in a large jar 

e. insert FW s as sy lIabln f. stray adjoin c to c: 

For the analysis given in (71!() be adequate. two conditions must be met. 
First. it must be shown that FWs are indeed stressed like the stressless syllables 
of CW~. as predicted by (7d) - (if). Evidence for this claim is given in (8). 

(8 \ FWs ;,ound like the stressless syllables of CWs (d. Selkirk 1984) 
a fence (1. offense in capable hands cf. incapable hands 
to Lew Toledo hatch it hatchet 
Sam or I Samurai4 give 'er giver 

some antics" semantics at 'em Adam 

Second. it must be shown that rules whose domain of application is the CG 
may be restated as rules whose domain of application is w. That is. rules which 

apply within clitic groups must be the same as those which apply within 
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prosodic words'. as argued in Inkela~ (9119). For English. there seem to be 

two rules which may be said 10 apply within CGs: r-Deletion and Palatalization, 

,,-Deletion delete5/v/ word-finally within a CG when the next word begins w itll 
a consonant (9)6 Palatalization palatalizes a word-final coronal obstruent before 
a palatal segment in the same CG (10)', 

(9) 	r-Deletion (Selkirk 1971. Hayes 1989) 

[givemelcG lahandkG > ['gtmi ;'hand) (rhyme~with Timmy) 

[leave melcG [alonelcG > ['limi ;'Ion] (sounds hke seamy) 

(10) Palatalization 

[miss youlcG > [m~~ jU) (sounds like li,\ ,I 111' ) 

[hit youlcG fin the noselcG > ['hll ju I (sounds like hill/) you) 

As Nespor & Vogel point out. \'-Deletion is not really a prosodic rule since it i, 
lexical1} conditioned (as Hayes himself notes): ,,-Deletion does not apply to the 

final [v] of words like h{[l'e, pcrcei\'e or il/m/re. as (11) makes clear, 

(11 ) non-application of r-Deletion 

[love me1 > *['l;mi] 
[have me fired I > *['hami] 
[deceive melcG > *Id;;)'simi] 
Iinvolve me 1 > *[ m'valmi] 

Forms such as gill/me. therefore, are best treated as lexicalized rather than 

derived by rule, Palatalization. on the other hand. is not lexically conditioned, 

But it is also a rule that applies within ::.:;. as the data below show: 

(] 2) Palatization GJ-internalIy (Marchand 1969:350) 

a, Z -> 3 [close + ureb > I klo3;r] 
[expose + urel::.: > [ekspo3~lfl 

b. s -> J [press + ureb > [preJ;;)r] 
[erase + ure]::.:; > [lreS::lr] 

c. d 	-> J [verd 8 + urelw > [v;;)rJ;r] 
[node + ulelw > [naJu;;)l] 

d. 	t -> ~ (depart + urelc.c > [dipar~ar] 

[legislate + urek.) > (1£JlSle~;rl 
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The data in (10). then. may be subsumed under the same c.:-domain rule 

operative in (121. eliminating the need (in English) for the CG as a rule-domain. 
] have tried to show that LOll provides a simple and independentJ) required 

mechanism for deriving unsrressed FWs in careful speech. In the remainder of 
this paper I will extend the analysis to cover reduced forms of FWs such as "'iII 
('II i and alii ('nJ). 

Reduced F ullctioll Words: N olmal Speech. It should be noted. first. that 

not all FWs in EnglL~h are reducible. Reduction is lexically idio~yncratic insofar 
as prosodically identical pairs of words may have reduci):lle and non-reduciblt.' 
members (13). 

(13) Reducible Non-Reducible Prosodic Composition 
would Cd) what CVC 
has ("s) his CVC 
am em) at VC 
is (5) as VC 

Those FVls that do reduce. however. tend to reduce in the same way: more 
sonorant segments are deleted. les~ sonorant segments retained and deleti(1n 
proceeds from left to righl ( 14). 

(14) 	Reduction and Sonority 
Obstruents never9: £Ilould. !hi~. 10. doe~ 
Jl<asals neverJO: in. on. can. than 
Liquids never: will. all. 0[. were 
Glides. h sometimes: ~ould Cdl. ~ilJ ('II). him ('im): but ~e. rOll. who 
Vowels often: l;!m ('m). is ('5). Qr (r). and (n): 11. Qff. as 

Recall that unsrressed FWs in careful speech were analyzed a<; strings of 
segments emered into syntactic structure as :::s and later adjoined !(1 CWs. In 
normal speech. only nOll-reducible FWs will be analyzed as CV strings 
dominated by CJ: reducihle FWs will be treated as Strings of segments that are 
entered into symactic structure without a dominating CJ (15): 
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(15) RepresemaTion of reducible and non-reducible FW~ 

~,c Ci 

/".. /~----~ ve eve eve ve e vvc eve 
v 

l Z h a? Z W L 1 a?Z h u Z W L 8 
"is" "has" "will" "as" "who,,," "with" 

a. Reducible FWs b. Non-reducible FWs 

The representations in (} 5) are introduced into syntactic structure !16--pro'iodic 
constituency above c.:. ommined for clarity) when FWs are entered imo the 
derivation (I6b\. STray consonams are adjoined 10 the codas of preceding 
syllables (c I and stray S) lIables are adjoined in accordance with syntactic 
structure (d) II. 

(16) Derivation of "Pat's with Ed" 

::.J c.:; ::....:' 

0 Ci G cr 
/', /',/"'" /"'"eve ve eve ve eve ve 

past. Ed Pa?t LZ w18 Ed 

a, insert ews b. insert FWs 

G,:: w 

.,../ 
L CJ C L C! 

/~ /"'" /"'" /~ /"'" /"'"eve ve eve ve eve ve eve ve 
Pa:!t LZ wI£! Ed Pa?t LZ wlB Ed 

c. stray-adjoin least sonorous es d. stray-adjoin cs 

w w c.:. 

/1 
0 0 0 c 
/~ /~ /"'" /"'" eve c ve eve e eve ve 
past z w18 Ed Pa?t s w18 Ed 

e. delete unlicensed segments f. voicing assimilation 
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Any segments thaI have not been incorporated into prosodic structure (the 
vowel of is) are deleted (e). and syllable-internal processes such as voicing 
assimilation repair any ill-fonned structured such as [PaltZ] (f). 

The rules of stray adjunction operative in (c) and (d) help to explain an 
otherwise puzzling fact of unstressed and reduced F\\'~ in En!,!lish. Consider 
the prosodic phrasing of the normal (17a) and careful (17b) pronunciation of 

Par is winning: 

(17) Careful (a) and normal (b) phrasing 
a. [pafs] !winningl 
b. [Pat] [is winning] 

What is peculiar about (17) is the two-way nature of encJitkization: is is enclitic 
(phrased with Par) when it is reduced but proclitic (phrased with winning) when 
it is merely unstre~sed. This is the case generally with unstressed and reduced 
clitks. as the examples in (18) make clear. 

(18) Careful and normal phrasing 
a. (Kate'd] lerr] (I'm] [eating] [John'll] [eat] 
b. [Kate] (would err] (1] [am eating] (Johnllwill eat] 

Two-way encliticization of this sort is captured straightforwardly on thl? pre~ent 
model: sub-syllable sized F\\ls are adjoined into prosodic structure withou! 
regard for syntactic constituency. syllable-sized FWs are adjoined according I(l 

syntactic constituenc) . 

Conclusion. Level-Ordered Lexical Insertion offers a simple analysis of 

unstressed and reduced function words in English. A number of advantages 
accrue from such an analysis. (I) LOll is independently motivated outside of 
phonology to account for types of attested and unattested speech errors. for the 
speech of agrammatic patients. and for some of the morpho-syntactic properties 
of function words. (2) LOll treats both stressless and reduced function words 
as essentially the same phenomenon: stressless function words are stray 
syllables. reduced function words are stray segments. (3) The mechanism 
involved (stray adjunction) is a rule which presen'es structure rather than one 
which destroys it: the negative notions 'destressing' and 'reduction' are 
therefore reduced to a more positive 'saving infonnation'. (4) LOLl may allow 
us to dispense with the Clitle Group as a prosodic constituent and rule domain. 
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(5! The analysis makes sense of the 'two-way' enclticization of stre"les, 
(proclitic) and reduced (enclitic 1 function words. 

Footnotes 

.. 1would like to thank Cheryl Chan and Bruce Hayes for their comments on 
an earlier draft of this paper. Shoncomings are my own. 
I. I will not discuss inflectional affixes here. but LOLl is intended to include 
the late insenion of inflectional affixes a<; well. It is consistent with Anderson', 
(1981. 1988) claim that 'Inflectional morphology is what i5 re levant to the 
syntax'. 

2. 1do nor have access to this paper and am not able to discuss il funher. 
3. Hayes' formal statement of Clitic Group Formation follows: 
a. 	 Every content word (lexical category) !:lelongs to a separate Clitie Group, 
b. 	 Def: The host of a Clitic Group is the content word it contains. 

Def: X and Y share category membership in C if C dominates both X and Y 
Rule: CHlic words are incorporated leftward or rightward into an adjacent 
Clitic Group, The group selected is the one in whieh the clitk shares more 
category membershiups with the host. 

Nespor &: Vogel ( 1986) add to this directional clirics. words which clitirize 

leftward or rightward against the direction predicted by their categor) 

membership. 

4, Both Sam or / and Samurai have secondary stress on the ultima because of 

the diphthong; I have not marked it here as the secondary stress is not a 

function of the morpho-syntactic membership of the syllable in question, 

5. Nespor &: Vogel ( ) 986:) 45ff) argue that CG-rules cannot all.', ays be reduced 

to w-domain rules or to PP-domain rules. citing evidence from Italian. But all 

of the CG-domain rules they cite may be restated as PP-domain rules. The on1) 

evidence they cite that suppons their contention that Italian pronominal cIitics 

are not ws is that "they may never occur alone ... [and] they may not receive 

contrastive stress" (p. 1491. Neither of these facts, however. may be construed 

as prosodic ally conditioned rules. In generaJ. it seems that most clitics may be 

specified as either independent words (G.l) or as dpeendent sub-words (w or 

strings of w. i.e .. feet). 

6. As Hayes notes, this occurs only with cenain lexical items (e.g .. leare. gire) 

and mostly in fast speech. 

7. Hayes' formulation of the rule applies only to stridents before palatal 

stridents: i.e .. only to (s] and IzJ before Ifl and (3]. But palatalization of Is. zJ 
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before a palatal glide occurs as well: 'as you know' (ce 3junow], 'knows you 

well' (now3juw€l]. And palatalization of coronal stops also occurs beforr 

palatals: 'gol you'(9at~]. 'hit yourself (hlCdrS(;1f). 

8. A bound root: cf. l'crdalll, 
9. The one exception is of. which generall~ delete~ before C·initial \\ ords and 
is retained before V·initial words: friend 0' Bob's,friend of Ed·s. (see Selkirk 
1972J, 

10. The one exception is an. clearly a sandhi form (see Rotenberg 1978 l. 
11. That is. prepOSitions adjoin to the adjacent word in the follOwing NP. 
articles adjoin to the adjacent word in the following N'. etc. See footnote (3) for 
an explicit formulation. 
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'When Svntax Meets Rhvthm 
Yuchau E. Hsiao 

University of California, San Diego 

This paper investigates syntactic influences upon rhythm, based on evidence 
from Chinese folk songs. Folk songs are one domain that has provided significant 
insight into the question of the phonology-syntax interface, which has attracted a 
great deal of attention (cf. Kaisse 1985; Selkirk 1984,1986; Nespor & Vogel 1986; 
Hayes 1989; Nespor 1990 and Chen 1987,1990). In Chinese dialects, folk songs, 
being derived from poetry. exhibit many of the metrical propenies of the latter. 
Such stylized linguistic form is of interest in that it does not have such diverse 
structures as common speech, yet it is not as rigidly constrained as poetry (cf. 
Chen 1984b and Hsiao 1990a,c). 

In my other paper (Hsiao 199Oc), I proposed a set of Rhythm Principles to 
condition the well-formedness of Taiwanese folk songs. In this paper. I will first 
argue that some of the Rhythm Principles in fact demonstrate cross-dialectal truth, 
and then I will explore how metrical preference of the folk song rhythm may be 
sensitive to syntactic structure, and finally I will look into the relative timing of 
syllables involving functional pausing and syllable lengthening of silent beats. 

Rh,}1hm Principles and Metricality 

Hsiao (l99Oc) shows that Taiwanese folk song lyrics have the charming 
propeny of allowing a mismatch between the number of audible beats and the 
number of syllables, i.e. a syUable-beat mismatch. To be specific, there may be 
fewer audible beats than syllables. lll A set of Rhythm Principles are thus posited 
to account for the metricality of the lyrics in that event, three of which are 
reproduced in (1) and (2): 

(1) Lexical Syllable Principle (LSP) 
Only lexical syllables are aligned with a beat, if there is a syllable-beat 
mismatch. 

(2) Stray Syllable Principle (SSP) 

A stray syllable is aligned or adjoined to a left-adjacent beat. 


(3) Immediate Constituent Principle (ICP) 
Syntactic immediate constituents can form a polysyllabic beat if a syllable
beat mismatch is thereby resolved. 

These principles are not limited to Taiwanese folk songs but rather are operative 
across Chinese dialects. Consider first the principles in (1) and (2), which reflect a 
discrepancy between the major syntactic categories (i.e., N, V and A) and the 
minor syntactic categories (i.e., P, COM, ADV, ASP, etc.). The former are here 
termed lexical syllables, and the latter functor syllables. Consider the Mandarin 
lyrics in (4) and (5): 

(4) 'That the baby cries has broken the mother's hean.' 
(Zhongguo Geyao Xuan: 	p. 102) 

1234567 

I I I I \ I I I 

Bao-bao ku duan Ie niang gan chang 

Baby cry break PRF mom liver intestines 
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(5)* 'That the baby cries has broken the mother's heart.' 

1234567 

I 1\ I I I I I 

Bao-bao ku duan Ie niang gan chang 
Baby cry break PRF mom liver intestines 

Given a metrical pattern of 7 beats, when we apply this pattern to an 8-syllable line 
like (4) and (5), two syllables must share a beat. In this case, phonological facts 
alone are insufficient to detennine which two of the syllables will share, i.e., how 
to include a pattern like (4) and yet exclude one like (5). The key to understanding 
the contrast between (4) and (5) is the way in which beats are aligned with 
functors, because in (4) there is a mismatch between the number of the beats and 
the number of syllables. This results in all of the syllables being aligned with a 
beat, except the third syllable l£., which is a perfect marker (that is to say. a 
functor) and thus is adjoined to the left-adjacent weak beat, according to the LSP 
in (1) and the SSP in (2). (For further discussion of k., cf. Hsiao 1990b). Now 
compare (6) and (7): 

(6) 'A little student came down the road .• 
(Beiping Tongyao Xuanji: p.9) 

1234567 

I I I \ I I I I 

Luzhong lai Ie ge xiao xuesheng 
Road come DIR CL little student 

(7) 	 'A little student came down the road.' 

1 2 345 6 7 

I I I I \ I I I 

Luzhong tai Ie ge xiao xuesheng 
Morning come DIR CL little student 

In either rhythm. the LSP requires that all syllables be aligned with a beat except 
the two adjacent functor syllables, k. and u., that is to say, an extra beat would be 
left unaligned. The SSP would allow either k or 8.f. to be aligned with the extra 
beat. (6) shows that U. is aligned with the extra beat, and k. is left-adjoined to beat 
number 3; whereas in (7), k. is aligned to the extra beat, and U. is then left
adjoined with the beat. (6) and (7) therefore are alternative readings. Consider also 
the Shanghai rhymes in (8): 

(8) '(One's) forehead touches the ceiling -- he is very lucky.' 
(Shanghai Qu Fangyian Zhi: p. 497) 


1 2 3 4 5 6 

1\ I II, I I I 

Ngoq-goq de ba zeq ti-ho-be 

Forehead-comer head touch to ceiling 


\~\/ 
NP 

In (8), there are two disyllabic beats, that is, beat number 1 and beat number 3. 
Again, the functor l.fJJ. is adjoined to beat number 3, while beat number 1 is 
aligned with the Immediate Constituents (ICs) of the noun, which leads to the ICP 
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in (3). This principle thus dictates that the ICs of the noun in (8), that is, !1gQf].: 
iflJ2, form a disyllabic beat so that the syllable-beat mismatch can be resolved. (9) 
and (10) show that a non metrical rhythm may be derived in the absence of the ICP; 

(9). 'Go to the Bridge of the Eight Gods. ' 

(Shanghai Qu Fangyian Zhi: p. 508) 


1 2 3 

I /\ I 

To paq Xi jio 

Go Eight Gods Bridge 


\~\ / 
NP 

(10)." 'Go to the Bridge of the Eight Gods.' 

1 2 3 

I 	 I /\

To Paq Xi jio 

Go Eight Gods Bridge 


\ I 
N 

In (9) the two syllables frJ.Q..Xi are ICs of the noun, so they form a beat and resolve 
the syllable-beat mismatch. In (10). the ICs of the noun fail to form a beat, and, as 
expected. the reading is not metrical. Notice that when ICs of a syntactic node 
form a beat, it can be thought of as the beat being aligned with the syntactic node. 

Syntactic Structure and Metrical Preference 

In most cases, rhythmic properties are sensitive to syntactic constituency. 
The ICP allows metrical beats to be aligned with syntactic nodes (N in (8-10), et 
cetera), and the lyric rhythm, in fact, can be thought of as a result of matching 
metrical and syntactic constituents. What is more is that such matching can 
frequently be extended to higher levels. Consider the Taiwanese lyrics in (11) and 
(12) and the Mandarin lyrics in (13) and (14): (6 = silent beat) 

(11) 	 'Have peanuts after the meal.' 

(Taiwan Minyao: p. 192) 


f f f 

/\ /\ /\ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
I I I /\ I 

Iiat-ba pui to-dao lin 

eat-full have pea-nut gnun 


V \ i{( 
S/ 
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(12) 'Have peanuts after the meal. ' 
f f f 

/ \ /\ 1\ 

1 2 3 4 5 ti 


1\ I I I I 

Jiat-ba pui to-dao zin 

~Vfull M\~~r 
S 

(13) 	 'The wife rolls over the ground.' 

(Beiping Tongyao Xuanji: p. 17) 


f f 

1\ / "
12 3 4 
I I / \ I 

Lao-puo man-di gun 

Wife over-ground roll 

\/ \/ /
N ADV 

\ 
VP 

(14) 'The wife rolls over the ground.' 
f f 


1\ /" 
2 3 4 

1\ I I I 

Lao-PU() man-di gun 


Wife over-ground roll 


\/ \/. /N ADV, 
VP 

Although (12) is an alternative rhythm of (11), and (14) is an alternative rhythm of 
(3), the rhythms in (12) and (14) are heard less often, and they do not sound as 
good as those in (1) and (13). If we look at the largest syntactic breaks (SBs) in 
those lines, i.e., the break between V and S in (11) and (12) and that between N 
and VP in (13) and (14), we can find that the largest SBs in (12) and (14) are foot
internal, while those in (II) and (13) match the breaks between the feet. In other 
words, the SB mismatches in (12) and (14) create more 'metrical tension', with the 
result that these rhythms are not favored in oral rendering. 

Syntactic breaks (SBs) are also an important factor in determining the 
rhythm in Western folk song3 and nursery rhymes. particularly in forming the 
domains of metrical rules (cf. Gueron 1973,1974; Napoli 1978). The lyrics of the 
French Comptine in (15) and the English Mother Goose in (16) illustrate this well: 
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(15) 	 'Passing by the city, meeting the royaJ men.' 

(Comptines de Langue Francaise: L2) 


h 	 h 

/~ / "'" f f f f 
/\ 1\ 1\ I \ 

ws w sws w s 
I I 1\ 	 I I I I I 

Passant par la ville rencontre les gens du Roy 

Passing by the city meet the men of royaJ


""" ;7 
VP 	 VP 

(16) 	 (Humpty Dumpty: Ll) 

h h 


I \ / \ 
f f f f 

1\ /\ 1\ I 
swswsws 
I I I I I 1\ I 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a waJI 

~7~7 
NP 	 VP 

As the examples show, the two hemistichs in either line do not necessarily contain 
an equaJ number of syllables, but rather the cut between the hemistichs coincides 
with the major syntactic break (SB). That is, it faJls at the VP-VP break in (15) 
and the NP-VP break in (16). The syntacticaJly defined hemistichs serve as the 
domains to which metricaJ rules apply, e.g.. two feet are formed in each 
hemistich. Moreover, in Western nursery rhymes there are usuaJly reaJization rules 
mapping the underlying metricaJ pattern into the surface metricaJ output. The 
application of such reaJization rules may aJso be sensitive to the hemistichs, as 
shown in the following ltaJian tongue-twister: 

(17) 	 'The tablecloth is not garlic. ' 

(ItaJian Trentino Rhymes: L3) 

w wsw w wsw Surface 


La tovaglia non e l'aglio 

The tablecloth not is garlic 


The first impression of (17) is that it has a rather irregular metricaJ pattern. 
However, when (17) is parsed into two hemistichs, as given in (18), a paraJlelism 
is found, i.e., each hemistich has a pattern of 'w wsw· on the surface. 
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(18) 'The tablecloth is not garlic.' 
h h 


1\ / \ 

f f f f 

/ \ 1\ / \ /\ 
s wsw s wsw Underlying 

W w Realization Rule 
w wsw w wsw Surface 

La tovaglia non e l'aglio 
The tablecloth not is garlic 

"":::7 '" NP VP 

The division of the hemistichs matches the NP-VP break. A relevant realization 
rule dictates that the stressed position (s) of a trochaic hemistich is optionally 
realized by an unstressed syllable (w). The hemistich-based analysis thus enables 
lines like (18) to have an underlying trochaic meter, which undergoes the 
realization rule and surfaces as in (17). 

Pausing and Syllable-Lengtbening 

The final phenomenon of the folk song rhythm that I would like to address 
is the nature of pausing and syllable-lengthening involving silent beats. I will not 
attempt to give here an exhaustive account of the disUibution of the silent beats, 
but rather I will explicate the function of the silent beat which is found between 
two adjacent lines, to further motivate the Rhythm Principles in (1-3). The silent 
beats are comparable to Selkirk's (1984) silent grid positions in the sense that they 
may correspond to pausing and syllable-lengthening. A principle of pausing given 
by Selkirk is reproduced in (19). 

(19) Pause 
A grid position not aligned with syllables is realized in time by an absence 
of phonation, namely a pause. 

Given this principle, the underlined silent grid positions in (20) are interpreted as 
pauses. 

(20) Pausing 

x x 

x ! x 

xxx !! x x x 


traveling tomorrow 

Conversely I in Selkirk's autosegmental account of the syllable-lengthening, grids 
and syllables are treated as separate tiers, and the grid-to-syllable alignment is 
considered to be another case of association between elements on different tiers. 
Thus, (21) can be derived. 
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(21) Syllable-Lengthening 

x x 

x 3 x 

xxx llXXX 

111-..// 1 1 I 
000 0 0 0 

I I I I I I 
traveling tomorrow 

The silent beat in the lyrics of Chinese folk songs can be understood in the 
same way. Its occurrence may also indicate pausing or syllable-lengthening. as in 
(22) and (23). 

(22) 	 'Bodhisattva Guan-Vim smiles. ' 

(Taiwan Minyao: p. 190) 

Pausing 


1 	 2 3!1 5 6 7 
I 	 I I I I. J 

Guan-Vim Ma # bin qlO qlO 

Kuan-Vim madam face smile 


(23) 	 'Bodhisattva Guan-Vim smiles.' 
Syllable-lengthening 


1 2 3!1 5 6 7 

1 	 1 1/ 1 1 J 

Guan-Yim Ma # bin qio qlo 

Kuan-Vim madam face smile 


There are clear-cut pauses in (22), as the silent beat remains unaligned. On the 
other hand, this silent beat in (23) is thought of as being aligned with the left
adjacent syllables MIl.. and QiQ, and the duration of these two syllables is twice as 
long as the others. The relative timing of (22) and (23) can be represented by the 
musical notation in (24) and (25) respectively. 

(24) 	

n n ; ; 	 y \ 

(25) 

n \ n J 
Lerdahi & Iackendoff (1983), Iackendoff (1989), Oehrle (1989), and Prince 
(1989), among others, suggest that the metrical beat contributes to linguistic 
rhythm in much the same way that the musical beat does to musical rhythm. The 
rhythmic properties of the silent beat are attributed to functional pausing and 
syllable-lengthening. A close analogy might be the musical articulation mark 
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(also called a breatb mark), which is usually represented by the symbol "Y", as 
show in (26): 

(26) 	 (Antologia dei Cantid' ltaliani: p. 6) 

GiuUo Cacclni 
(~-1618).Moderato aftettuo8o { .i - 66 I 


" 
 P 

liT A ma rl; 

-
loT P ~kU.H"'" I legm(, G~7I'1"'" 

It. 

' .. '" ,. 

mi" bel 

.-..---1--. 
; ..,. 

Ia. ...... ere· dlo 

--- /- 

!' r---lc-" .. 
-' -. 

del mio 

50 ~ 

~I 

The occurrence of the articulation mark allows a singer to breathe before he/she 
sings the next note. When the singer breathes, there is a shon pause for rest in the 
song; however, if the singer decides to ignore the articulation mark, he/she may 
lengthen the note preceding the symbol .y. and sing through the subsequent notes 
v.'ithout pause. 

Notice that the articulation mark in (26) is placed outside the staff; neither a 
rest mark nor a separate musical note is imposed on the staff because of it. What 
this means is that the articulation mark only functions to allow these two options, 
neither of which is meant to be perceived by the listener. Similarly, some 
experimental and theoretical studies such as in Martin (1970a,b), Lehiste (1979b) 
and Selkirk (1984) also show that listeners do not perceptually distinguish between 
pauses and syllable-lengthening of the silent beat. It is thus necessary to clarify that 
in the case of syllable-lengthening the silent beat is "functionally aligned" but not 
physically aligned with the syllable. In other words, such "functional alignment" 
does not make it an audible beat. 

The concept of functional alignment, however, may explain why a silent 
beat is not totally taken when it is adjoined by a syllable, as in cases like (27) and 
(28): 

(27) 	 'The old man carries a hoe to patrol the meadow.' 

(faiwan Minyao: p. 183) 


1 2 3 4 5 ~ 7 8 9 

I 1\ I 1 1/" I I I 


Lao be-a gia di-tad # 1d sun cao-bo 

Old marl-SUF lift hoe-head COM patrol grass-land 


(28) 	 'The little boy disguises (himself) as the police to catch the robber. • 

(Mandarin; created line) 

123 4 5 ~ 7 8 9
I 1\ I I I' \ I I I 

Xiao hai-zi ban jing-cha # lai zho qiang-dao 
Tiny boy-SUP disguise police COM catch robber 
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Notice that ~ in (27) and /.Qi in (28) take only half of the silent beat, That is to say, 
if a beat takes n msec, the ki or Jgi. takes O.5n msec in terms of relative time value, 
and the other half of the silent beat (or the other O.5n msec) goes to the 
lengthening of the syllable [gQ or dHl.. 

In general, we have Obl~r;ed that certain syntactic factors are crucial to the 
rhythm of Chinese folk songs. Beat alignment is sensitive to the syntactic status 
of syllables, i.e., lexical syllables vs. functor syllables. and the information of Ie 
sanctions the alignment of beats with syntactic nodes (N in (8·10), et cetera). The 
Rhythm Principles in (1-3), which serve to condition the metricality of the folk 
song lyrics, are cross-dialectally true in Chinese. (For further discussion of the 
Rhythm Principles, cf. Hsiao I990c). In addition, metrical preference can be 
accounted for with reference to syntactic breaks. The matching (or alignment) 
between syntactic and metrical constituents may be extended to higher levels (foot 
and the like). 

Footnotes 

1. Hsiao (199Oc) proposes the principles for selecting metrical patterns as follows: 
1) the audible beat cannot outnumber the syllables, and 2) a metrical pattern cannot 
be selected if it would result in beat alignments violating the Rhythm Principles. It 
is worth noting that since the Rhythm Principles condition the well-formedness of 
the lyrics, it is only natural that a selected metrical pattern must facilitate those 
principles in terms of beat alignment. 
2. In this paper, I sample three dialects of Chinese which I consider most 
representative, that is, Mandarin, Shanghai, and Taiwanese. The reason for 
selecting these three dialects is because of their geographic distance and linguistic 
distance. Mandarin is the Standard Mandarin dialect of Chinese. spoken in Peking 
and its neighboring areas. Shanghai is a Wu dialect of Chinese, spoken in Shanghai 
and its neighboring areas. As for Taiwanese, it is a Southern Min dialect of 
Chinese, spoken in Taiwan and on its neighboring islands, and when this dialect is 
spoken elsewhere, it is called by various names, e.g., Amoy, Hokkian, Xiamen 
and so on. In spite of slight differences, those regional variants are close enough to 
be considered a single dialect. 

(30) 
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As shown in (30), Mandarin is a northern dialect, while Taiwanese is a southern 
dialect, and Shanghai is in between. These three dialects also show great 
differences in linguistic nature, for example, tone sandhi, as illustrated by (30-32): 
(T = base tone; t sandhi tone; TS = tone sandhi) 

(30) Mandarin TS (31) Shanghai TS (32) Taiwanese TS 

[oooooJ [oooooJ 

LL TTTTT 


t t t t T
~L 
The Mandarin tone sandhi in (30) operates when two low tones in a tonal domain 
are adjacent, as the first low tone becomes a low-high. (31) shows that in Shanghai 
tone sandhi, within a tonal domain the tone carried by the first syllable spreads to 
the rest of the syllables. The Taiwanese tone sandhi in (32) then shows that within 
a tonal domain, only the rightmost syllable retains its base tone, and all the 
preceding syllables surface with sandhi tones. What is of interest here is that in 
spite of their geographic and linguistic distance, these three dialects display very 
similar rhythmic properties: they are sensitive to syntactic conditions. 
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Consonant/Vowel Interaction in Maltese 

and its Implications for Feature Theory· 


Elizabeth Hume 

Cornell University 


O. Introduction 
In this paper I discuss the patterning of the high front vowel [iJ and coronal 

obstruents, both anterior and non-anterior, in the formation of the imperfective in 
Standard Maltese Arabic. I claim that by specifying these sounds with a common 
feature, an option which is not available in standard feature theory (based on 
Chomsky & Halle 1968. hencefonh SPE). their patterning receives a natural 
explanation. It is shown that the parallelism observed between these segments is 
most insightfully accounted for as the result of vowel-to-consonant assimilation. a 
process in which the vowel acquires the feature value £+coronal] of a following 
coronal obstruent. I claim that this and other cases of consonant/vowel interaction 
in Maltese present strong evidence in suppon of a feature theory along the Jines 
proposed in Clements (1989) in which consonants and vowels are specified for the 
same set of aniculalor features. This paper thus bears directly on issues concerning 
the feature specification of consonants and vowels, and in addition. on the 
representation of consonant/vowel interaction within a nonlinear model of feature 
organization. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the first section, I layout 
the general formation of the imperfective singular of the triliteral verb (fIrst binyan) 
focussing, in panicular, on the realization of the prefix vowel. Following this, I 
discuss imperfective verbs which evidence the patterning of [iJ and coronal 
obstruents. I show that their apparent exceptional behavior is the expected 
consequence of the fact that these segments are members of a natural class. In the 
fmal section, I discuss other cases of consonant/vowel interaction as predicted by 
the model of feature geometry adopted in this work and propose an account of the 
observed lack of parallelism between velar and labial consonants and back, rounded 
vowels. 

The data in this paper are drawn from a wide range of sources which 
include Aquilina (1959), Berrondonner et al (1983), Borg (1973), Brame (1972, 
1973). Bugeja (1984), Busuttil (1981), Butcher (1938), Puech (1978, 1979) and 
Sutcliffe (1939). These data are consistent with the variety of Maltese spoken by 
my consultants. 

I. The Realization of the Imperfective Prefix Vowel (First Binyan) 
In Maltese. as in other Arabic dialects, the triliteral strong verb is 

characterized by a root consisting of three radical consonants, e.g. 15m 'break'. As 
shown in (l), the third person masculine singular form of the perfective has the 
form CVCVC, e.g. i'esem 'he broke'. This, as discussed funher below, 
constitutes the base from which the imperfective stem is derived. The imperfective 
singular, as shown in (l). is made up of a CCVC stem to which a prefix of the 
form CV is added, e.g. ye+i'sem 'he breaks'. For reasons of simplicity, the 
examples in this text appear in the third person masculine singular. 
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(1) 	 StemVoweJ Imperfective singular Perfective Gloss 
(3rd peTS. m. sg.) (3rd p. m. sg.) 

CV+CCVC CVCVC 
e) leI ye+:?sem :?esem 'to breek' 
b) lei ye+hmez hemez 'to pin' 
e) 101 yo-+¥.rob korob 'to croen' 
d) iii yi+rfed 1 rifed 'to support' 
e) Iii yi+1he:? 1ehe:? 'to reech' 

As exemplified in (1), the quality of the imperfective prefix vowel varies. 
In (la) it is [a], in (lb) it is tel, in (1c) it is [0] and in Od) and (Ie) it is til. In 
general, the imperfective prefix vowel is identical to the underlying vocalic melody 
of the stem (given to the left of the imperfectives in (1». Note that each stem 
(perfective and imperfective), is associated with a vocalic melody of a single quality 
in underlying representation (Berrondonner et aI 1983; Hume 1990b). 

It will be noticed that the underlying vocalic melody of the verb 'to reach' in 
(I e) is Iii which differs from the surface realization of the stem vowels. Due to the 
influence of an adjacent guttural consonant, Ii! surfaces as [a], e.g. 11ihi?/-+ 
[lehe:?] 'he reached'. The rule accounting for this change, which I refer to as 
Guttural Assimilation (GA), is given in (2) (cf. Brame 1972). 

(2) 	 Guttural Assimilation: Iii·;:> fa] % _ [h, :?1 
The vowel /i/ is realized as [a] when adjacent to the pharyngeal fricative or the 
glottal stop. 

Guttural Assimilation applies bi-directionally changing /i/ to [a] when adjacent to the 
pharyngeal fricative or glottal stop. I should note that although a nonlinear 
formulation of this rule is perhaps more insightful (see Hume 1990b), the linear 
form given in (2) is sufficient for our present purposes. Motivation for Guttural 
Assimilation comes in part from facts concerning the distribution of fi] within the 
base forro of the verb, i.e. 3rd person masc. sing. perfective; there are no surface 
occurrences of Ii] next to a guttural consonant, although all other vowels appear in 
this po~ition. Moreover, as will be shown below. positing underlying IiI also 
allows for a straightforward account of the quality of the prefix vowel in forms 
such as (Ie). 

Following Puech (1979), I assume that imperfective stem is derived from 
the canonical structure CVCVC, identical to the form of the third person masculine 
singular of the perfective verb. With the addition of the prefiX CV -. the fITSt stem 
vowel deletes resulting in the surface form CV +CCVc. Following Brame (1972), 
I state the rule of Syncope, which accounts for this vowel deletion. as in (3) below. 

(3) 	 Syncope: V... If I_CV 
An unstressed2 vowel in a non-final open syllable deletes, 

I suggest that Syncope is central in accounting for the realization of the 
prefix vowel. Based on independent evidence (see discussion of the plural 
imperfective in Hume. to appear), it is assumed that when Syncope occurs, the 
vocalic melody of the vowel target remains floating. By Universal Association 
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Conventions along the lines proposed in Goldsmith (1976), the floating melody 
links up to the prefix vowel which I claim enters into the derivation unspecified for 
features (see Hume 1990b). For the ease of exposition. I refer to the association of 
a floating melody as Vocalic Mapping as given in (4). 

(4) Vocalic Mapping 

V A floating vocalic melody maps onto 
I an empty V-slot (where l ]' represents 
I 


I, an unassociated vocalic melody). 

[ ] 

The derivation in (5) illustrates these processes and shows what I assume to be the 
typical fonnation of the imperfective prefix vowel. On the left, only the prosodic 
template is given whereas on the right, a more concrete example is given based on 
the verb 'to reach'3. 

(5) e.g. Ili1'li?1 [le1'le?] 'he reached' 

C V+ eve V c 
I 

y V + 1 i 1'1 i ? 

( 1 

Syncope C V C C V C Y V 1'1 ? 

[ J' Ii]' 

Vocelic Mapping C V, C CV C Y V, 1'1 ? 

[ j' 'Ii]' 
Gutturel Assimi1eUon y 1 1'1 a ? 

output [yil1'le?] 
'he reeches' 

As illustrated in (5), Syncope deletes the first vowel slot of the stem leaving 
the vocalic melody floating. By Vocalic Mapping, the floating melody maps onto 
the empty V-slot of the prefix in a feature-filling manner. Guttural Assimilation 
crucially applies after these processes affecting, in the present case, the second 
vQwel of the stem. Note that in the absence of Guttural Assimilation and other 
processes to be discussed below, the prefix vowel is identical to the underlying 
quality of the stem vowel. 

Before concluding this discussion, one additional set of verbs needs to be 
presented. In the verbs in (l) above, the underlying quality of the stem vowel is the 
same for both the perfective and imperfective fonns of a given verb. In a number 
of verbs, however, the stem vowel of the imperfective is [0] regardless of the 
quality of the perfective stem vowel. A few representative examples are given in 
(6). In the fIrst two fonns, the underlying vocalic melody of the perfective stem is 
Ial whereas in the last two it is Iii. In all of these, the vowel of the imperfective 
stem is [0]. 
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(6) 	 Stem Vowel Imperfective Stem Vowel Perfective Gloss 
(Imperfective) 	 (perfective) 

10J yo+bsor leI beser 'to predict' 
(0] YO+f"bot leI rebet 'to tie' 
[oj yo+hroz iii herei 'to go out' 
[01 yo+fto? Ii/ fete? 'to unstitch' 

I have found that in the majority of cases evidencing this change in vowel 
quality, the surface stem vowel of the perfective is ra]. However, not all verbs with 
raj in the stem change to [oj. In fact, it is impossible to predict in which verbs the 
vowel will change to [0] in the imperfective. Consequently, it is assumed that these 
verbs are lexically marked to this effect. The rule of Imperfective Vowel Change in 
(7) accounts for thls change. 

(7) 	 Imperfective Vowel Change: 
V -> [0]1 _) imperfective stem 

I would suggest that the simplest analysis is one in which Imperfective 
Vowel Change applies at the beginning of the formation of the imperfective as 
shown in (8), based on the verb [basar] 'he predicted'. 

(8) 	 Ibeserl cf. (beser I 'he predicted' 
yV+beser 

Imperfective Vowel Change yVbosor 
Syncope yVbsor 
Vocalic Mapping yobsor 
Gunural Assunilation nla 
output [yobsor] 'he predicts' 

As the derivation in (8) illustrates, after the application of Imperfective 
Vowel Change the prefix vowel is realized in exactly the same way as it is in (5) 
above. In other words, the fIrst stem vowel deletes as a result of Syncope and the 
unassociated melody links up to the prefIx V-slot by Vocalic Mapping. 

2. The Paneming of [i) and Coronal Obstruents 
2.1 General Description 

In the preceding section, it was shown that the prefIx vowel is typically 
identical to the following stem vowel of the imperfective. This is accomplished by 
a two-step operation involving Syncope and Vocalic Mapping. In the absence of 
additional processes, it is the underlying quality of the stem vowel that surfaces. 
This generalization holds regardless of whether or not the surface quality of the 
imperfective stem vowel differs from that of the perfective. Contrary to this 
generalization, however, the prefIx vowel is systematically realized as [i) when the 
stem-initial consonant is a coronal obstruent, regardless of the quality of the 
following stem vowel. Consider the forms in (9). 

(9) 
a. 	 Imperfective Perfective Gloss b. Imperfective Perfective Gloss 

yo+110t le1et 'to hit' yi~'hol dehel 'to enter' 
yo+1tol 1ete1 'to kill' yi+skOt siket 'to be Silent' 
yo+bsor beser 'to predict' yi+ibor ieber 'to collect' 
yo+ktor Kotor 'to predict' yl+srob sorob 'to drink' 
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Identical to the verbs in (6), in the first three verbs in (9a) the stem vowel of 
the imperfective surfaces as [0] as the result of Imperfective Vowel Change. In the 
fourth verb [kotor], the stem vowel is /0/ in UR. In each of these verbs, the prefix 
vowel is identical to the following stem vowel as expected. Although similar to the 
verbs in (9a), it will be noticed that in the verbs in (9b) the prefix vowel is 
systematically realized as [i]. The crucial difference between these two sets of 
verbs lies in the fact that in (9b) the stem-initial consonant is a coronal obstruent. 
This was first observed, I believe, by Brame (1972). I have found that for all verbs 
beginning with a coronal obstruent the prefix vowel is [i]4. Accounting for these 
apparent exceptions is the focus of the following sections. 

2.2 Default Assignment 
Perhaps the most obvious account of the forms in (9b) is to attribute the 

realization of the prefix vowel as [i] to default. This is particularly appealing since 
the quality of the prefix vowel in the forms in (9b) is identical to that of the 
language's default vowel. In vowel epenthesis, for example, it is the vowel [i] that 
surfaces (see Hume 1990b). Within standard SPE-based feature theory, the feature 
specification characterizing the high, front vowel is generally assumed to be 
[-back, +high]. We can posit then that the default feature value for vowel height in 
Maltese is [+high], and the value for frontness is [-back]. 

To account for the realization of the imperfective prefix vowel as [i] before 
coronal obstruents, we could thus formulate a rule such as that in (10). 

(10) Vj imperfective prefix -> [-back, +high] / _ [+<:oronal, -sonorant] 

Informally, this states that the feature values [-back, +high] are assigned to the 
prefix vowel when followed by a coronal obstruent. I would suggest, however, 
that assigning these features to the vowel just in case the stem-initial consonant is a 
coronal obstruent treats this process as accidental. In other words, it would be 
equally natural for the high front vowel to occur only before, say, labial or velar 
consonants if we were to substitute the specification [+<:oronal] with the appropriate 
place feature characterizing these consonants. 

Cross-linguistic evidence suggests, however, that the parallelism evidenced 
between [i] and coronal obstruents is not accidental. There is a substantial literature 
which points to the patterning of front vowels and coronal consonants as members 
of a natural class (e.g. Hyman 1973; Clements 1976, 1989; Vago 1976; Hume 
1988, 1990a; Broselow & Niyondagara, to appear; E. Pulleyblank 1989; see also 
Jakobson, Fan! & Halle 1952). One of the primary goals of a feature theory is to be 
able to refer to a natural class of sounds by a single set of feature specifications. 
Yet standard SPE-based feature theory fails to provide a means of referring to this 
natural class as such. There is no single feature which uniformly expresses the 
propeny of frontness on both consonants and vowels. For consonants, this 
propeny is characterized by the feature [coronal] whereas for vowels, frontness is 
expressed by the feature specification [-back]. As a result, accounting for 
processes which involve the interaction of front vowels and coronal consonants can 
lead to unnatural and complex formulations. 
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2.3 Coronal Vowel Assimilation 
I would suggest that the patterning of the front vowel til and coronal 

obstruents in Maltese is a conseq,uence of the fact that these sounds are members of 
a natural class and thus specified with a common feature. Building on the earlier 
proposal of Clements (1976). I follow Clements (1989) and Hume (1988) and 
specify this natural class by the aniculator feature [+coronal], referring to sounds 
produced by raising the front of the tongue towards the hard palate. The realization 
of the prefix vowel as [+coronal] before coronal obstruents is thus an expected 
parallelism. In essence, we can attribute the place specification [+coronal] of the 
prefix vowel to a follo\\,wg coronal obstruent. 

In current nonlinear fonnalism such parallelisms receive a straighrforward 
account. Within the well-motivated view of assimilation as spreading, attributing 
some feature of a given segment to that of an adjacent segment essentially eq,uates to 
saying that assimilation is involved. Thus by incorporating these two insights, firs! 
that front vowels and coronals are specified with a common feature, and secondly. 
that assimilation is accomplished by spreading, the fonns in (9b) can be accounted 
for by the assimilation of the prefix vowel to the coronality of a following 
obstruent, i.e. the feature [+coronal] spreads from the consonant onto the vowel. 
Note that even if used within more current formalism. the rule based on SPE 
features in (I 0) would be unable to express the insight concerning the patterning of 
front vowels and coronals consonants as a natural class. 

The enriched model of feature geometry proposed by Clements (1989) 
provides precisely the fonnalism needed to adequately express this rule in a 
nonlinear fashion. In the following section, I will outline relevant aspects of this 
model and then provide a nonlinear account of Coronal Vowel Assimilation. 

2.3.1 The Nonlinear Representation of Coronal Consonants and Vowels 
In the model of feature geometry proposed by Clements (1989), consonants 

and vowels are specified with the same set of articulator features. For reasons of 
simplicity. I will restrict this discussion to the feature [coronal]. 

(II) Feature Organization (based on Clements 1989); 

e.g. 

ciace C-place 

"[+coronal] Vocalic 
I I \ 

[ + anterior] V-place Aperrure 
I I 

(+Coronal] [+high] 

As shown in (11). both (t] and fi], for example, are specified with the 
articulator feature [coronal]. For plain coronal consonants such as It], this feature 
links directly to the C-(consonantal) place node while for the vowel, (coronal] is 
dominated by V-(vocalic) place. V-place is in tum linked to a Vocalic node which 
also dominates the vowel's height (or aperture) features (see Clements 1989 
regarding motivation for each of these nodes). Thus, although both consonants 
and vowels are specified with the same feature, the feature is generally arrayed on 
different tiers. I should point out that in the unmarked case, consonantal place 
features are linked directly to C-place and place features for vowels are dominated 
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by V-place; secondary aniculations on consonants are characterized by features 
dominated by Vocalic. Following Clements (1976) and Hume (l988), I assume 
that front vowels are redundantly specified as [-anterior] as expressed by the 
redundancy rule in (12). 

(12) Redundancy rule: V-place [+coronal]-> [-anterior] 

With this as a basis. we are now in a position to provide a nonlinear representation 
of Coronal Vowel Assimilation. 

2.3.2 The Nonlinear Representation of Coronal Vowel Assimilation 
As illustrated in (13). I claim that Coronal Vowel Assimilation involves 

spreading the aniculator feature value [+coronal] from the consonant to the 
preceding V -slot of the imperfective prefix (irrelevant tree structure is omined). The 
nodes enclosed in parentheses are nodes which I assume are interpolated when 
[+coronal] spreads to the vowel (see. e.g. Node Generation in Archangeli & 
Pulleyblank 1986). Interpolation thus ensures that the output of the spreading rule 
results in a well-formed tree structure. Note also that if the consonantal trigger is a 
[+anlerior) coronal, the redundancy rule in (2) will apply at some point in the 
derivation 10 change the specification of anteriority on the vowel. 

(13) Coronal Vowel Assimilation (CVA): 

V 	 C 

I 


Root_ 
. [-son] 

(C-place) C-place 

(VQ£alic) /


(V-placet 
- - -,+coronal] 

I 
[t anterior) 

As will be noticed. the output of (13) is a vowel specified as [+coronal] yet 
unspecified for height. Recall that the default value for vowel height in Maltese is 
[+highJ. Consequently, it is (correctly) predicted that the height value assigned to 
the vowel is [+high]. I would suggest then that although the vowel's place is 
acquired by assimilation. the vowel's height is assigned by default. Thus, the 
output is correctly realized as the high front vowel [i]. 

If we are correct in assuming. following Kiparsky (1985), that the 
unmarked type of assimilation rule is feature-filling, treating CV A as such is to be 
preferred. Moreover, the simplest analysis would seem to be one in which CV A is 
considered a feature-filling rule, although I should point out that this assumption is 
not crucial. Consider the simplified derivation in (l4) of [yisrob] 'she drinks', for 
example, in which CVA is treated as a fearure-fllling process. Recall that Vocalic 
Mapping is also feature-filling. 
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(4) yV+ S 0 r o b cf. [sorob1 'he drenK' 
1 1 

CVA 
[) II 

yV, S 0 
, ,I 1 

r o b 

[) [] 
Syncope yi S 

[0) 
rob 

Vocalic 
Mapping n/e 

Output [yisrob] 'she drinks' 

As illusrrated in (14), CVA applies first to fill in the place specification of 
the empty V -slot of the prefix. Syncope then deletes the V -slot of the fir~t stem 
vowel and its melody remains floating. Since the prefix vowel is already specified 
for features, the association of the floating melody to an empty V -slot, i.e. Vocalic 
Mapping, is inapplicable. Note that although not explicit in (14), I assume that the 
default rule assigning [+highJ applies at some point in the derivation to provide the 
vowel with its height speciflcation. By viewing CVA as a feature-filling process, 
the application of this rule is sufficient to account for the place specification of the 
prefix vowel. Vocalic Mapping need not (nor cannot) apply. 

Conversely, treating CVA as a feature-changing process would seem to 
result in a more complex analysis. Within this approach, Syncope applies first and 
leaves the vocalic melody of the first stem vowel floating. By Vocalic Mapping, 
the floating melody «(oj') maps ontO the empty V -slot of the prefix in a feature
filling manner. CVA then applies to change this feature specification to til. 
Although the place specification of the prefix vowel is realized correctly in this 
approach, it is necessary for both Vocalic Mapping and CVA to apply, as opposed 
to the analysis above in which only the application of CV A is required. At present, 
I have not found any independent evidence for choosing between these two 
analyses although based on simpliciry and markedness, it would seem that viewing 
Coronal Vowel Assimilation as a feature-filling process is to be preferred. 

2.3.2.1 	 Summary
In accounting for the realization of the prefix vowel as [il before coronal 

obstruents. I have proposed that only the vowel's height is attributed to default 
assignment: the vowel's place specification is acquired as the result of vowel-to
consonant assimilation. Accounting for the quality of the pr<~fix vowel In this 
manner provides a natural and straightforward account which, unlike SPE feature
based accounts. does not trear this phenomenon as accidental. Rather, it views it as 
the expected consequence of the fact that these sounds are members of the same 
natural class. 

2.4 	 An alternative account: the opacity of coronal obstruents 
One of the basic assumptions maintained throughoUl this paper is that 

assimilation is achieved by spreading association lines. In Autosegmental 
Phonology. such processes are highly constrained by the well-formedness 
condition proposed by Goldsmith (1976) which prohibits crossing association lines 
(see (15». Given this commonly accepted principle. it might be argued that the 
realization of the prefix vowel as til before coronal obstruents is a result of 
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invoking the Line-Crossing Prohibition. In this section I will argue, however, that 
this account is not without problems. 

(15) Line-Crossing Prohibition (following Goldsmith 1976) 

* 

F-tier (where F represents any feature or node) 

In order to invoke the Line-Crossin!! Prohibition it must be assumed that 
coronal obstruents are specified for some value of the feature or node that spreads 
from the vocalic trigger and, moreover, that this feature or node is on the same tier 
for both consonants and vowels. In this way, spreading vowel features across an 
intervening coronal obstruent would result in crossed association lines and the rule 
would be blocked from applying. Given that the default vowel in Maltese is [iJ, it 
would be reasonable to posit that the prefix vowel is thus realized as [i] by default. 

For concreteness, consider the verbs [yi+dlam] < /yV+dalam/ 'it grows 
dark' and [yi+srobJ < /yV+Sorob/'he drinks'. In the first example, spreading the 
features from the vowel [a] would need to be blocked by the intervening coronal 
whereas in the second example, it is the features characterizing [0] that are relevant. 
Within the model of feature geometry proposed by Clements (1989), vowel features 
are dominated by the class node Vocalic. A unified account of vowel feature 
spreading can thus be defined on this class node with the Vocalic node spreading 
from the stem vowel to the preceding imperfective prefix vowel. Therefore, to 
ensure the opacity of coronal obstruents in this spreading rule, it must be assumed 
that these consonants, to the exclusion of all others, are specified with a Vocalic 
node. Yet, specifying a consonant with vocalic features characterizes a consonant 
produced with a secondary articulation. As Standard Maltese has only a single set 
of plain coronal consonants in the language, specifying these consonants for 
secondary (vocalic) features is unmotivated. I should point out that the problem is 
not associated with any particular model of feature geometry. Rather, imposing the 
Line-Crossing Prohibition is problematic as it would require specifying coronal 
obstruents, both anterior and non-anterior, for vocalic features, a specification 
which is otherwise unmotivated. 

A second problem associated with this approach concerns the transparency 
of coronal sonorants. The imperfective prefix vowel is identical to the following 
vowel when the stem-initial consonant is a coronal sonorant, e.g. [rabatlllyo+rbot] 
'he riedlhe ties', Therefore, unlike coronal obstruents, coronal sonorants cannot be 
considered opaque to spreading features from the stem vowel. Yet, if coronal 
obstruents are specified in such as way as to block the spreading of vocalic 
features, we might also expect coronal sonorants to be opaque as welL This is 
under the assumption that coronal obstruents and sonorants share a common place 
feature. Note that underspecifying coronal sonorants for place is no! a possible 
way around this. Due to Morpheme Structure Constraints in Maltese, I claim that 
coronal sonorants are specified for place of articulation in underlying representation 
(Hume 1990b). This is based on my observation that the distribution of consonants 
in verb roo!S in Maltese excludes adjacent homorganic consonants agreeing in their 
value for the feature [sonorant]. In particular, although coronal obstruents are 
frequently found adjacent to coronal sonorants, e.g. --Jsr? 'steal', .Jffl 'interrupt', 
vkns 'sweep', coronal obstruents do not generally cooccur with each other, nor do 
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coronal sonorants cooccur. Following McCarthy (1986a) (see also Steriade 1987. 
Yip 1988). I take this as evidence for the underlying specification of place features 
on root consonants and. crucial to the point here, on coronal obstruents and 
sonorants. 

Therefore, invoking the Line-Crossing Prohibition to account for the cases 
in which the prefix vowel surfaces as [il before coronal obstruents is problematic 
for a number of reasons. As a result. I would suggest that the simplest and most 
insightful account is one which treats these cases as the result of feature-filling 
vowel-to-consonant assimilation with the rule trigger defined as the class of 
[+coronal, -sonorant) consonants5. 

3. Consonant/V owel Parallelisms 
3.1 Coronal and Pharyngeal Consonants and Vowels 

I have argued that by specifying front vowels and coronal obstruents with 
the feature value [+coronal] we are able to provide a natural account of their 
patterning together in Maltese. This is accounted for in a straightforward way 
within an enriched model of feature geometry in which consonants and vowels are 
specified for the same set of articulator features. One of the predictions made by this 
model of feature geometry is that we might then expect to see the interaction of 
other consonants and vowels as welL 

Relevant in this respect is the rule of Guttural Assimilation discussed above 
in which guttural consonants and the vowel [a] function as members of a natural 
class. Following Herzallah (1990), this natural class can be characterized by the 
feature value [+pharyngeal] (cf. McCarthy 1989). Due to space limitations I will 
not discuss the process of Guttural Assimilation in detail. However, along the lines 
prop0sed for Coronal Vowel Assimilation, Guttural Assimilation can be 
characterized as vowel-to-consonant assimilation with the feature value 
[+pharyngeal] spreading from the consonant onto the adjacent voweL 
Consequently, evidence for the patterning of consonants and vowels in 
phonological processes comes from both Guttural Assimilation and Coronal Vowel 
Assimilation. 

3.2 Velar and Labial Consonants and Back, Rounded Vowels 
This conspicuously leaves velar and labial consonants and back, rounded 

vowels. Given the parallelisms discussed above between other consonants and 
vowels in Maltese. we might also expect to see the patterning of velar and labial 
consonants with back, rounded vowels. However, this parallelism is absent: in the 
imperfective. for example, the prefix vowel is always realized as a straightforward 
copy of the stem vowel when the stem-initial consonant is labiai or velar. In other 
words, labial and velar consonants do not seem to affect the realization of the prefix 
vowel. 

As a final point, I would like to suggest somewhat speculatively a possible 
explanation for the lack of patterning between velar and labial consonants, and 
back, rounded vowels. Consider the place specification of segments given in (16), 
based on Clements (1989) and Herzallah (1990). The vowel inventory of Maltese 
appears on the left. and on the right, the place specification of representative labial, 
coronal, velar and guttural consonants6. Although the full specification of 
segments is given in (16), I assume that redundant feature values are absent 
under1yingly. The degree of underspecification assumed is not crucial to this 
discussion. 
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(16) 
a. 	 V-place e a 0 u C-place p k tl 


labial + + + 
coronal + + + 
dorsal + + + 
pharyngeal + - + 


In (17). specific groupings of consonants and vowels are compared. 

(17) 	 a tl cf. 0 P k 
labial + + 
coronal + + 
dorsal + - + 
pharyngeal + + 

In (17) it will be noticed that the fearure specification of the high front vowel 
[i1 and the coronal consonant [t1 are identical. The same is true for the pharyngeal 
vowel [a] and the pharyngeal consonant. On the other hand, the back rounded 
vowel differs in featUre specification from both the labial and the velar consonant. 
Labial consonants are [+labial, -dorsal], and velar consonants are [+dorsal, -labial). 
Conversely, back rounded vowels are both [+labial] and [+dorsal]. Consequently, 
there is no vowel which corresponds exactly to the feature specification of either II. 
labial or a velar consonant. 

One means of expressing the redundancy between labiality and dorsality in 
Maltese vowels is by the marking condition in (18). This prohibits a vowel from 
having different values for the features [labial] and [dorsal]. 

(18) 	 .. V 

r II 	l~biall
l: II 	dors~ 

Kiparsky (1985) has proposed that one of the expected properties of a lexical rule is 
that if it were to violate a marking condition like that in (18) it is non-structure 
preserving and as a result, the rule would be blocked from applying. In other 
words, a lexical rule is not expected to introduce a segment that does not form part 
of the underlying inventory of the language. 

Independent evidence suggests that both Guttural Assimilaton and Coronal 
Vowel Assimilation are lexical rules (see Hume 1990b). Based on this. we might 
then expect that a potential rule triggering labial or velar assimilation to the prefix 
vowel would also be lexical. Now, if it is assumed that labial and velar consonants 
are specified for both the features [labial] and [dorsal] when assimilation to the 
prefix vowel is triggered. spreading from these consonants would violate the 
marldng condition in (18). (Specifying the redundant values of [labial] and [dorsal] 
on these consonants could be accomplished by an independent rule or by the 
Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint of Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1986». As 
shown in (19). it is then (correctly) predicted that assimilation from either a labial or 
velar would be blocked. 
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(19) V k V b 
~ ... 

c-piace 
~... 

c-piace 

[+dojal] ~ 
[ -labial] 

[-do'rSal]"" 
[ +labial] 

On the other hand, spreading from either a coronal or guttural consonant would be 
free to apply since no violation occurs and the output is a well-formed vowel. 

Thus, based on the independent principle of Structure Preservation, the lack 
of parallelism in Maltese between velar and labial consonants and back, rounded 
vowels is to be expected. I would suggest that, all else being equal, languages 
which allow spreading from labial or velar consonants onto vowels would lack a 
marking condition like that in (18). Although speCUlative, this proposal provides a 
principled explanation for the lack of parallelism between labial and velar 
consonants and back rounded vowels on the one hand, and for the observed 
parallelism between coronal consonants and vowels, and the pharyngeal vowel and 
consonants on the other. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper I have argued that consonant/vowel interaction in Maltese 

provides support for a feature theory which incorporates the view that consonants 
and vowels are specified for the same set of articulator features. In particular, I 
have shown tnat the most inSightful account of the patterning of (iJ and coronal 
obstruents is one which draws on the proposal that these segments form part of the 
natural class I+coronal]. Moreover, the parallelism evidenced between these 
sounds receives a natural explanation in nonlinear phonology by attributing the 
place specification of the imperfective prefix vowel to vowel-to-consonant 
assimilation. 

Notes: 
... Earlier drafts of this paper benefited from the comments and suggestions of Ellen 
Broselow, G.!';. Clements and Beverley Goodman. Several people associated with 
the Permanent Mission of Malta to the U.N. graciously served as consultants. 1 am 
particularly grateful to Mr. Michael Bartolo, Mr. Tony Borg and Mr. George Vella 
and, in particular, Mr. Anton Mifsud-Bonnici. 
I Underlying Ii! surfaces as [e] in the context _C# , otherINlse it surfaces as [i] 
(Puech 1978). 
2 The rules of stress assignment in Maltese Arabic are similar to those of most 
Arabic dialects. Due to space limitations, I will not discuss stress assignment in 
detail but rather refer the reader to Brame (1972, 1973) for a detailed discussion. 
For the purposes of this paper, it 'will suffice to say that stress usually falls on a 
final superheavy syllable, e.g. CV:C, CVCc. If there isn't one, it falls on the 
penultimate if heavy, e.g. CV:, CVC, otherwise the antepenult is stressed. 
3 In the representation in (5), I assume that consonantal and vocalic melodies are 
on the same plane (see Hume, to appear). Within the feature theory adopted in this 
paper, the spreading of vowel features across an intervening consonant is 
unproblematic since the place features of consonants and vowels are arrayed on 
different tiers (see discussion in section 2.3.1). 
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4 In Busuttil (1981), the imperfective of [tarat] 'he insisted' is given as both 
[yitrot] and [YOtrot] 'he insists', For my consultants, only the form (yitrot] is 
acceptable. One of my consultants does, however, give both [yitnos] and [yotnos] 
as possible forms of the verb 'he weeps'. 
5 A conunent is in order concerning the lack of assimilation to a stem-initial coronal 
sonorant. It is interesting to note in this respect that coronal obstruents, to the 
exclusion of coronal sonorants, are also triggers of another assimilation rule. In the 
realization of the imperfective prefix of the third person feminine and second 
person, the prefix consonant is generally realized as It]. Before a stem-initial 
coronal obstrUent, however, total assimilation occurs and the output is a geminate 
consonant identical in quality to the stem-initial consonant. In Hume (1990b), it is 
proposed that the imperfective prefi>; vowel and consonant are both targets of a 
single feature-filling assimilation process triggered by the class of coronal 
obstrUents. In the absence of assimilation processes, they surface as Ii] and It]. 
They acquire their feature specification for place by the application of a single 
default rule which assigns the feature value [+coronal] to any segment, consonant 
or vowel, which remains unspecifiro for place at the end of the derivation. 
6 Note that in the feature theory adoptro in this work, place features are potentially 
binary-valued. This is in contrast with earlier proposals of, for example, Sagey 
(I986) who proposes that articulator features are privative, i.e. they are either 
present or absent. Following Clements (1989), it is arguro that both values of a 
given feature are potentially available, although it is usually the positively markro 
feature which actively participates in spreading rules. See HerzaJlah (J 990) for 
discussion of a rule similar to the one posited in (19) in which a class node 
dominating the negative value of [dorsal] participates in a spreading rule. f\;ote, 
however, that although [-dorsal] spreads, it does so passively 
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The Status of Glottalized Glides in Gitksan 
Katharine Hunt 
UBC / CSDF 

1. Introduction 
It is generally assumed in current phonological theory that prosodic structure is 

represented on a different tier from melodic structure. As has been pointed out 
frequently in the literature (Levin (1985). Selkirk (1984), Kaye and Lowenstamm 
(1984) La.). the feature [syllabic 1is redundant in such a model, since all 
infonnation about syllabicity should be represented structurally on the prosodic tier. 

Abandoning the feature [syllabic] has imponant implications for the 
representation of vowels and glides, which have traditionally been distinguished by 
their value for this feature. The surface distinction between glIdes and vowels can 
be captured on the prosodic tier in tenm of syllable position: [-consonantal] 
segments occurring in nucleus position are vowels and elsewhere are glides. 
However. without the feature [syllabic), glides and vowels ,,,-ill be identical at DR. 
before prosodic structure is erected. 

As argued in detail in Levin (1985), strong suppon for this interpretation of 
glides and vowels comes from the many cases in which a single underlying 
segment is observed to alternate on the surface between a glide and a vowel, 
depending on its position in the syllable. This is illustrated in the following data 
from the Berber dialect of Ai! Seghrouchen (data from Guerssel (1986». in which 
the third person singular morpheme alternates between a realisation as [y) and Ii]. 
If it precedes a consonant, as in (a), it is syllabified in nucleus position. and i, 
realised as a vowel. If it precedes a vowel, a~ in (b), it is syllabified as a syllable 
onset, and realised as a glide. 

(I. ) 
a. zur 

fa 
bedd 

"be. fat" 
"vawn" 
"stand up" 

i-zur "he is fat" 
i-fa "he vawned" 
i-bedd "he stood up" 

b. ari 
ass 
af 

"write" 
"tie" 
"find" 

y-ari 
y-ass 
y-af 

"he writes" 
"he ties" 
"he finds" 

If glides and vowels are underlymgly identical, alternations of this type can be 
accounted for without positing any specific rule to change glides into vowels or vice 
versa. Rather, the alternations will fall out from the appbcation of the 
syllabifIcation algorithm. 

\Vhile alternations of this type appear to suppon the view that glides and vowels 
are underlying!y identical, glides which fail to alternate with high vowels in the 
predicted environments clearly pose a problem. It is a case of exactly this type from 
Gitksan, a Tsirnshianic language of British Columbia, which is examined in this 
paper. 

In Gitksan, glottalized glides do not alternate with vowels in environments where 
we might expect them to. I claim. however, that these data do not force any 
revision of the representation of glides. Rather,I prop0se that the data can be 
accounted for under the well-motivated assumption that glonalization lowers the 
sonority of a glide and that this prevents it from fonning a syllable nucleus. 
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2. The data 
2.1 Gitksan Phonological Inventory and Prosodic Structure 

The phonological inventory proposed for Gitksan in Rigsby (1986) is the 
following: 

(2. ) 
a. Shon vowels: l Long vowels: 

u i: u: 

a e: 0: 


a a: 


b. 	 Consonants: 
p I IS k k" q ? 
P t' ts' tl' k' qkW 

q. XWx X h 

m n I w
Y 
m 	 n' I' } w' 

My analysis is couched in a moraie framework, in whieh the mora, or weight 
unit. is the smallest prosodic umt (Hyman (1985), Hayes (1989). Zecons)) A 
detailed discussion of how the segments of Gitksan are organized into moras and 
syllables is glVen in Walsh (1990). She demonstrates that, in Gitksan, [+sonoranll 
segments are "moraie" (able to license a mora) while the smaller class of 
[-consonantal] segments is "syllabic" (able to license a syllable). Syllabification 
applies from right to left. and the Strict Onset Principle (Ito 1 989) is in operation. 
requiring that all syllables have onsets. Syllables are subject to the Sonority 
Sequencing Generalization, whieh requires that 'in any syllable there is a segment 
constituting the sonority peak which is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of 
segments with progressively decreasing sonority values" (Selkirk. 1Y82: 161 

I assume that moras are not present at underlying representation. but rather are 
assigned by algorithm. I adopt the following algonthm from Zec (1988). 

(3.) Moraification Algorithm: cZec 1988:102) 

Given a sequence S of unlinked segments 51. S2•.•• SJ .... So. link S 


to J..I. iff 
a. SJ is more sonorous than Si-j 

b. Sn is a member of the set of moraic segments 
c. Sn IS not immediately followed by a more sonorous segment. 

2.2 Vowel Epenthesis 
It has been noted by Rigsby (1986)2 that Gitksan does not allow surface 

sequen:::es mnsis:ing of li consonant followed by a sonorant at the end of a word or 
preceding another consonant. If such sequences arise. they are broken up by the 
vowel epenthesis rule, which can be informally stated as follows: 

(4.) Vowel Epenthesis 
I' ----> V I C __ C C 

[+son] # 
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The effects of this rule can be seen with the attributive suffix, which has the 
underlying form l-mJ, \\then if is added to a consonant-final stem, a vowel appears 
between the stem final consonant and the suffix, as illustrated, The quality of the 
vowel is detennined by the adjacent consonants, 

(5,) 

a, 	 kat-m qan "totem pole" [gadlm Ganp 

man -am wood 


b, 4kutJ<w-m kat "son" Hguhwum gatl 

small -altr man 


In an approach consistent with lto's (1989) view of epenthesis, Walsh (199Oi 
proposes thaI this epenthesis process is prosodically motivated, applying as a side
effect of syllabification, Under this analysis, the syllabification of the form 
/kat + mJ proceeds as follows, 

First, the word is assigned two moras by the moraification algorithm: 

(6,) ~ ~ 
/ I /1 

kat m 


Syllabification then applies right to lefL Bimoraic syllables are licensed in Gitksan 
provided they do not violate sonority sequencinl;, If both moras in thls word werc 
grouped into a single syllable, sonority sequencing would be violated. since [m], 
which is more sonorous than It], would be funher from the sonority peak of the 
syllable, Thus, a single syllable must be erected over the final mora, 

(7,) 	 cr 
I 

~ ~ 
/1 /1 


k a tm 


This syllable is, however, ill-formed. since it does not contain a "syllabic" segment 
The structure is rectified by the epenthesi~ of a vowel to license the syllable, 

(8,) cr 
I 

~ ~ 
/1 /1\ 


k a m 

V 

2.3 Epenthesis and glonalize<:i glides 
Post-consonantal sonoraj'lts thus motivate vowel epenthesis, Of interest in this 

paper is the behaviour of gloitalized glides in such environments, Do they behave 
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like sonorant consonants in motivating the application of epenthesis. or do they 
behave like other i-cons] segments in being able to license a syllahk'.' 

The relevant environments arise when the fIrst person singular suffix /-y'/ is 
added to a consonant final stem, as in the following forms. 

(9.) a. 	 /kup + y'/ [guhi?iJ4 
eat + lsg 

b. 	 /anU'l + y'/ [anuti'}iJ 

drum + Isg 


In each case the phonetic realisation consists of the stem followed by the sequence 
[i?i]. Such surface sequences do not immediately reveal whether epenthesis has 
applied or whether the glide has rather vocalized. 

If epenthesis has occurred, then the [i'}i] sequence represents two phonological 
segments. the first the epenthetic vowel and the second the glottalized glide. 
phonetically realised as the sequence ['}i}. Evidence which seems to SUppOI1 this 
analysis is that the normal realisation of a glottalized glide in postvocalic position is 
as a glottal stop with a vocalic release. as we see in the following examples: 

(10.) 	 /tiriy'/ [didi'}i] "to look after" 
/kwe:y'/ [gWe:?I] "poor" 
!haw'/ [ha?Ul "to go home" 
/xpa:w'/ [xba:?U] "jaw" 

It is also possible, however. that the [i?i] sequence is in fact the realisation of a 
just a single segment - the vocalized version of the glonaJized glide /y'/. In effect 
this segment would now be a glottalized vowel. The phonetic realisation of 
glottalized vowels is subject to some variation cross-linguisncally. However, In 

some languages at least. the glottal constriction and the vowel are realised as [V?v] 
sequences such as we find here. 5 

In (11). the two possible derivations are illustrated for the form /kup-y'/. In the 
left hand derivation the glottalized glide has vocalized, licensing the final syEah:e. 
and in the right hand form the postconsonantal glide has motivated the application 
of epenthesis. 
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(11.) Moraification 

~ 	 ~ ~ ~ 
II II II Ii 


k u P y' ku P y' 


Svllabification R -> L 
i: vocalization 1. epenthesis 

(5 	 (5 

I 	 I 

~ 	 ~ ~ ~ 
II /1 /1 /1\ 


ku P Y ku P - y' 

V 

ii. (5 (5 II. (5 (5 

I 	 I I I 

Il ~ Il ~ 

/1 /I /1 11\ 


ku P y' ku pVy' 

(=i') 

The surface fonn [gubi?i] could result from either derivation. Not all fonns are 
ambiguous in thi~ way. however. Stems ending in uvular consonants ,how that the 
epenthesis not vocalization occurs in such cases. 

Consider the following fonns: 

(12.) a. 	 Ise:laX + y'l [se:laXa?'J 
needle + lsg 

b. 	 /ts'aq + y'l [ts'aGa?ij 

nose + lsg 


These surface fonns differ crucially from the fonns given in (9) in that the vowel 
which precedes the glottal closure is of a different quality from the vowel which 
follows. Such surface fonns can only be derived if we assume that epenthesis has 
applied.. 

In Gitksan, epenthetic and other unstressed vowels are subject to colouring from 
adjacent consonants. Uvulars have a lowering effect on such vowels, as we see in 
the following data, where the epenthetic vowel occurring between a uvular 
consonant and the attributive suffix surfaces as the low vowel [a). 

(13) 	 a. Ihat'aq + m/ [hat'aGarnJ 
bad + am 

b. 	 lhalodoX + m/ [haiodoXarn] 

boil + am 


c. 	 IYlmq + m/ [YlmGarn] 

beard + altr 
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Given this process of vowel colouring, surface forms such as [se:J:l,Xa~i] and 
[ts'aGa?i] are consistent with an analysis in which epenthesis has applied. as 
illustrated in the following derivation. 

(14.) Ise:JaX + y'l 
epenthes:s V 
colouring a 
glottalized 

glide realisation 
[se:laXa?i] 

The epenthetic vowel is adjacent to the uvular and is thus lowered to [a). The 
glonalized glide, however, is unaffected by the lowenng process since it is not 
adjacent to the uvular consonant. 

Such surface forms would be unexpected. however, if vocalization rather than 
epenthesis had applied. Under a vocalization analysis, the [V?Vj sequence is the 
realisation of a single set of features. so that the vowels preceding and following the 
glottal closure should always be of the same quality. Thus, if the preceding uvular 
fncative causes lowering, both vowels should be affected. As illustrated in the 
following derivation. the predicted outcome under this analysis would be the 
unattested form *[se:laXa?a], 

(15,) Ise:laX + y'/ 
vocalization i' 
colouring a' 

a,')aglonalized 
vowel realisation 

*[se:laXa~a] 

3. Solution 
The data presented in the previous section constitute evidence that in Gitksan a 

glottalized glide behaves like a sonorant consonant rather than like a vowel. in that it 
cannot license a syllable and instead motivates the application of vowel epemhesi, 
when it occurs in post-consonantal position. This appears to pose a problem for the 
proposal that vowels and glides are underlyingly idemical. How can the 
syllabifIcation algorithm be prevented from treating the [-cons] segment Iy'l as a 
potential syllable nucleus? 

One possibIlity is that in Gitksan glides must be underlyingl}' distinguished from 
vo....-els bv some maior class feature. However, this seems an undesirable move, 
given the' cross-linguistic suppon for the claim that glides and vowels are 
underlyingly identical, I claim rather that it is the glottalization on the glide that is 
responsible for its failure to vocalize. Specifically. I claim that in Gitksan the class 
of segments able to license a syllable is not the whole [-consonantal] clas>, but 
rather the smaller class of [-consonantal, ·CG] se~,'ments. This claim receives 
suppon from general phonetic and phonological principles, 

It is necessary in any language to specify which segments can function as 
syllable nUclei, since this is subject to cross-linguistic variation. For instance, in 
English the class of potential syllable nuclei includes vowels, liquids and nasals, 
while in Kwakwala only vowels may function as syllable nuclei. However, the 
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variation appears to be subject to tight constraints based on sonority. Zec (1988) 
claims that " .. syllabic .. segments occupy a continuous ponion of the sonority 
scale. including its sonorous end. It is then a language-panicular propeny how far 
the syllabic .. ponion of the scale will extend towards the non-sonorous end." (Zee 
1988:15) 

Thus. if we claim that the feature [+CG] plays a role in deteImining whether a 
segment can license a syllable, we are in effect claiming that this feature can affect 
its position on the sonority scale. Specifically we are claiming that glottalization 
pushes a segment towards the non-sonorous end. There is in fact considerable 
evidence thaI glottal constriction may reduce the sonority of a segment. 

Phonetic e\1dence supponing this conclusion is presented by Stevens and Keyser 
(1989) who claim that the feature [+CG) weakens the acoustic manifestation of 
[+sonorant] by reducing the amplitude of the fundamental frequency. 

There is also phonologicaJ evidence that glonalized segments are less sonorous 
that their non-glottalized counterpans. For instance in Klamath (Le\1n 1985: 65), 
glottalized glides, unlike plain glides, act like obsrruents for the rules of 
deglottalization and deaspiration, leading Levin to incorporate the feature [+CG) 
into the sonority hierarchy. Zec (1985) is led to the same conclusion by data from 
Kwakwala. in which plain sonorants are morak, and glonalized sonorants are n01.6 

(Like syllabicit)', ;noraic status is associated with the sonorous end of the sonont)' 
scale. ) 

Our claim that glonalization prevents glottalized glides from vocalizing in Gilksan 
thus appears to be well-supported. 

3.1 No glonalized vowels 
A corollary of the claim that glottalized segments cannot license a syllable in 

Gitksan is that there should be no glottalized vowels in the language. Given this, a 
potential problem for the proposed analySiS is the presence in Gitksan of phonetic 
[V?V] sequences, illustrated in (16).7 As was mentioned above, cross-linguistically 
such sequences are frequently the realisation of underlying glottalized vowels. 

(16.) [na?aXs] "bracelet" 
[do?O] "cheek" 
[se?e] "leg" 

However, two types of evidence suggest that the traditional analysis of these 
sequences as N?/ sequences is the correct one. The first piece of evidence comes 
from their failure to trigger glide epenthesis and the second from their behaviour 
under reduplication. 

Gitksan has a constraint against surface vowel sequences. If a vowel sequence is 
generated, an epenthetic glide [y] is insened to break it up. This may be informally 
stated as in (17). However, I assume that it follows from the prosodic requirement 
that syllables have an onset. 

(17.) Glide epenthesis 

!' ----> Y IV_V 
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The effects of this rule can be seen at morpheme boundaries, where a vowel-initial 
suffix or clitic is added to a vowel-final stern. This is illusrrated In (lis) with the 
ergative sufttx lal and in (19) with the interrogative clitk Ia/. 

(18.) 	ergative sufflx 
w'a - a -s John n'i:y' [w'aY1S1 
find-erg-cn J I sg 
"John came to visit me" 

(19.) interrogative ditk 
kWila a [gwilaya) 
blanket ·interr 

Interestingly, when the same suffixes are added to sterns ending in [V?V) 
sequences, glide epenthesis does not occur, as iIIusrrated in (20) and (21). 

(20.) 	 k a?a - a t *[gya'layalj 
see -erg-3sg 
"He sees" 

(21.) 	 sapa:ya'l3 - a [saba:ya?a:J "'[saba:ya'l3ya] 
Dollv Varden -interr 
(type of fish) 

If the [V'W) sequences were realisations of glottalized vowels, then the fail ure of 
glide epenthesis to occur here would be surprising since, \\11h respect 10 
syllabification, the stern would be vowel-finaL as illusrrared in (22 A). If. 
however. these sterns actually end IV?I, then the environment for glide epenthesis is 
not be met, since the stern is consonant-ttnaL as illusrrated in (2::: B) 

(22.) A, I\'+VI B. IV? + VI 

i. moraification 

i.i Il 	 i.i i.i 
Ii I II I, 


C V' V CV ?V 

ii. syllabification 

'" 0' 	 0' 0' 0' 
I I 	 I I 

i.i i.i 	 i.i Il 
Ii II 	 II II 

C V' 	 V CV ?V 
Y 

Thus only the derivation in (22 B), where the I?I is a separate segment and not part 
of a glottalized vowel, correctly predicts that glide epenthesis will not take place 
here, 
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Further evidence that these phonetic [V?'l sequences should not be considered to 
be glottalized vowels comes from CVC reduplication. When a stem ending [V')\] 
undergoes this type of reduplication, the CVC prefix is realised ...:ith a uvular 
fricative in C2 position. 

(23.) 	 t'a')a daX-t'a'J3 "to clap" 
w'a:?3-tx W waX-w'a:?3-txW "to scream" 

It is difficult to account for these data if [V'W] sequences are assumed to be 
underlying glonalized vowels. Under such an analysis, stems of the fonn [CV?\'] 
would be prosodically CV stems. CVC reduplication, however, applies only to 
stems which are minimally CVC and so the analysis would make it problematic to 
account for the existence of the reduplicated fonns in (13). If. however. we claim 
that these are in fact CV? stems, the data fallout naturallv. Since the stem is a CVC 
stem, it is no longer surprising that CVC reduplication should apply to it.S 

To summarize this section, the phonological processes epenthesls and 
reduplication both behave as though [V?"] sequences represent underlying !\'CI 
sequences, This supports an analysis of these sequences as IV?I sequences rather 
than one which treats them as underlying glonalized vowels.8 

4. Conclusion. 
The failure of glottalized glides in Gitksan to vocalize appeared to pose a serious 

problem for the claim that glides and vowels are underlyingly identical. However, 
I have shown that it is possible to account for the Gitksan facts without introducing 
any underlying distinction between glides and vowels. Specifically I have 
proposed that glonalization lowers the sonority of a glide and thus prevents it from 
functioning as a syllable nucleus. 

Footnotes 
I would like to thartk the following people for their comments on this paper: Bruce 
Bagemihl. Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins. Bill Dolan, David Ingram, Daphne 
Remnant. Patricia Shaw and Linda Walsh. Many thanks also to Barbara Sennott 
who provided most of the Gitksan data cited. 
1, Rigsby does not actually include the schwa in his inventory. However, he does 
use it in his phonological representations as the default vowel which is subject to 
colouring from adjacent consonants. Note also that in this traditional inventory, 
where vowels and consonants are separately represented, both the high vowels Ii! 
and lui and the glides Iyl and Iwl are represented, Under the assumption that 
yoweb and glides are identical segments. they would not be represented separately. 
2. Tarpenl (1987) and Livingston (1987) observe the same phenomenon in the 
neighbouring dialect Nisgha 
3. The voiced stops are derived by a rule of prevocalic voicing. The effects of 
certain other allophonic rules are not indicated in the phonetic fonns given, except 
where relevant. 
4. I use the raised Ii] to indicate the brief vocalic release following the opening of 
the glonis. 
5. Amuesha (Fast 1953) is one such case. In Dakota (Shaw 1989) a similar surface 
sequence is derived when a floating glottal feature links to a vowel. 
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6. It may also be the case in Gitksan that glottalized glides are not moraic. The 
evidence is contradictory. See Walsh (1990) for discussion. 
7. Mulder (1988) refers to such sequences in Coast Tsimshian as gionalized 
vowels. Note that it is impossible to analyse these sequences as the realisation of a 
vowel followed by a glottalized glide. since the vowels before and after the glotuJ 
closure need not be [+high Jand are always of the same quality. 
8. The presence of the uvular fricative in C2 position can be accounted for by a 
general process of spirantization of [-anterior] consonants in C2 position. The facl 
that [X) rather than [h] surfaces is attributable to a general constraint against [hJ 
surfacing in coda position. 
9. Presumably under this analysis the echo vowel results from spreading of the 
vowel features onto the glottal stop which lacks supralaryngeai feature,. 
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New Technology for Neurolinguistics: The Possibilities 

and the Limitations of Positron Emission Tomography and 


Topographical Mapping of Electroencephalography 


Mary Jane Burst 

Texas Tech University 


Technological developments over the last fe~ years 
in such areas as positron emission tomography and 
electroencephalographic brain mapping have provided a 
window through which to view or visualize the actual 
workings of the human brain. This technology has 
prompted advanced scientific exploration i~to the 
connections between linguistic experience and 
neurological functioning. 

A variety of theoretical positions have been taken 
in the study of language and brain, and miscellaneo~s 
hardware has been used to explore the brain's 
processing of language, including magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) and computerized tomography (CT) 
scanning. However, most work could be categorized as 
following either cognitive models or neurological 
models, and stUdies requiring hardware have generally 
used either EEG technology (measuring electrical 
activity of the brain's neurons) or PET technology 
(utilizing radioactive tracers of brain blood flow and 
metabolism) to provide concrete data. The diversity of 
this research is notable. For example, Fox et al. 
(1986) have used positron emission tomography (PET) to 
map human visual cortex, while Mazziotta et al. (1982) 
have used PET imaging to map auditory stimulation. 
Petersen et al. (1988), in their study of single-word 
processing, "favor the idea of separate brain areas 
involved in separate visual and auditory coding of 
words, each with independent access to supramodel 
articulatory and semantic systems," and thus support 
the cognitive rather than the neurological model of 
language processing. Posner et al. (1988) make the 
same assertion following their PET studies, emphasizing 
that specific brain regions serve specific functions 
but work interactively with other regions rather than 
in isolation. 

In the past, valuable information about brain and 
language derived from studies of individuals with 
aphasia, acquired dyslexia, or other neurological 
impairments, and significant case studies of such 
subjects continue to be reported and to be instructive. 
Caplan presents an extensive account of this type of 
work in his 1987 Neurolinguistics and Linquistic 
Aphasiology, but a sound argument could be constructed 
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that some lingering questions remain when general 
conclusions about brain function are based on research 
with impaired individuals. Obviously, though, SOIT.e 
types of research, by their very nature, must continue 
to rely on subjects who have or rright have 
abnormalities or anomalies affecting their language. 

However, much current research, thanks to the 
advances in noninvasive techniques such as EEG and PET, 
can be based on normal volunteers. The advantages and 
the potential difficulties associated with PET imaging 
have been discussed in every study relying on it. The 
safety of PET has been much touted and has been 
reiterated in public discussions of current research 
(e.g., Fox, 1990), but the procedure involves using 
radioactive tracers, and simply stating and explaining 
the term "radioactive" can raise a psychological 
barrier for some volunteers. Topographical mapping of 
EEG data offers an alternative to PET imaging for 
studying language processing noninvasively and, of 
course, does not necessitate injecting any substances 
into tl:e body. 

Electroencephalography is an interdisciplinary 
enterprise that draws on physics, chemistry, 
engineering, electronics, and neurology. After the 
pioneering efforts in the 1920s and 1930s by Hans 
Berger, the first person to record the electrical 
activity of the human brain, "the EEG has become a 
routine clinical procedure of considerable diagnostic 
value as well as a powerful research tool in the 
neurosciences· (Duffy, Iyer, and Surwillo, 1989: 2'. 
Duffy, Burchfiel, and Lombroso (1979) have proposed 
"that brain electrical activity presents not too little 
but too much information to be easily grasped ane 
assimilated by visual inspection alone" (309'. In 
order to manage EEG data, devices have been developed 
since the 1950s to represent the spatial, temporal, and 
statistical inforrration topographically, using 
computerized analysis to map frequency distributions 
(Petsche, 1976). Current maps of brain electrical 
activity, in which color ranges represent parameters of 
electrical functions, are similar to the daily weather 
maps printed in newspapers, in which color ranges 
represent temperature differences. With the passage of 
time, the 0evices producing these topographical maps 
have become increasingly affordable, manageable, and 
sophisticated. This technology has, until now, been 
used exclusively in research relating to clinical 
practice, aiding in the diagnosis of turnors, seizure 
disorders, dyslexia and other neurological conditions. 
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Working with my co-researcher and husband, Daniel 
L. HUrst, who is a neurologist at the Texas Tech 
University Health Sciences Center, I recently designed 
an interdisciplinary study to test the use of 
electroencephalograp~ic maps in the analysis of complex 
language processing. A major goal of the study was to 
assess the advantages and limitations of this 
technology in non-diagnostic situations. We sought to 
determine whether a "normal response" to language and 
poetry could be identified in "normal subjects." We 
wanted to see whether EEG maps could identify patterns
0: electrical activity specifically related to the 
processing of poetic language, and we wanted to see 
whether the brain responds differently to poetry than 
it does to other types of language. Though we hoped to 
find clear similarities among the brain maps in our 
study, we were also interested in establishing 
hypotheses to account for any different topographical 
maps from individuals exposed to the same set of 
linguistic stimuli under the same set of circumstances. 

Ten volunteers were selected for this project; 
five participants were honors students and five were 
English professors. All were interested in literature 
and some had written poetry themselves. Of the 
students, three were female and two were male. All of 
the professors were male. The students were all 
eighteen or nineteen years old. The professors ranged 
in age from mid-thirties to late forties. All subjects 
were native speakers of English. 

Each volunteer was conducted into the neuroloay 
laboratory at a pre-appointed time. The subjects,who 
reclined on an EEG table with their eyes closed, were 
connected to a 16 channel EEG system using the standard 
international system of electrode placement. EEGs were 
recorded for a one-hour period. A tape recorder was 
turned on and a female voice explained that the tape 
would later play fifteen minutes of an instructional 
tape and thirty minutes of poetry, but that for the 
first fifteen minutes, the volunteers would not hear 
any language but should just relax and lie quietly for 
a baseline EEG recording. The first fifteen minutes 
were then recorded in silence. Next, the tape played 
fifteen minutes of excerpts from a professional tape on 
time management; the voice during this portion was 
female. Then, for the final thirty minutes, the tape 
played excerpts from two professional recordings of 
poetry by Edgar Allan Poe. The taped selections 
reflect a standard range of Poe's shorter poems such as 
"The Raven," "Tamerlane," "Lenore," "Annabel Lee," 
"Ulalume," "To Helen," "Israfel," and "Eldorado." The 
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poems were recited in sli9htly d~fferent styles by two 
readers, both of whom were male. 

Each subject's set of EEG data was collected and 
stored using the Dantech Neuroscope system. Spectral 
analysis was performed using two-minute, artifact-free 
recording segments. These segments were 
topographically displayed on a color scale. Colored 
topographical maps were then printed in the four basic 
frequency ranges: delta, theta, alpha, and beta. At 
the conclusion of the one-hour taping sessions, the 
volunteers were asked to write one-page accounts of 
their feelings and sensations during the experiment. 

The students' written responses reflect exuberance 
at being involved in the project and demonstrate that 
the student participants were trying to cooperate, 
though some were more successful than others. For 
example, one male student wrote, "I was really trying 
to listen,· while another male student reported, 
"Towards the end of the poetry I had to go to the 
bathroom and I was ready for the experiment to be over. 
I still tried to concentrate on the poetry." One 
female student admitted, "When lying down with your 
eyes closed for extensive periods of time, the natural 
biological tendency is to sleep." But another female 
student wrote, "I had to learn 'Annabel Lee' when I was 
younger so hearing it was rather enjoyable as I tried 
to quote in my mind with the tape." A third female 
studEnt commented, "The talk on organizational skills 
was really quite interesting. I felt more emotional 
during the poetry readings and am familiar with some of 
Poe's works, so that was pleasant." 

The professors' written responses were, in general 
comparison to the students' responses, filled with more 
critical reactions to the poetry itself. Three 
professors expressed a range of negative attitudes 
toward the poetry, but their very responses show 
engagement with the material. One man explained, 
" ••• as I listened I kept thinking how noisy and 
em,ptily rhetorical Poe's poetry is. I was aware of 
words as words and I even had trouble focusing on 
content. The second time through "The Raven" and 
"Helen" I noticed that I began to get more visual 
imagery accompanying the poems. The first time through 
it was all verbal; the second time it was visual. But, 
alas, Poe being Poe, I didn't feel much involved." 
Another man wrote, "And, of course, as I listened I 
kept thinking of how I much prefer to read a poem 
rather than listen to it." Yet another person 
declared, "I know Poe's poetry fairly well and have 
taught the poems -- so they weren't new to me, and I 
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had preconceived responses ..• I found my own thoughts 
and images more interesting than the poems." 

But two professors had positive reactions toward 
the poetry. One person stated, "The experience of 
listening to Poe read aloud was unsettling, for I found 
myself responding positively to poems that I had long 
ago dismissed as trite. • .. I was surprised that 
the metrical patterns which have annoyed me as reader 
emerged so melodic and natural when trained readers 
delivered the lines. . . • I was surprised at how 
convincingly the poems wake a strain of melancholy as 
much through their cadences as through their words." 
Another professor expressed a high degree of emotional 
and critical engagement, saying, "I have not read 'The 
Raven' in some time but referred to it in a recent 
writing. • •• I verified this [my recent argument 
about the poem] in listening to the lines toward the 
end of the poem (bird or devil!). • •. I think 
'Annabel Lee' a pretty poem and remember smiling at its 
sweet adolescent sentimentality. • . • In the second 
reading of "The Raven" I paid close attention to the 
imagery -- not in an analytical way -- rather I saw the 
speaker's chamber, the raven's shadow." -

The topographical maps in some ways correspond to 
the volunteers' written reports of their experiences, 
although the written comments cannot be correlated with 
all aspects of the maps. In fact, the findings in 
these ten subjects do not suggest an obviously 
significant or totally consistent pattern for the 
delta, theta, or beta maps. 

The alpha maps, however, reveal distinctive 
differences which seem to follow definable patterns. 
During the at-rest portion of the experiment, all of 
the topographical maps showed the normal resting EEG 
pattern of posterior dominant alpha rhythms. The alpha 
maps during the poetry sections showed three 
identifiable patterns of responses. (These patterns 
are illustrated in the Appendi~.) First, five subjects 
(Group A) showed no significant changes; all five of 
these subjects (three male professors and two male 
students) reported daydreaming or not concentrating 
during some or all of the poetry sections. One male 
professor in Group A showed decreased frontal alpha 
activity during the first poetry segment, but during 
the second poetry segment his alpha activity was very 
similar to his prepoetry state. Second (Group Bl, four 
subjects (one male professor and three female students) 
showed decreased frontotemporal alpha activity during 
the poetry sections; these four test subjects reported 
concentrating during the poetry. All three female 
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subjects showed more pronounced changes in the second 
poetry segment as compared to the first poetry segment. 
Posterior alpha activity which comes from the occipital 
lobe (i.e., the primary visual cortex) decreases with 
eye opening; decreased alpha activity can thus be 
considered to represent regional utilization. 
Therefore, this second pattern accurately represents 
frontotemporal brain activity in the test subjects who 
concentrated during the poetry readings. Third (Group
el, one subject (a male professor) showed a generalized 
increase in alpha activity during the poetry sections; 
this subject reported an intense emotional response 
(enjoyment) while listening to the poetry. 

During the instructional tape, the subjects' alpha 
maps were different from each other, but some 
comparisons can be made based on the categories which 
emerged during the later poetry segments. Maps from 
four of the five subjects from Group A did not show 
significant differences between the resting state, the 
instructional section, and the poetry section. One 
Group A subject, a male professor, showed a generalized 
alpha decrease during the instructional tape; this 
SUbject reported in his written comments that he found 
the instructional tape more interesting than the 
poetry. Group B responses were more variable. Two 
Group B subjects (one male professor and one female 
student) showed generalized decreased alpha activity 
during the instructional segment. One Group B subject 
(a female student) showed no changes between the at
rest and the instructional portions of the experiment. 
Another Group B subject (a female student) showed 
decreased frontotemporal alpha. The Group B subjects 
did not make specific comments in their written 
responses about the instructional tape that would 
permit correlation of their topographical maps with 
their perception of the instructional portion of the 
experiment. The male professor whose distinctive brain 
map during the poetry section was described above as 
Group e showed a marked increase in posterior alpha 
activity dUring the instructional tape, although his 
changes during the instructional segment were less 
prominent and more generalized than were his changes 
during the poetry segments. 

It seems reasonable to hypothesize that both 
points of similarity and points of difference would 
emerge between the processing of language which is used 
to give instructions and the processing of language 
which is used to express poetic sensibilities. In the 
present study, we hoped to find some hard evidence 
about whether individuals process language in poems 
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differently from language used in a technical or 
instructional context. Unfortunately, this study did 
not find easily-explained differences between the 
subjects' topographical maps during the poetry sections 
compared to their maps during the instructional 
se=tion. Ke can conclude, however, that, at least in 
the ten subjects in this study, the processing of 
poetry did not seem to lateralize to one side or 
localize to a single discrete brain region. However, 
one subject (a male professor from Group Al who 
reported a keen interest in the instructional tape 
showed a generalized decrease in alpha activity during 
the instructional segment. A similar but less marked 
response was seen in two other subjects (one female 
student and one male professor from Group B) during the 
instructional tape. These responses of qeneralized 
decreased alpha activity during the instructional tape 
can be contrasted with the Group B response of 
decreased frontotemporal alpha activity during the 
poetry segments. 

Some of the participants mentioned in their 
written comments that they responded to the musicality 
of Poe's poetry. Some observed that they began to 
visualize the images in the poems, particularly on 
second hearing or toward the end of the taping session. 
The processing of visual stimuli seems to be different 
from aUditory stimuli (Mazziotta et al., 1982), and the 
processing of musical stimuli seems to be different 
from the processing of verbal stim,uli (McKee, Humphrey, 
and McAdam, 1973). However, if the verbal input has 
m,usical qualities, does it become music for purposes of 
neurolinguistic processing? If the auditory input is 
translated into visual imagery, does it become visual 
for purposes of neurolinguistic processing? Our study 
raises these questions in a new way, even though its 
limited yet complex evidence cannot provide the 
answers. 

Previous EEG research has noted asymmetries during 
both linguistic and musical tasks. Also, a study of 
dyslexia by Duffy, Burchfiel, and Lombroso (1979) used 
topographical EEG maps with a computerized subtraction 
process to identify differences between the dyslexic 
subjects and the control subjects in the test 
population, finding variations in the specific regions 
of the brain. Furthermore, PET studies done at UCLA 
(Mazziotta et al., 1982) have shown regional metabolic 
differences during auditory processing. These past 
studies gave us hope of mapping regional brain 
asymmetry during the auditory processing of poetry. In 
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fact, howeve3, our study did not find significant 
asymmetries. 

The most notable finding of our study was the 
documentation of decreased frontotemporal alpha 
activity during the poetry segments in four individuals 
(three female students and one male professor) who 
reported strict concentration on the poetry. This 
finding is similar to the results of the PET study 
(Mazziotta et al., 1982) in which subjects listened to 
a Sherlock Hol~es story. Our results thus support the 
idea that complex auditory and mental processes 
correlate with diffuse activation of frontotemporal 
brain areas. Furthermore, since three out of four 
members of this group in our study included all of the 
female students, the results raise the possibility of a 
gender-specific, age-specific, or training-specific 
response. Of course, the present study was designed to 
be a preliminary investigation, and the necessarily 
limited number of subjects in such a preliminary 
project prohibit me from drawing broad conclusions from 
our data. 

No previous studies have related poetry or poetic 
language to brain mapping. My co-researcher and I hope 
that our findings will attract further research 
interest into the neurolinguistic processing of poetry 
und will have significance for others studying how and 
where the brain processes literature and language. 
Resolution of brain mapping for localizing changes is 
still low; however, CT scans in the 1970s were of 
similarly low resolution and gave very hazy pictures 
compared to the MRI scans of the 1990s. With a higher 
resolution capacity, brain mapping could become a 
powerful, safe, and relatively economical way of 
defining both normal and abnormal brain functions and 
of tracing dyna~ic brain processes. Too, if strict 
correlations with PET research are established, 
topographical EEG mapping could become a major research 
tool for measuring normal language functions and normal 
cognitive processing. Results of such studies would be 
of use in clinical evaluations of individuals gifted in 
poetry and language, of individuals with language 
disorders or learning disabilities, and of language
learners acquiring skills in reading and listening. 
This type of interdisciplinary study, therefore, holds 
promise for linguists, educators, neurologists, and 
others in related professions. 
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Notes 

1 This research project was supported by a grant 
from the Witter Bynner Foundation and was carried out 
through the cooperation of the Dantech Corporation, the 
English Department at Texas Tech University, and the 
Neurology Department at Texas Tech University Health 
Scien2es Center. 

The poetry of Edgar Allan Poe was selected for 
this project for a variety of reasons. First, Poe 
himself was interested in the interplay between science 
and poetry, as we know from his "Sonnet--To Science." 
Second, Poe was fascinated by the psychological aspects 
of poetry and by the connections between sounds, 
meanings, feelings, and words. Poe was also attracted 
to the study of hypnosis, which at the time was called 
"mesmerism" or "animal magnetism." In the nineteenth 
century, references to hypnosis signalled pseudo
scientific work and fakery as much as they did genuine 
human responses. As Tatar (19781 points out, "Poe 
refused to entertain fanciful psychological or 
spiritual interpretations of mesmerist views. He 
wished to report 'authentic' case histories documenting 
the power of animal magnetism to provide moments of 
cosmic insight" (19B). Though most studies of Poe and 
hypnosis focus on his fiction, Poe's efforts to 
incorporate hypnotic techniques in his poetry are 
notable; he wrote many poems with the the full hope, it 
seems, of producing specific and spectacular results in 
his readers. As Daniel Hoffman (1985) has shown, Poe's 
unceasing emphasis on the primacy of the imagination, 
on musical rhymes and rhythms, and on repetition is 
evident throughout tis poetry, and Richard Wilbur 
(1984) has described Poe's literary theory as giving 
"supremacy to the short, trance-inducing and earth
forsaking poem" (24). And, as a final reason for 
choosing Poe's poems in this study, Poe's work is 
familiar to technically untrained readers while it is 
also the subject of scrutiny by literary scholars, so 
his poetry ought to provide a good balance between 
accessibility and depth. 

The instructional portion of the experiment 
consisted of an excerpt from a professional tape about 
time management. This tape was chosen because the 
topic would be appealing to the volunteers, busy honors 
students and university professors, and could, 
therefore, be expected keep the volunteers' attention 
focused on what they were hearing. The time management 
tape would not seem to require any imaginative or 
emotional response from the listeners, and this was 
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intended to be one major point of contrast between the 
technical instructions and poetry sections. Also, this 
selection of tape did not include any unusual lexical 
items, any plays on words, or any special uses of 
language, in great contrast to the tapes of Poe's 
poetry. The time management tape would not be 
considered poetic or even literary material: it was 
interesting rather than dull, but it was not especially 
excit~ng, deep, or thought-provoking. 

The one person (a male professor) reporting an 
intense emotional response to the poetry in this st~dy 
showed a generalized increase in alpha activity which 
might be interpreted as an enhanced state of 
relaxation. This individual's topographical maps can 
be contrasted in particular with the maps of the twc 
individuals (both male students) who reported sor. € 
boredom during the experiment. These two students' 
maps showed few changes during the one-hour 
experimental period; the individuals were perhaps so 
relaxed as to be near the point of sleep. 
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Appendix 
Topographical Alpha ~aps (Converted to Grey Scale) 

Pattern of Figures: 

. 
..iP6et·;-;1~

:alpha ! 

rpoetry 2! 
.alpha ! 1

:.::::=======:::.
Sample Group A Response 

(upper right): no 

significant changes~ 


subject reported lapses 

in concentration. 


Saffiple Group B Response 

(lower left): decreased 

frontotemporal alpha 

during poetrYI subject 

reported concentrating. 


Sample Group C Response 
(lo~er right): generalized 
increase in alpha~ A 
subject reported emotional 
response during poetry. 

c. 
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Adjunction to Nonarguments· 

HyunooLee 


University of California, Los Angeles 


O. Introduction 

This paper is concerned with some empirical consequences of adjunction to 
nonarguments w.r.t. the formulation of Subjacency and ECP. According to 
Chomsky (1986b), Subjacency is a syntactic principle that rules out antecedent
trace relations involving more than one barrier, and the ECP is an LF principle 
which ~ only the relation between an empty category and its antecedent 
involving D.Q. barrier, as~urning a G-marking algorithm, originally proposed by 
Lasnik and Saito (1984). 

One of the leading ideas in Chomsky's theory is that every maximal projection 
could be a potential barri,!r for government and a boundmg node for movement. A 
maximal projection can he a r.cID barrier for government and movement unless it is 
lexically subcategorized for, or the intended antecedent is adjoined to that maximal 
projection. Thus Chomsky assumes that adjunction is possible only to a 
nonargumental, maximal projection, which may be derived from the theta-theory. 
However, contrary to this original, optimally simple assumption, his analysis of 
unbounded dependency constructions shows that except for adjunction to VP, 
adjunction to other nonarguments is generally prohibited for Subjacency or ECP 
purposes. In this paper, I will argue that UG should be constructed in such a way 
that it, in principle, allow~ all kinds of nonarguments to be adjunction sites, bu t this 
adjunction process is parameterized across languages during the construction of 
particular core grammar:,. Descriptively adequate accounts for a cenain set of 
extraction phenomena in some constructions in some languages require not only 
adjunction to VP but adjunction to other nonarguments to be incorporated into the 
grammatical system of L'lose languages. This is necessary in order not to make 
otherwise necessary sti~ulations. Developing the parameterized adjunction-to
nonargument analysis, I will show that defining ECP in disjunctive terms whose 
components consist of thl ta-government and antecedent government provides more 
descriptively adequate accounts for a wide range of extraction phenomena than 
previous attempts. Typologically, the world's languages are categorized into 
subclasses, according to which different types of adjunctions are permitted. This 
result indirectly supports our view of the relativized process of adjunction. 

1. Chomsky's (1986b) Unified Theory of Government and Bounding 

In order to see how Chomsky's barriers theory works, let us consider the contrast 
between sentences (lb) and (lc) below: 

(1) a. John knew [CP[IP to [vp[v' fix which carll how]] 
b. [which carli [IP .lid John[vp ti" [vp know[cp [howJj [IP to [vp ti' [vp [v' 

c. 
fix ti ]]] tj ]]]] I 

"'[how]i [IP did John [IP ti'[IP know [cp [which car]j [IP to [vp tf [vp [v' 
fix tj ]]) ti ]]JlJ 
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In barriers theory, the above contrast is accounted for by the notion of subjacency 
degree, roughly stated as in (2): 

(2) a is n-subjacent to b iff there are fewer than n+ I barriers for a that exclude b. 1 

In (I b), tj is O-subjacent to~. The relation between the trace ti", adjoined to the 
matrix VP, and the trace ti·, attached to the lower VP, involves one barrier; hence 1
subjacency results. This is due to the fact that the embedded CP inherits barrier
hood from its IP, which is a Blocking Category. Then, we can interpret 
Subjacency as in (3): 

(3) Every link of a well-fonned chain must be of 0- or I-subjacency. 

As for Subjacency, the grammaticality of (Ie) must be the same as that of 
(lb), since every link of the chain except (ti, ti') is ofO-subjacency. The embedded 
CP between ti' and ti acts as a barrier, and thus ti' is I-subjacent to ti. What 
principle, then, is responsible for the contrast of grammaticality between (l b) and 
(Ic)? This asymmetry is explained by the ECP. (lb) satisfies the ECP, since the 
trace ti is theta-governed by m. while the trace tj is antecedent-governed by llilli;.. 
The other traces are deleted by Lasnik and Saito's (1984), Affect a at LF. In 
contrast, (Ic) is an ECP violation. The original trace of which car is theta-governed 
by fu, but antecedent-government fails to hold between tj and tj', since the 
embedded CP inherits barrierhood from its IF, Assuming a G-marking algorithm, 
the relation of these twc traces is not of O-subjacency; hence an ECP violation 
results. 

However this accOU1t crucially relies on the following stipulation: 

(4) Adjunction to IF should be prohibited. 

Suppose that IF-adjunction is allowed. Then there is no way to capture the 
argumenUadjunct asymrr.etry w.r.t extraction from wh-islands. Adjunction to IP 
plays havoc with barriers fonned in the sentences in (1). Thus it would incorrectly 
predict that all the sentences in (I) are perfectly grammatical. Chomsky and others 
suggested that the difference between IP and VP may be traced to some principles 
of grammar. 

2. A Conceptual Problem in Licensing only Adjunction to VP 

In this section, I will point out one conceptual problem that will result by an attempt 
to rule out IF-adjunction but not VP-adjunction. 

As mentioned before, Chomsky assumes that adjunction is possible only to a 
maximal projection that is a nonargument. Under this assumption, VP must be 
nonargumental if VP-adJunction is always possible. However, contrary to this 
prediction, there are some cases in which VPs seem to behave like an argument. 
Let us consider sentence (5) below: 
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(5) Fix the car, John would ask whether he will t 

The configuration of (5) does not allow for antecedent-government between the 
extracted VP and its trace. For ECP purposes, the trace of VP should be theta
governed. In order to deal with such sentences, Chomsky suggested that INFL 
elements, more specifically modal verbs. may optionally theta-mark their 
complement VP. Only modal verbs allow their complement to be extracted. They 
seem to have properties of main verbs and those of other INFL elements 
simultaneously. Like main verbs, they optionally assign a theta-role to their 
complement VP, however abstract theta-role it is. Given this, the extraction of VP 
in (5) satisfies the ECP, since the VP-trace is theta-governed. From the assumption 
underlying this account, it follows that VP may be a nonargument or an argument. 
On the other hand. there are no cases in which IP is extracted, Even if it is a 
complement to ECM verbs like consider. ~, etc., it cannot be extracted from 
VP. This fact strongly suggests that IP is always nonargumental. These two 
observations demonstrate that IP is more nonargumentaJ than VP. If so, IP is the 
category that is most compatible with the original assumption that adjunction is 
possible only to a non-maximal projection. On this view, an attempt to rule out IP· 
adjunction is quite undesirable. In the following section, I will present the reasons 
why we need to allow for adjunction to non-VP arguments. 

3. Why Adjunction to Nonarguments? 

3.1 English Topicalizatio.l 

As noted by Baltin (1982), Lasnik and Saito (J 989) and others, English 
topicalization in an embedded clause provides evidence for the hypothesis that Ip· 
adjunction is a possible option for an IP-internal, moved element. Let us consider 
the following sentence: 

(6) They believe [cp that [A John [B Bill saw t JJ] 

If the embedded topic construction of (6) involves movement, then we may have 
just two options regarding the categorial identity of the embedded constituents, A 
and B. On the first view, A could be identified with CP, and B, with IP. On the 
second, A and B may be viewed as an instantiation of IP. Without funher 
discussion, I will adopt the latter view.2 A step further, I will argue that IP
adjunction is possible, even in the case of an unbounded topic construction. Let us 
consider the sentence in (7): 

(7) John, [IP I believe Icp [lP [IP Sally [vp said [cp [IP [IP Sue saw t ]m])]] 

The original trace of l2bn is theta-governed by ~ and thus satisfies the ECP. 
Since every link of the chain headed by l2bn is of O-subjacency. sentence (7) is 
perfectly compatible with Subjacency. 

English topicalization is not only island-sensitive but also island·creative) 
Consider the following ur.granlmatical sentence and its labelled bracketing structure: 
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(8) a. 7*to whom do you think that, these records, I gave 
b. to whom do you tj think [ep tj that [IP these recordsi [IP I [VPtj [vPti [vP 

gave ti tj ]lll]] 

Since (8a) satisfies the ECP by means of theta-government, it must be a weak 
violation of Subjacency. This means that there is a link of chain that contains one 
barrier. However, according to Chomsky's definition of barrier, there is no barrier 
intervening between the traces in (8b). To account for this, I assume that English 
may not allow multiple VP adjunction. Given this assumption, (8a) can be derived 
in either of the following ways: 

(9) 	 to whom do you [vP tj" [vP think [ep tj' that [IP these recordSi [IP I [vP ti' [vP 
gave ti tj Jl]]] 

(10) 	 to whom do you [vP tf" [vP think [cp tf' that [IP these recordsi [IP I [vP tj' [vp 
gave ti tj ]]]]] 

The representation in (9) shows a strong Subjacency violation. The trace of 1Q 
~, tj' in the specifier position of the embedded clause is 2-subjacent to its 
original trace tj, because of the two barriers, i.e., VP and IF. VP is a blocking 
category, since it is not L-marked and dominates the original trace, and by 
defmition can be a barrier. IF can also be a barrier by inheritance. In contrast, (10) 
is a weak violation of Subjacency, since there is one barrier between the topicalized 
NP, these records and its initial trace ti. Given that a multi-set of segments counts 
as one barrier, VP can be a barrier because it is not L-marked and dominates the 
trace ti. There is no barrier between the trace of to whom, tf' in the specifIer 
position of the embedded clause and the VP-adjoined trace tj': VP is not L-marked 
but it does not dominate tj', and hence it is not a Be. IF is a BC, since it is not L
marked and dominates that trace. However. by the second clause of the definition 
of 'barrier', it cannot be a barrier. Therefore, (8a) will be marginally accepted 
under the derivation shown in (10). 

3.2 Hebrew Topicalization 

Reinhart (1981) shows that parameterization of the bounding node, e.g .. S for 
English and S' for Italian, of the sort proposed by Rizzi (1978) does not hold for 
Hebrew. Unlike ltahan, Hebrew allows for structures which are not compatible 
with S'-Subjacency. Let us first consider the sentence in (11) and its skeletal 
structure: 

(II) 	a. et habeaya hazol haiti roce ladaat kama pearnin od2 
[s'! This problem! I would like to know [S'2 how many more times21 will 
ectarex lehasbir lexa t2 eix3 liftorf ha-more patar tI t3 
have to explain to you t2 [53 hOW3 to solve/the teacher solved tI 13 ]]] 

b. [s'! wh! [s ... [S'2 Wh2 [s ... t2 ••• (S'3 wh3 [s ... t3 ... tl. .. ]m]] 

According to the S'-Subjacency analysis, (11a) should be ruled out as ungram
matical, since et habeaya halO crosses two S' nodes, as shown in (lib). However, 
sentences like (lla) are grammatical in Hebrew. 

What we need to account for the grammaticality of such sentences is to allow 
et habeaya halO to cross two occurrences of a S' boundary in a successive cyclic 
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manner. This is easily accommodated into the theory of barriers. Suppose that 
Hebrew allows multiple VP-adjunctions as well as a single IP-adjunction. Under 
this language-specific condition on adjunction, the S-structure representation of 
(1la) would be as (12) (for expository purposes, the English translation is used 
here): 

(12) 	 [Ip [NPThis problem] [IP I would like to [vp tS [vP know [ep how many 
more times [IP t4 [IP I will have to [vp t"l [vp t3 [vp explain to you t" [ep how 
[IP 12 [IP (the teacher) to [vp t'l [vp u[vp solve/(solved) t t']]) 

In (12), three chains are formed: (this problem, tS, t4, t3, 12,11, t), (how, t'l, 1') 
and (how many more times, t"l, t"). Each of these chains is well-formed and 
satisfies Subjacency, since every link of the chain is of O-subjacency. 

The derivation shown in (12) strongly supports the lP-adjunction analysis of 
Hebrew topicalization. If topicalization did not involve adjunction to IP but 
substitution for [SPEC, CP], sentences like (1la) would be incorrectly predicted to 
be ungrammatical. Since no element can substitute for a wh-phrase or its trace in 
the SPEC position of CP, it has to cross that CP directly. If the lP-adjunction 
strategy is not available, this ought to cross two barriers, lP and its immediately 
dominating node, CP; hence a violation of Subjacency occurs. 

Unlike its English counterpart, Hebrew topicalization does not form an island, 
as shown in the following paradigm: 

(13) 	 a. mi-mij omrim [cp she-[IP et hamexonit hazo. [IP rosa kibla ti ti]]) 
from whomj do people say that ace this cari, Rosa got Ii tj 

b. 	 ?[NP ha-sefer [cp she-atah carix ladaat [ep Ie-mij ani xoshev 
the-book that-you ought to-know to-whomj I think 

[cP' she-oto. dan natan Ii tj JJJ 

that-iii Dan wrote ti Ij 


c. 	*hine [NP ha-shir [ep she-[NP ha-isha [ep she-aleihai xoshvim 
here is the-poem that-the-woman that-about-heri they think 

[cpo she-otoj dan katav tj Ii ]]] hitabda ]] 

that-iti Dan wrote tj Ii committed suicide 


The degree of grammaticality shown in (13) indicates that it is easier to extract an 
interrogative over a topicalized N"P than over a relative resumptive pronoun. Given 
that lP-adjunction is allowed in Hebrew, there is no violation of Subjacency in 
(13a). r.;othing prevents mi:mi from being moved successive cyclically through 
[SPEC, CP] of the lower clause. On the other hand, in (13b) and (13c), the 
lowering of the extracted relative pronoun to a position immediately adjoined to IP 
makes [SPEC, CP*] unavailable for a landing site for an interrogative or another 
relative pronoun, given that multiple adjunction to lP is not allowed.4 

In sum, Hebrew topicalization can be best analyzed as adjunction to lP, and 
characterized as island-transparent, since Hebrew allows for multiple VP
adjunction. On the other hand, given a single lP-adjunction, the lowering of a 
relative pronoun to lP forms an island because of the trace left behind in the 
specifier position of a relative clause. At a descriptive level, it seems reasonable to 
regard lP-adjunction as well as mUltiple VP-adjunction as parameters whose value 
must be fixed at some pomt of language acquisition. From the viewpoint of Wexler 
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and Manzini (1988), Hebrew can be viewed as more marked than English w.r.t. 
extraction from wh-islands. 

3.3 Cebuano Wh-Questions and Topicalizations 

We have so far discussed how Hebrew topicalization is analyzed in terms of a 
single IF-adjunction and multiple VP-adjunction. In this section we will consider 
another language whose wh-questions and topicalizations seem to involve syntactic 
IF-adjunction. 

Let us first consider the following sentences: 

(14) 	a. Nangutana si Jose kung sa tindahan gipalit ni Maria ang libro. 
asked CM comp CM store bought CM CM book 
'Jose asked whether Maria bought a book in the store' 

b. 	 Nangutana si Jose kung kinsa nipalit ug libro sa tindahan. 
asked CM comp who bought CM book CM store 
'Jose asked who bought a book in the store' 

c. 	 Gisulti ni Carlos na si Manya, gitu'u ni Jose na nagluto ug saging. 
says CM comp CM thinks CM comp cooked CM banana 
'Carlos says that Maria, Jose thinks cooked banana' 

As shown in (14a-b), when subcategorized for by a verb such as nan&utana 'ask', 
indirect wh-questions are always introduced by the [+wh] complementizer ~. 
The complementizer k.u..lui. is then followed by a wh-phrase, if any. (l4c) is a 
typical example of long-distance topicalization. Note that I choose this example to 
show that it is not derived by unbounded scrambling but by successive cyclic 
movement. Here, the topicalized phrase si Marjva immediately follows the [-wh] 
compJementizer Wl. What the examples in (14) show is that there is a structural 
parellism between wh-questions and topicalizauons, since topicalized elements 
occur in the same position as extracted wh-phrases. There may be differences 
between embedded question and topicalization in that the latter is more often 
constrained for pragmatic reasons. It is worth noting that both topicalization and 
wh-questions create an island as well, as illustrated in (15) and (16): 

(15) 	 *Sa tindahan, nangutana si Jose kung unsaj gipalit ej ni Maria e,. 
CM store asked CM comp what bought CM 
'In the store, Jose asked what Maria bought' 

(16) 	 *Kinsaj gisulti ni Carlos na sl MariayaJ, nitu'u e, na ej ang nagluto ug saging. 
Who say CM comp CM think comp CM cooked CM ban. 

'Who does Carlos say that Maria, thinks is the one who cooked banana' 

When a wh-question is embedded, it is headed by the [+wh] complementizer ~. 
and naturally forms a wh-island. Since topical1zed sentences are usually embedded 
in the form of a declarative, we may have to assume that the configuration generated 
by topicalization forms an island. Cross-linguistically, they are not particularly 
marked. English topicalization, which we examined before, generates the same 
configuration and has the same properties. Without giving a detailed analysis, I 
assume that syntactic IF-adjunction is responsible for them.S 
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3.4 Extractions out of Adjuncts in Korean 

Finally, I will argue that some U' extraction facts in Korean support the view that 
adjunction should be parameterized. Chomsky (l986b) pointed out that sentence 
(17b) below is fairly acceptable, whereas sentence (17a) is not: 6 

(17) a. 	 He is the person to whom liP they left [before speaking t]] 
b. He is the person liP they left [before speaking to t]] 

He attributed the relative acceptability of (17b) to the possible option of adjoining 
the NP empty operator to the adjunct ~-phrase, and suggested that in English, 
this option may be limited only to r.,'P·s. By virtue of this resuiction, extraction of 
an adjunct from an adjunct phrase results in an ECP violation. as illustrated in (18): 

(18) a. 	 "'How did you leave [before fix.ing the car t] 
b. "'Who left [before ftxing the car how] 

In the above sentences, the ~-phrase is a BC, and thus a barrier for the trace in 
situ, which protects it from government by the fronted wh-word. 

Unlike English, Korean may be thought of as a language in which the option 
of adjunction to PP, and also probably to other adjuncts, is more available. Let us 
consider the following sentences: 

(19) 	 a. ne-nun [IP[PP[CP nwuka chacaoki] cene], hakkyo-ey kassni] 
you-top who-sm came-to-visit before school-to went-Q 
'who is the person x such that John went to school before x came to visit' 

b. Johnj-un [IP[pp[cPproj nwuku-rul mannan] hwueyJ, hakkyo-ey kassni] 
-top who-om meet after school-to went-Q 

'who is the person x such that John went to school after he met x' 

On the view that the wh-in-situ move to an appropriate landing site at LF for scopal 
purposes, the sentences in (19) are construed as the wh-phrases. W:l:.l.!.kil. and 
nwuku-rul having wide scope over their respective matrix sentences. Huang 
(1982) argued that when a wh-in-situ moves at LF, its LF-movement is subject 
only to ECP. He further argued that certain languages, in particular, those 
languages without overt wh-movements, do not show a subject/object asymmetry, 
but rather a complemenliadjunct asymmetry. Let us consider the following contrast 
between (20) and (21): 

(20) 	n.i xiang-zhldao [shei mai-Ie sheme] 
you wonder who buy-asp what 
a. 'what is the thing x such that you wonder who bought x' 
b. 'who is the person x such that you wonder what x bought' 

(21) 	 n.i xiang-zhidao [shei weisheme mai-Ie shu] 
you wonder who why buy-asp books 
'who is the person x such that you wonder why x bought books' 

In (20), either of the wh-in-situ can move to the spec position of the matrix clause at 
LF, and thus result in the ambiguity indicated in (20a) and (20b). On the other 
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hand, in (21) only the wh-phrase,.shci occupies that position; no ambiguity arises, 
This is because the LF wh-traces in the argument position are always properly 
governed, but the trace of the wh-adverbial, wejsheme is never properly govemed. 

Given that Korean is on par with Chinese regarding LF-movement of 
syntactically unmoved wh-phrases, LF-movement in sentences (19a) and (19b) 
yields no ECP violation, since the LF wh-phrases occupy a position properly 
governed at S-structure.7 On the other hand, LF-movement of wh-adverbials, 
corresponding to 'why' and 'how', from adjunct phrases results in ungrammatical 
sentences, as in (22) and (23) below: 

(22) *Johnj-un [IP[PP[CP proj Mary-rul way mannan] hwuey], hakkyo-ey kassni] 
why meet after school-to went-Q 

'what is the reason x such that John went to school after he met Mary for x' 
(23) *l-nun [IP[pp[cpSue-ka M-ul ettehkey mannan] koseyse], Bill-ul mannassni] 

how meet place-at met-Q 
'what is the manner x such that lohn met Bill at the place Sue met Mary in x' 

Wh-adverbials like ~ and ettebkey are supposed to occur outside V', and thus 
their LF traces cannot be theta-governed. As assumed so far, there is another 
option in which the ECP is satisfied. It can be satisfied by means of antecedent
government. Therefore, given the ungrammaticality of (22) and (23), we have to 
ensure that there is no appropriate LF representation assigned to them in which 
antecedent-govemment does not fail, 

If we assume that as in English, adjunction of adverbials to PP is also 
prohibited in Korean, the ungrammatlcality of the sentences in (22) and (23) falls 
out from an ECP violation. The initial trace of the wh-adverbials are antecedent
governed by the intermediate trace in the spec of the comple.nent clause of P like 
~. and koseyse, etc. However, the intermediate trace is protected from 
government from outside PP, since this PP is not L-marked and dominates it. 
Therefore, under the ass:.lmption that there is no PP-adjunction available, we can 
account for the ungrarnmaticality of (22) and (23) in terms of the ECP. 

However, there are some cases where this account runs into a problem. Let 
us consider the following sentences: 

(24) lohfij-un [IP[pp[cpproj Mary-rul eti-eyse mannan] hwuey], hakkyo-ey kassni] 
where meet after school-to went-Q 

'where is the place x such that John went to school after he met Mary at x' 
(25) J-nun [Jp[pP[cPSue-ka M-ul ence mannan] koseyse], Bill-ul mannassni] 

when meet place-at met-Q 
'when is the time x such that John met Bill at the place Sue met Mary at x' 

As seen above, the wh-adverbials corresponding to 'where' and 'when' exhibit 
quite different behavior w.r.t. LF-movement. Contrary to the prediction that will 
be made by the above analysis, LF-extraction from an adjunct PP does not result in 
the ungrammaticality of the sentences in question. Theta-government fails to work 
in (24) and (25) just because the verb, mann ala is not subcategoriz.ed for by an 
adverbial phrase. The failure of theta-government leaves us one option, I.e., 
antecedent-government. Under the definition of government adopted in this paper, 
the only LF-representation possible where antecedent-government is obtained is 

http:subcategoriz.ed
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produced by adjoining the wh-adverbials to the adjunct PP. Adjunction to any 
maximal projection deprives it of its potential barrierhood. In order to rule in the 
above sentences, it should be allowed to adjoin any maximal projection to the 
adjunct PP, whether it is an argument or not. 

This seems to contrast with Huang (1982). He treated the wh-adverbials in 
the Chinese sentences corresponding to (24) and (25) as nominal for ECP 
purposes, while our analysis allows for the possibility that any adjunct can be 
adjoined to the adverbial PP. Huang observes that the Chinese equivalents to 
'where' and 'when' behave like the wh-arguments, rather than like the wh
adverbials. To account for this fact, Huang assumed that Chinese 'where' and 
'when' are dominated by !I,'.P in the position [pp P [NP _ }], where the P mayor 
may not be phonetically realized. On this assumption, they are complements of 
prepositions, and are on a par with 'who' and 'what'. Note, however, that 
Huang's account implies that in Chinese, prepositions are a proper governor when 
they are present, and thus are somewhat freely stranded-- which is dubious. 

It cannot be applied to the analysis of their Korean counterparts. As a head 
final language, Korean has only postpositions, and the wh-adverbials may be 
optionally headed by postpositions. Korean does not allow for postposition
stranding, like other postpositional languages. In the absence of any evidence that 
complements of a postposition are freely moved at LF, we can conclude that the 
wh-adverbials of 'where' or 'when' moves being contained in a postpositional 
phrase. In light of this, consider the following sentences: 

(26) ?B-nun [Pp[NP[cpJ-i nWuku-lul mannassta-nun] sasil]-ttremuney} koyrewehani 
who met-comp fact-because-of (is) distressed-Q 

'who is the person x such that Bill is dlstTessed because of the fact that John 
met x' 

(27) ?*B-nun [Pp[NP[CP J.j eti-eyse/encey/way/ettehkey Mary-luI mannassta-nun] 
where/when/why met-comp 

sasil]-t:Uemune] koyrewehani 
fact-because-of be dlstressed-Q 
'where/when/why is Bill dlstressed because of the fact that John t met Mary' 

As expected from our analysis, there is a clear con~rast in grammaticality between 
(26) and (27). Sentence (26) doesn't seem fully natural, but can be interpreted as a 
direct question asking the value of 'who'.8 In (26), the wh-phrase. nwuku-Iul is in 
the object position, and thus its LF-trace satisfies the ECP, in whatever manner it 
moves to the spec of the matrix sentence. In contrast, sentence (27) shows that wh
adverbials in situ cannot be extracted from the complex NP which is in turn a 
complement to tta:muney 'because of, and that 'where' and 'when' are on a par 
with 'how' and 'why' at this point. This is because sentence (27) cannot be 
assigned an LF-representation where antecedent-government obtains. The complex 
!I,'.P serves as a barrier which blocks the trace in the spec of the complex NP-internal 
CP from being governed from outside. Unlike our analysis, Huang's analysis 
would incorrectly predict that sentence (27) is perfect when 'where' and 'when' are 
extracted. 

What is to be explained in our analysis is why sentences like (24) and (25) are 
grammatical, but sentences like (22) and (23) are ungrammatical. Before giving a 
solution to this, let us consider the sentences in (28): 
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(28) 	 a. [NP[CP nwuka ssu-n] cha:k-i] ca:miissni 
who wrote-comp book-sb (is) nteresting-Q 

b. [NP[cP John-i etieyse ssu-n] cha:k-i] ca:miissni 

where wrote-comp book-sb (is) interesting-Q 


c. [NP[cP John-i musun iyuro ssu-n] cha:k-i] ca:miissni 
what reason-for wrote-comp book-sb (is) interesting-Q 

d. *[NP[CP John-i way ssu-n] cha:k-i] ca:miissni 

why wrote-comp book-sb (is) interesting-Q 


e. *[NP[CP John-i ettehkey ssu-n] cha:k-i] ca:miissni 

how wrote-comp book-sb (is) interesting-Q 


(28c) is a paraphrase of (28d), and is significantly better than (28d). The same fact 
observed in Chinese forces Huang to posit that it be on par with (28a) and (28b) 
w.r.t LF-extraction. However, there is a difference between (28a) and (28b) on 
the one hand and (28c) on the other. Questions like (28a) and (28b) can be 
answered either by identifying the referent of a wh-word or by spelling out the 
whole NP in which the relevant information for identifying the wh-word is 
contained. In contrast. questions like (28c) can hardly be answered in the former 
way; the whole NP must be repeated. This pattern of answering leads to the 
conjecture that unlike 'who', 'what', 'where', and 'when', 'why' and 'how' 
cannot be extracted from the embedded subject NP. It is also true for the case of 
extraction from an adjunct PP. This fact suggests that the best solution to the 
problem consists in the precise classification of various wh-adverbials. Following 
Aoun and Li (1989). I will treat ~ and ~ as referential adjuncts, and h.>lli: 
and m as nonreferential adjuncts, and propose that only referential expressions 
(arguments or adjuncts) are adjoinable to nonarguments. This accounts for the 
contrast between (22) and (23) on the one hand and (24) and (24) on the other. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

We have seen that the more descriptively adequate accounts for a certain set of 
extraction phenomena in some languages necessitates adjunction to other 
nonargument phrases. in addition to VP-adjunction. Since languages differ in 
allowing such adjunction possibilities. it is not unreasonable to consider the 
possible choices of adjunction sites as the parameters of VG whose values are to be 
fixed by language learners on the basis of positive data. On such a view, the 
world's languages may be schematically classified in the following way: 

(29) English-type Hebrew-type Cebuano-type-Igs Korean-type 
IP-adjunction ?? yes yes yes 
Multiple IP-adjunction no 00 no(~ yes 
VP-adjunction yes yes yes yes 
Multiple VP-adjunction no yes no yes 
LF PP-adjunction oo(~ 00 00 yes 

The proposed account may not be conclusive and explanatorily adequate in 
many respects. However, language-specific parameterization of adjunction seems 
to be necessary to handle the island effects in natural languages. 
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NOTES 

• I would like to thank Prof. Tim Stowell for his detailed comments on the earlier version of this 

paper. Special thanks go to John Choi for IUs thorough proofreading. All errors are, of course, 

my responsibility. 

lChornsky (1986b) defmes barrier as follows: 

(i) g is a barrier for b iff (ia) or (ib) 


a. g immediately dominates d. d a BC for b; 
b. g is a BC for b, g .. IP 

Then, !he relation ofdominance is redefmed as follows: 
(ii) a is dominated by b only if it is dominated by every segment of b. 
Blocking Category (BC) is def ned as follows: 
(i) g is a BC for b iff g is not L-marked and g dominates b. 
RoughJy, we conslrUe 'L-marking' as follows: 
(ii) a L-marks b iff a is a lexical category that theta-governs b. 
2Advocating the IP-adjunctio"l approach to topic sentences, Lasnik and Saito (1989) observes the 
following contrast: 

(i) a. ?Whoi did Mary wonder [CP [NP wlUch picture of ti lj [lP Tom hated tj J] 
b. ·?Whoi did Mary say [CP ti' that [lP [NP a picture of ti lj, UP Tom hated tj 111 

However degraded sentence (ia) rnay be. it does not involve any violation of ECP or Subjacency. 
The initial trace of lrllil is theta-governed by the preposition IlL and hence satisfies the ECP. 
Since the NP in SPEC of the embedded CP is L-marked, and thus is not a BC. Neither is CP a 
barrier, since it is also L-marJ<.ed by the matrix verb. So the crace adjoined to the rnall'ix VP is 0
subjacent to the initial crace. ti. Therefore, it satisfies Subjacency perfectly. On the other hand. 
sentence (ib) is a weak Subjacency violation. Since the topicalized NP. a pjcture of whQ is not L
marked and dominates the initial trace, ti. of l!/h.Q. it is a BC. Thus it is a barrier that protects ti 
from government from the intermediate Irace ti· in SPEC of the embedded CP. So sentence (ib I is 
marginally acceptable, since every linl<. of the chain headed by ~ involves at most I-subjacency. 

3Chomsky (1977) shows that English topicalizauon leaving a gap is unbounded movement sensi
tive to Subjacency. 
4) assume here that lowering the fronted pronoun to IP must leave its crace in [SPEC. CPl. The 
crace left behind thus blocks this position from being used as a landing site for another extracted 
element. For more detailed w!cussion of the lowering of ell.lracted relative pronoun or null operator 
in Hebrew. see Lee (1987). 
5Lee (1990) deals with unbo~nded dependency constructions in Cebuano, whose correct analysis 
seems to pose some problems for current theories of movement. 
6Examples (17) and (18) below are taken from Chomsky (l986b, 66). 
7That the subject NP is theta-governed in Korean may be derived either by assuming that in this 
language, IJI.'FL is a proper governor, or by adopting the VP-internal Subject hypothesis that it 
originates in the specifier position of VP which is theta-governed by v. I will take the first 
option in this paper. since it is not clear to me whether the VP-internal subject should move to the 
spec of IP and how this process is carried ou~ if it should do so. Whichever option we take, we 
have to be able to explain not only that extraction from the subject NP is possible but also that 
!he NIC effects lack in Korean. as shown in (i): 

(i) John-i [CP caki-ka taketta-leo] malhletta 
sb self-sb would go-that said 


'John said that self would go' 


http:L-marJ<.ed
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On the view that some aspects of the anaphor-antecedent reladon are attributed to the trace
antecedent relation, 35 in Chomsky (l986a), the trace left by LF-raising kill in Ii) must be 
properly governed. The grammaticalit)' of 0) gives evidence in favor of the view that the subject 
position is properl>' governed in thi, language. 
SThe unnaturalness of sentence (26) might be due to the Subjacency effect!>. Whether Subjacency 
holds at LF is too controversial to deal with in such a short paper. Even if it regulates LF· 
movements in Korean, it does not affect the main point of this paper, and thu<, I refer the reader to 
Lee (1982), Choe (1987), Pesetsky. D. (1987) for more discussion about the issue. 
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O. Introduction 

Chinese reflexives have been given considerable attention by Government 
and Binding theoreticians in recent years. This is because the properties of the 
Chinese reflexive ziji are very important to current proposals about binding theory 
within the Government and Binding framework. It has been well-documented that 
the standard binding theory (Chomsky 1981) can nO! adequately account for the 
Chinese reflexive ziji in several respects. For instance, the theory imposes locality 
requirements that are tOO strong to account for the long-distance efiec!s of ziji. and 
at the same time it allows too much freedom in the choice of antecedent to account 
for the subject orientation of ziji (Tang. 1989). A number of attempts have !:>een 
made to resolve these problems. Progress has been made. but none of the solutions 
offered so far is satisfactory. 

In this short paper. I will discuss the long-distance effects of the Chinese 
reflexive ziji focusing on its blocking effects. In section one, I will present the 
problem of long-distance binding and the blocking effects of the Chinese reflexive 
ziji. In section two and section three, I will discuss two different approaches 
dealing with the issues in question proposed by C.-c. lane Tang (1989) and Peler 
Cole and Li-May Sung (1990). In section four. I will attempt to critique the two 
approaches and offer my own highly tentative explanation as to what is really going 
on in the distrihUtion of the Chinese reflexive zi;i with respect to its long-distance 
binding and blocking effects. 

1. The Issue 

The classic example to illustrate the long-distance binding of ziji in Chinese 
is as follows (taken from Cole and Sung (1990)). 

(I) Zhangsani renwei Lisij zhidao Wangwu xihuan zijiil/k 
Zhangsan thinks Lisi knows Wangwu likes self 

'Zhangsan, thinks that Lisi] knows that Wangwuk likes himse1f;/Jll;.' 


In (I) the reflexive :iji can refer to any of three potential antecedents: the subjen of 
the most deeply embedded clause. Wangwu. the intermed.ate subject, Lisi. or the 
matrix subject. Zhangsan. In fact, it has been noted that. in Chinese, the reflexive 
ziji can be bound with an antecedent far away from it outside its local clause, hence 
the term long-distance binding. Needless to say, such a phenomenon poses a 
prohlem for the binding theory that requires a local antecedent for an anaphoric 
element such as a reflexive. 

Another propeny of the long-distance effects of the Chinese reflexive ziji is 
that, other things being equal, long-distance binding of ziji is not possible in all 
cases. The cases where long-distance binding is blocked are referred to as the 
blocking effects of ziji. Huang (1984) points out that long-distance binding of ziji 
is subject to the following four restrictions (summarized in Tang (1989». 
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(2) 3. :\on-third persc)n (Le. I st and 2nd) l\Ps can not serve as long-distance 
binda,. 

e.g. 	 \\of!'\i, juede rLisi] dui ziji'ilj mei xinxin 1 
I/You think Lisi to self no confidence 

'I/You thought that Lisi had no confidence in "'myself/"'yourself/himself.' 


b. Intervening non-third person l'.'Ps blO<.'k long-distance binding of ziji. 
e.g. Zhangsanduede two/nil dui ziji'il; mel xinxinl 

Zhangsan think I/vou to self no confidence 
'Zhangsan thought that l/you had no confidence in"'himself/myself/yourself.' 

c. Compound reflexives (i.e. phrasal reflexives) like ta-ziji 'himself/herself can 
not he long-distance bound. 

e.g. Zhangsani juede [Lisi dui ta-ziji',IJ mei xinxin]. J
Zhang san think LiSI to he-self no contidence 

'Zhangsani thought that Lisi) had no confidence in himself. Vj ' 

d, Only the remotest, not intervening, third person l\Ps CaJl act as long-distance 
binders. 

e.g. 	Zhanpani zhidao [Lisijjuede [Wangwuk dui zijiil"ilk mei xinxinlJ. 

Zhangsan know Lisl think Wangwu (0 self - no confidence 

'Zhangsani knew that Lisi) thought that Wangwuk had no 

confidence In himselft/"J'k-


Confronted with the problematic data of the Chinese reflexive ziji, one has to 
decide whether to drastically reshape the binding theory, or to modify it, or to keep 
it intact but add a couple of language specific rules to accommodate the data. 

2. C. C. Jane Tang's Approach 

Tang (1989) maintains that the possibility of long-distance binding of the 
Chinese reflexive ziji and its blocking effects, although problematic for binding 
theory, ,hould nOI lead one to abandon or drastically reformulate the theory itself. 
but can be accounted for using special language-specific rules. She proposes two 
lanbuagt;:-~rt:ci!1r.: rules to deal ",ilh the issue. 

(3, a. Feature-copying Rule (optional) 
The pro in a pro· =iJi anaphoric reflexive may transfer its features 
(such as person. number, genden to -ziji after the application of 
bmdlOg theory, thus turning ZUI into a long-distance reflexive. 

b. Reindexing Rule (iterative and obligatory) 

Reindex the long-distance reflexive (that is one to which binding 

theory has applied) with the potential l'P of the next higher 

governing category. 


To justify the optional feature-copying ruJe (i.e. (3)a,), Tang argues that 
since ;:lji is like self in English which does not have inherent features of number, 
person and gender. it gets them from the pronouns or pro's with which it is 
prefixed. The reindexing rule (i.e. (3)b.) which is triggered by the application of 
(3)a., is meant to account for long-distance binding because Tang claims that it 
cancels the locally bound condition of the binding theory. Its iterative and 
obligatory nature is needed 10 make (3)a. work in explaining away the blocking 

http:himself.Vj
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effects. and the assumed fact that when long-distance binding occurs, only the 
remotest antecedent can be coindexed \>'ith the reflexive. 

No\>, let us see how Tang's approach works. The following examples are 
taken from Tang (\989). 

(4) a. Zhangsani renwei [Lisij zhidao [pro-zijiii de taimi shi yige da hao ren]] 
Zhangsan think Lisi know pro-self GEN wife is one-CL big good person 
'Zhangsan; thought that LisiJ knew that his ownj/j wife was a very good 
person.' 

b. Zhangsanj renwei [LisiJ zhidao [ta-ziji.i/Lde taitai shi yige da hao ren]] 
Zhangsan think Lisi know he self GE.s wife is one-CL big good person 
'Zhangsanj thought that Lisi

J 
knew that his own.vJ wife was a very good 

person.' 
(5) a. Zhangsan;juede lLisi

1
dui pro-zijii/i mei xinxin 1 

Zhangsan think Lis! to pro-self no confidence 
'Zhangsanj thought that LisiJhad no confidence in himselfi/J.' 

b. Zhangsan;juede !Lisij dui ta-ziji'iiJ mei xinxin] 

Zhangsan think Lisi to he-self no confidence 

'Zhangsan, thought that LisiJhad no confidence in himself'i/j" 


Tang contends that the pronoun-:iji, i.e. ra-ziji, is local reflexive in both 
(4)b. and (5)b. This is because the pronoun prefix is not empty and therefore the 
feature copying rule does not apply. ConsequentlY, the reflexive must he bound to 
the local c-commanding NP as is predicted by binding theory. However. (4)a. and 
(5)a. are open 10 two possible interpretations. If the optional feature copying rule 
does nOI apply, ziji remains a locally bound reflexive which gives us the j reading 
in both sentences. If the feature-copying rule applies, it will trigger the iterative 
obligatory reindexing rule that requires a long-distance reflexive to be reindexed 
with the next minimal subject until no such subject remains, which will give us the i 
reading in (4)a. and (5)a. This ",'ill take care of (2)c., the restriction that compound 
reflexives like la-zUi 'himself can not be long-distance bound. 

Example (6) below illustrates that long-distance binding is blocked by 
intervening non-third person .sPs. 

(6) j\;ij renwei fwoj zhidao !pro-ziji'i1. de taitai shi yige da hao ren]J. 
you think I know pro-self uEI" wife be one-CL big good person 
'You thought that I knew that ·your/my wife is a very good person.' 

The application of the feature-copying rule and the reindexing rule can handle such 
cases. Since the reindexing rule must he applied iteratively (i.e. cyClically) and ziji 
is to be reindexed in each step up the tree, long-distance binding is impossible if the 
feature-matching requirement between the long-distance antecedent and the 
reindexed reflexive is not mel. As is stated in the rule, the features of -zjji are fixed 
after pro-ziji is locally bound. In this particular example, long-distance binding is 
ruled out because the second person long-distance antecedent does not agree in 
features with the first person pro prefix. This explains (2)a. and (2)b. In fact, 
Tang's prediction goes a little beyond what Huang (1984) indicates, in th~[ her 
theory predicts that non-third person is a possible long-distance binder, which is 
true according to my intuition. I will come back to this point later in the last section 
of this paper. 
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To show how her theon' can deal with the fourth restriction. i.e. (2)d. 
abo\e. Tang gives the example in (7) belo\>,. 

(7) Zhangsanj zhidao [Lisijjuede [Wangwukdui pro-zijij",yl. mei xinxinJJ. 
Zhangsan know Lisi think Wangwu to pro-self no confidence 

'Zhangsan, knew that Lisi
J 
thought that Wangwuk had no confidence in 


himselfil*jc'k.' 


Tang explains that since the reindexing rule applies iteratively up to the last cycle. 
the resulting coreference in (7) is that of the marrix Zhangsan with ziji. but not that 
of the intermediate Lisi with ziji. Tang's analysis of this example contradicts CQle 
and Sung's analysis of the same sentence. To Cole and Sung. all three readings, 
i.e. i. j. and k. are grammaticaL Cole and Sung seem to be correct. Otherwise. we 
would have trouble accounting for the classic example in (J) that I cned at the 
beginning of this paper.This means that the ohligatoriness of the reindexing rule is 
questionable. This will be discussed in the last section of this paper. 

Tang claims that to account for long-distance ziji. no further modification of 
binding theory is needed. She concludes that long-distance hinding of ziji results 
from the language-specific rules of feature-copying and reindexing. 

3. Peter Cole and Li·May Sung's Approach 

Peter Cole and Li-May Sung (1990) (henceforth Cole & Sung (1990) 
adopted the Movement-to-Inflection theory advanced by Edwin Battistclla in 1987. 
Battistella's paper that gives an account of this theory was published in 1989. Since 
Cole & Sung (1990) supercedes Batti~tel1a (198(.1), I have chosen to discuss the 
more recent version of this theory. To keep within the topk of this paper, I will 
again concentrate on the part of their theory that deals with the long-distance effects 
of the Chinese reflexive zlji, the same as what I did with Tang's theory discussed in 
section two above. 

Cole & Sung have revised their theory several times. The version to be 
discussed here is based on their paper entitled the Effect of Morphology on Long
Distance Reflexives. to be published in the Proceedings of NECCL (19':101. Cole &: 
Sung argue that the fundamental mechanism permining long-distance reflexives is 
head movement. Whether long-distance reflexives occur at all will depend on 
whether the language in question has XO reflexives (Le. lexical reflexives) like the 

invariant noun ziJi in Chinese or only Xma
, reflexives (Le. phrasal reflexives) like 

himself in English. In languages that possess both types, the XO reflexives will 
undergo successive cyclic head movement and will thereby take long-distance 
antecedents. while the Xmax reflexives will be strictly local. The movement of 
reflexives up the tree in the case of long-distance reflexives takes the form of L~FL
to-COMP-to- fl\.'FL. 

To account for the blocking effects exemplified by the example in (10) 
below. in which case, according to Cole & Sung, only the k reading is possible. 
they impose the agreement phenomenon on Chinese. They assume that ziji is 
generated with phi features (person and number). Since Chinese does nOI have 
overt morphological agreement, Cole & Sung assume that IJ\"FL is base-generated 
with agreement. They give (10) the underlying structure in (ll), (taken from Cole 
& Sung (1990». 
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(10) Zhangsani renwei WOj zhidao Wangwuk xihuan ziji. j /.p_ 
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like self 

'Zhangsan, thinks that I know that WangwUk likes*myself/himself' ifK
J 

(11) Zhang san, [Il\TL renwei [COMP WOj [Il\'fL zhidao lcoMP Wangwuk 
[rNFL xihuan ziji .i/.ilk]J]J] 

As was explained in Cole & Sung (1990). in (11). ziji is marked as third person 
singular and the Il\rL of the lowest clause is base-generated without an) agreement 
marking. Ziji moves to the INFL of its own clause. In the absence of base
generated phi-features on the head Il'.rL, the phi-features of the adjoined element 
percolate up to IKFL, and 1l'.'FL is marked third person. A universal agreement rule 
checks whether the features in Il'.rL are distinct from those of the subject. So in 
(II) in the case of the lowest clause. there is no conf!lct of features between INFL 
and the subject since both ziji and the subject of the lowest clause are third person 
singular. But the agreement checking will rule out (11) if ziji is moved up to the 
intermediate clause because there is a conflict of phi-features between INFL (3rd 
person) and the subject (I5t person). Since zi}i will pass up its phi-features to 
INFL, long-distance binding is thus blocked. 

Although both Cole & Sung and Tang make use of agreement to explain the 
blocking effecl., they differ in an imponant respect. Cole & Sung link the agreement 
with verb to make it conform to general principles of agreement. They stipulate that 
the phi-features of subject and I;-';FL must be non-distinct. They believe that 
agreement is. affected by the morphological propenies of the language. In a 
language without oven agreement (i.e. without base-generated phi-Jeature~ on 
IJ'I<rL), 1l'.'FL will take on the phi-features of the moved refleXIve, and blocking 
effects will be found. This is saying that blocking effects will be present in 
languages without verb agreement, and absent in languages with verb al:,'Teemenl. 

4. Comment 

The use of agreement of person, number and gender features to explain the 
blocking effect of long-distance ziji is quite problematic in both approaches. It 
seems to me that they are looking for explanation in the wrong places. It is highly 
doubtful whether agreement can be considered as a useful device to account for the 
blocking effect of ziji. Cole has already abandoned the number and gender 
fealUres'2 Batri~tella (191<9) states in a footnote that grammatical number seems to 
be irrelevant to blocking in Chinese. In fact. it has alred'~y been delOionstrated with 
the following convincing example that grammatical number is indeed irrelev:..nt to 
blocking in Chinese.3 

(14) Dangshi xueshengmeni zhidao laoshiJ dui zijiilj md xinxin. 
then slUdent-PL know teacher to self no confidence 

The students knew that the teacher had no confidence in themselves/himself 
at that time.' 

Needless to say, the number feature is no longer useful in explaining blocking since 
both the i reading and the j reading in (14) are perfectly grammaticaL However, I 
am under the impression that people still want to hold on to person as a valid 
agreement feature to be used to deal with the blocking effect of zi}i. In the rest of 
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this paper. I would like to argue that the person agreement feature is also irrelevant 
to blocking in Chinese. 

Let us start with some examples given in Tang (1989) and Batlistella 
(1989). Tang (1989) illustrates the person feature agreement effect with example~ 
(47). (48) and (49). repeated here as (15). (16) and (17) respectively. 

(15) Nli renwei wo) zhidao zijl.i/j de taitai shi yige da hao reno 
you think I know self GEN wife be one-CL big good person 
'You thought I knew that "'your/my wife was a good person.' 

(16) WOi juede nij dui ziji. Vj mel xinxin. 
I think you to self no confidence 
'I thought that you had no confidence in "'myself/yourself.' 

(17) Wo/Niduede Lisi) dui ziji.i!; mel xlnxin. 
l/Y ou think Lisi to self no confidence 
'l/You thought that Lisi had no confidence in "'myself/*yourself/himself.' 

Tang's interpretation of (I 5) is quite correc[. The first person W() T does block ziii 
from being coindexed with the long-distance subject ni ·you·. However. in (16) 
and (17) both the i reading and the j reading are possible. although the i reading in 
each case would be more natural if we add a past time adverbial to indicate that the 
sentence expresses reflective thinking in retrospection. Examples (16) and (17) are 
repeated below as (18) and (I ~ I with the past time adverbial dt1l]~shi 'at that time' 
added 10 them. 

(18) Wo, dangshi juede nil dui ziji,lJ mei xinxin. 
I then think vou to self no confidence 

'I, at that time. thought that you had no co.lfidence in mysdf/yourself.' 


(19) Wo/~ii dangshi juede Lisi j dui ziji1i• mei xinxin. 
l/Y ou then think Lisi' to self ~ no confidence 

'1/You, at that time, thought Lisi had no confidence in myselflyourself/hlmself.' 

These examples show that fust person blocks second person a!' in (15), but second 
person does not block first person as in (J 8), and third person does not block first 
or second person as in (19). This observation holds in cases where there are 
intervening clauses with first or second person subjects. The example~ In 
Battistella (1989) to illustrate the blocking effect of agreement features can be 
borrowed to demonsuate the point here. The tWO relevant examples af<: repeJled ~s 
(20) and (21) below. 

(20) Zhangsanduede wO/ni
J 

dui ziji.i!J mei xinxin. 
Zhangsan think I/you to self no confidence 

'Zhangsan thought that I/you had no confidence in "'himself/myself/yourself: 


(21) Zhangs;mi zhidao wo/ni) juede Lisik dui ziji.i!*j/k mei xinxin. 
Zhangsan know I/you think Lisi to self no confidence 
'Zhangsan knew that I/you thought Lisi had no confidence in 

himself.i/k/"'myself/"yourself.' 


There is no doubt about the interpretation of (20). But the j reading in (21) is 
perfectly acceptable if a past time adverbial is added to the sentence. 
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(22) Zhangsan, zhidao wo/niJ dangshi juede Lisik dui ziji'iljlk mei xinxin. 
Zhan!!san knov. l/vou then thlllk Lisi to self no confidence 
'Zhangsan; knew that Uyou; , at that time, thought Lisik had no confidence in 
himself'i/k/myself/yourseIf ' 

(22) shows that first and second person hlock third person. but third person doe, 
not block fITst or second person. Assuming that this observation IS valid, which I 
believe it is, we can test the full range of interaction between first, second and thIrd 
persons in tem1S of their blocking effects. We can abo incorporate number in thIS 
test. 

Given the first, second and third persons, we need nine sentences, each of 
which contains a matrix clause and an embedded clause, to test the blocking effect 
between all the different persons. Adding the plural and singular numbers to the 
test, we need to multiply the nine sentences by four to get all the possible number 
combinations, which will give us thiny-six sentences altogether. The persons of the 
subjects of the clauses in each sentence will be indicaled w,ing Arabic numerals at 
the end of the sentence. And if the subject of the embedded clause blocks ziji from 
being coindexed with the subject of the matrix clause, 1 will underline the numeral. 
Set A will have singular subjects in both the matrix clause and the embeddeD cl:lUse. 
Set B will be for plural subjects in both clauses. Set C will have singular subject in 
the matrix clause and plUful subject in the embedded clause. Set D will have plural 
subject in the matrix clause and singular subject in the embeDded clause. 

Set A: Sg Sg 

(I )Ta; dangshi zhidao tai;'j dui ziji,!! mei xinxin 3 3 
he then know he to self no confidence 
'He, knew that he,; had no confidence in himself iii at Ihat time.' 

(2)Ta; dangshi zhida~ nil dui ziji. j .j 
mei xinxin . 

he then know you to self no confidence 
3 

.., 

'He knew that you had no confidence in "'himself/yourself at that time.' 
(3)Ta, dangshi zhidao wo) dui ziji'l.'J mei xinxin 3 1 

he then know 1 to self no confidence 
'He knew thaI I had no confidence in *himselflmvself 3tthat time.' 

(4)!\li dangshi zhidao ta, dui ZUi;l, me; xinxin. • 2 3 
you then know he to self no confidence 
'You knew that he had no confidence in h:mselflvourself at mat time.' 

(5)Nij dangshi zhidao ni, <:lui ziji, nK'i xinxin • 2 2 
you then know you to self no confidence 
'You) knew that you; had no confidence in yourself, althat l,me.' 

(6)Nij dangshi zhidao wo, dui ziji."lj mei xinxin 2 1 
you then know 1 - to self no confidence 
'You knew that 1 had no confidence in "yourself/myself at that time.' 

(7)Woi dangshi zhidao taJ dui ziji"j mei xinxin 3 
1 then know he to self no confidence 
'I knew that he had no confidence in mvself/himself at that time: 

(8)Woi dangshi zhidao nij dui zijiif] mei x{nxin 2 
1 then know YOU to self no confidence 

'1 knew that you had no confidence in myself/yourself at that time.' 
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(9)Wo, dangshi zhidao WOj dJi zijij mei xinxin 
I then knov. I to self no confidence 

'I knew that I had no confidence in myself at that time,' 


Set B: 	 .PI .PI 

(l)Tamen; dangshi zhidao tamen:!, dui z;jii/j mei ximun 3 3 
thev then know they to self no confidence 

'They; knew that theY;!j had no cnnfidenl.:e in them~elves)!) at that time.' 
(2)Tamen, dangshi zhidao nimen) dui ziji.iJ. mei xinxin 	 3 

they th.:n know YOU tn self J no confidence 
The}' knew that you had no conflden::e in "'themselveslyoLlrse]ves 


at that time.' 

(3)Tamen; dangshi zhidao womenj dui ziji'iJ) mei xinxin 	 3 1 

they then know we to self no confiden;:e 
'Thev knew that we had no confiden,'e in "'themselves/ourselves at that time.' 

(4)1\imenj da.l1gshi zhidao !amen) dui zijiilj md xinxin. :2 3 
you then know they to self no confidence 

'You knew Ihat theY had no confidence In themselves/yourselves at that tim..:.' 
(5)1\imen; dallgshi zhidao nimenj dui ziji j mei xinxin • ::! ::! 

you then know you to self no confidence 
'YoUj knev. that you, had no confidence in yourselves; at thai lime.' 

(6)~imen; d:mgshi zhidao women) dui ziji' jiJ md xinxin 1 
you then know we to sc:l f no cor.fidence 

'You knew that we had no confidence in "'yourselves/ourselves at Ihat time.' 
(7)Women, dangshi zhid::lO t:lmen

J 
dui ziji:!J ~d xinxin 	 1 3 

we then know the" to self no confidence 

'We knew thai the" had no confidence in ourselves/themselves at that time.' 


(8)Womenj dangshi zhidao nimen 1 dui ziji"J mei xinxin 	 1 2 
v. e then know vou '10 se!f no confidence 


'We knew that you h~d no confidence in ourselves/yoursel\cs al thai time.' 

(9)Womenj dangshi zhidao womeli, dui zijij mei xinxin 	 I 

we then know we to self no confidence 

'We knew that we had no confidence in oursel"es at that time.' 


Set C: 	 Sg .PI 

(1 )Ta; dangshi zhidao tamen,,: dui ziji jl . mei xinxin 	 3 3 
he then know the\' . 10 ,cit no confidence 

'He knew that they had-no confidence in himself/themselves at that time.' 


(2)Ta, dangshi zhldao nimen; dui ziji' Ifj mei xinxin 	 3 
he then knov. you to self no confide-nee 


'He knew that you had no confidence in "'himself/yourselves at that time.' 

(3)Taj dangshi zhidao womenJ dui ziji'ilJ mei xinxin 3 1 

he then know we to self no confidence: 
'He knew that we had no confidence in *himself!ourselves at that time.' 

(4)!\ij dangshi zhidao taJ dui ziji;iI mei xinxin. 3 
yOU then know he 10 self no confidence 

')tou knew that he had no confidence in himself/yourself at that time.' 
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(5 J?"i; dang~hi zhidao nim<:n, dui ziji. c', mei xinxin 
YOU then knov. YOU to self no confidence 

'You knew that YOU "had no confidence in "vourself!yourselws 
at that time.' - - 

(6)?"ij dangshi zhidao womenj dui ziji'i!J mei xil1xin 2 1 
YOU then know v.e to self no confidence 

')'ou knew that we had no confidence in *vour~elflourselves at that time.' 
(7)\\'0; dangshi zhidao tamenJ dui zijii:J mei xinxin I 3 

I then know the\' to self no confidence 
'I knew that thev had no confidence in myself/themselves at that time.' 

(8)Wo; dangshi zhidao nimen
J 

dui ziji,/1 me(xinxin 2 
1 then know YOU to self . no conftdence 
'I knew that YOU h;ld "no confidence in m\ self/yourselves at that time.' 

(9)\\'0; dangshl zhidav women] dui ziji' jb nie! xili,in 1 
I then know we to self 'no confidence 

'I knew thai we had no confidence in *myself/ourselves at that tim"'.' 


Set D: PI Sf! 

(1 )Tamen, dangshi zhidao t;'J dui ziji'i.'l mei xinxin 3 
the v then know he to self no confidence 


'The v knew that he had no confidence in *themsdy('s/himself at that lim.:,' 

(2)TaIT;en, dangshi zhidao niJ dui ziii. v, mei xinxin 3 

they th.:n know YOU to self 'no confidence 

'Thev knew that you had no cOilfidence in *themscives/vo!Jrself:H lh:1l time.' 


(3)Tan1en, d:mgshi zhidao wO
J 

dui zijl'i1j mei xinxin" 3 1 
thev Ihen know I to sdf no confidence 
'The\' knew that I had no confidence in "thl:m,;elves/nl\'self 31 trat time.' 

(4)?"mien, dang~hi zhidao 13 dui ziji,!: mei xinxin,· 2 
vou then know he to self no confidence 
')'ou knew thai he had no confidence in vourseives/himself al that time.' 

(5)?Nimen, dangshi zhidao ni, dui ziJi'i!i ni'ei xinxin :: 
YOU then know you to self . no confidence 
'You knew thai you had' no confidence in *yourselves/yourself al that time.' 

(6)Nimen, dangshi zhldao \>.0; dui ziji' vJ mei xinxin :: 1 
you then know I '10 self no confidence 


'You knew that 1 had no confidence in *vourselves/mvsdf at that time.' 

(7)Womenj dang,hi zhidao Wi dui ziji,;, mel xinxin ' 3 

we then know ne to self no confidence 
'We knew that he had no confidence in ourselves/himself at that time.' 

(8)\\'omen) dangshi zhidao nil dui ziji,', mei xinxin 
we then know yOU to self no confidence 

'We knew that you had no confidence in ourselves/yourself at that time: 
(9)?Womeni dangshi zhidao wo) dui ziji. VJ mei xinxin 1 

we then know I to self no confidence 

'We knew that I had no confidence in *ourselves/myself at that time: 


The four sets of data can be summarized in the following chart, The Arabic 
numerals across Ihe top of the box represent the occurrences of pronouns in the 
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subject position of the embedded cl:lUses, and the Arabic numerals on the side of 
the box represent the oc'currences of the pronouns in the subject po~ition of the 
matrix c1auses,The singular and plural number of those pronouns are indicated with 
Sg for singular and PI for plural by the side of the numerals, Within the box, each 
cell stands for a combination of two pronouns that occur in the same sentence as 
subjects of the matrix and emhedded clauses, Each cell contains one letter, either F 
or B. F stands for free, which means that the subject of the embedded clause does 
not block zUi from being coindexed with the subject of the matrix clause. B stands 
for block. which means that the subject of the embedded clause l:-locks ziji from 
being coindexed with the subject of the matrix clause (see figure 1 below), 

1Sg lFl 2Sg 2Pl 3Sg 3Pl 

1Sg .F 
:13 

13 
P 

P 
iF 

P P 
P 'p 

P 
F 

113 13 F B I F F 

113 13 13 F P P 
13 13 13 13 F iF I 

113 13 I 13 B B F 

! 
lFl 

2Sg 
 I 
2Pl I 
3Sg 


3PI 
 I 

Figure 1 

Such data are undoubtedly problematic for any approach that uses agreement of 
person and number features 10 aCCOl:n! for the blocking effect of the Chinese 
reflexive =Ui. The pattern emerged from the four s:ts of caIa is ql;ite clea:, The third 
person, both singular and plural. shows no blocking effect al all with respect to first 
and second persons, The second person blocks the third pers0n, but does not block 
the first person The first person blocks all the second and third person forms. 
However, first person singular and first person pJural blo(;k each other, The same is 
true with second person. In the case of the third person, its plural form does not 
block its singular form. but its singular f0rm blocks its plural form. If we take out 
all the cells that represent the occurrences of those pronouns tflat are of the same 
person within the same sentence, a remarkably clear pattern obtains, as is shown in 
figure:: below, 

1Sg 1PI 2Sg 2PI 3Sg 3PI 

1Sg 
lPl 
2Sg 
2Pl f---+"'- 

3Sg I

i--,--+--+-
3Pl 

'---'---'---'---" 

Figure 2 

This pattern seems 10 point to the fact that maybe some kind of hierarchical ranking 
among the persons is at work. The flTst person is higher than the second person and 
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the second person is higher than the third (1 st>2nd>3rd 1. When coindexing the 
reflexive pronoun ziji with pronouns. one can only go down the hierarchy. This 
explains why first person blocks both second and third, second person blocks the 
third but not the first, and the third does not block the first or the second. If this is 
true, we would not expect pronouns of the same person to block each other since 
they have the same rank on the hierarchy. In fact the instan:::es of blocking between 
pronouns of the same person in the data presented above seem to have a reason of 
a different nature. In all of the cases in question. there seems to be some kind of 
pragmatic inconsistency present. In Set C(5) and Set 0(5) it is an inconsistency of 
the addressee. whereas in Set C(9) and Set D(9) it is an inconsistencv of the 
speaker. In his discussion on raising, Postal (1974) pointed OUI that cenain' pairs of 
N"PS are not permitted to overlap in stipulated coreference. Consequently. sentences 
such as '1 like us: We like me: Hei praised themlij; and TheYi" criticized him,' are 
not acceptable. He refers to such restrictions as the Inclusion Constraint. This is 
probably an even more imponant reason why I St person singular and plural and 
2nd person singular and plural block each other in the examples given above. The 
fact that we get both a free and a blocking reading of the examples that contain 3rd 
person pronouns as subjects is because the 3rd person pronoun 'he' can be either a 
subset of the 3rd person pronoun 'they' or not a subset of it. 

The idea That persons are ranked with respect to their syntactic functions and 
their conbinatorial abiliTy with OTher elements in a sentence is not nev.. For 
example. Halkomelem. a Salish language spoken in southwestan British 
Columbia, makes use of a person/animacy/nominal type hierarchy in its clausal 
organization (Gerdts. 198ti). So motivating a person hierarchy to account for the 
blocking effecl of the Chinese reflexive ziji is probably not totally irrational. This 
view is con~istent v.ith Zubin et al. 's claim that underlying the uses of rc::nexives in 
Mandarin Chinese is an abstract indexical ~\'stem in some ways analogous to the 
Ist-2nd-3rd person system of interactional 'discourse (Zubin 'et aI., 1 ~90). They 
contend that it is easier for ziji 'self to be identified pragmatically with 15t or ::nd 
person ,han 3rd person. If we adopt the person hierarchy approach in explaining the 
cases in which long,distance binding of the reflexive pronoun ziji in Chinese IS 
blocked, we do nOT need to anificially impose the supposedly coven agreemenT 
features. And jf we take a second look at the four restrictions recognized by Huang 
(1984). it becomes clear that the onlY claim that still holds is (2 iC. (2)a and (::}d are 
not valid. (2}b is only partially cor:ect because intervening second per~on does no: 
block first person. Whether ,he subject of an intermediate clause has a blocking 
effect 0: not depends on the ranking of the subject of the hIgher clause on the 
person hierarchy. If it is ranked lower than that of the subjt'ct of the intermediate 
clause. then blocking would occur. Otherwise. no blocking effeCT would be found. 
In compnison with the other approaches, this person hierarchy hypothesis is quite 
intriguing. Some details of the hypothesis need to be worked out. It remains to be 
further tested to determine how much it can do in accounting for the blocking effect 
of ziji. It would be interesting to find out if animacy can be incorporated in this 
hierarchy since animacy also has a role to play in blocking the occurrence of long
distance reflexives in Chinese. 

NOTES 

l.I am indebted to Donna B. Gerdts for her encouragement, support and guidance 
in this projecT. She drew my altention to the imponance of the behavior of the 
Chinese reflexives, helped me to find acce,s to references and showed me how to 
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collect and analyze the data. I am also grateful to Karin Michelson. Matthew Dryer. 
Naicong Li and Luo-zhu Cen for their valuable suggestions and comments. 
However, I am alone responsible for any mistakes and inadequacy in the paper. 
2. Peter Cole was no longer sure if he could still keep the person feature when 
questioned after he gave his talk on long-distance reflexives at SUI\"y at Buffalo in 
the Spring of 1990. 
3. This example is due to T. S. Sun from U.c. Berkeley. 
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ACCENTIJAL PHRASe..;o IN JAPA~'ESE 

Tadao Mivamoto 


University of Victoria 


1. Th'TRODUCfrON 
It is commonly recognized that in Japanese there are different types of 

prosodic units above the level of word: utterance (sentence :1, intermediate (major) 
phrase. and accentual (minor) phrase (McCawley 1968; Poser 1984; Pierrehumben 
and Beckman 1989), 

Acoustically. the utterance is characterized as the domain of declination 
which is about 10Hz per second (Poser 1984), The intermediate phrase is the 
domain of catathesis or ilerative application of pitch compression caused by an 
accent (Pierrehumben and Beckman 1989). The accentual phra.-.e is, then, the 
domain of an initial rise and the possible occurrence of an accent, which is an acute 
pitch shift from H tone to L tone, 

The pitch contour in Figure 1 demonstrates these prosodic units, The whole 
contour is that of the unerance which consists of two intermediate phrases; ao'[ 
yama-ma'de 'to the blue mountain' and ooi'sogi-de ikima'suka 'do you quickly 
go?'; of these two, the inilial intermediate phrase is a good example showing that it 
funher consists of (two) accentual phrases, the second of which is catathesized due 
to the accent in the preceding accentual phrase, ao'i 'blue', 

\. 

a 0' YO rna rna'de o 0 i's 0 gi de i ki rna' su ka 
Figure 1 

As part of designing a prosodic phrasing model which assists a speech
synthesis program to create natural pitch contours in Japanese (Miyamoto 1989). an 
acoustic experiment is conducted to investigate the conditioning factor for accentual 
phrasing, Our hasic assumption is that, unlike intermediate phrasing, which is the 
complex interaction of syntactic, semantic, and extra-linguistic factors (cr. Nespor 
& Voge11986), accentual phrasing is conditioned either by the syntactic 
configuration or the phonological configuration of a given intermediate phrase. 

Two interesting facts are found in our acoustic experiment First, the 
conditioning factor for accentual phrasing is found to be the underlying accentual 
configuration of the phrase rather than the syntactic or surface accentual structure, 
Second, speakers are sensitive to some sort of a look-ahead mechanism in accentual 
phrasing, 
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2. ACCENTIJAL BEHAVIOUR OF JAPAJI..'ESE POSTPOSmOKS 
Prior to reporting on the experiment on accentual phrasing. the accentual 

behaviour of Japanese postpositions is discussed because they play roles in 
accentual phrasing. In combinations of postpositions and their host nouns, many 
of the postpositions exhibil peculiarities in accentual behaviour. 111ese accentual 
behaviour of postpositions are well documented (e.g., Hirayama 1960; NHK 1966: 
McCawley 1968, 1977; Higurashi 1983; Poser 1984). Table 1 provides a 
convenient, though not exhaustive, summary of accounts on the accentual 
behaviour of non-monomoraic postpositions. 

Table 1 
Accentual types of non-monomoraic postpositions shown in the forms with the 
accented host, i'Mti "life" and the unaccented host, miyako "capital". 
(1) rna'de -type ~+Left·winningJ: an unmarked type which obeys the left-win rule; 
e.g. de'su "copula", yo'ri "from", ba'kari "only". 

j'Mti + rna'de -t i'noti-made 

miyako + rna'de -t miyako-rna'de 
(2) kara -type [+Anonymity): an unaccented counterpart of the type (1); all the 
monomoraic poslpositions should also be included in this type. 

j'noti + kara -t i'noti-kara 

miyako + kara -t miyako-kara 
(3) (a) gu'rai -type [+Deaccenting): a marked type. 

i'noti + gu'rai -t jnori-gu'rai 

miyako + gu'rai -t miyako-gu'rai 
(b)jyuu -type [+Deaccenring); an unaccented counterpart of the gu'rai type 
poslpositions. 

i'noti + jyuu -t inoti-jyuu 

miyako + jyuu -t miyako-jyuu 
(4) 'sika - type [+Preaccenting (partial)]: a marked type of postposition. 

rnoti + 'sika -t i'noti- sika (obeying the left-win rule) 

miyako + 'sika -t miyako'·sika 

As liste.d in Table I, postpositions may be categorized hllo four major types; 
(1) [+Left-winning) postpositions; (2) [+Anonymity) postpositions; (3) 
[+Deaccenong) postpositions; and (4) I+Preaccenting] postpositions. The first 
type, [+Left·winning) postposition is an unmarked case. Some of the non
monomoraic postpositions, such as rna'de "to", de'su "copula", or ba'kari "only" 
are classifie.d in this type. If a [+Left-winning] postposition has any accent
conflict. i.e., when both the host and the postposition are accented. it is the host's 
accent which is realized., and the accented postposition loses its accent, as in i'nori 
+ rna'de --> i'noti-rnade. If there is no accent-conflict, an available accent is 
realized as the accent of the unit (noun + postposition), as in miyako + rna'de --> 
miyako-ma 'de, 

The second type of postposition marked by [+Anonymity] is the unaccented 
counterpart of [+Left-winning) postpositions, and being a part of a host noun, they 
are never independent in accentuation and never cause any accent-conflicts. All the 
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monomoraic postpositions, such as 0 "accusative", ni "dative", or wa "topic 
marker" should also be included in this type. 

The third type of postposition is marked by the feature [+Deaccentingj and 
postpositions, such as, gu'rai "as much as", da'k.e "only", or jyuu "throughout" 
are classified in this type. In the case of a [+Deaccenting] postposition, the accent 
of the host will not be realized because of the predominant power associated with 
the L+Deaccenting] postposition which deaccents the accent on its left, as in rnori + 
gu'rai --> inarj·gu'rai. The unaccented I+Deaccenting] postpositions,jyuu and 
do.ke , create an unaccented accentual phrase regardless of the accentuation of the 
host, as in tnoti + jyuu --> inoti-jyuu ; miya.ko + jyuu •.> miya.ko-jyuu. 

The fourth type of postposition is marked by the feature [+Preaccentingj 
because the postposition of this type places an accent on the last syllable of the 
preceding host if the host does not have an accent (i.e., unaccented) as in miya/w + 
'sika --> miyalw',sika. If the host is accented, however, 'sika obeys the left-win 
rule as in i'nati + 'sika --> i'noti-sika. 

3. EXPERlMEr-.10~ ACCENTUAL PHRASING 
3.1. Aim of Experiment 
As mentioned in Introduction, the main aim in conducting an acoustic experiment is 
to obtain a generalization about accentual phrasing. More precisely, we would like 
to know whether it is a syntactic configuration or an accentual configuration which 
determines how an intermediate (major) phrase is parsed into accentual (minor) 
phrases. For example, given the phrase, ao'i + oma'me + ma'de , 'to the blue 
beans', is it possible to predict how many accentual phrases are created from the 
phrase? Although unlikely, will the phrase be uttered with two interphrasal 
boundaries, creating three accentual phrases in the phrase because there are three 
underlying accents? Or, more likely, will the phrase be uttered with just one 
interphrasaI boundary (L%) which is insened before the noun. creating only two 
accentual phrases, as ao'; L% oma'me-made because there are twO sUlface 
accents? Or, will the whole phrase be realized as just one accentual phrase, having 
a culminative accent at the leftmost unit, ao'i? Or, will it be that accentual phra.'iing 
is not conditioned by the accentual configuration, but by the syntactic configuration: 
modifier + noun + postposition? Of course, there ought to be variations in phrasing 
but also there ought to be a general trend in accentual phrasing which ought to be 
determined either by a phonological or syntactic condition. It is the trend and the 
condition of the accentual phrasing which are what we would like to elicit from the 
experiment 

3.2. Procedure. 
Table 2 is the list and the possible combinations (4 • 2. 4 = 32) oflexical items 
used as stimuli in the experiments. The phrases made of the possible combinations 
of these lexical items are set in a carrier sentence; ....... te-ga todokima'su ," (l can 
reach out my hand for ..... ) except for the possible combinations with gu'rai. The 
phrases with gu'rai are placed in a carrier sentence, ....... Aj- N wa arima'sen" as 
"ao'i omame-gu'rai ao'; oma'me·wa arlma'sen ," (there are no beans which are as 
blue as the blue beans). It is the meaning of gu'rai which demands the different 
carrier sentence. 

http:EXPERlMEr-.10
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Table 2 
A list of stimuli used in the experiments examining accentual phrasing 

Modifier Noun Postposition 
GO'j 

omoi 
a'ni -110 

"blue' 
"heavy" 
"brother's" 

ane -na "sister's" 

rna'de "to" 
orna'me "beans" gu'rai "as much as" 
nimame "cooked beans" jyuu "all over" 

ni "to" 

Pierrehumben and Beckman (1989) have found that a focused item attracts 
an intermediate phrase boundary immediately before the focused item. Warkentyne 
(1978) repom that in Japanese focus is generally placed on the "argument" which 
immediately precedes a (sentence [mal) verb. The combination of these two 
individual claims assures us that all the stimuli will be realized as an intenllediate 
phrase, having an intermediate phrase boundary between the end of a stimulus 
phrase and the beginning of a carrier sentence which consists of an NP argument 
and a verb. 

The stimuli are organized in the following manner. In the noun slot. there 
are two pairs of modifiers, each of which constrasts an accented modifier with an 
unaccented modifier, having similar phonemic configurations. The same with the 
noun slot: the accented noun, orna'me , is contrasted with the unaccented noun, 
nimame , in that both nouns have the same number of morae as well as similar 
phonemic configurations. In the postposition slot. rna'de represents [+Left
winning] postpositions: gu'rai is an accented postposition marked by the feature 
[+Deaccenting]; and the postposition,jyuu, is an unaccented I+Deaccenting1 
postposition. The [+Preaccenting] postposition, 'sika , is not included in the list 
because its segments, /5/, devoiced /iJ, and IkI are all invisible in Fo analysis. /Iii 
represents monomoraic postpositions. 

These stimuli embedded in the carrier sentences were ",,'linen. in random 
order. on sheets of paper in Japanese. Each sentence was paired with its echo 
question. The data for analyses were taken only from the answers because, being 
old infomlation, none of the items in the phrases in the answers should have 
received any narrow-focus. The total of 160 «(4" 2" 4")" 5) = 160) utter:mce, 
were recorded by five female subjects who were the speakers of Standard Tok~o 
Japanese. The subjects were requested to utter the stimuli in a well aniculated 
manner. 

Measurements were taken using MSL (Micro Speech Lab) and MSLPITCH 
which were IBM-PC-compatible speech analysis programs developed at the Centre 
for Speech Technology Research, Victoria, Canada. The recorded items were 
analyzed with a 10 bit, 10k/sec sampling rate. 

4. RESt.:LTS 
The results of the experiment are summarized as Table 3 and Table 4. Table 

3 is a summary of the phrasing of all the possible combinations with the accented 
noun, orna'me and Table 4 is a summary of the phrasing of those with the 
unaccented word, nimame. In both sets, I.e., orna'me-set and nimame-set, all the 
cases are divided into two groups, unmarked phrasing and marked phrasing. The 
markedness and unmarkedness are determined by the frequency of occurrences. In 
each table, there are four TOWS of phrase groups which differ in the modifier they 
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take. In a group. each phrase is specified with its ending postposition. The + and 

- signs specify whether items in a phrase are accented (+) or unaccented (-). The 

reason why there are two series of + and - specifications in the unmarked phrasing 

case in the oma'me-set is that one on the left specifies a surface accentuation of a 

phrase and one on the right in a parenthesis specifies underlying (original) 

accentuation of the phrase, i.e., the accentuation prior to an application of a 

[+Feature] of a postposition. The nimame-set does not have two types of accentual 

specifications btx:ause surface and underlying accentual specifications are the same 

in a phrase in the set. A slash between symbols indicates the presence of an 

accentual boundary. If a phrase is realized as a single phrase without an accentual 

boundary, such a phrase is marked by [ ]. If there are no symbols inside [ ]. it 

shows that a phrase is realized without a boundary and with the same accentuation 

as its unmarked phrasing. If a subscript is attached to the bracket, it identifies the 

subject who uttered the instance. The symbol 0 indicates the absence of an 

instance. Finally, the numeral in each case indicates the schematic FO contour of the 

phrase presented in the last section of the paper so that the reader can have visual 

understanding of the phrase in question. 


Table 3 

The results of accentual phrasing of the phrases whose head is the accented noun, 

oma'me 'beans'. 


OMA'ME - Set 
Unmarked Phrasing Marked Phrasing 

ao'j 

All +/ +- (rna'de) (+ + +) (2) [+ -] his (9) 
A 12 +/ - + (gu'raj) (+ + +) (3) [ ] h (10) 
Al3 +/ - - (jyuu) (+ +.) (4) 0 
Al4 +/ +- (ni) (+ + -) (2) [+ - -] s (9) 

omoi 
A2l -/ +- (rna'de) (- + +) (5) 0 

A22 -/ - + (gu'rai) (. + +) (5) 0 

A23 ./ - . (jyuu) (- + .) (7) 0 

A24 -/ +- (ni) (- + -) (5) ] his (9) 


a'ni -no 
A3l +/ +- (rna'de) (+ + +) (2) [+--]h (9) 
A32 +/ - + (gu'rai) (+ + +) (3) [+. -] h (9) 
A33 +/ - (j),IlU ) (+ +-) (4) 0 
A34 +/ +- (ni) (+ +-) (2) (+--]h (9) 

one -no 
A41 -/ +. (rna'de) (- + +) (5) 1h (6) 

A42 ./ - + (gu'raj) (- + +) (5) ] his (6) 

A43 -/. - (jyuu ) (- + -) (7) ] s (8) 

A44 -/ + (ni) (. + -) (8) ] his (6) 
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Table 4 
The results of accentual phrasing of the phrases whose head is the unaccented 
noun, nimame 'cooked beans'. 

NinuJme - Set 
Unmarked Phrasing Marked Phrasing 

ao'! 
BII +/- + (rna'de) (3) 1his (10) 
B 12 +/- + (gU,rai ) (3) ] sit (10) 
BI3 +/- - (jyuu) (4) 1h (9); +/-/- k 
BI4 +/- - (n! ) (4) ] s/h (9) 

omn! 
B21 [- - +] (rna'de) (6) 0 
B22 [- - +] (gu'rai ) (6) 0 
B23 [- - -] (jyuu) (8) -/-I-k 
B24 [- - -] (nil (8) 0 

Q'ni -no 
B31 +/- ;- (rna'de) (3) 0 
B32 +/- + (gu'rai ) (3) [+--]h (9) 
B33 +/- - (jyuu) (4) 0 
B34 +/- - (ni) (4) ] h (9) 

ane-no 
B41 [- - +J (rna'de) (6) 0 
B42 [- - +] (gu'rai) (6) -/- +k (5) 
B43 [- - -) (jyuu ) (7) -/- - k (7) 
B44 [- --] (ni) (8) 0 

For example. a part of the fIrst, ao'i-group in the orna'me-set which is 
reproduced below can be read as follows: 

OMA'ME - Set 
Unmarked Phrasing Marked Phrasing 

ao'; 
All +/ +- (rna'de) (+ + +) (2) [+ - -J his (9) 
A13 +/- - (jyuu) (+ +-) (4) 0 

Thecase,AII,ao'j +orna'me +rna'de (+ ++) wasrealized,in the case of 
unmarked phrasing, as +/ + ,i.e., ao'! L% orna'me-made with the insertion of 
an accentual boundary. The schematic Fo contour of the phrase is (2) (which is 
listed in Figure 2). The subjects H and S. however. uttered the same phrase as [+
-], i.e., ao';-omarne-mad.e with no insertion of L% and with JUSt one culminative 
accent on the left-most item, ao'j. The utterance is regarded as marked phrasing, 
and its schematic Fo contour is shown in Figure 9. Another case, A 13, ao'! + 
orna'me + jyuu whose underlying accentuation is (+ +-) was realized as +/ - -; 
ao'! L% omarne-jyuu • i.e" an intermediate phrase consisting of two accentual 
phrases. The schematic FO contour of the phrase is presented in Figure 4. All fIve 
subjects showed the same phrasing pattern because its marked case has 0, a null
sign. 

Now, let us look at unmarked phrasing in the orna'me-set. 1 The phrases in 
the set have a consistent pattern of phrasing. i.e., the insertion of an interphrasal 
boundary between the modifIer and the noun. The accentuation of the phrases 
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seems to have no impact on the phrasing because there are the differences of all the 
possible com binations in accentuations. That is, if the accentuation of the 
postpositions are excluded from consideration, there are following accentual 
variations across the interphrasal boundary: 

+/ + (M'i L % oma'me- ; a'ni -no L% oma'me-) 
+/ (oo'i L% omame- ; a'ro -no L% omame-) 
-/ + (omoi L% oma'me- ; ane -no L% oma'me-) 
-/- (omoi L% omame-; one -no L% omame-) 

The above facts seem to suggest that a syntactic configuration rather than an 
accentual configuration detennines accentual phrasing. ThaI is, as unmarked 
phrasing. a phrase of "modifier + noun + postposition" is uttered as an intennediate 
phrase consisting of two accentual phrases with L% inserted after the modifier. So, 
to account for the accentual phrasing. we can posit a very simple working 
hypothesis: i.e., if a phrase has a syntactic configuration of modifier + noun + 
postposinon. insen an interphrasal accentual boundary after a modifier. 

]',iext, let us look at unmarked phrasing in the nimame-set in Table 4 , and 
test whether the above hypothesis can account for all the phrasings. In the nimame· 
set, the working hypothesis based on syntactic configuration is obviously denied 
because in omoi - and ane -no groups, there is no instance which has an 
interphrasal L %. All these phrases were realized without an accentual phrase 
boundary. This discounts the syntax-based hypothesis. The question is, then, 
how to account for the fact that it is only the phrases in the unaccented modifier 
(omol and ane-no) groups in the nimame-set that do not have an interphrasal L %. 
It looks as if the accentual configurations of the phrases, too, fail to condition 
accentual phrasing because in the oma'me-set, there are the cases where L % is 
insened between an unaccented modifier (-) and an unaccented noun (-), i.e .. "-/
" (cases: A22, A23, A42, and A43). On the other hand, in the romame-set, there is 
no insenion of L% in the phrases which have exacuy the same accentual 
configuration, i.e., [- - 1(cases: all the phrases in omoi- and ane-no groups). So. 
denying the previous syntax-based working hypothesis, it seems that accentual 
phr<L~ing is arbitrary; i.e., the insenion of the interphrasal L % cannot be predicted 
either by a syntactic configuration or by an accentual configuration. 

Imponantly. however, it becomes possible to obtain a generalization on 
accentual phrasing once the underlying (original) accentual configuration rather than 
the surface pattern is taken into account. That is. in all the underlying accentual 
fonns (i.e., the accentuations of the phrases prior to the applications of the 
postpositional features) in the oma'me-set, there is at least one + either in the 
modifier slot or in the noun slot. It is, then, always the case that an interphrasal 
L% is insened after a noun. Now, in the nimame -set, all the phrases in the oo'i
and a'ni-no groups have + specification in the modifier slot, and they all have an 
interphrasal L%. In the same nimame-set, however, all the phrases in the ol7Wi
and one-no groups which do not show any interphrasal L% have no + specification 
either in the modifier slot or in the noun slot. Thus, from these facts. we can 
deduce the following generalization: in the case of unmarked phrasing, a phrase of 
"modifier + noun + postposition" has an interphrasal accentual boundary after the 
modifier if either the modifier or the noun is underlyingly (originally) accented. 
This generalization accounts for the unmarked phrasing exhibited in all the data.2 
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5. PSYCOLINGUISTIC IMPLICATION 
One psycholinguistic implication which comes to mind based on the results 

on the accentual phrasing is that there must be some son of look-ahead mechanism 
in accentuation and phrasing. More precisely, there must be a look-ahead-one-item 
mechanism in accentuation and phrasing. Such a mechanism can be represented by 
a two-hem-sized window cursor which moves from left to right one item at a time 3 

It is only in a (current) window cursor, that any accent-conflict between two items 
is resolved. Also. in the (current) window cursor, a phrasing decision is made; 
i.e., an accentual phrase boundary will be insened if, in the cursor, there are two 
words and at least one of them is underlyingly accented (+). 

What are the reasons for postulating a look-ahead-one-item mechanism for 
accentuation and phrasing? First, if there were no look-ahead mechanism at all, 
how would it be possible to account for the resolution of an accent-conflict 
triggered, for example, by the feature, [+Deaccenting J; e.g., (A 13) oo'j + oma'me 

+ jyuu -+ ao'i·omame -jyuu? To deaccent correctly oma'me as omame in the 
phrase, the speaker has to see the feature [+Deaccenting] before the speaker reaches 
the second mora of the noun, or more reasonably before the speaker starts to utter 
the noun. Thus, there must be some son of look-ahead mechanism in accentuation. 
If, however, the speaker were able to look ahead at the accentual configurations of 
items up to the end of the phrase, in other words, if there were a phrase-Sized 
window cursor, it would not be possible to account for the phrasing difference 
between. for example, (A23) omoi -omame -jyuu ; (- + -), -/- - and (B23) omoj 
nimame -jyuu; (- - -), [- - -J. If the speaker were able to see the feature 
[+DeaccentingJ prior 10 uttering the phrases, both phrases would have the same 
phrasing. i.e., (- - -J. That is, A23 should not have the interphrasal L% because the 
speaker would be able to see the feature [+Deaccenting] of the postposition prior to 
uttering the initial word and, thus, would treat the accentuation of the whole phrase 
as CJ If this were the case, (A23) omoi -omame -jyuu and (B23) omoi 

-nimame -jyuu i - - -! should have had the same phrasing, i.e., [- - .], according to 
the earlier generalization which inhibits the insertion of an interphrasal L% between 
two unaccented (.) "(lrds. However, the fact that A23 was realized as -/- 
whereas B23 was realized as [- -J denies the existence of the phrase-sized window 
cursor; i.e., the speaker cannot look ahead to all the accentual configurations of a 
phrase before starting to utter it. 

A look-ahead-one-jtem mechanism or an implementation of a two-item-sized 
window cursor will explain things nicely. Because there is a two-item-sized 
window-cursor, an interphrasal L% is insened after the modifier in A23 but not in 
B23 due to the generalization that a phrase will have L% between two words if at 
least one of them is (underlyingly) accented: 

A23 B23 

lomoi (-)oma'me (+Wvuu [+DeacJ !omoi (-)nimame (-)jyuu [+Deac] 


II II 
omoj L% oma'me omoi nimame 

The next movement of the cursor enables the speaker to see the feature 
[+Deaccenting] and to deaccent the noun, oma'me, in A23: 
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omoi Iloma'me jyuu [+Deac]14 omoi Inimame -jyuu [+DeacJ! 
II II 

omame -jyuu nimame -jyuu 

The results, omoi L% omame jyuu and omoi nimame jyuu are exactly what we 
want as the unmarked phrasing for the phrases. The same argument applies to the 
phrasing difference exhibited between A42 and B42; and this argument is 
compatible with all the accentual phrasings and the realization of postpOsitional 
features sho .... 'T1 in Table 3 and 4. We would thus like to claim that. at least in well
articulated speech involving no narrow focusing, a speaker possesses a look-ahead
one-item mechanism in accentual phrasing and in realizing the accentual feature of a 
postposition. 

6. CONCLUSIO~ 
Based on the acoustic evidence, we have shown that (i) the conditioning 

factor for accentualtminor) phrasing is the underlyling accentual configuration of a 
given intermediate (major) phrase; (ii) an accentual phrase boundary is insened 
between twO words if at least one of them is underlyingly accented; and that (iii) 
there is a look-ahead-one-item mechanism in accentual phrasing and in realizing the 
accentual features ofpostpOsitions. We believe that these claims hold not only in 
the cases where the intermediate phrase consists of just three items, "modifier + 
noun + postposition". but also in the case of intermediate phrases consisting of 
more than a few items. 

L%t 

(222Hz) 


Figure 2. A schematic pitch contour of (2), +1 + - : L% HL L% HL L%. (FO 
values are means of 15 tokens.) 
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Figure 3. A schematic pitch contour of (3), +/ - + : L% HL L% H HL L%. (FO 
values are means of 22 tokens.) 

L% 
(214Hz) 

L% (18IHz) 

Figurr 4. A scht"matic pitch contour of (4), +/ - - : L% HL L% H H Lo/c. (FO 
values are means of 14 tokens.) 

LO/C (178Hz) 

Figure 5. A schematic pitch contour of (5), -/ + - ; -/ - + : L% H L% HL 
L%. (FO values are means of 23 tokens.) 
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H 
(276Hz) 

L% 

(183Hz) 


Figure 6. A schematic pitch contour of (6), [- - +] : L% H HI... L%. (FO values 
are means of 19 tokens.) 

L%

(l83Hz) 


Figure 7. A schematic pitch contour of (7), -/ - - : L% H L% H L%. (FO values 
are means of 3 tokens.) 

H 
(251Hz) 

Figure 8. A schematic pitch contour of (8), [- - -] ; L% H H L%. (FO values 
are means of 12 tokens.) 

H 
(233Hz) 

L% 
(221Hz) 
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LS'c 
(1 60Hz) 

Figure 9. A schematic pitch contour of (9, marked phrasing), [+ - -] : L'k HL 
Lo/c. (FO values are means of 10 tokens.) 

~____--------~~HL 

L9( 

(150Hz) 

Figure 10. A schematic pitch contour of (10, marked phrasing), [+ - +]: Lo/c HL 
HL L'ii:. (FO values are means of 4 tokens.) 

NOTES 
L In this paper, we are nOl reporting on marked phraSing. However. roughly 
speaking. there are two types of marked phrasing: one caused by "culminative 
accentuation" and the Other caused by "enunciative accentuation". Two of the 
subjects, S and, especially. H, constantly show the frrst type of marked phrasing. 
creating a single phrase with only one accent, whereas the subject K shows, once in 
a while, the second, opposite type of phrasing, inserting L% at every possible 
location. Typical examples of the marked phrasing caused by culminative 
accentuation are found in the following cases: All, A 14, A31, A32, and A34. The 
unmarked phrasing in these cases has either +1 + - or +1 - +. whereas the marked 
phrasing shows only [+ - -J which is characterized by (i) having just one 
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culminative accent in the leftmost item and by (ii) having no interphrasal L'it. 
realizing the whole phrase as a single accentual phrase. We performed an additional 
experiment (on narrow focusing) and confmned that this type of marked phrasing 
was caused by a narrow focus placed on the left-most item which deaccents any 
accents to its right (cf. Miyamoto 1989). 
2. The maximal generalization we can obtain from the experiment may be that an 
accenrual phrase boundary is inserted between phonological words if at least one of 
the phonological words is underlyingly accented, where phonological word is 
defmed as a word coupled with or without a postposition. This generalization 
should be able to account for the accentual phrasing not merely of "modifier + noun 
+ postposition" but of longer strings of words in any part of speech classifications. 
3. "Item" is used as a cover term for word and postposition. 
4. Because the second item in the cursor is not a word but a postposition. an 
accenrual phrase boundary is not inserted between these twO items, conforming to 
our generalization that an accentual phrase boundary is inserted between two words 
if one of them is underlyingly accented. 
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On Parasitic "elars 
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O. Introduction. 
Parasite effects at the end of linguistic constituents abound in 

natural languages: fillers at the end of sentences, paragogic vowels at 
the end of words and phrases etc ... At the level of the syllable. it is not 
unusual to encounter consonants which function as allophones of glides. 
The phonetic effect is to cut short the trailing off of the glide, as in the 
familiar Y.Ut and lliW.t- of American English. That may be a misleading 
example, however, since, universally, such parasites are 
overwhelmingly velar rather than labial. We will have occasion later to 
discuss the fact that velar is indeed the unmarked articulation of codas. 
Better examples may be the ones in (l) and (2). 

(1) 	Salvadoran Spanish (Canfield 1981) 
[degda] 'deuda' 
[aktom6I3il] 'autom6vil' 

(~I 	Atla, Lin\! de la France Gillieron (1902): map # 915 Etymon ~ 
Island Norman (PI. 398) [ncr:k] 
Low Norman Calvados (PI. 376) [nuk] 
Vendee (all points) [nu:k] 
Belgian Ardennes (around PI. 194) [nok] 
Switzerland (PI. 988) [nuks] 

Very often, these are jusl phonetic effects, of a sporadic nature, 
which may not have any phonological importl. This paper looks at a 
number of parasitic phenomena which are not merely phonetic and 
which do affect the phonology of some varieties of Franco-Proven~al 

and Raeto-Romance. So-called "parasitic velars", i.e. [kJ, [g] and fQ], 
develop as excrescences of (usually stressed) syllables, yicldinf fomls 
like Surmiran [lukf] 'wolf', [durmekrl 'to sleep', Engadinese [ugro] 

'hour', [:Sty gv;] 'room', Valaisan [dugra] 'hard. f.', [kraQm a] 'cream', etc ... ; 

compare to French cognates l..ll..l.ul, d.ill.m.i.L, ~, t.l..J.I.ll. ~.~. In 
Indo-European philology, this is commonly referred to as the 
""erscharfung" effect 2 . 

In the first part of this paper, I will discuss and illustrate the 
behavior of excrescent velars in Franco-Proven<;al. from the data 
provided by Krier (1985). Because the Franco-Proven<;al data have never 
been analyzed in terms of modem phonological theory, it will be 
appropriate to compare them, in a second section, to the Raeto-Romansch 
Surmiran data which have been the object of a thorough treatment by 
Kamprath (1985, 1987). In a third section, I will propose my views on the 
phonology of excrescent velars in Franco-Proven<;al and draw some 
conclusions which are antithetic to the ones reached by Kamprath for 
Surmiran. Specifically, I will argue that excrescent velars have, in many 
areas, undergone a change of phonological status. I will discuss this 

http:t.l..J.I.ll
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change within the larger context of the historical. areal and 
sociolinguistic deterioration of the hardening phenomenon, thus 
justifying the title appellation of 'parasites'. 

Parasitic velars in Franco-Proyen\7al 
Parasitic veJars (PV's) are characteristic of Eastern Franco

Proven~al (EFPr) and particularly the Valais area of Weslern 
Switzerland. Krier (1985) offers narrow transcriptions of the speech of 
several Valaisan villages. notably Sierre, Saint-Luc and Chandolin, and 
in Text #1, PV's are frequent3. Some examples where they surface as [kJ 
are given in (3). In (4). they undergo voice-assimilation and surface as 
[g]; in (5). they undergo tOlal assimilalion4. 

(3) Krier's data Text from Sieae. Valais (J I J lines) 
Ref Text Deneh Gloss 

2 i:o IoIik te pelle je veux te parler 

12 de pe 1e3je morik Ie ble de ne pas laisser moudr Ie ble 

15 e peHkte zevelle en petites gerbe s 

29 no 3en SIoIUI< sieve nous avons etc elevcs 

41 ISJe de dule il y avail du dur 

67,106 Hie ten ce temps-Iii 

103 eJon pofvle ils avaient pu 
(4) 

4.27 Ii vis Ie ;i :re dugre la vie e1le eta it durc 

4 po vi-gvre 	 pour viYre 

39 por nurig Ie vecce pour nouTTir les vaches 

88 po enig Ie ,olprender pour venir Ie surprendre 

(5 ) 


4 suk en haUl 


88 [up pe Ie rlolstette en haut par la ruelle 

38 prok de fen assez de foin 

77 pr:>p po to 10 zor assez pour tous les jours 

In Sierre EFPr, excrescent velars close the syllable. They are 
never followed by a tautosyllabic consonant. Funhermore, Krier 
(1985 :79) states that a parasitic element " alteme toujours avec la 
presence de diphtongues". and she illustrates the statemenl by 
comparing words with PV's from the village of Saint-Lue to the same 
words with diphthongs from Miege and Chermignon; sec (6)5. 

(6) 	 Sajnt-Lue Mje~elChermj goon 
wck wej 'aujourd'hui' 

wigdo 	 wejdo 'vide' 
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However. there is no example of actual alternations 
(morphophonemic or otherwise I in the speech of the same village. This 
means that. in the phonology of the village of Saint-Luc. there is no way 
of construing excrescent velars as hardened glides on the basis of 
synchronic phonology alone. Only historical and comparative data show 
the relationship with glIdes, Funhermore. in the Krier corpus. there is 
no instance of coda !:llides6 , 

PV's usually occur after high vowels. as shown in (3-5), But 
sporadically they will show up after mid vowels as well. Some examples 
from the Krier corpus are given in (7). In Text # I. there are 6~ PV's after 
high vowels. 10 after mid vowels and none after 10v.' vowels. 

(7) p\"s after mid vowels 
II okton automne 
13.25 lantk la neige 

25 pr~k de p~mtlte assez de pommes de terre 

38 prok de fen assez de foin 
73.86 wtk aujourd'hui 

Almost invariably. the high V which is followed by a PV is lax. Out 
of 63. there are only 5 occurrences of PV's after tense vowels. They are 
given in (8).. 

(8) EV's /iLlcr bi~h tense ~!Q\\:.,j~ 

13 me vikto plus vite 
24 Ie vine:von mahugre elle s devenaient mures 
32 nen PrJ k awuk nous avons asscz eu 

45 bur ),0 beurre 
49,50.51 bugro beurre 

There are (out of 73) only 5 occurrences of PV's after an 
unstressed vowel. They are given in (9), 

(9) unstressed PV's 
II ok ton automne 
15,78,80 aw un fuksille avec une faucille 

39 l~e repuksa elle avail repousse 

94 duksemen doucement 

107 fuksi)' e faucher 

Finally. for the sake of completeness, we note the fact that the 
Krier corpus contains a certain number of nasal parasites. The complete 
list is given under (l0). Nasal parasites in EFPr are not subject to the 
same restrictions as oral parasites. They are more sporadic. and can 
occur after an)' shon vowel (including low vowels). Although their 

http:49,50.51
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study should fall within the scope of this paper, lillie will be said ahout 
them, due to the insufficience of solid data7. 

(l0) l"as,] ~arasill:s 
5,6,11 

5,74,79 

14 

37 

41 

45,46 

54 

88 
92 

se 0 k e 

priOma si:la 

de boon ora 

peon i b 10 

Ie sion e 

kralJm a 

bOlJna cos a 

Je treon a 

una man'on a 

ce que 

petit seigle 

de bonne heu re 

penible 

les soupers 

creme 


bonne chose 


se trainer 


une femme (=une marraine) 


After this preliminary look at the data. it would be tempting to 
conclude that such velar excrescences are merely parasites riding the 
feature [-tense]. This will prove incorrect. In order to understand their 
phonological role. we must know a few facts about length and stress in 
EFPr: 

1. length never occurs outside of stress 
-2. stress falls either on the penult (the unmarked site) or on the 

last syllable (the marked site). Word-final stressed syllables can be either 
st.on or long. Penultimate stressed vowels have to be long if the syllahlc 
is open; in other words, stressed penultimate rimes are heav}' 

-3. aside from interferences8 , there are no instances of stressed 
vowels in closed syllables getting lengthened. 

These three distributional statements make it clear that the 
language operates under an ]talian-style Bimoraicity Condition. 

Given these generaliZations on length, how are we to interpret the 
fact that lax vowels before parasites never lengthen~ One might expect 
[dugral from Idural 10 syllabify into [du.graJ, and in thai case to display 
at least some instances of lengthening: "[du:graJ. That never occurs. 

Lax vowels occur both in and out of stress, in closed or open 
syllables, and they are rarely long. But they can be long. as in rll8 1u:je d~ 

r 8 h t I 'sur Ie baleon du racard' (line 15 of Krier's text). So there is no 
restriction on the properties of a particular set of phonemes, and the 
grammar contains no filter ruling out bimoraic [-tense) segments. One 
plausible hypothesis is that resyllabification never takes place, so lug] in 
[dugra) remains tautosyllabic throughout the derivation and thus will 
fall to lengthen, because the Bimoraicity Condition is already satisfied. 
This is of extreme interest because such blocking of resyllabification, 
although common at word boundaries in Romance, occurs very rarely 
inside the word. Thus the phonetics ([k] as an obstruent) and the 
phonology ([k] as a glide) are at odds. While a hypothetical form [dugra) 
with a "regular" [k] would syllabify as [du.gra], the word [dugra] with a 
parasitic [k) would syllabify as [dug.ra] 
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2 Hardened Glides in Sunnjran 
Surmiran parasites are "hardened glides"9 and have long been 

recognized as such by traditional scholarship 1 O. There are two main 
reasons for that unusual appellation: 

I. They alternate with glides, morphophonemically. See (J 1). The 
inventory of V + hardened glide and V + regular glide is co-extensive 11. 

2. )1;0 hardened glide occurs before a nasal consonant; no regular 
glide occurs before a non-nasal consonant. 

(11) 	 Hardened glide Regular glide alternation in Surmiran 
/krcj+a/ [krcja] '(he) believes' Fr. 'croit' (alternates with) 

/krcj+r/ [krckrj 'to believe' Fr. 'croire' 

Excrescent velars are much more frequent in Surmiran than they 
are in EFPr. In Surmiran, they occur after mid vowels as well as after 
high vowels (see 12). Secondly, even more so than in EFPr. Surmiran 
parasites only occur in stressed syllables (stress is to be understood here 
in the sense of word stress. lexical stress). Thirdly. they are limited to 
pre-consonantal position 12 . This restriction points to the possibility. 
which I won't pursue here, that their feature change through 
consonantal spreading. 

(I 2) 	 FPr: ik. uk (and very sporadically after mid vowels) 

Surmiran: 	 ig, ug, ego c g, og. ~ g 

A possible fonnulation of the Surmiran hardening process is 
given in (13): 

l':(ucleus) 
/\ 

(13) 	 [+high] .-:> [+consj / V [+consl 
[-cons] 

There is one important similarity between Surmiran and EFPr: In 
both languages, PV's pattern after consonants with respect to a number 
of phonetic rules. In EFPr, they undergo several assimilation processes. 
as seen above in (5). In Sunniran, they undergo devoicing. Word-final 
obstruent devoicing, a pervasive process in most of Raeto-Romansch. 
affects the entire cluster. as shown in (14). In [savckr], [r] is voiceless. 
Since word·final [rl after a V never devoices, obstruent-devoicing 
clearly treats [kl as a consonant. 

(14) DevQicjn~ : saveir Isavtjr/ >savegr :> [savckr] 'to know' 

Yet the most interesting aspect of the behavior of hardened glides 
in Surmiran is the fact that they remain glides for several phonological 
purposes, in spite of their phonetic character. If hardening were a mere 
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feature change. turning a glide into an obstruent which would keep on 
behaving like any other obstruent in the remaining part of the 
derivation. then it would be relatively trivial. Modern phonology. on the 
whole. knows how to interpret phonetic processes involving a change in 
major category (from V to G. from C to V. etc.). Surmiran hardening. 
however. constitutes a greater challenge to the phonologist. as Kamprath 
has demonstrated on several occasions. She argues that hardened glides 
remain phonological glides. and fail 10 obstruentize in a phonological 
way. because I) they fail to resyllabify. and 2) they fail to trigger 
epenthesis when followed by an extrasyllabic segment. She further 
contends that this proves that hardened glides remain nuclear. ]\;ot only 
do they not get out of the syllable. but they do not even get out of the 
nucleus. About the items in (15). Kamprath writes: "After core 
sylJabificallon. the final [rl in /metr! will be extrasyllabic; in /zdrejr/. 
however, the glide is associated to the N. and the final resonant can 
syllabify into the right branch of the rime. Then. by ordering 
epenthesis before hardening. /men/ will become (meta rJ. but /zdrejr/ 
will not meet the structural description for epenthesis at the point in the 
derivation where it applies. Later. glide hardening applies to /zdrejr/ 
and feeds word-fmal rime-internal obstruent devoicing to produce 
[zdrekrJ." 

(15) 	 /zdrejr/ [zdregrJ > [zdrekrJ. not • [zdregarJ 'to destroy' 
but 

/metr/ [metj <r> > [metn] 'to send' 

The counter-feeding rule-ordering I 3 Kamprath posits is shown in (16): 

(16) 	 Counter-feeding rule-ordering 
Epenthesis (applies to metr only) 
Re sy Jla bi fi cation 

Hard en i n g (applies to zdrejr) 

Devoicing 


The best demonstration that hardened glides are nuclear has to do 
with reduction processes. In Surmiran, complex nuclei get reduced to 
single vowels in unstressed position. ]\;either diphthongs nor long 
vowels occur in unstressed position, and even single vowels undergo 
severe neutralizations. The relevant point is that all vowel + hardened 
glide sequences reduce to a single vowel when unstressed. as shown in 
(17) and (1 S). Yet, as shown in (19), the sequence vowel + glide where the 
glide is a coda never undergoes reduction. 

(17) 	 l.ClIiC:ill ~,.B:h:i1[ Rl:dI.u;aiCD ill SUlIDiun 
/Iavowr+er/ [lavureJ to work' 

but 
Ilavowr+a/ [lav6gra 1 'works' (3 sing.) 
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(l8) Post-lexical Nuclear Reduction 

la bigza 'the snow storm' la bisa sec a 'the sleet' 
Irigd a 'ugly' la trid ora 'the bad weather' 
dzukr lover' dzur nwec 'overnight' 

(19) No 	 reduction of y G-codas 
NCo 
I I 

I I a j 	 / always [Iajl in all positions 

Kamprath's conclusions are that we need to recognize the special 
status of these velar segments and that the source of their ambiguity, in 
a constituent-based phonology (= CP) is precisely that although they 
hardened, they remain nuclear. It follows that a phonological model 
which is not equipped to make distinctions between coda glides and 
nuclear glides in falling diphthongs will prove inadequate when 
confronted with the Surmiran data. In her 1989 LSA paper, Kamprath 
makes the point that Moraic Phonology (= MP)(Hayes, 1989; McCarthy 
&Prince. forthcoming) is indeed such a model. 

3. Hardened findes vs. para.ites 
The view that the Swiss Verschlirfung has undergone a steady 

process of deterioration appear~ to be well-documented. It is important to 
recall here that we are considering a phenomenon which shows up in 
varieties of Romance spoken in Northwestern italy, Southeastern 
France, and most of Switzerland, thus affecting in different ways 
languages which do not belong to the same close family, since for 
instance Franco-Provenc;al is not a branch of Raeto-Romance. Gauchat 
(1906), Gerster (1927), Jeanjaquet (1931). together wilh several other 
philologists who studied the dialectology of that area all referred to the 
possible existence of a very old substratum, claiming that hardening 
used to cover a much wider area, and that we are presently seeing only 
the tip of the sinking iceberg. Interesllngly, the Bimoraicity Condition 
affected a similar area and we do not seem to find hardening outside of 
the area where Bimoraicity once played a role. 

Sociolinguistically, the degeneration is al so very much in 
evidence. Many speakers now misuse the effect, it is marked as old folks 
speech, its role is misunderstood, its use has become idiosyncratic and 
lexicalised, Grammarians consistently stress the fact that the 
orthograpblc norms of the dialects. however inconsistent they may be, 
ignore il. 

Even within Central and Eastern Romamsch, where it has 
generally retained vigor, glide-hardening is often used with 
considerably less coherence than in Surmiran 14. Consider for instance 
its use in Puter (High Engadine): according to Peer (1962), both long Ii:] 
(ill 'thread', lerribel 'terrible', ill 'rice') and short Ii] (figl 'son', 11i.&! 
'thin') can develop parasites: [riksj, lfig). J. Following high round vowels. 
the situation is more complex: 1) parasites develop after long lu:] in open 
syllables Uu:ral [ugra] 'hour') and after long [y:] in both open and 
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closed syllables (milL [nu:k!.L'wall'/'mouse', ~ [>- yk; 1, 'light', .u.iu:.lI 

[3tiigv~j 'room'); but 2,lhing happens after shon lu) in closed 
syllables (I.ll.1!U!ll 'to bIt;;;;', hl 'wolf, l!.!Jl 'sound'), or after shon [y] in 
both open and closed syllables (m.iilf.a. 'mould', i.Il..ll 'right', mJi.l 'mule'). 
Similarly. no parasitic effect occurs with falling diphthongs [ail, [au], 
[ei), feu], lui] or with triphthongs [ieuj, [iou). [eau), [uoi). But lou) is 
consistently pronounced [okJ: !bouvl > [bokf] 'ox', !nouva! > [nogva] 
'new'. 

I will contend in this section that from a purely phonological 
p0int of view, there is also deterioration of a kind. Specifically, I will 
argue that while it may still be correct to allow for nuclear hardened 
glides in Sunniran, the same elements have now regularized as nonnal 
coda material and have assumed a purely parasitic function in EFPr. 

Consider again in the phonology of EFPr the position which velar 
excrescences occupy in the syllable. It can be characterized in the most 
straightforward manner from the moraic point of view, but not so easily 
from the perspective of a constituent-based phonology. MP recognizes 
two ways to represent off-glides: 

(20) a. s b. 

m m m 
I I - "V G V G 

The shon diphthong (or full vowel with a non-moraic coda) in 
(20a) represents the case where Weight-by-Position has not applied, In 
Romance, this is the marked case. (20b) fonnalizes a regular diphthong 
(or full V with a moraic coda). This is the unmarked case, where the 
moraic glide mayor may not be nuclear15 . In fact. with such a 
representation. MP makes the claim that nothing phonological hangs on 
such distinctions as nuclear vs. non-nuclear glides. 

Is the contrast in (20) operative in EFPr? The answer is probably 
negative. The fact, mentioned earlier, that no stres<ed V in a closed 
syllatle ever get< lengthened , suggests that codas are moraic in EFPr 
and the Weight-by-Position parameter is on. This eliminates one possible 
use of (20a). Similarly, the generalization that long lax V's occur. I:>ul 
never before parasites suggests that parasites tOO are mora-bearing. 
They are precisely used to prt'serve bimoraicity to some degree. MP 
predicts that whatever happens in Franco-Proven\(al must happcn 
within the construct in (20b). 

In a constituent-based phonology, the answer is more complex 
because the affiliation of these velar segment (10 nucleus or to coda?) is 
unclear. On the one hand. there is evidence that they might be nuclear, 
as seen above, and on the other, we would like to think of them as codas, 
since they are velar, the unmarked aniculation in syllable-final 
position. It would be reasonable to posit a restructuring rule, which 
changes their constituent association and have the features [+back, 
+cons) provided for free by fill-in. Recent work by Trigo (1988) shows 
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the strong connection that links the coda function to velar 
arti cuI at ions 16. Specifically. Trigo argues that debuccalized or placeless 
segments acquire velar features by redundancy. 

This line of research suggests a rather interesting alternative. We 
have linked the sequence lax vowel -+- parasite to a Bimoraicity effecl. In 
a constituent-based phonology. this translates into a Strong Rime 
Condition (SRC = stressed rimes must branch). It may well be that glides 
have to be nuclear at thai point in the derivation. But we know for 
instance that. although the SRC is still functioning in a transparent 
fashion in Standard Italian. it has become rather opaque in Nonhern 
dialects. It has been argued (Montreuil 1989. 1990) that the SRC still 
regulates a good ponion of the deep phonology of Milanese, in spite of 
the fact that it is not a surface requirement since Nonhern Italian 
dialects have lost their geminates. 

Unlike what happens in Surmiran, parasitic velars are never 
followed by tautosyllabic consonants in EFPr. This is a totally unexpected 
distribution statement unless the velar is a coda. In other words, what 
motivates the glide in the first place, i.e. in the deep phonology, has to do 
with the nucleus, but what makes it surface as a velar obstruent has to do 
with the coda. The grammar of EFPr seems to run as shown in (21). Nuclei 
have to branch early in the derivation for rimes to be bimoraic. But somt 
undergo a restructuring rule which reinterprets some nuclear material 
as being under Coda. Fill-in occurs. and later rules treat the new material 
as a regular consonantal coda. Recall that there are no coda glides in 
EFPr. 

(21) 	 1. Bjmoraicil\ Effect' under sITes'. nuclei branch 
1) into a long V. when tense 
2) into a sequence VG, if lax (optional on mid V) 

2. Restructuring Rule 

N N Co 

/"\ /-i( /" 


[-+-high] 	 > [-+-high] 

3. CQd~ Fill-iD 

Co 	 Co 
I 	 I 

> [+cons, +back..] 

4. Ass imHill i1I!l E(klas (and later rules) 

It is easy to see that the Restructuring Rule is not at all an ad-hoc 
stipulation 17, and that its motivation is of the simplest, most forceful 
kind. namely: everything else in the language that follows a full vowel is 
a coda. This is a very clear demarcative clue for an accurate 
internalization of syliable-structure. The only exceptions would be those 
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glides that follow lax vowels. It is not unreasonable then to conceive that 
the system may want to reinterpret them as codas, in a move which 
amounts to grammar simplification 18. 

Again, MP may constitute a better framework for dealing with the 
parasite effects in EFPr. It makes a significant difference whether we 
conceive of the weight requirement which affects stressed vowels as a 
Strong Rime Condition or a Bimoraicity Condition. If it is the latter, and 
nothing more, then there is no restructuring. in fact there is no point al 
all where parasites are glides, MP presents the simplest possible analysis 
since it follows from it that parasites do not result from any kind of 
structure-changing rule. 

How would the Restructuring reanalysis transfer back to 
Surmiran? It would leave the relative ordering shown in (16) intac\. but 
it would insert Restructuring between Epenthesis and Hardening. thus 
providing a motivation for the latler. Recall that the two relevant 
differences between the twO languages are that I) there do not exist coda 
glides in EFPr and that 2) 
hardened glides in Surmiran must be followed by consonants. The first 
difference does not constitute an obstacle to reanalysis: coda glides would 
not be affected since they would be pre-specified, and hardening is no 
longer conceived of as feature·changing, but as feature-filling. The 
second difference could be more of a problem in terms of sonority 
requirements and well·formedness of codas. But at that low·level of the 
derivation. it would be unreasonable to expect strict sonority conditions 
to still obtain. And in any case. if hardened glides are nuclear, sonority is 
violated within the rime, 

So in the final analysis, the existence of a Restructuring Rule in 
Surmiran will depend on what is the proper treatment of the reduction 
processes discussed in (17-19). As things stand, we will just note that 
since reduction applies in the phrasal phonology. il cannot precede 
restructuring at the lexical level. That argument alone drives us to vie'" 
Kamprath's analysis as essentially correct for Surmiran. It should be also 
noted that EFPr does display strong reduction effects, since, as noted 
earlier. length never occurs outside of stress. Yet we stated, and 
illustrated in (9), the fact that sporadic occurrences of unstressed PV's 
can be observed in Krier's corpus, That this be possible in EFPr but 
impossible in Surmiran is quite congruent with a restructuring 
hypothesis: if they are felt as codas, unstressed PV's can freel), occur 
(sometimes through analogical formations like [duk] => \duksemen). Fr. 
doux, doucement 'soft, softly'19) 

In a sense, Kamprath's approach can be characterized as 
phonetic-based. The question for Surmiran was: since first glides 
hardened into obstruents at the segmental level (but for what reasonry), 
should it not follow that they change their affiliation from N to Co at the 
suprasegmental level? Kamprath argued that it did not follow. Hence, the 
abnormality of the language. 

The present reanalysis is more phonology-based. Looking at EFPr, 
it reverses the question: since some N material got restructured into 
codas (for reasons having to do with simplification), should it not follow 
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that they acquire consonantal features at the segmental level? The 
answer is yes, it does; and they do. 

lt is precisely because Kamprath's analysis of Sunniran ultimately 
retains all of its validity that the need to opt for a Restructuring analysis 
in EFPr takes its full significance. The diachronic source of velarized 
adventitious segments in the two languages is the same. By altering its 
lexical representations through the elimination of mar;'cd associations 
(i.e. linking of N to [+cons] material), EFPr has phonologically trivialized 
the function of excrescent velars. 

Footnotes 
) In addition to surveying velar parasites in Romance, Andersen (1988) 
provides illuminating data on the diffusion of similar phenomena in 
Gennan, Dutch and Danish. His discussion includes consideration of other 
parasitic effects such as velar friction and glollal stops. 
2 In Indo-European phonology, Verscharfung (=sharpening) 
specifically refers to the obstruentization in Gothic and in Norse of 
Proto-Gennanic geminate glides /jj/ and /ww/. See most recently 
Rasmussen (1990) and references therein. 
3 Krier's Text # 1 is a corpus of more than 2500 words in spontaneous 
speech, divided in sections numbered 1-111. The numbers under &.i:i in 
our examples refers to those sections. In this ankle, I have sometimes 
provided French glosses along with (or in lieu of) English ones to 
enhance cognate recognition. 
4 Regressive assimilation to labial (instead of expected coronal) 
consor,ants seems to occur only when the preceding vowel is round. In 
Valaisan from Montana (Gerster 1927), parasites surface as labials after 
[ul, irrespective of the point of articulation of the following consonant. 
After [iJ. however, parasites are always velar. Thus: nO du :> [nup], fij su :> 

[fup], dO ru :> [dubrl, dO ra :> [dubra]; but. Ii dere :> [rigrJ, "(ribr], ni du :> 

fnik]. "[nip]. 
5 It turns out that actual Ie/glide alternations can only be observed when 
the Miege/Chennignon item contains a mid-vowel. which is the 
exception. With a high vowel, a homorganic glide is disallowed. so that 
most alternations are of the fonn: k/0, as in: 

Saiot-Luc Mjege/ChermjgnQn 
de K di, dis Q..Q.W 
'finger' 
nc k ni. 'snowni:t n.tiu 
gri git 0 griio .ui.s ' grey 

frnti frit; . fritti i.uLi.1 'frui t' 

dules dus ~ 'sweet' 

bu gro buro beurre 'buller' 

6 Out of 200 occurrences of glides in Text # I. there is only a handful of 
~ coda glides. These occur I) through post-lexical vowel-deletion, 
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e.g. [Iaj] 'il y avail' is I.a.i.£. before vowel, or 2) through optional 
gemination, e.g. [Iajje] "il y avait', or [pojje]. 'pouvait'. 
7 In the course of analyzing similar nasal parasites in Bolognese, Hajek 
(to appear) reviews nasal glide hardening cross-linguistically. He also 
discusses their phonetic justification and their phonological (segmental 
and suprasegmental) import. 
8 There is a lexical interference: broad Cl is always long, as in [hCl: t1 
"haUl", as in French. On the surface, some consonants, in particular [r] 
and [2 I occasionally lengthen preceding vowels. Furthermore, EFPr 
displays consistent utterance-final lengthening. as in French: In Krier's 
corpus, all instances of lengthening in stressed checked vowels occur in 
utterance-final syllables. 
9 The Surmiran data has been discussed in LUdtke (1955). in Luna (1923) 
and has been thoroughly analyzed by Kamprath (1985, 1987). Most of the 
data given in the following pages are extracted from her work. 
10 Lutla 1923 refers to them as "verhllrtente Vokale". 
II With one exception: high vowel + hardened glide alternates with high 
vowel. not with high vowel + regular glide. because homorganic high 
glides are systematically deleted. Also, hardened glides occur 
preconsonantally only where regular glides occur in other 
environments: for instance, the- fact that [ak] is not listed in the 
inventory is directly imputable to the fact that the diphthong lajl also 
fails to occur. 
12 This difference results from the interference of later rules. but of 
course the same set of words were affected by the same historical rule of 
hardening in both languages. However. word-final consonants were 
often preserved in Romantsch. while they underwent deletion in 
Franco-Proven~al. Compare (examples from Gauchat 1906): 

Lat. sitim > Valais: rick] Romantsch [scktl 

nivem [nck] [nckf] 
lupum [10k] [lukf] [Iokf] 

13 It might appear that this ordering in fact weakens Kamprath's claim 
about glides being nuclear. In a sense. it is phonological overkill to 
obtain the desired effect from two sides at once: rules and 
representations. The question could be raised: is the contrast in (15'1 a 
consequence of the particular ordering of a set of rules, or is it the result 
of a configurallonal difference between two subsets of glides? If 
hardened glides are nuclear, and regular glides associated to the coda, 
there is no need for ordering; it is enough to mention syllable
information in the structural description of epenthesis. Epenthesis 
appJ ies only between post-nuclear consonants. The reason why 
Kamprath retains this specific rule-ordering is that epenthesis is not 
strictly speaking a rule of grammar. but rather a persistent condition. a 
natural consequence of the fact thaI Irl in Imetrl is extrasyllabic 
(unsyllabified) in the first place. 
14 We have used the term Surmiran without meaning to imply that all 
variants of Surmiran display hardening effects, whIch would be 
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incorrect. Kamprath. whose research focused on the speech of Bravuogn 
(German: Bergiin) uses the more precise term of Berguner Romansch. 
15 Toe reader should not be confused by terms which mix weight and 
constituency. There are no onsets. rimes. nuclei or codas in MP. but it is a 
clear expository convenience when comparing the two frameworks to 
refer to such notions as a moraic coda (= a coda which corresponds to a 
moraic element in MP) or a nuclear mora (= a mora linked to an element 
which would be nuclear in CPl. 
]6 The focus of Trigo's dissertation is Sanskrit anUWllrll. a POst-vocalic. 
pre-consonantal glide which surfaces as a nasal. Therc are interesting 
parallcls to be drawn between anusvara and hardened glides in genera!, 
nasal parasites in EFPr in particular. 
] 7 Kamprath presents as a strong point of her analysis the fact [hat in 
Surmiran. there is no rule that would syllabify a glide out of the nucleus. 
She invokes Kaye & Lowenstamm's Nucleus lntl'l,ujt)' Constrajnt (KICl. 
which forbids resyllabification of material into or out of a branching 
nucleus. Obviously, our reanalysis violates that constraint. But there 
seems to be good evidence that the constraint is 100 strong anyway. There 
are well-attested cases of glides originating from split nuclci getting 
strengthened and beginning to function as onsets (for instance. in 
Spanish dialects 1. There is a clear case in the history of Romance of ('oda 
glides resulting from the yodization of velars. The derivation of French 
'fruit' runs as follows: [frykt] > [fryjtl. Coda [kJ turned to UJ. which still 
functioned as a coda. Then further vocalized around the beginning of 
the 10th c. and was reimerpreted as nuclear [fryit]; this reinterpretation 
allowed it to receive the stress when nt.clearity shifted in the 12th c.: 
[fryit]. modem: [fry!). This is the source of the alternation 'fruit/ 
fructifier' in Modern French. These kinds of reinterpretations arc well· 
documented and point to the inadequacies of the NlC, as formulated. 
(Kamprath (p.c.) informs me that her analysis does not crucially depend 
on whatever the merits of the NIC may be. and she agrees that in fact it 
may well be the NIC which sorely needs the support of analyses such as 
hers ). 
]8 Hajek (to appear) also argues in favor of a process shifting glides from 
nucleus 10 coda in Bolognese. He points out that not only is this. 
metatheoretically. a desirable return to unmarked syllable structure, but 
also that it correlates well with the fact that "all nuclei incorporating 
hislOrically non-low vowels are unary when nasalized or before any 
nasal" (and in Bolognese, low vowels do not precede glides). 
19 In Aiript, as documented in Pougnard (1950:129-130). such back 
formations create forms where the excrescent velars come 10 precede a 
stressed vowel: abrfk/abrika. Fr. abri/abriter 'shelter/to shelter'; 
nuk/nuka. FL noeud/nouer, 'knot/to knot'. If these were analyzed 8S 

nuclear, and thus unable to resyllabify. this would result in 
syllabifications even more aberrant than the previously discussed 
[dug.raj. The phonology of Aiript would have to be sensitive to a contrast 
between V.CV and VC.V sequences. 
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A-BIN'DING A:"ID AGR-BIN'DL"iG 

SeunghoNam 


UCLA 


O. Introduction 

Chomsky(1981) gives the following binding principles, accounting for the 
distributions of NP binding types in natural language. 

(1) A. An anaphor is bound in its governing category. 
B. A pronominal is free in its governing category. 

(i) 13 is a governing category for a iff 13 is the minimal category containing 

a, a governor of a, and a SUBJECT accessible to a. 
(ii) A SUBJECT is AGR or the subject of an infinitive, a gerund, an 'N"P 
or a small clause. 
(iii) a is accessible to 13 iff 13 is in the c-command domain of a and 

assignment to 13 of the index of a would not violate *[y ... 0 ... ], where y 

and 0 bear the same index. 

Since these principles were proposed, there has been much work on parameterizing 
go',erning category for binding, specifically on the parameter of SUBJECT, In 
thl~ area, long distance binding has been one of the issues of reflexive-binding. 
There have been twO different trends in accounting for long dIstance anaphora: The 
one is the parameterization theory of Manzini & Wexler (1987) and Yang(1984), 
where reflexives are not locally bound due to the lack of AGR; the other is LF
movement theory of Cole, Hennon, & Sung (1990) where anaphors move at LF 
level via 'N"P-to-IN'FL and I!\'FL-to-INFL movement 

As is well known, Korean reflexives show long distance binding. In some 
constructions, however, the reflexive fails to be bound by a c-commanding :-;P in 
the higher clause. These locally bound reflexives show characteristic properties of 
the constructions. This paper is concerned about the distributional difference 
between unbounded an': bounded reflexives in Korean, and proposes a unified 
theory of two types of anaphor-binding, showing this account is superior to the 
previous ones, e.g., parameterization theory and LF-movement theory. We propose 
two distinct binding relations for theta-position reflexives and non-theta-position 
reflexives. Reflexives in theta-positions are bound by AGR, whereas those in non
theta-positions are bound by an NP in Argument position. 

1. Korean Reflexive-Binding: Data and Problems 
1.1 Bare Reflexives and Compound Reflexives 

Korean has two kinds of reflexives, i.e., bare reflexives and compound 
reflexives, which are different in their morphological structure. The fonn of bare 
reflexive is caki, while a compound reflexive is composed of casin and a 
pronominal corresponding to its antecedent. The following table illustrates the 
compound reflexive,. 
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(2) a. masculine sg. ku-casin 'himself 
b. feminine sg. kunyo-casin 'herself' 
c. plural kutul-casin 'themsel ves' 
d. neutral caki-casin 'self' 

The compound reflexives of (a, b) are subject to the gender agreement condition 
with their antecedent, but the neutral form of (2d) can be used whatever the 
antecedent is. It has often been pointed out that the bare reflexive is unbound 
whereas the compound ones are bound in its gO\'eming category. The following 
examples. however, show that the two kinds of reflexIves are not different in their 
binding domains. 

(3) Johnj-i Maryrka k.lI.ki.i/j -luI salangha-un-tako malha-ass-o. 
J-Nom M-Nom self-Acc 10ve-PIes-Compl said 

"Johni said that Maryj loved selfilj-" 


(4) a. Johni-i Maryj-ka cakicasjDi/j -luI salangha-un-tako maJha-ass-o. 
J-Nom M-Nom self-Acc 10ve-PIes-Compl said 

"Johni said that Maryj loved selfilj-" 


b. Suei-ka Maryj"ka kunyocasini/j -luI salangha-un-tako malha-ass-o. 
S-Nom M-Nom herself-Acc love-Pres-Compl said 

"SUej said that Maryj loved herselfilj-" 


In (3) the bare reflexive caki can be bound either by the matrix subject John or by 
the embedded suhject Mary. In (4a), we can see that the compound reflexives are 
not subject to the local binding condition. Moreover, when the two c-commanding 
NPs have the same gender-feature, as in (4b), compound reflexives in the 
embedded clause can be bound naturally by either one of them. Therefore we can 
state that the binding domain of reflex i ves(bare and compound) is unbound. 

1.2 Problems in Long-disumce Analysis of Reflexive-Binding 
Among previous accounts of the unbounded ("long distance") reflexives in 

Korean, Yang(1984) claims that the unboundness of Korean reflexives is due to the 
lack of AGR in !NFL of Korean, like Japanese, Chinese, and Malayalam. His 
parameterization of SUBJECT, however, has empirical and theoretical problems 
which will be discussed in the following sections, 1.2.1-1.2.4. Among other 
things. reflexives in some constructions have to satisfy Local-binding, and we need 
AGR-features, in partIcular LlJe number-feature, in order to correctly interpret the 
reflexives. 

1.2.1 Local binding case~ 
Let us consider the following examples: 

(5) a. Johni-i k.lI.ki.i-ka Seoul-e lea-kilo kyolsimha-ass-ta. 
J-Nom self-Nom Seoul-to go-Compl decided 

"John decided self to go to Seoul.'· 
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(5) b. 	 Maryi-ka Johnj-i ldlkh/j-ka Seoul-e ka-kilo 
M-Nom J-Nom self-Nom 
kyolsimha-ass-tako malha-ass-ta 
decided-Compl said 

"Mary said that John decided self to go to Seoul." 


The verb kyolsimha- in (5) takes an infinitival complement, which can be 
characterized as [-Tense]. Here we assume that an infinitive has an Il\'FL category 
in it, following Chomsky( 1981). Then (5a) can be easily thought of as a control 
construction, but the reflexive caki is occupying the PRO position, i.e., embedded 
subject position. (5b) has the same control construction in embedded clause. A 
question should arise here: Is the position occupied by caki the PRO-position? 

What is unexpected is, in (5b), a bare reflexive caki cannot be bound by the 
matrix subject Mary. This shows a striking difference from the following (6a), 
where caki can be bound by the matrix subject. 

(6) 	 Maryi-nun Johnj-i illii/j-ka Seoul-e ka-m-tako 
M-Nom J-1'\om self-1'\om Seoul-to go-Past-Compl 
malha-ass-tako mit-ass-ta 
said-Compl said 

"Mary believed that John said that self went to Seoul." 


In (6), the most deeply !mbedded clause is tensed, that is, the verb malha- is 
taking a [+Tns] complement clause. If an empty subject appears instead of caki in 
(6), it can be interpreted as a free variable like 'pro'. Thus control structL:re is not 
involved in (6). Then the failure of unbounded interpretation of reflexive in (5b) 
might seem to be due to the control structure in it. 

l'Oow let us consider (7): 

(7) a. 	 Maryi-ka sukce-lul ldlkii -ka ha-ass-ta 
M-1\om homework-Acc self-Nom do-Past 

"Mary herself did the homework." 


b. Johni-i Maryj-ka sukce-1U1 ~*iJj -ka ha-m-tako malha-ass-o. 
J-Nom M-Nom homework-Acc self-Nom do-Past-Compl said 
"Johni said that Maryj herself*ilj did the homework." 

(7a) is a simplex sentence, where it is clear that caki has an "emphatic" function, as 
shown in its English translation. (7b) is embedding (7a) with the tense-marker 
ass(past) unaffected. No control structure is found in (7b). However, as in (5b), 
the embedded caki cannot be construed as bound by matrix subject. What should 
be noted here is that the reflexives in (7a, b) are not in theta-position, since there is 
a full1\'P-subjecI which gets an 'agent' theta-role from the verb ha- in each of (7a, 
b). If the reflexive caki were in the theta-position and assigned an 'agent' theta
role, (7a,b) would violate theta-criterion. In Korean, such emphatic reflexives as in 
(7) can be found easily in any type of sentences. 

The impossibility of unbounded interpretation of caki holds in the sentences 
containing compound reflexives, as can be seen in (8) (cf. 7b). 
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(8) 	 Johni-i Maryj-ka sukce-lul cakicasin*j/j -j ha-ass-tako malha-ass-o, 
"Johnj said that Mary]' herself"", did the homework," 

Ii] 

1.2.2 Sloppy-Identity Readings in VP-anaphora Construction 
It has been pointed out that an element whose semantic function is that of bound 

variable gets only a "sloppy identity" reading in VP-anaphora constructions, The 
following Enl,!lish examples show that the reflexives are functioning as bound 
variables, whereas pronouns need not. 

(9) a. 	 John loves himself and so does BilL 
b. Johnj loves himselfi and Billj loves himselfj' 
c. * John loves himself and Bill loves John. 

(lOla. John Im'es his mother and so does Bill. 
b. Johni loves hiSi mother and Billj loves hisj mother. 
c. Johni loves hisi mother and Billj loves hisi(John's) mother. 

(9b) and (lOb) show the sloppy identity readings of (9a) and (lOa), respectively. 
However, we cannot get a "strict identity(or referentia»" reading for (9a), as shown 
in (9c), while (lOc) shows such reading of (lOa) naturally, 

In Korean, however, the situation is different from English. We find a contrast 
of sloppy vs. strict reading not between reflexive/pronoun, but between the 
reflexives in theta-positions and those in non-theta-positions. Let us consider the 
following sentences: 

(11 )a. 	 Johni-i cakij-ka iki-oss-tako sangkakha-oss-nunte, 
J-Nom self-Nom win-Past-Compl think-Past-ConnCand') 
Maryj"to kUl6-ha-ass-ta 
M-a)so so-do-P.'lst 
"Johni thought that selfi won, and so did Mary." 

b, Johnj-i cakii-ka ikj-oss-tako sangkakha-oss-nunte 
Maryj-to [vp cakii'j"ka iki-oss-takQ sangkakha-ass-ta ] 

self-Nom 
"Johni thought that selfi won, and Maryj thought that selfi/j won, too." 

The VP-anaphor of Korean is kUlo-ha- ('do so'). In (lla), the second clause has a 
VP-deleted structure indicated by underlined pro-VP form, and (lIb) is the result of 
VP·copying in its LF-representation. The copied VP-constituent is marked by 
brackets, lvp .. , ], in (b). This VP constituent contains an embedded clause whose 
subject NP is the reflexive caki. Caki in the antecedent clause is bound only by its 
matrix subject, Johni. The reflexive in the copied VP, however, can be bound 
either by its c-commanding subject :r.;rp, Maryj , or by the subject of the antecedent 
clause, i.e., Johni. The former is the 'sloppy identity' reading, the latter the 'strict 
referential' reading. These two readings for the reflexive in a copied VP-constituent 
arise in the same way in the following examples, where the reflexive appears in 
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object position. 

(12) a. Johni-! Maryrka (;akij!j"liil cohaha-un-tako sangkakha-nunte. 
J-Kom M-Kom self-Acc like-Pres-Compl think-ConnCand,) 
Billk-to ktiIQ-ha-ta 
B-aJ!;o so-do 
"Johni thinks that Maryj likes selfilj , and so does Bil!." 

b. 	 Johnj-i Maryj-ka cakiilj-liil cohaha-un-tako sangkakha-nunte, 
Billk-to [vp Maryrka cakii/j/k-1iil cohaha-iin-tako sangkakha-un-ta 1 

think-Pres 
"Johni thinks that Maryj likes selfi/j ,and BiUk, thinks Liat M3TYj 
likes selfifj/k. too." 

b '. "Johnj thinks that Maryj likes herselfi/himj , and BiIlk thinks that 

Maryj likes herself/himi ' too." 


b". "Johni thinks that MaT)'j likes herselfj/himj , and Billk thinks that 

Maryj likes herself/himk ,too." 


The reflexive caki in (l2a) receives a theta-role from the most deeply embedded 
verb colla/la-, for it is in object position. Further, it can be bound by either one of 
its c-commanding subjects, i.e., Johni or Maryj. In (12b), VP-copying occurs, 
substituting the pro-VP form with the VP-constituent of the antecedent clause. Then 
the reflexive caki in the copied VP can be interpreted as bound by Johnj or Bilik ' 
corresponding to (b') and (b"), respectively. (b') represents a strict rererential 
reading. whereas (b") a sloppy identity reading. Then does the reflexive in the 
copied VP always have the two readings? The answer is "no". Look at the 
followmg sentences containing an emphatic reflexive in non-theta position. 

(13)a. Johni-i sukce-Iul cakii-ka ha-ass-nunte, 
J-Kom homework-Ace self-Kom do-Past-Conn('and') 

Maryj-to kUlQ-ha-ass-ta. 

M-a1so so-did 

"John dId the homework himself, and so did Mary." 

b. 	 Johni-j sukce-lul cakij-ka ha-ass-nl,;nte, 
Maryj"to [vp ~"'i/j -ka sukce-lul ha-w-ta 1 
"John did the homework himself, and Mary did the homework herself, 
too." 	 . 

In (13b), caki cannot be interpreted as bound by the matrix subject Johni, that is. 
it has only a sloppy identity reading as a bound variable. The difference between 
(12) and (13) is that the reflexive of (13) is not in theta-position, functioning 
emphatically. Then let us consider a control structure: 
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(14)a. Johni-i sukce-lt1l cakii-ka ha-ko sip-oss-nunte 
J-Nom homework-Ace self-Nom do-Compl want-Past-Conn 
Marytto kUJO-ha-as,-ta. 
M-also serdo-Past 
"John wanted self to do the homework, and so did Mary." 

b. 	 Johni-i sukce-IUI cakii-ka ha-ko sip-oss-nunte 
Marytto sukce-Iul caki.i/j -ka ha-ko sip-ass-ta 
"Johni wanted selfi to do the homework, and Maryj wanted self*ilj to 
do the homework, too." 

In (l4a,b). the verb sip- is taking an infinitival complement, i.e., [-Tensedl clause, 
where PRO can be posited in its subject position. Thus when a null subject appears 
in the subject position, it is always interpreted as controlled by a matrix subject ]\01'. 
After the VP-copying. in (b), calci does not show a strict referential reading. i.e .. it 
is not bound by the subject NP Johni of the antecedent clause. Then it seems to 
follow that the failure of strict referential reading in VP-anaphora constructions is 
due to the lack of theta-role of the emphatic reflexive. 

1.2.3 Number! Gender Agreement 
Korean has a plural form of bare reflexive, caki-tul, as well as that of 

compound ones(cf. section 1.1). The behavior of this plural reflexive shows a 
delicate difference in the interpretation of reflexives with respect to their number. 
First let us look at the following examples where the reflexives are in theta-position. 

(1S)a. Haksaeng-tuli-i Idlki.:.ll!.l.i-i NewYork-e ka-kess-tako malha-ass-ta 
student-pl-Kom sp.lf-pl-Nom N.Y.-to go-Fut-Compl said 
"The students saio that they would go to N.Y." 

b. 	 Haksaeng-tuli-i Idlkii-ka NewYork-e ka-kess-tako malha-ass-ta 
self-Nom 


"Each of the stud-:nts said that he would go to N.Y." 


Both (lSa) and (b) have their natural interpretations, as shown in the English 
counterparts. But (ISa) has a 'collective' reading for cakirul, while (lSb) has only 
a 'distributional' reading for caki. The two NPs in (b) cannot be coreferential, in a 
strict sense of coreference, since caki does not refer to the whole collection of 
students but refers to 'each one of the students' individually. In contrast, the 
following (16) shows that we cannot get the distributional interpretatlon of 
reflexives in non-theta-positions. 

(16)a. Haksaengtul-i {*caki-ka, cakitul-i} N.Y.-e ka-ass-ta 
self(sg.) selves(pl) went 

"The students themselves went to N.Y." 
b. 	 Haksaengtul-i {·caki-ka, cakitul-i } hojcang-ul 

self(sg) selves(pl) president-Acc 

ppop-ko sipoha-n-ta 

elect-Comp] want-Pres 

"The students want themselves to elect the president." 
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(l6a) is a simplex sentence, and (b) contains a control structure. In (16) the 
reflexive shows only a 'collective' reading, and further, the singular form reflexive 
cannot show up in the position. This fact implies that there is a strict condition 
regarding number-feature on the occurrence of reflexives in non-theta positions. 

2. A Generalized Account of Korean Reflexives 

We have seen so far that, in some constructions, reflexives are not interpreted 
as bound by a distant l\P of a higher clause, and that this failure of long distance 
binding seems to come from the lack of theta-role of the reflexive. Let me call such 
reflexives without a theL'l.-role 'emphatic reflexives.' In this section, I wilJ try to 
answer the following questions: (i) what position does the emphtic refleXive 
occupy?: (ii) How can we handle the different behaviors of reflexives with respect 
to their positions? 

Before going into details of binding principles, let me briefly describe control 
structure of Korean and the status of PRO. 

2.1 [\lFL and Control Structures 
In Korean, we can find many verbs involving a control structure. These verbs 

take an infinitival complement whose empty subject is always interpreted as bound 
by the subject of the higher clause. The following verbs are included in the 'subject 
control verbs': sipoha- ('to want'), kyolsimha- ('to decide'), yaksokha- ('to 
promise'), no~yokha- ('to try'), silhoha- ('to dislike'), cohaha- ('to like'l, etc. 
Some of them were exarnplified already in section 1. Now look at the following: 

(l7)a. 	Johni-i [eiJ*k N.Y.-e ka-ko 1 sipoha-n-ta 
J-Nom KY.-to go-Compl want-Pres 
"John wants to go to N.Y." 

b. 	 Johnj-i [cakii-ka N.Y.-e ka-ko 1 sipoha-n-ta 
self-Non 


"John wants himself to go to N.Y." 

c. 	 "Johni-i [ Maryj-ka l\.Y.-e ka-ko] sipoha-n-ta 


"John wants Mary to go to N.Y." 


The embedded clauses of (17) are not tense-marked, i.e., [-Tns]. In (17), (a) and 
(C) are not problematic, but (b) looks cumbersome for the PRO theorem and ca~e 
theory, if we want to posit a PRO in the empty subject position in (a). But the 
small pro is not a candidate for the position, since the empty subject cannot be free, 
i.e., eiJ*k' The reflexive cakl in (b), however, is not in a true subject position, as 
we saw earlier. In section 1.2, It was pointed out that the reflexive in apparent 
PRO positions does not act like those in a theta-position (cf. 1.2.1-1.2.4), 
Therefore I claim that the reflexives in controllee-l\il' position, as in (17b), is not in 
the true PRO position, b\.'t rather in a non-q position. 

Let us compare control structures with the following sentences: 
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(l8}a. 	 Johni-i [ eiik Seoul-e tochakha-ass-tako] malha-ass-ta 
J-Nom S-to arrive-Past-Compl said 
"Johni said that heUj arrived Seoul." 

b. 	 Johnj-! [ cakii-ka Seoul-e tochakha-ass-tako] malha-ass-ta 

"Johni said that selfj arrived SeouL" 


c. 	 John-i [ Mary-ka Seoul-e tochakha-ass-tako] malha-ass-ta 

"John said that Mary arrived Seoul." 


First we can see the difference in tense-marking of embedded clauses. The 
embedded clauses in (18) contain a tense-marker -ass- (Past). which was not 
found in (17). The matrix verb malha- ('to say') takes a tensed complement 
clause, let us call [-Tn.] clause. Further, as expected, the embedded empty subject 
in (18a) can be free(cf. (17a»). This embedded subject position can be occupied b) 
a lexical full NP, too, as in (18c). Thus we can postulate the small 'pro' here. Now 
the reflexive in (b) is not problematic any more, if we assume that an anaphor can 
appear in pro-position, which is independently motivated to explain the reflexives in 
subject poSitions. 

As noted earlier, we assume that infinitives contain an I!>.'FL category, and it is 
composed of TENSE [-Ins] and AGR. In Korean, the tense-interpretation of an 
embedded clause is totally dependent on that of matrix clause. This is O1le for the 
tense-marked embedded clauses. a, well as for infinitives. If an embedded tense is 
marked as 'Present' and the matrix tense is 'Past', then the former should be 
interpreted as a past tense. And if an embedded tense is 'Past' and the matrix one is 
also 'Past', then the embt:dded clause should get the reading of 'Past Perfective.' 
As for the [-Tn.] clauses. they are interpreted as taking the same tense as the matrix 
clause. See Ene; (1985) for an account of the interpretation of Temporal 
dependency. I propose the following Principle for the interpretation of Il"FL 
category. 

(19) 	 Feature-Inheritance Principle: I!>.'FL-TO-L".'FL 
Every tense or agreement feature has to be interited from higher INFL to 
lower Il\'FL. 

Later we will revise this in discussing the index-inheritance: AGR-to-AGR (d. 
2,2). 

2.2 AGR-binding and A-binding 
Let me bnefly summarize the discussion in 1.2 and 2.1. 

(20)a. 	 A reflexive caki in a theta-position is unbounded, whereas caki in a 
non-theta-position is locally bound. 

b. 	 caki in a non-thet2.-position can only get a sloppy identity reading in VP
deleted S01lcture, but caki in a theta-position can get a strict referential 
reading as well as a sloppy identity one. 

c. 	 reflexives in non-theta-positions are subject to the strict number

agreement conditIon, whereas those in theta-positions are not 


The above observations reveal that the distinction between q-positions from non
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theta-positions plays an important role in reflexive-binding in Korean. Moreover. 
the lOCal-binding of caki in a non-theta-position cannot be accounted for only by 
parameterizing the SUBJECT in defining governing category. If we simply say 
that Korean has no AGR in INFL, then the different binding domains for caki in 
different positions cannot be explained. Moreover, LF-movement theory of Cole, 
Hermon, & Sung (1990) would find it difficult to account for (20b l. 

As we saw in 2.1, the tense/agreement features of an embedded clause are 
dependent on those of the matrix clause. Thus, under the assumption that !NFL 
has AGR as well as TENSE, I claim that the governing category for any reflexive is 
the same, but the reflexives in the two distinct positions be bound by different 
sources, as shown in the following principle: 

(21) AGR-binding and Argument-Binding 
a. Caki is bound in its minimal governing category. 
b. 	 i. Caki is bound by a c-commanding argument when it occurs in a non

theta position. 
11. Caki is bound by AGR when it occurs in a theta position. 

Here, following H. Borer's(1986) analysis, we assume that the ll\'FL node both in 
tensed clauses and in non-tensed clauses must be coindexed with an NP in its 
specifier position. By this coindexing mechanism, every AGR other than that of 
null subject clauses get an index from an l\'P in subject position. Further, we 
propose a pnnciple of index-inheritance as in (22): 

(22) AGR-Index Inheritance: 
The AGR of an embedded clause inherits the index of AGR of the higher 
clause which is assigned by coindexing it with its subject NP. 

Now, let me account for the observations summarized in (20) by the principle of 
(21). (21) and (22) can give an elegant account of the locality condition for the 
reflexives innon-theta-positions, i.e., (20a). The following (23) and (24) show the 
LF-representatlons of (5b) and (6) discussed in 1.2.1. 
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(5) b. 	 MarYi-ka Johnj-i k.il.ki"'iJj-ka Seoul-e ka-kilo 
M-Nom J-t\om self-Nom 
kyolsim.'la-ass-tako malha-ass-ta 
decided-Compl said 

"Mary said that John decided self to go to Seoul." 


(23) 

Mar".-A 

IP 

I 
[Past] 

JOhry 

CP 

IP 

-TNS AGR. , 

I 'l 

[past] 
NP 

I 
PR~. 

J 
~ 

TNS AGR .• 

I "j 

[-TnsJ 

V' 

C 
I 

malha-

PP 

I 

V 

I 
Kyol,imha-

V 

Ic.aki • 
.J 

Seoul-e 

(6) 	 Maryj-nun Johnrj k.il.kiurka Seoul-e ka-.il.li5-tako 
M-Nom J-Nom self-Nom Seoul-to go-Past-Compl 
malha-ass-tako mit-ass-ta 
said-Compl said 

"Mary believed that John said that self went to Seoul." 
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(24) 
IP 

I 
............... 

TNS AGR.
I ... 

[past] mit-CP 

TNS AGR •• 
4-.:..1 

CP V 

~ II C malha·IP[past] I 
NP tako 

pp
TNS AGR •• 

I ":J I[past] 
Seoul-e la· 

In (23), the most deeply embedded cakij does not have a theta-role, and it i> bound 
by the immediately c-commanding I\'P, PROj, which is controlled by Johnj in the 
higher IP. Thus caki ca'lnot get the index of Maryi. since it cannot be bound by 
AGR in its governing category, due to (21). The indices {i,j} of AGR in the 
lowest IP are inherited from the AGR of the higher AGR. In (24), however, 
cakii,j is in a theta-position and bound by AGR in its govering category which has 
the indices {i,j}. Thus the long distance binding of caki in a theta-position is 
explained by (21) and (22). 

Now let us consider "sloppy vs. strict identity" readings in VP-deletion 
constructions. Compare the (12a) and (I3al, repeated below. In (l2a), caki is in a 
theta-position as an object, while caki in (13a) IS not. (25) and (26) below are the 
S-structures of (l2a) and (l3a), respectively. 

I 
caki· • 

A-:J 
1 

............... V 
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(12) a. Johnj-i Maryj-ka cakiUj-lfil cohaha-un-tak:o sangkakha-nunte_ 
J-Nom M-Nom self-Ace like-Pres-Compl think-ConnCand') 
Billk-t0 kUlQ-ha-ta 
B-also so-do 
"Johni thinks that Maryj likes selfiij , and so does BilL" 

(25) 
IP 

nunte NP 
I 

IP 

Billot -
NP 
I 

Jehni, 

I 
............... Spec,VP 

TNS AGR", 

I sangkakha-

Pres AGRk 

kuloha-

IP 

Mary.
:J TNS AGR •• 

4,;) 
NP 

C 

I 


take 


I 
 cohaha-


Cakii.) 

(13)a. Johnj-i sukce-Iul cakij-ka ha-ass-nunte, 
J·Nom homework·Acc self-Nom do-Past-ConnCand') 

Maryj-to kiil6-ha-a<s-ta. 

M-also so-did 

"John himself did the homework, and so did Mary." 

Pres CP 

I 
Pres 
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(26) 
IP 

---IF 

IP NP 
I J 

Marv. -
NP 

I 
:,; [Past] AGR· 

.) 

kuloha-
John" ............... 

ThS
I 

AGR· 
N ha· 

[Past; 
sukce 

When (25) goes through VP-copying at LF, caki can get another index from Billk 
without violating (21), since the AGR in the copied VP would inherit the index k 
from the higher AGRk in !P2. Then the AGR in the copied VP of!P2 carries three 
indices Ii, j, k}, and caki also can get the three indices. In (26), however, while 
caki in the copied VP can be bound by Ma')} it cannot preserve the original index 
i, since caki cannot be bound by Johni' due to (21). Then caki can be bound 
only by the c·commanding NP Maryj in !P2. 

In 1.2.3, we saw that reflexives in non-theta-positions are subject to the strict 
number-agreement condition, whereas those in theta-positions are not. I cannot 
give a full account of this difference al present, but this difference seems to arise 
from the different binding mechanism. as proposed in (21). Following (21), since 
a reflexive in a non-theta-position is bound by ils immediately c-commanding )\1', 
the binder/bindee relation is more direct than that of reflexives in theta-positions. 
That is, the number agreement condition for Argument-binding is stricter than the 
case of AGR-binding. When AGR-binding violates the number agreement 
condition, we can get a distributional reading, even though we cannot get a 
collective reading (cf, (15», 

3. Concluding Remarks 

This paper has examined the different charateristics of reflexives in non-theta
positions in Korean, and has proposed a generalized account of the reflexives in 
terms of a distinction of AGR-binding for reflexives in theta-positions and 
Argument-binding for thJse in non-theta-positions. Further, I have come to define 
the governing category with the help of AGR. and generalized the locality condition 
of binding principle (A) by the "AGR-Index Inheritance," proposed in (22). 

Many problems about the emphatic reflexives remain unsolved: (i) Why does an 
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emphatic reflexive not appear in non-subject positions in Korean, whereas it does in 
English; (ii) How is it assigned a case (nominative case in Korean); (iii) Why does 
it prevent the other reflexives in its c-commanding domain from being bound by a 
different antecedent from the antecedent bindIng it? The last problem arises in the 
sentences like the following: 

(27)a. Johni-un Maryrka cakiilfui sukce-1U1 an ha-oss-tako 

J-Top M-Nom self-Gen homework-Ace not do-Past-Compl 
rnalha-ass-o 
sav-Past-Decl 
"Johni said that Maryj did not do selfsi/j homework." 

b. 	 Johni-un Maryj-ka 

caki-ui sukce-lul caki-ka an ha-oss-tako malha-ass-o 


j j 
Jlti *i 
*i *j 

*j *i 


"John said that Mary herself did not do her homework." 


The reflexive caki case-marked as genitive in (27a) can be bound by either John or 

Mary, whereas that of (b) cannot be bound by matrix subjec~ John. Moreover, in 

(27b), the two reflexives in the embedded IF cannOI be disjoint-referential either. It 

is clear that this failure of long distance binding of caki in (27b) is due to the 

emphatic reflexive in the same IF. Let me leave these problems open to attack. 


Footnote: 


1 In this paper the following abridged terms for grammatical morphemes are used 

(unabridged terms in parentheses): Nom (nominative case marker); Ace (Accusati\'e 

case Marker); Top (topic marker); Gen (genetive case marker); Pres (present tense 

marker); Past (past tense marker); Fut (future tense marker); Compl (comple

mentizer); Conn(connective ending); Decl(declarative sentential ending); Interr 

(interrogative sentential ending). 
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\Varlpiri Versus Phonology-Free Syntax 

Joel Ashmore l\evis 


California State Universit), Fresno 


Ken Hale (1973:313) reports an interesting 
counterexample to the separation of phonology and syntax. He 
says that the Warlpiri auxiliary is formed in clause-initial 
position and is inserted in second position obligatorily if the 
auxiliary base is less than disyllabic; otherwise. auxiliary 
insertion into second position is optional in the language.! An 
example of a disyllabic base, negative kula. is found in Oa & b) 

with optional location in first or second position: 

(1) 	 a. ~gaju kula-roo wangku-ja 
I NEG-lSG speak-PAST 
'1 didn't talk' (~ash 1986:238) 

b. 	 Kula-roo wangku...ja 

NEG...1 SG speak-PAST 

'1 didn't talk' (Nash 1986:237) 


The stipulation that the initial or second position of the 
auxiliary verb depends on the number of syllables in its base is 
in clear violation of Zwicky and Pullum's Principle of 
Phonology-Free Syntax (PPFS). which is intended to strengthen 
a restricted theory of syntax by disallowing a mixture of 
phonological and syntactic rules. Zwicky and Pullum state the 
principle as follows: 

The Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax 
(PPFS): The syntactic component has no access to 
phonological information. (Pullum and Zwicky 
1984:105) 

Any proposed violation of the PPFS may fall into one of 
several types; only three are considered here: (a) a spurious 
generalization - the putati ve counterexample turns out not to 
be in violation of the principle, (b) a tendency rather than a 
rule this type does not violate the principle insofar as it is 
extragrammatical, or (c) a universal phonological constraint 
imposed on a syntactic rule - as a universaJ the phonological 
condition is not. however. to be stated as part of the language· 
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particular rule. This last (c) is important because Pullum and 
Zwicky (in press) allow certain universal, non-language-specific 
considerations to override the PPFS. Here there is the 
possibility that reference to stress and/or number of syllables 
may be a candidate for universality, and that the Warlpiri facts 
might require this sort of (perceived) weakening of the 
principle, but do not entirely invalidate it. I argue here that 
this kind of apparent violation need not be employed in light of 
a detailed investigation of the grammar of a specific language 
like WarlpirL and therefore, should be disallowed in principle. 
Warlpiri is amenable to a reanalysis whereby the principle is 
preserved intact as in (a) and is not weakened as in type (c). 

I point out that because bound words are frequently 
shorter than their free word counterparts (or their historical 
sources) and sometimes also have special syntax associated 
with them, it would appear that phonological length is relevant 
to the statement of syntactic rules. In Warlpiri, for example. 
the second person singular independent pronoun nyuntu has 
tremendous syntactic freedom compared to the second person 
singular subject clitic n( pa) and thl;! second person singular 
object clitic ngku, both of which are restricted to Wackernafel 
position (i.e .• the second slot in a clame). The traditional 
approach derives the clitic version from the independent 
pronoun by having cliticization take place (i.e. 
morphophonological change from nyuntu to n(pa) or ngku) and 
then restricting the clitic syntactically to second position. 
Under this approach. without cliticization having occurred, 
there would be no way to identify the clitic that is to have 
special positioning constraints. But, by dictating that a word 
marked [CUnc:+] or [STRESS:-] or some such designation 
provides the relevant input to the syntactic rule limiting the 
now clilic words to the Wackernagel slot, the traditional 
analysis violates the Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax. 

It is in fact generally rather easy to translate such a 
scheme into another, equally viable analysis, and one that is 
more compatible with the PPFS. We can turn the sequence of 
events around by marking the syntactically restricted 
pronouns with some feature, say [WL:+] for Wackernagers Law, 
and leaving the syntactically independent pronouns unmarked 
for this feature. Once syntax has finished positioning the free 
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pronouns and the [WL:+1 pronouns, the items marked [WL:+1 
may become phonologically attached to a neighbor, though they 
need not be. 2 This approach has the advantage of positioning 
both clitics and other unstressed words (and even fully 
stressed words. for that matter) without first requiring 
cliticization. This also means that a syntactic feature may 
predict or imply the presence of a phonological feature in the 
lexicon. but not vice versa: on this see Pullum and Zwicky 
(1984:114) who propose that lexical implication principles 
where a phonological property is used to predict a syntactic 
property should be disallowed in principle. 

We now turn our attention to the details of the WarlpiTi 
auxiliary, which is sometimes an independent word and 
sometimes a bound word (i.e. a "clitic"). Hale's student David 
~ash reiterates Hale's claim that Warlpiri mixes phonological 
properties with syntax and notes that ... 

The Auxiliary may begin a sentence if its first element is a polysyllahic 
base... The monosyllabic bases may occur clause initially. or after a 
hesitation, but not at the beginnmg of an utterance and are more 
commonly clitkised to a preceding word. An Auxiliary beginning with 
a pronominal clitic is always c!iticised to a preceding word. even if the 
pronominal clitk is polysyllabic. (p. 61) 

He continues later: 

The Auxiliary may be in "first position" only if it has a "base" which is 
disyllabic or longer. An Auxiliary of any size may be in "second 
position". and is intonationally subordinated to the preceding word. if 
not in fact cliticised to it. (p. ] 86) 

The auxiliary, then, is sometimes a full phonologically and 
prosodically independent word. sometimes a prosodically 
dependent word, and sometimes a bound word or "clitic". It is 
possible to tease out the differences among these behaviors in 
Warlpiri. Because primary stress falls on the initial syllable of 
a word, a word beginning with a primary stress can be treated 
as a phonologically and prosodic ally independent word. A 
word beginning with a secondary stress will not be considered 
prosodically independent - it is instead a leaner (a.k.a. quasi
or semi-clitie). But a truly dilic word further exhibits word
internal sandhi as demonstrated in Warlpiri by vowel harmony 
and phonotaetie patterns. 
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Primary stress on an initial auxiliary verb is reduced to a 
secondary stress in second position, so it is apparent that the 
auxiliary is prosodically subordinated to it host on the left. 
Stress assignment usually alternates in a word, appearing on 
each odd syllahle except the final syllable. Although the 
auxiliary is a leaner, stress assignment within the auxiliary 
starts with its own first syllable. not with that of its host. Thus 
in (4) secondary stresses are counted from the first syllable of 
the auxiliary (present tense kli), not from the first syllable of 
the host wang, even though the stress on ka has been reduced 
from primary to secondary by prosodic means. The alternating 
stresses are seen most clearly in (4d). Only a monosyllabic 
auxiliary fails to restart stress assignment due to the 
stipulation that stress may not fall on the final syllable of a 
phonological word, as in (4a), 

(4) 	 a. VVaneka-rrti ka 
speak-KPAST PRES 
He's speaking' (!"ash 1986:10:2) 

b, 	 Wangka-rrti ka-r/UJ 
speak-I\PAST PRES-JSG 
'I'm speaking' 

c, 	 Wangka-mi ka-rna-ngku 

speak-!\'PAST PRES-J SG-2SG 

'I'm speaking to you' 


d. 	 Wangka-mi ka-rna-ngku-lu 

speak-!\PAST PRES-J SG-2SG-PL 

'We (Exclusive Plural) are speaking to you' 


e. 	 Wangka-rrti kli-rna-ngku-lll- ria 

speak-KPAST PRES-1SG-2SG-PL-DAT 

'We are speaking to you for it' 


Besides being a prosodic leaner with a certain amount of 
autonomy, the second position auxihary can also be a true c1itic. 
Vowel harmony applies only within the word, and applies 
across the host through to the end of the auxiliary, thus 
providing word -internal phonological evidence for the bound 
status of the auxiliary in second position. 

Hale (1973 :313) states the vowel harmonizing 
assimilation rule as follows: 
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[AJ suffixal high vowel assimilates to a preceding final high vowel (for 
example, /lI.aJj.-ku! -> [kaJj.-kij 'boomerang-dative' ... J. Enclitic 
person markers behave like suffixes in this regard. For example, tal 
becomes (b) by vowel assimilation: 

(a) 	 mal.iki-lu JiJ-!U J'8.iku-I}U 

dog-ergative past-me bite-past 
'The dog bit me' 

(b) 	 mal.iki-Ji JiJ-Ji yaptU-I}U 

This rule is corroborated by Nash, who states the rule 
somewhat differently: u -> [iJ in suffixes and enclitics following 
a stem i (p. 80). Thus we can contrast the auxiliary having u's 
after a host like ku rdu 'child' in (5) with the auxiliary having i" s 
after a host like maliki 'dog' in (6), from Nash (1986:86): 

(5) 	 kurdu-kurlu-rlu-Iku-ju-lu 
child-PROP-ERG-then-1SG-3PL 

(6) 	 maliki-kirli-rli-lki-ji-li 
dog-PROP-ERG-then-l SG-3PL 

A second piece of evidence that the auxiliary is 
phonologically bound comes from phonotactic patterns in the 
language. ]';ash (p. 78) reports that the canonical shape of the 
word-initial syllable is CV(V)(C). Only a few morphemes in the 
auxiliary deviate from this canon; the rest of the auxiliary may 
or may not exhibit word-initial behavior, but clearly -lku 'then, 
'now' and -lpa 'imperfect auxiliary base' are to be considered 
word-internal morphemes. 3 

Thus, there are three phenomena we are dealing with in 
the Warlpiri auxiliary: an independent word, as with 
sentence-initial kula-rna in (lb); a prosodic leaner, as in (la) 
and (4a-e); and a phonologically bound word, as in (5) and 
(6). These facts generally support Klavans' (1985) separation 
of syntax and phonology in cliticization. N ole that the trigger 
for post-syntactic phonological attachment is the lexical feature 
[LIAISON] (Klavans 1982, 1985) and that attachment is always 
leftward, so the value for liaison is [LIAISO~:LEFT1: see Nevis 
(1987 ). 

The auxiliary verb consists of some combination of the 
following: a tense and/or a complementizer, a subject marker, 
an object marker, a dative, a conjunction, and one of a set of 
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bound "particles". A maximal expansion of the auxiliary would 
contain the elements in (7). The relevant morphemes include 
those in (8), from Nash (1986:17, 56, 59-60). 

(7) CONJ'N+PARTICLE+TENSE+COMPL'R+SUBJECT +OBJECT +DATIVE 

(8) a. Tenses 
kapu  kapi 
kalaka 

ngarra 'future' 
'admonitive' 

ka 'present' 
Ipa 'imperfect' 
kaJa 'usitive' 

b. Complementizers 
kuia 'negative' 
kaii 'if, when' 
kUja, nguia 'relative' 
yungu - yinga 'causal' 

(- yi non-finally, optionally) 

c. Subject Pronouns 
rna 1 
n(paj 2 
rli 12 
rlijarra 11 
nlpat-paJa 22 
paJa 33 
rUpa 122 
rna-ill 111 
nku 22:! 
iu 333 

d. Object Pronouns 
ju 1 
ngku 2 
ngaii( ngki) 12 
jarran[?ku 11 
ngku-paia 22 
paJangu 33 
ngaJpa p'" 
nganpa III 
nyarra 222 

333 
nyanu reflexive 

e. Dative Pronouns 
ria dative 
jinJa dative extender 
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f. Conjunctions 
kala 'but' 
manu-kapi 'and' 

g, "Bound Panicles" 

j1 'assertive' 

jaJa 'after all, obviously, as you know, actually' 

ju,ji 'topic, definite, the: phonological extender' 

juku 'still. yet, now as then' 

kirh 'precisely' 

lalia 'conrrastive, concessive, rather' 

Iku 'now, then, and then' 

nya 'emphatic, focus, interrogative' 

waja 'I say, obviously' 

wi:;i 'first, before' 

wunu - wu 'emphatic' 

yijala 'also' 


Besides the auxiliary elements in (8), there is a small set 
of "modal particles" that behaves like the auxiliary in occurring 
In initial or second position, and in some instances in other 
sentence positions (such as clause-finally):4 (from Nash 
1986:186) 

(9) 	 karinf,anJa 'declarative' 
pangkaia - kirli 'permissive' 
kulanganta 'present Counterfactual' 
marcia 'perhaps' 
kan' 'assertive' 

And 	 there is in addition a second even tinier set of "modal 
particles" that 
prefers second 

cannot 
position: 

appear sentence-initially and in fae! 

(10) japa 
nf,anJa 
may! 
walG 

'interrogative' 
'supposedly' 
'presumably' 
'emphatic' 

To summarize the ordering facts: the auxiliary (8), 
conjunctions (8f), and bound particles (gg) are either initial or 
in second position; the modal particles of (9) may be initiaL 
second, or occasionally elsewhere; and the modal particles of 
(l0) tend to be restricted to second position and never occur 
initially, Furthermore, in initial position the auxiliary 
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constitutes an independent phonological word. In second 
pOsltlOn it may be a leaner or a bound word, depending on 
certain considerations to be discussed below. 

Turning now to the syntax of the Warlpiri clitics, I point 
out that the initial position after which a clitic may occur can 
be filled by a preverb-verb combination (11), a plain preverb 
(12), a verb (13). a simple noun or adjective (14). a noun 
phrase (15). an infinitival phrase (16), a conjoined phrase (17). 
and almost any other word class except the auxiliary, which 
does not host adverbial enclitics. 

(11) 	 Wuruly(pa)-ya-ni-rli 
sec1usion-go--~'PAST-12 
'Let's go and hide' (Nash p. 51) 

(12) 	 WuruJypa-rli ya-ni 
seclusion-12 go--NPAST 
ibid. 

(13) 	 Ya-ni-rli wurulypa 
go--NPAST-12 seclusion 
ibid. 

(14) 	 a. jarntu-ngku ji yarlku-rnu y,.iri-ngki 
dog-ERG lSG bite-PAST big-ERG 
The dog bit me' (adapted from Hale, p. 314) 

b. 	 wiri-ngki ji yarlku-rnu jarntu-ngku 

big-ERG lSG bite-PAST dog-ERG 

ibid. 


(15) 	 jarntu wiri-ngki ji yarlku-mu 
dog big-ERG lSG bite-PAST 
ibid. 

(16) 	 KarE jarnti-rni-nja-rla-jinta-rna-ju pantu-mu 
boomerang trim-~F-REFL-PROX-COMP-1SG-1 SG pierce-PAST 
'1 cut myself (accidentally) while trimming the boomerang' 
(Nash, p. 178) 

(17) 	 a. karnta-ngku manu ngarrka-ngku-pala kurdu nya-ngu 
woman-ERG and man-ERG-33 child see-PAST 
The woman and the man saw the child' (Nash, p. 176) 

b. karnta-ngku ngarrka-ngku-pala kurdu nya-ngu 

woman-ERG man-ERG-33 child see-PAST 

ibid. 
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The difference between (17a) and (l7b) is the presence or 
absence, respectively, of a lexical conjoiner manu and the 
special nominal intonation pattern characteristic of non-lexical 
conjunction (Nash, p. 178). 

What is not treated as filling the initial slot is the 
conjunction kala 'but' or manu - kapi 'and', or a preposed topic. 
The two conjunctions are usually initial, but may be in second 
position; if initial. they seem not to count for the purpose of 
determining second position in the clause (I8). A topicalized 
element also fails to count as initial in clause (19). Sentence 
(20) probably shows another topicalized element; otherwise it 
is anomalous. 

(18) ...kala yirdi-ki-lki kula-rna pina 
but name-DAT-then NEG-ISG knowledgeable 

'... but right now I don't know the name' (Nash p. 207) 

ngajulu-ju 
I-TOP 

(19) Wawiri nyampu, ngajulu-rlu-rna pamru-mu 
kangaroo this I-ERG-ISG spear-PAST 
'This kangaroo, I speared' (adapted from Hale, p. 313) 

(20) Japiya muku ka-lu. panu-ngku nga-mi 
big all PRES-333 many-ERG eat-!\"PAST 
'Many of them are eating a whole lot' (Nash, p. 54) 

As for the internal syntax of the auxiliary. Nash proposes 
the clitic template in (21). The auxiliary is composed of a 
tense, optionally preceded by a complementizer, but 
obligatorily followed by pronominal markers for subject. object. 
and/or indirect object: 

(21) Nash's Clitie Template:5 

ITEl'SE ISUBJECT IOBJECT /DATIVE 
I kapu. kapi. ngarra I rna I ju I ria 
I.~k~al~a~k~a=-===",.-,-::=-::-==--_,1 nepal
ICOMPLEMENTIZER 1 TENSE I rli 

I 
I 

ngku 
ngali(ngki) 

I 
I 

I kula I ka 1 rlijarra I jarrangku I 
1 kaji 1 lpa I n(pa)-pala I ngku-pala I 
I kuja-ngula 1 kala I pala I palangu I 
I jungu-yinga I I rlipa I ngalpa I 
I I I ma-Iu I nganpa I 
I I 1 nku-Iu I nyarra I 
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The object slot includes reflexive nyanu. After the dative 
ria may be an additional dative "extender" jinta which requires 
the precedence of dative ria. This can be handled by adding 
another slot after the dative for jinta (with some sort of lexical 
implicature statement: jinta -, ria). or else by including a 
complex dative rla-jinta alongside simplex -ria in the dative 
slot. I adopt this latter stance. 

Nash tells us that the expected order 'subject pronominal 
clitic before object pronominal clitic' is not found for the 
combination of third person plural subject I u or third dual 
subject pala plus first person singular object ju or second 
singular object ng kll. He proposes the transformation in (22): 

(22) 	 lu iu 
paJa 'ngku 

I 2 -> 2 I, obligatory 

A transformation is not in fact needed here if we surrender the 
generalization that all subject pronominal clitics precede all 
object pron.ominal clitics - and this generalization certainly 
does not hold on the surface for iu, ju. paia, an d ngku. 
Incorporating the ordering data from abo\"e, Nash's template 
can be expanded in the following manner (23). 

(23) 	 Expanded Template: 

I TEKSE I SUBJECT IOB1. ISUBJ.I OBJECT IDATIVE 
I kapu. kapi, ngarra I rna Iju Ilu Iju Irla 
I kalaka I nepal Ingku Ipala I ngku I rla-jinta 
ICO;"1PLE'R I TEKSE I rli I I I ngalHngki) I 
I kula I ka I rlijarra I I Ijarrangku I 
I kaji I Ipa I nCpa)--pala I I I ngku-pala I 
I kuja-ngula I kala I pala I I I palangu I 
I jungu-yinga i I rlipa I I I ngalpa I 
I I I rna-Iu I I I nganpa I 
I I I nku-lu I I I nyarra I 
I I I lu I I I 

And if we treat each of the above slots as sets ranging over 
groups of words (not just sub-word morphemes), then the 
template can be easily converted to linear precedence (LP) 
statements: 
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(24) 	 class 2 all tenses and all complementizers 
subclass 2.1 = all complementizers 
subclass 2.2 = certain tenses (ka.lpa, kala) 

class 3 = subject pronouns (minus iu and paJa) 
class 4 = ju and ngku 
class 5 lu and pa/a 
class 6 "" object pronouns (minusju and ngku) 
class 7 datives 

(25) a. 	 2<3<4<5<6<7 
b. 	 2.1 < 2.2 

The linear precedence statements in (26) accomplish 
essentially the same ordering as the elaborated template in 
(23). Kote that the tenses kapu. kapi, ngarra. and kalaka are 
not ordered after the complementizers because the former are 
not members of class 2.1 and are therefore not subject to the 
linear precedence statement in (25b). 

Since modal particles, conjunctions, and "pure enclitics" 
may precede the auxiliary (appearing to "bump" the auxiliary 
to third position), they should be included here as class 1 as in 
(26), so now the linear precedence is as in (27). 

(26) 	 CLASS 1: 
kdc. 'but' 
manu-kapi 'and' 
.P 'assertive' 
jaJa 'after all, obviously. as you know, actually' 
jll-ji 'topic. definite, the; phonologJcal extender' 
juku 'still, yet. now as then' 
kirli 'precisely' 
kula 'contrastive, concessive, rather' 
Jku 'now, then. and then' 
nya 'emphatic, focus. interrogative' 
waja 'J say, obviously' 
wivi 'first, before' 
wllrru - wu 'emphatic' 
)'!Iala 'also' 
karinga/lUJ 'declarative' 
pangka/a - kirii 'permissive' 
kulanganta 'present counterfactual' 
marda 'perhaps' 
kari 'assertive' 

(27) 	 a. 1<2<3<4<5<6<7 
b, 2.1 < 2,2 
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Two examples of class 1 modal/conjunction "bumping" are (28) 
and (29): 

(28) 	 Mirnya-jangka mayi ka-npa kiri-jarri-mi waninja 
flu-RESULT presumably PRES-2SG sniped-INCH-r>.'P AST throat 
'Presumably your throat is sore from 'flu?' (Nash, p, 187) 

(29) 	 Murdukayi-rli ka-lu parnka-nja-rla walya manya-ma-ni, 
vehicle-ERG PRES-3PL run-INF-SEQ ground soft-CAUS-I'-'PAST 

puluku-rlu manu ka-Iu walva manva-ma-ni ... 
bullock-ERG and PRES-3PL gro~nd soft..::cAUS-I'-'PAST 

'Vehicles passing are softening the ground, and cattle are softening the 
ground' (Nash, p, 187) 

Nash's work sets the stage for the lumping together of 
modal particles, conjunctions, auxiliaries, complementizers, and 
"pure enclitics" by using the negative features [N:-, V:-, C:-], 
where the feature IC] is case (p. 14). Adding [ARG:-J (for 
argument), we can now isolate those items in Warlpiri 
grammar that may be restricted to Wackernagel position or 
initial position. Words that are [N:-, V:-, C:-, ARG:-J may be 
marked with the margin feature [FIRST:+] or the Wackernagel 
feature [WL:+ J. (30) does not utilize a regular linear precedence 
mechanism, but the immediate precedence of Zwicky and ~evis 

(1986) and 1\'evis (1986, 1988); it calls for anything that is 
marked [WL:+] to follow immediately anything marked 
[FIRST:+J.6 

(30) 	 [+FIRSn « [\VL:+] 

It is crucial that the [1\':-, V:-, C:-. ARG:-J words be marked 
with either [FIRST:+ ] or [WL:+]. For ease of reference I label 
such words with a feature [CLASS 10], as in (31). In some 
instances only one mark will suffice, in others the choice is 
optional. The modals japa. nganla. mayi. and waja, for example, 
cannot be clause-initial, so they form a subset of class 10. 

(31) 	 a. [CLASS 10] = [N:-, V:-, C:-, ARG:-] 
b. 	 [CLASS 10]...., [FIRST:-] or [WL:-] 

(32) 	 japa. nganra, mayi. and waja are [FIRST:-] 
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Recall Nash's (p. 61) and Hale's (1973:312-313) 
observation that auxiliaries beginning with a disyllabic or 
longer "base" (that is, complementizer or tense) may be either 
initial or second, but if there is no overt tense or 
complementizer. then a purely pronominal auxiliary may not 
begin a clause and must therefore appear in second position. 
Classes 3-7 are pronominal and must haye a preceding host to 
attach to. This is not because of a "zero" complementizer. but 
because a clause-initial pronominal auxiliary string would lack 
the host required by [LIAISON:+1 and would therefore result in 
ungrammaticality. Classes I and 2 are only optionally clitic and 
thus are compatible with both initial and second position. For 
phonological reasons then only an auxiliary beginning with 
members of class 1 or 2 may occur sentence-initially. Without 
a class I or class 2 member, the auxiliary has the semblance of 
having a phonologically zero base. 

(33) class 1: 
class 2: 
class 3: 
class 4: 
class 5: 
class 6: 
class 7: 

liaison:left:optional 
liaison:left:optional 
liaison:left:obligatory 
liaison:leftobligatory 
liaison:left:obligatory 
liaison:left:obligatory 
liaison:left:obligatory 

We must state somewhere in the grammar that an initial 
constituent has to be [LIAISON:-] and that in Warlpiri any class 
3-7 second position constituent must have obligatory leftward 
leaning. For other second position elements [WL:+1 may imply 
[STRESS:-], but the prosodic facts are not entirely clear and call 
for further investigation. 

(35) [FIRST:'f'] ..... [LIAISON:-] 

(36) [WL:+] & [CLASSES 3-7]--. [LIAISON:LEIT] 

Although Hale and Nash agree on the status of disyllabic 
or longer auxiliary bases and zero auxiliary bases, they 
disagree over the status of monosyllabic bases. Hale 
(1973:313) states that second position is needed if "that portion 
of the auxiliary preceding the person markers is less than 
disyllabic (that is, monosyllabic or phonologically null)", and 
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Nash (p. 61) tells us that the monosyllabic bases "may occur 
clause initially, or after a hesitation, but not at the beginning of 
an utterance and are more commonly cliticised to a preceding 
word." I have followed Nash in the above discussion. because 
the disyllabic complementizer yungu - yinga has the optional 
reduced form yi (so long as it is not the only element in the 
auxiliary). .l';'ash says that yi may also be utterance-initial, 
though he does not provide an example of this (p. 61). If yi can 
be initial. then Hale's generalization "less than disyllabic" is not 
without exceptions. In fact, the premise that "bases" shorter 
than disyllabic occur obligatorily in second posltJon is 
somewhat suspicious since, under Hale's analysis. there are 
four elements that qualify (out of a total fourteen "bases"): 
present tense ka, imperfect lpa, complementizer yi, and 0. I 
have already shown that yi is a counterexample. The phono
logically null auxiliary "base" is offered by Hale, but is not 
really needed, as I have shown here. This leaves us with k a 
and lpa, which I suggest be treated as the modal s in (32) 
they are simply [FIRST:-], though clearly imperfect -lpa 
requires a host for liaison. 

I have argued that the apparent syntax-phonology 
interaction suggested by Hale and Nash does not hold up under 
careful scrutiny. Auxiliary bases (that is, tenses and comple
mentizers in the auxiliary) may be either initial or second in 
the clause, but this fact is not dependent on the syHabic length 
of the base. A "zero base" a la Hale (1973) leaves the auxiliary 
with obligatorily clitic pronouns, and in the analysis proposed 
here, pronominal enclitics require a host. thus explaining in a 
non-syntactic fashion why "phonologically null auxiliary bases" 
do not occur clause-initially. Hale's claim that monosyllabic 
"bases" are also restricted to second position. not first position, 
is controversial. If it turns out that he is correct, then this 
statement is faulty when )'i is taken into account. And ignoring 
even this counterevidence, it is possible to handle Hale's 
generalization without mIxing syntax and phonology by 
grouping the two monosyllabic bases under discussion with the 
disyllabic modals that are restricted to second position for 
independent reasons. 
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One side effect of this approach is that it avoids the use of 
zero morphemes; on this see Janda and Manandise (1985) who 
argue that there is no need for zeroes in morphological 
description. 

In addition, have attempted to capture the ordering 
requirements of Warlpiri modal particles. conjunctions. comple
mentizers, auxiliaries. and what Nash terms "pure enclitics" by 
means of the margin feature [FIRST] and numerous linear 
precedence statements. I have avoided the snarings of a trans
formational account. as well as reference to phonological shape; 
I have been able to have a syntactic property predict a 
phonological one. but not vice versa; and I now conclude that 
the facts of the Warlpiri auxiliary do not run afoul of the 
Principle of Phonology-Free Syntax. 

Endnotes 
1 Hale (1973:313) claims that "Aux-Insertion is ... blocked 

if the auxiliary is the negative and is immediately followed by 
the verb", but the data in (1) from Nash (1986) suggest 
otherwise. 

2 Note here that both free and bound words are to be 
found in second position in Warlpiri. The "modal particles" 
below are not phonologically bound, and therefore act as 
independent syntactic units subject to the ordering constraint 
known as Wackernagel's Law. I interpret this to mean that 
Wackernagel's Law is a matter for syntax to handle and cannot 
itself be reduced to phonological wrapping, as was suggested in 
the questioning period. 

3 There is however a process of cluster simplification in 
fast speech of some speakers that reduce Lku and Lpa to ku and 
pa respectively (Nash, p. 79). 

4 The particles kulanganra and marda do sometimes 
occur elsewhere, having scope over an immediately following 
or preceding expression (respectively) in lieu of sentential 
scope. 

5 Glosses for these morphemes are in (8-10) above. 
6 Moreover, anything marked (WL:+1 must subcategorize 

for the feature [FIRST:+]. I thank Chu Ren Huang for bringing 
this observation to my attention. 
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Tbe Use ot Metapbor in Enqlisb Noun-NoUD CombinatioDS 

Mary ElleD Ryder 


Boise State university 


The traditional assumption about figurative language 
held in both rhetoric and philosophy was that it was a 
special literary or stylistic device (e.g. Locke 
1706/1959, Ogden and Richards 1946). In contrast, the 
majority of researchers in metaphor today believe that 
its use is central to everyday language and thought (e.g. 
Boyd 1979, Kuhn 1979, Rumelhart 1979). Despite this 
conviction, there has been surprisingly little 
investigation of its occurrence in ordinary, day-to-day 
speech. Moreover, research has concentrated on clausal 
metaphors, especially of the equative, A is a B type: 

(1) 	 Man is a machine. 

Her ex-husband is a worm. 


Yet intuition suggests that the majority of metaphors in 
ordinary speech may belong to other categories; certainly 
most of the dead metaphors used are phrasal, for example: 

(2) 	 kick the bucket, up a creek, the last straw, back to 
the drawing board 

and while proverbs are often clausal, they are hardly 
ever equative: 

(3) 	 You can't tell a book by its cover. 
Don't look a gift horse in the mouth. 

The purpose of this paper is, first, to discuss some 
of the characteristics of clausal metaphors generally 
proposed; second, to describe the use of metaphor in a 
non-clausal construction commonly found in English, 
noting its differences from clausal metaphors; and, 
third, to propose a model to account for the differences 
between the two types of metaphors. 

One of the basic issues in metaphor research is that 
of identification. How is a metaphor recognized by a 
listener? The cue to identifying metaphors that has been 
most commonly suggested is that of semantic anomaly (e.g. 
Blank 1988, Kintsch 1974, Matthews 1971, Searle 1979). 
That is, the realization that an expression can not be 
literally true triggers an attempt to find a metaphorical 
interpretation for it. For example, consider the 
expression: 

(4) 	 Insurance is an umbrella you buy for a rainy day. 
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where insurance cannot be a literal umbrella. The 
semantic incongruity may not be in the expression itself, 
but in the combination of the expression and its context, 
either linguistic or extra-linguistic, producing whole
sentence metaphors. For example, while the sentence: 

(5) Then came the drought. 

could easily be taken literally, if it is uttered in the 
context of a discussion of the end of an artist sI 

creative activity, its literal meaning will not make 
sense in that context, and it will be interpreted 
metaphorically instead. Thus, all clausal metaphors seem 
to be characterized by a perceived incongruity, either 
internal to the expression, or between the expression and 
the context. 

A second characteristic of clausal metaphors is that 
the common feature or features on which the metaphor is 
based are much less salient to the topic of the metaphor, 
the thing being commented on, than they are to the 
vehicle, the thing used to comment on the topic (Ortony 
1979). For example, consider the metaphorical statement: 

(6) The clouds were an angry mob. 
topic vehicle 

Some highly salient features of an angry mob are entities 
closely bunched together, rapid movement, and aggressive 
or destructive intentions. None of these qualities are 
highly salient to clouds; if a person were asked to give 
the most co~~on characteristics of clouds, few if any of 
these would listed. 

In summary, clausal metaphors show a semantic 
incongruity, either within the expression or between the 
expression and the context. In addition, they exhibit 
a salience asymmetry in the common features on which the 
metaphors are based, with the features being of high 
salience to the vehicle and of low salience to the topic. 

I will now turn to the use of metaphor in a non
clausal construction, one that contain two nouns and is 
itself a noun or noun phrase. These expressions, which 
I call noun-noun combinations, include established noun
noun compounds, such as: 

(7) handsoap, catfish, fire station 

and nominal expressions that are not necessarily 
considered compounds, such as: 

(8) clay pigeon, student participation 
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The creation of noun-noun combinations is one of the 
most highly productive morphological processes in 
English. If the use of metaphor is common :In the 
production or interpretation of noun-noun combinations, 
then we not only have strong evidence for its use in 
common language, but we also have a wealth of data to 
examine in order to learn more about at least one context 
in which it functions. 

Noun-noun combinations have aroused great interest in 
linguists for some time because of their seemingly 
unpredictable meaning. For example, sunglasses protect 
wearers from the sun and snowsuits protect them from the 
snow, but sunsuits, instead of protecting wearers from 
the sun, expose them to it. 

The semantic unpredictability in noun-noun 
combinations is caused by their elliptical structure. 
The second noun in these forms, the head noun, usually 
identifies the referent of the whole expression (e.g. an 
apron string is a kind of string), and the first noun, 
the modifier, names a referent related to the second in 
some plausible way (e.g. an apron string is attached to 
an apron). However, the noun-noun combination gives no 
overt indication of what that relationship is. 

This semantic imprecision raises an interesting 
question in cases where one of the nouns might be 
interpreted metaphorically. If overt semantic 
incongruity is necessary to identify a metaphCJrical 
expression, how would it be recognized in noun-noun 
combinations? Because of the lack of any expressed 
connection between the nouns, and because of the wide 
range of semantic relationships possible between most 
nouns, there can be no positive indication of semantic 
incongruity (other than that provided by context) that 
an interpreter could use to identify a metaphorical use 
of one or both of the nouns. Thus, if we assume 
metaphors must have overt triggers, we would predict that 
a noun-noun combination whose meaning does not conflict 
with its context will never be assigned a metaphorical 
meaning. If listeners cannot identify a metaphor in a 
noun-noun combination, speakers presumably will not use 
one. If these predictions prove false, we will have to 
modify our conception of what triggers metaphorical 
interpretation, at least in noun-noun combinations. 

A good place to begin looking for evidence on the 
production of metaphors in noun-noun combinations is in 
the meanings of forms already in the lexicon. Metaphors 
appear sporadically but fairly frequently in many types 
of established noun-noun combinations. In most cases, 
only one noun is metaphorized and the head noun is more 
often used metaphorically than the modifier noun 
(metaphorical elements are underlined): 
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(9) 	 arrowhead sand dollar car bra 

bar flY blood bath hat tree 

matchbook brainpan blood bank 

book jacket windsock battlewagon 

clay pigecr, information leak 

sun gem (Brazilian hummingbird) 

leaf miner (voracious leaf-eating larva) 

water fire (acrid aquatic weed) 


In addition to these random cases, there are certain 
patterns of noun-noun combinations that have metaphorical 
head nouns more often than not. For example, established 
noun-noun combinations beginning with "sea" have 
metaphorical heads most of the time. Here are a few out 
of the dozens that exist: 

(10) sea adder sea arrow sea girdle 
sea bat sea bear sea grape 
sea beef sea bells sea hedgehog 
sea blubber sea bottle sea hound 
sea bun sea bush sea lemon 
sea cabbage sea cauliflower sea lungs 
sea cradle sea cucumber sea moth 
sea devil sea dog sea necklace 
sea egg sea elephant sea pumpkin 
s:;ea fern sea fire sea ruffle 
sea furbelow sea-gate sea lawyer 

The lack of an overt trigger clearly does not stop people 
from producing metaphorical noun-noun combinations. 

In addition to lacking an overt trigger, metaphorical 
noun-noun combinations differ from clausal metaphors in 
the relative salience of the common features on which 
they are based. If we examine the examples given in (9) 
and (10) above, we can see that the similarity on which 
the metaphor is based is not only a highly salient 
feature of the head noun, the vehicle of the metaphor, 
but is also a very noticeable characteristic of the noun
noun combination's referent, the metaphor's topic. For 
example, the most striking characteristic of a sea horse 
is the similarity of its head to that of a real horse. 
The shape of a hat tree, which is the feature it has in 
common with a real tree, is its most noticeable 
characteristic. In short, metaphors in noun-noun 
combinations show a salience symmetry--the salience of 
the feature on which the metaphor is based is equally 
high for both the Vehicle and the topic of the metaphor. 

The differences between clausal metaphors and those 
in noun-noun combinations raise two questions. First, 
why are the features on which the metaphor is based more 
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salient for topics of noun-noun combinations than they 
are for clausal metaphors? Second, given that noun-noun 
combination metaphors often lack an overt trigger, how 
does the listener even recognize that a metaphorical 
meaning is intended? Both these questions can be 
answered by looking at the functions of the two 
constructions. 

Metaphors are based on one or more resemblances 
between the topic and the vehicle. In the kinds of 
clausal metaphors generally studied, these common 
characteristics are being asserted of the topic. I call 
this function of figurative language knowledge
transforming; the speaker is attempting to alter the 
lis~ener's understanding of the topic by calling 
attention to characteristics that were previously either 
not very salient for him or not known at all. In 
understanding the metaphor, the listener either adds 
these features to his conception of the topic, or, if 
they were already present, increases their prominence. 
Thus, to return to example (6), repeated here: 

(11) 	 The clouds were an angry mob. 

the speaker, by uttering this sentence, is attempting to 
change the listener's conception of the clouds referred 
to in it by altering his prototypical notion of clouds 
to include or focus on their bunching together, their 
rapid movement, and their potential for destructive 
violence. An attempt to make a more lasting change in 
a listener's knowledge would be: 

(12) 	 Industrial waste is giving our river system 
hardening of the arteries. 

where the speaker is trying to add the potential life
threatening aspect of hardening arteries to the 
listener's permanent conception of the effects of 
industrial waste. 

The salience asymmetry in clausal metaphors is 
directly due to their knowledge-transforming function. 
In order for the listener to discover the new knowledge 
that is being asserted, the common features on which the 
metaphor is based must be easily recognized 
characteristics of the vehicle, i.e. highly salient. If 
the common features are of low salience for the vehicle, 
the metaphor will be hard to interpret, or will be 
misinterpreted. Consider the statement: 

(13) 	 Boise is the Washington, D.C. of Idaho. 

where the speaker is trying to convey the information 
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that, like Washington, D.C., Boise has a river running 
through it. The fact that Washington has a river is of 
low salience and so it will not occur to people to choose 
it as the common characteristic of the two cities. 
Instead, they will probably take a highly salient 
characteristic of Washington, and reach the true but in 
this case incorrect interpretation: 

(14) 	 Boise, like Washington, D.C., is the governmental 
center of its political region. 

Thus, the features on which the metaphor is based must 
have high salience for the vehicle. However, if they 
also have high salience for the topic, then the asserted 
resemblance will not be informative, because it will be 
providing information the I istener already has. For 
example, consider an utterance such as: 

(15) 	 Mountains are nature's fortresses. 
topic 	 vehicle 

where features such as si ze, general shape, and the 
quality of being an obstacle are already highly salient 
not only to the vehicle but also to the topic. While 
this is certainly a readily comprehended metaphcr, many 
listeners will consider it uninformative and trite. 

The situation is quite different with noun-noun 
combinations. These expressions are not intended to be 
knowledge-transforming; instead, they function as names. 
The ideal name for a referent has two characteristics. 
The first, which is obligatory, is that the name will 
allow the referent to be distinguished from other similar 
or related objects. Obviously, if you want to discuss 
a nurr~er of different kinds of fish, it will be extremely 
difficult to do so if they all have the same name, 
"fish". The second characteristic is optional but highly 
desirable; the name should have a non-arbitrary 
connection to the referent so it will be easily learned 
and remembered. 

Noun-noun combinations approach the ideal. In the 
simplest case, the head noun refers to a known class of 
objects to which the new referent belongs, e.g. an 
angelfish is a kind of fish. The modifier is chosen so 
that its relationship to the head noun helps distinguish 
the new referent from the rest of the class in a non
arbitrary way. For example, the term "bee cage" not only 
indicates that the referent is a type of cage different 
from other cages (by virtue of having a different name, 
"bee cage"), but it also gives some clue to how it is 
different; it is intended to confine bees rather than 
some other creature. 
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Of course, the relationship between the nouns in a 
noun-noun combination cannot give complete information 
on the meaning of the whole expression, so what aspect 
will the expression's creator choose to represent? Since 
the inter-noun relationship is covert, only cued by the 
presence of the two nouns, it must be a very obvious, 
familiar one, such as habitat, composition, or 
similarity, for example: 

(16) 	 field mouse (habitat) 

brick wall (composition) 

zebra fish (similarity) 


If there is no noun whose literal meaning refers to the 
obj ect being named by the noun-noun combination, the 
speaker will choose a metaphorical head noun to refer to 
the object and will select a modifier related to the 
named object rather than to the literal referent of the 
head noun. Marine life forms provide good instances of 
this. English has few nouns whose literal meanings refer 
to aquatic plants or animals. However, many of these 
life forms have one or more highly salient 
characteristics, most often color or shape, shared by a 
terrestrial form. As a resul t, they have often been 
given metaphorical noun-noun combinations as names, where 
the modifying noun, "sea" or "water", refers to the 
habitat of the referent and the head noun is the vehicle 
of the metaphor. For example, a sea cucumber is a 
creature that has the shape and color of a cucumber and 
lives in the sea: 

(17) 	 sea cucumber (particular marine animal) 
habitat / vehicle / metaphor topic (covert) 

Note that when the head noun is intended metaphorically, 
while there is an obvious relationship between the 
expression's referent (the head noun's metaphorical 
meaning) and the modifying noun, there will be no obvious 
relationship between the literal meaning of the head noun 
and its modifier. Thus, while the connection between the 
creature referred to as a sea cucumber and the sea is the 
obvious one of habitat, there is no obvious relationship 
between real cucumbers and the sea, although some 
relationship could be found if the listener were 
sufficiently ingenious. 

The fact that metaphorical nouns are used to name 
referents which do not conform to any established noun's 
meaning explains the bias toward head nouns rather than 
modifying nouns being metaphorical in noun-noun 
combinations, since it is the head noun that names the 
set of things to which the expression's referent belongs. 
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Creators of noun-noun combinations involving metaphor 
can increase the chances of successful interpretation by 
basing their new combinations on one of the patterns 
using metaphor that is already established in the 
lexicon, since people are known to base new creations on 
familiar instances (Bauer 1983). So, for example, the 
namer of a new marine plant or animal can take advantage 
of the number of "sea" noun-noun combinations with a 
metaphorical head noun by creating one of the same type, 
"sea + X". 

(18) 	 sea + X -> sea giraffe 

The fact that metaphorical noun-noun combinations are 
names rather than knowledge-transforming assertions also 
explains the salience asymmetry of the common feature. 
As in clausal metaphors, the feature must be highly 
salient to the vehicle if the metaphor is to be 
comprehended. However, it must also be highly salient 
to the topic, the referent of the noun-noun combination, 
because the similarity must express some obvious 
characteristic of the referent in order to make the noun
noun combination effective and easily remembered as a 
name. This is especially true since the topic of the 
metaphor is not even mentioned in the noun-noun 
combination, but must be inferred. If the common 
characteristic is not a very obvious characteristic of 
both the vehicle and the covert topic, the listener will 
not be able to identify the referent of the noun-noun 
combination correctly. To see the difference between the 
use of a metaphor in asserting versus naming, consider 
the following two utterances, made while pOinting at a 
sea cucumber: 

(19) 	 That creature is (like) a cucumber. 

That is a sea cucumber. 


The first, which is asserting the similarity would be 
considered trite by most listeners, since it states an 
obvious resemblance and is thus uninformative. The 
second is a completely acceptable statement; it gives a 
name to the item that, taking advantage of obvious 
characteristics, will be easy for the listener to 
remember. 

have shown that the relationship between the vehicle 
and the covert topic in a noun-noun combination must be 
an obvious one for the metaphor to be understood, but the 
question still remains of how the metaphorical use will 
be recognized at all, if the context does not provide a 
clue to the semantic incongruity. I propose that, since 
listeners are also speakers, they recognize the use of 

I 
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metaphor in noun-noun combinations because of their 
understanding of the process used by speakers in creating 
them. Based on their knowledge of how noun-noun 
combinations are created, interpreters of unfamiliar 
combinations should act on the following assumptions: 

(20) 	 1) the second noun will almost always describe the 
class of objects to which the referent belongs 

2) the relationship between the two nouns will be 
an obvious one 

3) 	 if there is no obvious relationship between the 
nouns, it is probable that one of the nouns is 
to 	be interpreted metaphorically 

4) 	 if there is a metaphorical noun, it will be the 
head noun, because the speaker would choose a 
metaphorical noun only if there were no nouns 
that described the class of objects to which the 
noun-noun combination's referent belongs 

5) 	 the creator will take advantage of noun-noun 
combination patterns already established, some 
of which have metaphors in them 

To test these assumptions, I created a set of 100 
novel noun-noun combinations and presented each of them 
to 40 native English speakers to be interpreted (Ryder 
1989). The forms were presented in isolation, so that 
the only clue to the meaning lay in the juxtaposition of 
the nouns. Some of the novel noun-noun combinations had 
very plausible meanings based on famil iar inter-noun 
connections, while others did not. Following are some 
examples of both types used in the experiment: 

( 21) Plausible Implausible 
Location + Noun mountain-rose school-shark 
Noun + Location goat-barn book-river 
container + Noun box-chair drawer-pillow 
Noun + container bean-barrel elephant-jar 
Noun + HumAn tractor-man moose-man 
AnimAl + cArnivore squirrel-hound cow-wolf 
Animal + Animal elephant-fish trout-deer 

Of the 100 combinations, a little under half (44) were 
judged independently to have obvious inter-noun 
relations. I will refer to these as reasonable noun
noun combinations and to the others as o~d. 

The results clearly refute the prediction that people 
require an overt indication of anomaly to produce a 
figurative reading. Subjects used metaphors in about 
20\ of the responses. Even when there was a familiar 
connection of some other kind between the nouns, some of 
the responses were still metaphorical. Clearly, the 
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interpreters expected creators of noun-noun combinations 
to have employed metaphors on occasion, and they 
themselves had no trouble using them to create 
corresponding interpretations. 

In addition, the results strongly support an 
interpretation model based on knowledge about the 
functions of noun-noun combinations and the speaker I s 
strategies in creating them. The responses with 
metaphors appeared six times as often in odd noun-noun 
combinations as in reasonable ones, reflecting the fact 
that the subjects knew that a lack of any obvious 
connection between the two nouns generally meant the 
creator of the noun-noun combination could not find a 
noun whose literal meaning matched the combination's 
referent. This assumption is further supported by the 
fact that when subjects did metaphorize the meaning of 
one of the element nouns, they changed the head noun 
about six times as often as the modifier noun: out of all 
the responses using non-prototypical meanings for the 
nouns, 16% altered the meanings of both nouns, 16% 
altered the meaning of the modifier noun, and the 
remaining 68% altered only the meaning of the head noun. 

There was also evidence for the use of linguistic 
patterns to predict when a metaphor might be involved. 
For instance, even when there was a plausible relation 
possible between the word "sea" and the head noun in some 
of the new noun-noun combinations, some subjects chose 
to metaphorize the head noun anyway. In each of the 
following examples there are interpretations that involve 
at most only moderate changes in meaning of the head 
noun, but there are at least a few responses for these 
expressions that employ a metaphorical meaning for the 
head noun, as in most established "sea" compounds 
(possible literal interpretation given first, in 
parentheses) : 

(22) 	 s.a-lamp: (a special type of lamp used at sea) 
a sea weed that looks like a lamp 
a sea creature that looks like a lamp 
fluorescent sea animal that lives in the ocean 
a species of phosphorescent spineless sea creature 
s.a-spider: (type of spider found at sea or on the 

beach) 
another name for octopus (3 responses) 
a type of sea creature that looks like a ~p~dcr 
aa s~r fi~~ ~~~t mnves differentlv 

~ype 	of starf1sh (2 responses) 
a marine (underwater) creature resembling a spider 
a species of spider-like crustacean dwelling in the 

sea 
a pirate (examples continued on next page) 
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sea-cat: (a cat on a sea-going vessel) 
kind of fish (in the sea) 
a fish which resembles a cat and lives in the sea 
aquatic denizen 
a sea-horse creature resembling a cat 
name of marine animal or maybe vehicle of aquatic 

recreation 
someone who likes the sea 
a swimmer/diver 
a type of submarine 
an animal that lives in the sea 
sea-trunk: (a trunk used by sailors and travelers 

at sea) 
a trunk-like animal that lives in the sea 
a trunk that a plant in the sea has 
a trunk-shaped, animate object that lives in the sea 
a trunk that is similar to a tree trunk that is 

growing on the ocean floor [made of dirt and 
debris] 

trunk found in the sea that is organic but looks 
similar to a trunk 

In summary, a comparison of clausal metaphors and 
metaphorical noun-noun combinations shows they differ in 
1) the likelihood of having overt semantic incongruity 
as a trigger, and 2) the symmetry or lack of it in the 
salience of the common feature for the vehicle and the 
topic. These differences can be accounted for by 
examining the d i f ferent discourse functions served by the 
two kinds of metaphors. Finally, the data from 
metaphorical noun-noun combinations support the claim 
that use of metaphor is a natural part of every-day 
speech, and can be easily identified and interpreted by 
the average listener. 
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ABSOLUTE NEUTRALIZATION IN A 

FEA7CRE-BASED THEORY OF UNDERSPECIFICATION 


Deborah Schlinciwein 

University of Georgia 


In t r od'..lc t i en 

In her survey of current approaches te 
~nderspeclficaticn, Archacgeli (19B8) argues that a 
maJor conceptual difference between Radical 
Underspeciflcation and a theory of Contrastive 
Speciflcation involves the sort of phonological 
primitives available fer the construction of underlying 
representations. She argues that the feature can be 
con~idered ~he most basic unit within the model of 
underspecificatl~n inherent in Radical 
Uncierspeciflcatlon, while the seoment must be the ~ost 
Daslc unit in Contrastive Speciflcation. 

With regard to Contrastive SpecIfication, 
Archangeli (1988:191-192) notes:

The :ive-vowe! lnventory 0: a language like 
Spa;,lsh or Japar.ese ... has the following 
representation given Contrastive Specification: 

, , 
( J. " Ccntra~tive Specification 

full cO:1trasts contras:i~Je 

sFecificatlon speclIlcation 

i e a 0 u i e a 0 u 

high + {i,e};{o,u} + + 
1 c'W {a.o} + 
back + + {l,u};{e,o} + + 
voice + + + + + 

The learnability of such a system depends on 
discoverlng the feature contrasts explclted in tte 
language and using those contrasts to determine the 
appropriate representations. In some way, this model 
requlres knowledge of the full specificatlon of each 
segment: as D. Schlindwein ha~ pointed out to me, 
such kno~ledge is required in order to determine the 
approprlate representation of /a/ and of 10/: [lew] 
dlsting~i~hes these two segments only if ~e know that 
fal and Ie/ are both [-high, +backJ even though the~e 
features are not contrastive for lal ... 
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With regard to Radical Underspecification, where 
only unpredictable feature values are included in 
underlying representation, Archangeli (1988:192 194) 
notes: 

... This model allows a variety of representa~lons 
for the vowel inventory considered above; three 
options follow ... : 

(2) Some RadIcal Underspecificatlon options 

a. i e a 0 u b. i e a 0 u 

high 
1cw + + 

back + + 

voice 


[+lowJ -> [-high] [+ low] - > [- u 
[+lowJ -> [+back] [ J -> [+hi 
[ ] - > [ low j [ ] > [-low J 
: 1 -> [+high] [ ] -> [+back]

j -> [-backJ 

J -) [+volce] -> [+voice] 


If we were to simply take the feature 
sDecificatlcns [-high], [+low] a::d [+back] fro;:-, 
(2a) and combIne them in all logically pcssib:e 
ways. the inventory in (3) is created. (The 
vertical lInes in this a::d subsequent figures 
dIvide feature combInations that represent 
d:!~erent segments. Thus, here la/ is represented 
by four dIfferent combinations and each of 
/1 e 0 u/ by a single com~lnation.) 

( 3 ) a o e u ::. 

high 
low + + .. + 
cack + + + 

The rules in (2a) derive the same configuration of 
features from all four representations fer /a/. 
Thus, no information is lost, and a simpler 
representatIon is gained, by reducing the four to 
Slmply [+lowJ, a move forced by the evaluation 
metric. As a result, the segmental configuration 
of (2a) is der1ved from the free combinat:~n of 
elements in a feature inventorv. Thus, the 
inventory of phonologica: primitives 1n such a 
language is the set of feature speclflcat1cns that 
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the language requires. The set of '~ossible 
segments' is nowhere listed: such f~ature 
combl~ations are derived from the feat~re 
inventory. 

Indeed, the radically underspecified vo~el 
matrices presented in (2a) can be described quite 
succinctly in terms of the phenologically primitive 
feature specifications (-high], (+lew), and [+caok]. 
One matrix contalns none of these primitive feature 
specifications. This is the matrix that corresponcis to 
i. Three other matrices ~tilize one aniece of each of 
the specifications. These are the mat~ices that 
correspond to ~. ~. and~. Flnally. one matrix 
combines the primitive feature specification [-high] 
with the primitive feature specification [+cack]. This 
is the matrix that corresponds to Q. B~t Archange:i's 
contention that matrlces which co~bine the primitive 
feature specifications [flow] wlth [+back~ or [+:ewJ 
with [-high} should be excluded from (2a) o~ the 
grounds that such combinations correspocci to the vowel 
which is more economically represented with the slngle 
primitive feature speciflcation [flow] does not hold up 
to critical scrutiny in llght 0: her suggestion that 

not segments are the basic u~its referred to 
oonstructlon of radically underspecified 

underlying matrices. Fer in order to determine that 
underlying ccmtinatioDs involving [flow] with [+back) 
or [tlow] with (-high] would ultimately y~e:6 the same 
vo~el as that represented with the single primitive 
feature specification [flow]. we require access to the 
~act that there exists no more than o~e low vowel amo~g 
the surface inventory of vowels in the language under 
cocsicieration. and we need to know that thlS low 
vowel's surf~ce matrix contains the features [+backJ 
and [-hlgh].' Eut access to the fact that ttere 
exists only one low vowel and the ability to ~revie~ 
its s~rface specifioations areentlrely incompatible 
wlth the notion that Radical U~derspeclfication is a 
truly feature-based theory. So Radical 
Underspecification, like Contrastive Specification, is 
actually a segment-based theo~y. It relies upon 
consultation of a surface segment inventory to factor 
cut feature specifications that are redundant in their 
particular intrasegmental ccntexts. 

This is not to say that a theory of 
underpecification be feature-based. I offer 
below a description t a truly feature-based 
theory of underspecification might look like. 
Following that I show how such a theory enables us to 
account for absolute neutralization phenomena ln a 
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princlpled way. 

1.1 A Feature-Based Theory of Underspecification 

Feature Eased U~derspecification shares with 
Radical Underspecification several basic assumptions. 
In Feature Based Underspecification as in Radical 
Underspecification, it is assumed that only one value 
of any fea~ure may be specified in underlying 
representation. It is also assumed that which value of 
a feature may be underlyingly specified is a 
language-parclcul,r matter. So while in one language 
[-hlgh~ miGh~ be prese~t in underlying representatio~s. 
in another language [+high] might be the feature value 
that occurs uncerlyingly. 

Thus underlying underspecified matrices in Feature 
Based Underspecification look very much like underlYlng 
underspecified matrlces in Radical Underspecliication. 
Because cf this. we may repeat the example 
underspacified underlying vowel matrix inventory 
presented in (2a) as (4). and use it to illus::ate the 
prinoiples of underlying matrix compositicn in Feature 
Based Und~rspeciflcation: 

4 ) i e a 0 u 
hi:;:: 
10\0; + 

back + + 


!his matI~x array, thcugh introduced in (2a) as an 
example of pcssible underlYlng vowel speoiflcations in 
Rao!ca: Underspecification. serves just as 
appropriately as an example of poss~ble underlying 
vowel spec:£icaticns in Feature Based 
Underspeci!lcation. 

The uL~ers?ec:fie~ vcwel matrix inventory in (4) 
can be descrlbed in terms of the primitlve feature 
specii!ca';lor::s [-high], [+101.']. and [+backJ such that 
one matrix contains none cf these features, three 
matrices contaln one apiece of [-highJ, [+lowJ, and 
[+backJ, and one matrix contains the combination of 
[-h:gh] with [+backJ. I pointed out above that the 
absence from this matrix array of combinations 
involving the feature [+lowJ cannot, in a feature-based 
theory, be attributed to the redundancy of either of 
the other features in the context of [+10101], since such 
redundancy can only be afcertained via reference to a 
surface vowel inventcry." If the primitive feature 
specifications [-high], [+10101], and [+backJ are allo~ed 
to combine freely, ho~ever, we should get in (4) 
underlying matrices in which [flow] co~~ines with 
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[-high] or in which (+10w] corebines with [+back). ~e 
must therefore assume that in Feature Based 
Underspecification, prireitive feature specifications do 
not combine freely. Instead, combinations of primitive 
feature specifications must be explicitly licensed to 
appear in underlying representation. In the case cf 
the example underlying vowel matrix inventory in (4), 
[-hig;-,], [+lowj, and [+backJ are the primitIve feature 
specifications being used, and only [ high] and [+back} 
are licensed to combIne in underlying representation.~ 
The underlying vowel matrix inventory in (4) is truly 
feature-based in that all that is reqUIred to put it 
together is a co~lection of primi:ive feature 
specifications and a lIst of underlyingly licensed 
feature combinations. Nothing need be said about the 
absence of underlying combinations involving [+lowJ 1n 
(4) when [+lowJ is not explicitly licensed to combine 
with other primitive feature specificaticns in 
underlying representation.: 

II Absolute Neutralization 

In segment-based theories of uncerspeci:icaticn, 
i~ which feature specifications that are red~nca~~ 
within theIr respe~tive intrasegmenta! contexts are 
factored out of representatIons to achleve 
underspecification of underlying matrices, surface 
segments and underlYIng matrices are tiea into a 
one-to-one relatIonship where there can be no greater 
nu~ber of different underlying matrices than there are 
distinct surface segments. In such theorIes o~ 
underspecification. a language with a five-vcwel 
surface Inventory can have no more than fIve different 
uncierlying vowel matrices. 

In contrast, in Feature Eased UnderspecifIc.tic~. 
the establ~shment of underlying repr€sentat:o~s does 
not depend upon the removal of surface-true redunda~t 
intrasegmental feature combinations. The eicre, In 
Feature Eased UnderspecifIcation, a surface five-vowel 
inventory may be derived from under!y~ng 
representations in which there are found more than five 
different underlying vowel matrices, as we shall see 
immedIately below. 

Consider an underlying vowel matrix array which 
uses three primitive feature specifications: [+high], 
[+backJ, and [+low). If the primitive feature 
specification (+backJ is licensed to appear 1n 
combir.ation with the primitive feature specification 
[+high], and if [+back] is also licensed to appear in 
combination with the primitive feature specification 
[+lowJ, we get an array of six underlying matrices: 
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12) i e ~ a 0 u 
high + + 
back + + + 
low + + 

I have labeled these six underlYlng matrices with 
the vowels which would surface 1f all blanks were 
interpreted as [-high}, [-back], and [-lewJ. 1'.55U:1".e, 
however, that the rule in (13) applies during the 
course of phonological derivation: 

13) o > [+baekJ J [flow] 

Application of the rule in (13) would yield tro~ the 
underlYlng matrices set up in (12) the su=face vowels 
with which I have labeled the matrices lD (14): 

14) 
i e a a 0 u 

high ... + 
:::ack ( + ) + + + 0 > [+backJ/[+lc;,;J 
:01.' + + 

A surface inventory of only five distinot vowels is 
thus derived from six underlyingly un~Erspecified 
matrices. 

What we have just SEer. is t~e 
neutrali:at:cn of what began as two 
~nce=:Ylng:y ~nderspec:fied ~~:~wj matrices. Frior to 
their absolute neutrallzatlon. one of these matrices 
could be ex~ected to respond to rules and processes 
target~ng tle feature [+back]. while the other would 
rema:n immune frcm pa=ticipa::cn in s~ch ~ules or 
processes. That is, despite their eventua: 
converge~ce, these matrices might exhiblt quite 
dif~erent phonological behavicr. 

Notice that the FotentiaJ ar~itra:iness of 
ab!clute neutralizatlon 1S signiflcantly constrained in 
a theory in which absolute neutrall~ation results from 
the fill in of uncerlyingly absent feature 
specifi ons. As Bruce Hayes (p.c.) has pointed out 
to IT.e, in such a theory, •abst ract' phonemes are not 
random~y specified for arbitrary neutral~zable 
features. In Lhe scenario desoribed above, the 
application of a fill-1n rule supplying [+back] to 
matr1ces co~taining (+low] ensures that no [flow] 
matrix may be later lnterpreted as [-back). Thus the 
application of the rule in (23) creates a gao, where a 
nonback lo~ vowel should be found, in an otherwise 
S:ir:-,'Tle'::r: cal surface vOl;'el inventory. An' abs:ract' 
phoneme whose absolute neutral1~ation is achieved 
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thro1.:<;h the appl cation of a fill-in rule can therefore 
only be one whic corresponds to a definable gap lr. the 
surface segment nventory. 

2.1 Ainu. 

The scenario described above is not purely 
hypothetlcal. An analysis allowing for the absolute 
neutralization of two different underlying (+low: vowel 
matrices to surface is just what we need to account 
for the results of me odic dissimilation in the Al~U 
lar.guage. 

Ito (1984) presents data from Ainu showing the 
various realizations of the transitivizing suffix added 
to monosyllaclc verb roots. Following Ito we arrange 
the data intc four groups: 

15) 

a) 	 pis-i 'ask' tus-u 'shake' 
ker-e 'touch' 	 pop 0 'boil , 
i';iak - a 'ope!").' 	 t-" aco- 'cross' 

b) 	 pir-u twipe' mt.:s-i 'choke' 
rek-"Il 'rir:g' pok-i t lower t 

c) 	 rap-u 'flutter' kar-i 'rctate C 

,ram-u 'think' 	 sar 'look bad: ' 

d) e 'cause to runt tuy-e • C";,lt 1 

Eo '.slant' moy-e 'move' 
taw-e 'pull with force' say-e '\o,0ir.d t 

I shall assume along with Ito that the forms in 
(l~a) are derived by the spreacilng of features from the 
root vowel to a featureless syllable nucleus comprising 
the suffix. Thus all five of the surface vowels of 
Ainu, i, ~ ,Q, and ~, may appear as the reali:atlon 
of the trans" ivizing suffix here. 

Departing from Ito, I assume that the forms in 
(lSb) and (:5c) select an allomorphic variant of the 
transitlvizlng suffix, namely, a syllable nucleus 
bearlng the prlmitive feature specifications [thigh] 
and (+back J .' 

I propose that the matrix array in (16), which is 
a repeat of the feature-based matrix array shown in 
(12) 	 above, characterizes the underlying vowel syste~ 
of An.l.;: 
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16 ) i e ce a 0 u 
high + + 
back + + + 
low + + 

The featureless transitivizing suffix which when a~deci 
to the verb ~oots in (15a) triggers spreadi~g is, 
loosely speaking, the vowel lei: its allomcrphic 
varlant, selected by the verb roots in (15b) and (15c) 
is, loosely speaking, the vowel lui. 

The disslmilation rule that leads to the surface 
realization of the transitivlzing sufflx in the forms 
i~ (15h) lS a simple one: 

17) Back Dissimilation [+backJ [+backJ 

x X 

By this rule, suffixal lui loses its [+back: 
specification in the environment of a root vowel 101 or 
lui, and, becau~e it retains its criglnal [+high: 
specificaticn, eventually su~faces as i. SufLixal luI 
~ces not lose its [+backJ specificatlcn in the 
environmen: c: a root vowel le/ or Iii, since t::e 
structural descrlption of Back Dissimilation is not met 
in such cases. 

ThlS account can be straightforwardly extended to 
the fcrms in (15c) as well. Let us assume tha: the 
late application of the rule in (18) supplles [+backJ 
in the intrasegmental context of [+low}: 

18 ) o ) [+backJ I [+10101) 

The applicatlcn of this fill-in rule ensures that the 
underlying matrix labeled I~I actually su=faces as ~. 
generetlng the five-vo~e: sur~ace l~ventcry c~ Al~~ 
fro~ the six different underlying vc~e! matrlces; 

19 ) 
i e a a 0 u 

high + + 
back ( + ) + + + 0 -) [+back]/[+low] 
low + + 

Because surface ~ may derive, via the late application 
of a f:ll-in rule supplying [+back] to [+10101] matrices, 
from underlying I~/. the transitivizing lui can be 
added to the low-voweled verb roots in the Iefthand 
column of (15c) and remain exempt from the effects cf 
Back Disslmilatlon. The low-voweled verb roots in the 
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righthand COlUro:! of (15c), whose surface.!!. pre!''.<rr.abl 
derives from an underlying lal, set the stage :or t 
transitivizing suffix to undergo Back Dissimilatlon, 
lose its [+backJ specification, and surface as 1. 

Ito conJectures that a historic ~ may o:1ce-have 
been part of the Ainu vowel system, and that its 
effects on the realization of the transitivizina suffix 
were lexicalized upon the diachronic merger of - and ~. 
While my account of the forms in (15c) is more tract 
than hers, it is synchronically more principled in that 
no exceptional, suppletive bimorphemic forms need be 
posited. 

The absolute neutralization of underlying /~! to .!!. 
creates a deflnable gap in the otherwise sy~~etrlcal 
surface vowe: inventory of Ainu. Absolute 
neutralizatlon is accomplished without 
feature-changing. 'Abstract' I~I was at nc stage of 
derivation speclfied for [-back]: it simply acquired 
its surface [+back] specification (leading to .!!.) late 
ln the cerivation. 

Finally, as Ito notes, the glide-final verb rcots 
of (15d), which we have left aside until now. ex~:bit a 
morpheme-internal pattern of backness dissimilation 
between the root vowel and following glide. 7nls shows 
that the glides are essentially high vowel matrices 
linked to non-nuclear syllabic positions. If a bare 
syllable nucleus is added to these rocts as a 
transitivizing suffix, spreading of features from the 
glides is blocked, due to a general prohibition aga~nst 

or Yi syllables in the lang~age. Spreac:ng 0: 
eatures from roct vowels is also blocked, as the 

features of the glide are in the way. Thus the su:fix 
remalns featureless. As blanks are eventua!2y 
interpreted as [-high], [-low], anc. [-baCK), the suffix 
surfaces here as ~. 

2.2 Hungaria:l 

Absolute neutralizatio~ via the application of a 
fill-in rule also neatly aCCOU:lts for the neutrallty of 
nonlow front vowels in Hungarian Frontness Harmony. 
base my discussion of Hungarian on Ringen (2988). My 
analysis is really quite similar to hers, as I assume 
with her that it is the left-to-right spreading of 
[-back] that glves rise to harmony. 

The data in (20), taken from Ringen, show 
Frontness Harmony affecting the dative suffix: 
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20) a) 	 haaz-n)k 'house' 
vaaros-n)k 'city' 

b) 	 utir-nek 'gap' 

orom-nek 'joy' 


c) 	 radiir-n)k 'eraser' 
kavics-n)k 'pebble' 
taanyeer-n)k 'plate' 

d) 	 viiz-nek 'water' 
fi 11 eer-nek 'penny' 

e) 	 hHd-n)k 'bridge' 
ceel-n)k 'goal' 

In (20a) we find back vowel domains, in (20b) we find 
front vowel comalns. In (20c) we wltness the harmonlc 
neutrality of and~, and in (20d) and (20e) we see 
that these vowe s mayor may not instlgate harmony when 
alone ln a stem. I 

It is this schizophrenic behavior of the nonlow 
front vowels i and ~ with respect to Frontness Harmony 
that we must account for. Sometimes, as exemplified in 
(20d), they trigger Frontness Harmony; other times, as 
exempiified in (20c) and (20e), they do not. In (20c) 
and (20e) the nonlow front vowels behave as though they 
are not [-back]. In (20c) and (20e) the nonlow front 
vowels behave. in essence, as though they were really 
back vowels. 

Conveniently, the nonlow back vowels i and ~ are 
consplcuously absent from the lnventory of eight 
Hungariap surface vowels, which can be described as 
ln (21):t 

21) i e e 0 li a 0 u 
high + + + 
low + + 
round + + + + 
back + + + 

We shall now see how in Feature Based 
Underspecificatlon we can relate the observed harmonic 
neutrality of i and ~ with the conspicuous absence of ~ 
and 6 from the otherwise falrly symmetrical inventory 
of Hungarian surface vowels. 

Let us assume along with Ringen that the 
harmonizing feature [-back] originates as a floating 
autosegment, which initlally associates to the leftmost 
vowel of its host morpheme and thrn spreads rightward 
to define front harmonic domains.' If [-back] 
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originates as a floating autosegment, then the only 
features that we need in order to describe the vowels 
of Hungarian are [high], [low], and [round]. 

A feature-based matrix array of five underlying 
vowels can be constructed using the primitive feature 
specifications [-high], [+10101], and [-round], where 
[-high] is licensed to combine with [-round]: 

22) it: 1\ ) 0 u 

high 
low + 
r01.:nd 

I have labeled the matrices in (22) with the vowels 
which would surface should the absence of any 
specification for [backJ be interpreted as implying 
[+back], and should only a (phonetically 
well-motivated) fill in rule supplyi~g [-high] to 
[tlowJ matrices appy dUring the phonology. 

The underlying flve vowels are doubled to ten once 
the floating [-back] autosegment is introduced: 

23) i 1\ ) 0 u i e ) i:i i.i 

high - ( - ) - - ( - ) 0 -) [-high] 
low t t /[tlow] 
round 

harmonic back 

Again I have labeled these matrices with the 
vowels which would surface should only a (phonetically 
well-motivated) fill-in rule supplying [-high] to 
[tlow] matrices apply during the phonology, and have 
this time explicitly indicated the applicatlon of such 
a rule. 

The rightmost five matrices in (23) thus represent 
the different matrices we could expect to flnd once a 
floating [-backJ autosegment associates and spreads 
(and thereby defines a front harmonic domain), and the 
leftmost five matrices in (23) represent the different 
matrices we could expect to find where no floating 
[-back] autosegment is available to associate and 
spread. 

Assume now that a fill-in rule supplying the 
feature [ back] to matrices containing [-round] 
applies: 
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24) i e ) 0 u i e ) 6 U 

high - (-) - - (-) 
low + + 
round 

back (-)(-) o -) 	[-back] 
I[-rnd] 

This fill-in rule is the rule that accomplishes 
absolute neutralization of Iii and IA/. Application ef 
this rule turns intermediate I~I and IAI into i and e. 
Because application of thls rule has been delayed until 
after the assoclation and spreadlng of [-back], ~ and £ 
are created from intermeci:ate I~I and IAI in domains 
not touched by Frontness Harmony. 

Just one more rule need be posited to derive from 
(24) the vowels that we actually find in Hungarlan. 
This last rule, which furnishes [-round] to matrices 
containing [flow], derives the matrices in (25) from 
those in (24): 

25) i e a 0 u i e e i:i U 

high - (-) - - (-) 
low + + 

round ( - ) ( - ) o -) [-round] 


I[+low] 
back ( - ) ( - ) 

Interpreting blanks in these matrices to imply [thigh], 
[-low], [+roundJ, and [+back], we find that the flve 
vo~els with which I have labeled the rlghtmost five 
matrices in (25) are exactly the five vowels which 
surface in front harmonic domains. And the five vowels 
with which I have labeled the leftmost five matrices in 
(25) are exactly the vowels that surface in domains 
untouched by Frontness Harmony. 

The nE~trality of ~ and £ in back vowel dcmains is 
thus accounted fer in Feature Based Underspeciflcation. 
Neutral i and e can be found in back vowel domains not 
because they a~e ever specified for the feature [+backJ 
but because they acquire thelr eventual [-back] 
speciflcation only after Frontness Harmony has applied. 
Furthermore, the absence of nonlow nonround back vowels 
in the surface inventory of Hungarian has been shown to 
be not accidental; the application of the fill-in rule 
supplying [-back] to [-round] matrices actually creates 
the gaps where such vowels should otherwise be found. 
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NCTEE 

A longer version of this paper was presented at 
UCSB, UCLA, UCD, University of Georgia, and USC. I am 
grateful to the audiences there, most especially 
Heather Goad, Bruce Hayes, Donca Steriade, and Jean
Roger Vergnaud, for their helpful and insightful 
comments. 

1. I have renumbered the figures in quoted text. 
That which appears here as (1) corresponds to 
Archangeli's figure (13), and those which appear below 
as (2) and (3) correspond to Archangeli's figures (15) 
and (16). 

2. It might be suggested that we can ascertain the 
predictability of [+backJ and [-high] in the context of 
[+low] by inspecting the redundancy rules listed under 
the matrix array in (2a), which yield full s~rface 
specifications from the underlying matrices. But the 
positing of the redundancy rules [+low] -> [+backJ and 
[+low] -) [-high], which are the relevant redundancy 
rules to which we would have to refer, depends upon 
recognition of the surface-true redundancy of [+back] 
and [-high] in the context of [+low]. 

3. Be aware that the phoneme labels appearing abo~e 
the matrices in (4) are i~cluded for convenience only. 
I~ Feature Based Underspecification, by definition, no 
reference can be made to this eventual surface 
inventory in determining the compositio~ of underlying 
matrlces. 

4. I assu~e that the licensing of combinations is 
less costly tha~ the proliferation of prlmitive feature 
specifications. Thus, an underlying array of five 
matrices ~hich utillzes three pri~itive feature 
specifications and licenses one combination is to be 
preferred over an array of five matrices which utilizes 
four primitive feature specifications and licenses no 
combinations. Radical Underspecification assumes a 
similar feature-minimization principle (Archangeli 
(1984». 

5. To ensure that the [+low] matrix in (4) eventually 
surfaces as a nonhlgh back vowel, we can assume that 
rules like those i~ (i) apply during the course of 
phonological derivation: 

i) 	 0 -> [+back] I [+low] 
o -) [-high] I [+low] 
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6. Ito suggests that the verb roots in (lSb) and in 
the second column of (15c) all carry a floating [+high) 
autosegment which links to the featureless V slot of 
the transitivizing suffix and triggers a rule of 
backness dissimilation: 
[+high] -> [-a back) / [a back] In the acsence of 
the transitivizing suffix, the oating autosegment 
would be deleted, since it apparently serves no other 
purpose than to determine the surface realization of 
this suffix. See Ito (1984) for details. 

7. Sequences of heterosyllabic nonlow front vowels 
appear not to be harmonically neutral. See Ringen 
(1988) for a plausible explanation of their behavior. 
Hungarian also exhibits a roundness harmony which shall 
be 19nored here. 

8. Though the rest of the vowels can be reallzeci as 
short or long, lei underlies only long ee, and shor~ ~ 
has no long counterpart. 

I shall assume along with Ringen that short 2 is 
basically the non round low vowel la/. 

9. In disharmonic stems such as buroo (btiroc-na!-;) 
'bureau' and sofoor (sofoor-nek) 'chauffeur', [-back) 
is exceptionally prelinked.~ Ringen demonstrates, 
the Strict Cycle Condition can be invoked to account 
for the dlsharmonic behavior of stems like these. 
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TIlETA·GRID, CASE·ASSIGNMEJl..T 

A..lIJD TIlE PHRASE STRl.jCTl.JRE COKDITIOl' OF CHIl'ESE 


Dingxu Shi 

University of Southern California 


O. Introduction 

It has long been noticed that a Chinese transitive verb can subcategorize 
for more than one NP with the theta-role of patient, and there are certain 
restrictions on where these NPs can appear. When the verb takes one patient 
NP, the NP can occur either in the postverbal position or, if the :'\P is 
definite, in a preverbal position marked by the morpheme ba. The two 
sentences (la)' and (1 b) are therefore both acceptable and have similar 
interpretation. 

(1) a. Wo maile wode jiuche. 
I sell Asp. myoid car 


'I sold myoid car.' 

b. Wo ba wode jiuche maile. 

I BA mv old car sell Asp. 

'I sold myoid car,' 


When the verb subcategorizes for two patient f'Ps, only one of them can 
occur in the postverbal position. The other has to function as a passive 
subject or, even it is indefinite, to stay in the preverbal ba phrase. The verb 
zhuangduan 'break' in (2), for example, takes two patient f'Ps, but only one 
of them, i.e .. the NP tui 'leg', can appear after the verb. The other l'P [isi 
has to become part of the ba phrase, as in (2a), or occur in the subject 
position of a passive sentence, as in (2b). If the two patient NPs are both in 
the postverbal position, the sentence 'will be ungrammatical regardless the 
order of the two NPs. Either (2c) or (2d) is thus not acceptable. 

(2) a. Wode chezi ba Lisi zhuangduanle tui. 

my car BA Lisi break Asp. leg 


'My car broke Lisi's leg. (literally 'My 

car broke-leg Lisi.') 


b. 	Lisi bei wode chezi zhuangduanle tui. 

Lisi BEl my car break Asp. leg 


'Lisi's leg was broken by my car.' 

(literally 'Lisi was broken-leg by my car.') 


c. ·Wode chezi zhuangduanle Lisi tui. 

my car break Asp. Lisi leg 


d.·Wode chezi zhuangduanle tui Lisi. 
my car break Asp. leg Lisi 
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In order to subcategorize for three NPs with the theta-role of patien!, a 
verb has to be passivized, because one of the NPs must occur in the passive 
subject position. Of the remaining two NPs, only one can stay in the 
postverbal position and the other has to occur in the ba phrase, as shown in 
the sentence of (3). 

(3) Xiaotou bei jingcha ba shuangshou 
thief BEl police BA both-hand 
daishangle shoukao. 
put-on Asp. handcuff 

'The thief was hand-cuffed by the policeman.' 
(literally The thief was put-on-handcuff
to-both-hand by the policeman.') 

1. The Phrase Structure Condition of Chinese 

The distribution of patient NPs can be described as a constraint that only 
one of them can occur in the postverbal position. This constraint has been 
generalized to cover the distribution of other arguments and non-arguments 
within the VP. A well-known example is the phrase struCture condition (PSC) 
of Huang (1982:41). He suggests that the Chinese phrase struCture is head
initial at the' lowest level, but is head-final at all the higher levels. Given the 
binary branching structure adopted in Huang (1982) (cf. Chomsk'Y 1981), the 
PSC allows only one postverbal position in the structure of a Chinese VP. 
This amounts to say that only one maximal projection, no matter argument 
or adjunct, can occur after the verb and all the other elements have to occur 
in preverbal positions. 

An immediate consequence of the PSC is that no PP or adverbial can co
occur after the verb ,-,"1th a patient NP. The sentence in (4a) (from Huang 
1982:48), for example, is said to be unacceptable because the verb is followed 
by two constituents. the direct object and the adverbial of frequency. In order 
to avoid the violation of PSC, the direct object has to appear in a preverbal 
ba phrase, as in (4b), or in a reduplicated VP, as in (4c). 

(4) a. *Ta kai ehe Ie liangcL 
he drive car Asp. two time 


'He drove ~ce.' 


b. T a ba ehe kaile /iangci. 
he BA car drive Asp. two time 


'He drove ~ce.' 


c. T a kai ehe kaile liangcL 
he drive car drive Asp. two time 


'He drove ~ice by driving the car.' 


Yoon (1989) pushes the account one step funher and attempts to provide 
an explanation for why it is always the patient NP, but never the adverbial, 
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that has to move out of the postverbal position in sentences like (4a). He 
claims that the effect is brought about by the interaction between a universal 
thematical hierarchy and a mapping principle. The mapping principle require, 
that the constituent bearing the lowest theta-role in the hierarchy maps onto 
the position closest to the verb in the structure. The adverbial role is 
assumed to be part of the hierarchy and the lowest in it. Given the structure 
of VP assumed in Huang (1982), the position closest to the verb is the lowest 
one, namely. the postverbal position. When the adverbial of frequency occurs 
in a VP, it ""ill always occupy the postverbal position. The patient NP will 
then be forced out to a preverbal position because of the PSC requirement. 

2. Some Problems of the PSC 

Either version of the phrase structure condition seems to provide a 
satisfactory account for the contrast between (4a) and (4b), but also makes 
the same dubious prediction. Under both analyses, only one constituent can 
occur in the postverbal position. This is not always true. An obvious problem 
is a Chinese sentence with both direct and indirect object. The indirect object 
always occurs in the postverbal position, either as a bare KP or as part of a 
pp, as in (Sc) and (Sa) respectively. The direct object usually has the option 
of staying in a preverbal ba phrase, as in (Sb). or appearing in a postverbal 
position after the bare NP indirect object, as in (Sc). The PSC doe, not 
permit a verb to be followed by two maximal projections, but sentences with 
two postverbal objects are actually quite common. 

(5) a. Wo yao song zheben shu. gei ta. 
I will send this CL book to him 


'I will send him this book' 

b. Wo yao ba zheben shu. song gei ta. 

1 will BA this Cl. book send to him 

'I will send him this book' 


c. Wo yao song ta zheben shu.. 
I will send him this Cl. book 


'1 will send him this book' 


Another problem for this line of analysis is the co-occurrence of posrverbal 
direct object and PP. Many Chinese transitive verbs allow their PP adverbial 
to appear either in a preverbal position or in a postverbal position after the 
direct object. The sentence in (6b), for example, is as acceptable and 
interpretable as its counterpart in (6a), in spite of the different position for 
the PP of location. Nevertheless, the former will be ruled out by the PSc. 

(6) 	a. Wo zai ta koudaili tangle 

I in he pocket put Asp. 

jige tongban. 
several Cl. copper-coin 
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'I put several coins in his pocket.' 
b. 	Wo Jangle jige tongban 


I put Asp. several Cl. copper-coin 

zai ta koudaili. 
in he pocket 


'I put several coins in his pocket.' 


Even the contrast between (4a) and (4b) is not as sharp as being claimed. 
What is more, the unacceptable status of (4a) may not be caused by violation 
of any structurally determined principle at all. This is illustrated by the 
contrast between (7) and (4a). The sentence in (7) has a structure similar to 
that of (4a), v.ith two postverbal constituents, but it is perfectly grammatical. 

(7) Ta dale Zhangsan liangxia. 
he hit Asp. Zhangsan two time 


'He hit Zhangsan twice.' 


The obvious difference between (7) and (4a) is that the patient NP in (7) 
is definite but the one in (4a) is indefinite. If some modifiers are added to 
the patient NP of (4a) to make it definite and referential, as in (4d), the 
sentence will become acceptable. Further improvement on the sentence can 
be obtained by changing the aspect marker on the verb from the perfective 
Ie to the experiential guo, as in (4e). With appropriate aspect on the verb 
and proper definiteness status for the postverbal elements, even three 
constituents can appear after the verb. Sentence (8), which is taken from a 
short story, provides such an example. 

(4) d. Ta kaile zheliang xin che liangei. 
he drive Asp. this Cl. new car two time 


'He drove this new car twice.' 

e. Ta kaiguo zheliang xin che liangei. 

he drive Asp. this Cl. new car two time 

'He has driven this new car twice.' 


(8) Wo yijing wenguo fa zhejian slli 
1 already ask Asp. him this Cl. matter 
haoduoci Ie. 
manv time Part. 


'I ba~e asked him about this issue several 

times.' 


The exact nature of the contrast between (4a) and (4e) ....ill not be 
discussed in this paper. Suffice it to say that the sheer number of postverbaJ 
constituents does not seem to be a significant factor affecting native speakers' 
judgement on these sentences. The main factor here is how the postverbal 
patient NP is interpreted. If it is generic or indefinite. it cannot be followed 
by an adverbial. If it is specific or definite, an extra adverbial after it is 
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usually acceptable to native speakers. 

3.An Alternative Analysis 

Apparently, the distribution of postverbal adverbial and that of po~tverbal 
NPs are not regulated by the same constraint, and the constraint on the 
number of postverbal NPs is sensitive to the theta-role assigned to these 
elements. The proposal of this paper is that the constraint on postverbaJ NPs 
be derived not from structural factors alone, but from the interaction between 
structure, theta-role assignment and case assignment. 

Follo'Wing Koopman (1984) and Li (1990), it will be assumed in this paper 
that Chinese is strictIy head-final at all projection levels in D-structure. It will 
also be assumed that theta-role and case assignment is directional. A Chinese 
verb assigns theta-role to its left, but case to its right. An immediate 
consequence of this assumption is that in D-structure all NPs subcategorized 
for by a verb are generated in positions on the left side of the verb. The 
theta-roles, but not cases, can be assigned by the verb directly to these 
positions. In order to receive ca<;e directly from the verb, the NPs have to 
move to the right of the verb. There is an exception. though. If the NP is 
assigned the theta-role of patient, it has the option of staying in situ and 
receiving the accusative case indirectly via the morpheme ba, which is 
assumed to be a case assigner. What is crucial is the assumption that a 
transitive verb can only assign one accusative case directly to its right. When 
it subcategorizes for two or more NPs 'With the theta-role of patient, only one 
of them can move to its right and receive case directly. The other NPs have 
to stay on the left of the verb and receive case indirectly. This will give rise 
to the phenomenon that only one patient NP can occur in the postverbal 
position. 

The proposed analysis is capable of accounting for some related 
phenomena as well, such as the semantic relation between the patient NPs 
subcategorized for by the same verb and the ordering of these NPs. 

When a verb takes two or more patient NPs, it cannot randomly take any 
two NPs. The sentence in (9) is similar to (2) in structure, but it is neither 
acceptable nor interpretable. The major difference between the two sentences 
is that the two patient NPs in (2) are in a so-called inalienable possession 
relation but the ones in (9) are not semantically related in any obvious way. 
The multiple patient NP construction apparently has to be licensed by certain 
semantic relation between the NPs. In addition to the inalienable possession, 
the semantic relations of partitive, part and whole. and victim and result of 
the infliction are all possible licensers for multiple patient NP construction. 
as can be seen in examples (10), (11) and (12) respectively. 

(9) ·Wode chezi ba Lisi zhuangduan/e shuzhi. 
my car BA Lisi break Asp_ !'Wig 


'My car broke Lisi's !'Wig. (literally 'My 

car broke-!'Wig Lisi.') 
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(10) Wo ba wuge pingguo chile liangge. 
1 BA five Cl. apple eat Asp. two Cl. 


'1 ate two of the five apples.' (literally 

'I ate-two the five apples.') 


(11) Wo ba 	 wuzi jiale wuding. 
1 BA house add Asp. roof 


') added a roof to the house.' (literally 

') added-roof the house.') 


(12) To ba zhimen file yige dong. 
he BA paper-door kick Asp. one Cl. hole 


'He kicked a hole on the paper door.' 

(literally 'He kicked-a-hole the paper door.') 


There is a fixed order for all the patient NPs of the same verb. If iln i\P 
appears in the postverbal position, it is always the one being interpreted as 
the possessed. the part. or the result of infliction. In sentence (2a). for 
example. it is always the possessed NP that occurs in the postverbal position 
and the possessor NP that appears in the preverbal ba phrase. In the passive 
version of such a sentence. the subject is invariantiy the possessor NP. If the 
order is altered, the sentence will become unacceptable or acquire a different 
interpreta tion. 

The semantic relation and the order of these patient NPs are structurally 
guaranteed in the analysis of this paper. Adopting a proposal made by 
Thompson (1973) and developed by Huang (1982) and Li (1990). the D
structure of a Chinese VP is posited as i ~). 

(13) 	 VP 

/ \ 


NPs V 
/\

NP2 V 
/ \ 

NP, V 

The essence of this structure is that the NP at the lowest level of the VP. 
NP1 in the structure of (13). is incorporated into the verb (d. Baker 1988). 
The two elements now form a new verb node that is capable of assigning 
theta-role and case to another NP, i.e., NP2• It is possible for NP2 to be 
incorporated into the [v V NP,] node as well. The new verb node 
subcategorizes for another NP, NP3 in (13), as its complement. 

The semantic rationale behind the notion of incorporation is that the newly 
formed verb represents an action, and the action can affect another entity. In 
the sentence of (2a), for instance, the NP rui 'leg' is incorporated into the 
verb daduan 'break' to form a complex verb daduan·rui 'break-leg'. The NP 
in the preverbal ba phrase, namely. Lisi, is affected by the action of leg
breaking. Notice that the NP rui 'leg' is interpreted as generic. and the NP 
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Lisi is, of course, definite. The order of the two NPs cannot be reversed. The 
person Iisi can be affected by the action of leg-breaking, but it is 
semantically absurd to assert that a leg is affected by the action of breaking 
a particular person Iisi. In other words, the NP tui 'leg' has to occur in the 
lowest position in the structure of (13), and the NP Lisi one level higher. 
Since the semantic and pragmatic constraint on what can affect what is buill 
into the structural representation. it is guaranteed that in an active sentence, 
all the patient NPs subcategorized by the same verb have to be related, and 
that they can only occur in a fixed order. 

The fixed order of these NPs in corresponding passive sentences is also 
guaranteed by the structure in (13). It is usually assumed that a passive 
morpheme is generated under the INFL node of a passive sentence. At a 
certain stage, the passive morpheme is attached to the verb dominated hy 
that INFL, either by lowering the I or by raising the verb. The passive 
morpheme absorbs the accusative case from the verb and the patient NP is 
forced to move to the Spec of IP for case (Chomsky 1986, Jaeggli 1986). 
When the VP of a sentence has the shape of (13), the passive morpheme can 
only be attached to the V node immediately dominated by the VP node. 
Given the usual assumption that no syntactic process should affect the 
internal structure of a lexical item, i.e., the so-called Lexical Integrity 
Hypothesis (Chomsky 1981), this is the expected pattern. since the highest V 
node is lexical in nature. As a consequence, only the highest NP in the 
structure can be moved to the subject position. The observable effect is that 
only the NP with certain semantic content will be the passive subject. 

A straightforward account can also be derived on hasis of the structural 
representation in (13) for the effect of the phrase structure condition and 
the constraint that only the NP with certain semantic content can occur in the 
postverbal position. Notice that the NP allowed to occur in the postverbal 
position is always the one at the lowest level in the representation of (13). It 
can be assumed that only the simplex V node at the lowest level of (13) is 
capable of assigning accusative case directly to its right. and all the higher 
complex verb nodes are only capable of assigning accusative case indireclh 
via the marker ba. This \1.111 guarantee that only one patient NP and only the 
correct one can occur in the postverbal position. 

4. Conclusion 

The main concern of this paper is to preserve the insight of the phrase 
structure condition for Chinese, and to eliminate the undesirable effect that 
many grammatical sentences are ruled out by the generalized version of PSc. 
It is argued that the constraint on postverbal NPs only applies to those with 
the theta-role of patient. The constraint can be derived from the interaction 
between theta theory and case theory, on basis of the VP structure posited 
in this paper. The correct order of all the patient NPs subcategorized by the 
same verb is built into the structure of VP and is therefore guaranteed. 
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NOTE: 

1. The follov.ing symbols v..'iJl be used in this paper: 
Asp. --- aspect marker 
BA --- the ba morpheme 
BEl --- the passive marker or a preposition 
CL --- classifier 
Pan. --- sentence particle 
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English tense and aspect in narratives: 
perfectivity. imperfectivity. and the two time axes l 

Graham Thurgood2 

0.0 Introduction. In order to comprehend a narrative. it is 
crucial for the audience to know when the reported events took 
place and what order these events occurred in. The attempt on 
the part of the storyteller to make the order of events clear 
accounts for much of the tense and aspect marking of English 
(aJld. I suspect. much of the tense and aspect marking found in 
other languagesJ.3 Here. comprehension is aided by the English 
tense system. which marks the present and the past time axf's. 
and by thf' English aspectual system (the perfect and thf' 
progressive). which helps clarify our understanding of the 
sequence of events. 

However. only a part of the necessary information about 
temporal settings and event sequencing is explicitly coded. 
\\'hat is marked is onlv set off in contrast to what is not marked: 
that is. what Is marked is set off against what we assume to be 
the case unless we are explicitly told othenvise. In fact. much of 
what we use in understanding a narrative- particularly 
information about the sequence of events- comes not from 
something explicitly coded but from our familiarity Vliith a set of 
what I have come to believe are essentially cross-linguiStiC 
rather than language specific conventions for reporting 
sequences of events. In part, what this papf'r tries to do is to 
make this set of unmarked conventions explicit. 

1.0 Tense and the two time axes. In English. temporal 
settings are established both lexically and grammatically. 
Specific temporal settings are established lexically through the 
use of such phrases as On November 20th. 1066. at 4:00 in the 
afternoon... or Later... and two general time axes are established 
through the use of the present and past tenses. Once a time 
axis has been established In English. the obligatory tense 
marking on English main verbs serves to maintain the same time 
axis unless a new time axis is established. Even in languages 
without obligatory tense marking on main verbs. the 
maintenance of a time axis Is done in a quite parallel way (ef. 
Thai. Malay); once a time axiS has been established lexically. It 
remains the time axis for the narrative until a new one is 
established lexically. In English. the major function of the two 
tenses is tracking the two time axes- the present and the past. 4 
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2.0 Aspect and tracking the sequence of events. The 
other requirement for understanding a narrative is keeping 
track of the sequence of events. Normally. this tracking requires 
no special marking. In telling a story. events are reported 
iconically. that is. in the same order that thev occurred: what 
happened first is reported first. what happened second is 
reported second. and so on. The expectation is that. unless we 
are told otherwise. events are reported in the same order that 
they occurred. As Hopper and Thompson (1980:281) state: 
..... the foregrounded portions [=in sequence! together comprise 
the backbone or skeleton of the text. forming its basic structure: 
the backgrounded clauses put flesh on the skeleton. but are 
extraneous to its structural coherence.~5 

Past time axis 

A bullet clipped a leaf over his head. 

another thudded into a tree trunk. 

ChiCk rolled into a shallow place in the grass 

and lifted his Winchester. 

An instant he waited; 

and so on 

Figure 1. 	 Iconic sequencing and perfective aspect: 
the unmarked case (L'Amour 1984:142) 

A second expectation is that. unless we are told otherwise. 
events are reported perfectively. that is. Kthe whole of the 
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situation is presented as a single unanalyzable whole. v.ith 
beginning. middle. and end rolled into one: no attempt is made 
to di\ide up this situation into the various individual phases that 
make up the action of the entry" (Comne 1976:3). 

Past time axis 

Last night. two men broke into my house. 

They tried to open the safe. 

but they hadforgotten 

to bring a flashlight so 

they turned on some lights. 

Some neighbors saw them 
P' e:: '2~: E: j 0\.1 t 
Ch,iCr"lO 09 31 

and phoned the police. 

Then the men got hungry. 

them. 

and so on 

Non-iconic sequencing and imperfective aspect: 
what needs to be marked

Figure 2. 

This expectation that past events are reported perfectivity 
develops from one of the typical properties of events in 
discourse. 6 MEach event ... is bounded at its beginning by the 
termination of the preceding event. and at its end by the 
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Initiation of the next event. The discourse thus Imposes a 
perfective interpretation on fore grounded events~ Hopper and 
Thompson (1980:286) . 

As long as the events In the narrative are reported in 
sequence and are perfecth'e. that is. are complete and non
overlapping. there is no need for aspectual or any other marking 
of events. It is when these conditions are not met that marking 
is required. Events reported out of sequence are usually marked 
either by the perfect or by some other device. Non-perfective 
events that overlap with each other or with other events are 
usually marked with the progressive. In short. the function of 
aspect (the perfect and the progressive) is to mark the non
iconically presented and non-perfective events in what is 
otherv.1se an iconically presented. perfective narrative (see 
Figure 2). 

A digression on terms. The unfortunate similaritv 
between the terms 'perfective' and 'perfect' often causes 
unnecessary confUSion. The perfective is not overtly marked in 
English: the term itself refers to events being viewed as 
complete wholes (cf. the Comrie quotation cited above). The 
perfect is overtly marked in English: the perfect primarily 
marks events reported out-of-sequence as background to the 
relevant time axis. 

2.1 The past perfect. There are both basic and stylistiC 
uses of the past perfect. The baSic uses involve clarification of 
the flow of events in the narrative. The styliStic uses are less 
central to understanding the flow of events in the narrative; 
thus, there is conSiderable stylistic variation in marking them. 

2.1.1 For out~of·sequence events. Overwhelmingly. the 
past perfect is used to mark events reported out-of-sequence as 
background to the events occurring on the time axis. In 
Thurgood (1989). the occurrences of the past perfect in Louis 
L'Amours short story ·South of Deadwood- were analyzed, The 
text itself is a twenty-one page short story, containing some 
7.107 words and 69 examples of the past perfect. Of the 69 
instances. 11 were in conditionals. one was in Indirect speech. 
one was in a negative statement providing collateral infonnation 
about what did not happen. The remaining 56 instances report 
situations reported as background to the events on the past time 
axis: and. in 54 of the 56 examples, the past-perfect-marked 
event is reported out of sequence. 

Riddle found a similar distribution. In Riddle (1988:4). she 
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examined ~80 pages total from 4 mystery novels. 80 pages total 
from 4 academic works on history. 104 pages of transcribed 
natural conversation from Quirk and Svartik's corpus of English 
conversation, and other miscellaneous examples of spontaneous 
speech. ~ Of the 286 examples. 92% "represented out-of
sequence descriptions~ (1988: 14). 

2.1.2 Other clarifications of sequencing: when-clauses. 
Unlike the conjunctions while. after. and before. the conjunction 
when does not indicate whether two events overlapped or 
whether they occurred sequentially. As a consequence. the past 
perfect is often used in when- clauses to show two events did 
not overlap. but instead occurred sequentially. 

a When they had eaten dinner. they talked about the future. 
b. When they ate dinner, they talked about the future. 

In sentence (a). with had eaten in the past perfect. eating 
and talking about future events must be interpreted as 
sequential. In sentence (bl, with ate in the simple past tense. 
there is overlap between eating dinner and talking about future 
plans. In this pair of sentences, the past perfect is used not 
because something is being reported out of sequence but rather 
because otherwise it is unclear whether the events are 
overlapping or sequential. Although this use is statistically 
minor. it is basic to understanding the relationships between 
reported events. 

2.1.3 Stylistic uses. In subordinate clauses with while. 
after. before. . ... the relationship of the event reported in the 
subordinate clauses to the event reported in the main clauses is 
clear from the conjunct. As is obvious. the events reported in a 
while-clause overlap with the events reported in the main 
clause: the events reported in a before-clause obviously 
occurred before the events in the main clause: and so on. 

After Bill wrote the letter. he went back to watching TV. 
After Bill had written the letter, he went back to \\<ltching TV. 

Although in principle one is reluctant to say that both sentences 
mean exactly the same thing. the difference in meaning is not 
major. Perhaps in such contexts it provides "added 
reinforcement" to the sequential interpretation or perhaps it 
suggests the the coded event is a little more remote from the 
TV watching than the simple past version does. However, the 
past perfect is certainly not needed to clear up any ambiguities 
about the interpretation of event order. 
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The use of the past perfect in such examples is a stylistiC 
choice. not a basic use. L'Amour. In the sample of his writing I 
examined. seems to consistently differentiate between when
clauses in which the reported event overlaps with the event 
reported In the main clause and when-clauses In which the 
reported event happened before the event reported in the main 
clause. 

a 	 He seemed about to speak when the stagt> rolled 
Into the yard at Pole Creek Station and raced to a 
stop, 	(L'Amour 1984:132) 

b. 	 When they had picked a few to supplement their 
supper. they walked back. (L'Amour 1984: 141) 

In tht> L'Amour text ~South of Deadwood." the one when-clause 
in which the two events are sequential is marked with the past 
perfect: the other 19 when-clauses. in which the two events are 
concurrent. are not marked with the past perfect. Perhaps what 
L'Amour is doing here is using the past perfect to reinforce the 
sequential interpretation of the when-clause. 7 

2.1.4 'What do the grammars tell us? An examination of 
four grammars8 tells us little. The grammars agree quite closely 
about the meaning of the past perfect. (I) Quirk et al. {l972: 
92}, provides the following description: lhe past perfect has 
the meaning of past-In-the past." (ii) Frank (1972: 82) gives 
another variant: !he past perfect tense expresses one past time 
before another past time." (iii) Celce-Murcia and Larsen
Freeman (1983: 65) supply a quite comparable answer when 
they write that the past perfect is used for "laIn action 
completed in the past prior to some other past event." (iv) 
Finally. Crowell's characterization. although a little wordier, is 
also similar (1964: 391): "To express an action (1) which 
occurred or was completed before another action or time in the 
past or (2) which continued up to another time in the past: In 
summary. the grammars agree that the past perfect indicates 
that the event coded with the past perfect occurred before some 
other past time. This characterization. although certainly not 
false, is neither particularly InSightful nor useful. 

Not only do these grammars leave us with the false 
impression that the use of the past perfect represents the 
unmarked case for the sequenCing of past events. they also 
largely fail to distinguish between "basic" and "stylistic" uses of 
the past perfect: (1) Thus. Quirk et al. write (1972: 92): ~In some 
contexts the simple past and the past perfect are 
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interchangeable. eg: I ate my lunch after my wife {came/had 
come} home from her shopping." (iI) Similarly. Celce-Murcia 
and Larsen-Freeman (1983: 65) write •••that since a time wordu 

like before ... already tells us the order of events. simple past 
tense may be used instead of the past perfect ... without any loss 
of meaning.~ (iii) And. Crowell says (1964: 391): 'The simple 
past is often employed instead of the perfect past I=past peIfert] 
with the words beJore and aJter ... ~ (iv) Only Frank (1983: 83) 
refrains from saying that the past perfect Is the unmarked case. 
She does not deal with the distribution questions directly. but 
she does make it clear that there is some variation in the 
appearance and non-appearance of the tense. 

Unfortunately. it is the stylistic uses. not the more 
important uses discussed already. which are the focus of many 
Eng!ish-as-a-Second Language (=ESL) materials- a situation not 
unconnected with the quality of the aVailable deSCriptions. 

2.2 The past progressive: Imperfective events. The 
progressive aspect marks an event as in progress (and. hence. as 
imperfective). With past events and thus with the past 
progressive. events are usually reported as progressive only 
when they overlap with another event or are in progress at a 
specific time. Even then. the only events that are in the 
progressive are those still incomplete at that point in the story 
line- most frequently because the event is still in progress. In 
short. events marked by the past progressive are imperfective. 
as a consequence of their being reported \Vith respect to their 
overlap with another event (or. as a consequence of their being 
reported as in progress with respect to a particular time). 

This overlap leading to use of the progressive is qUite 
evident in these sets of examples (taken from Michael Sharwood 
Smith 1988:227-229). 

I drew the curtains apart. The sun was shining. The 
children were playing In the yard. Some women were 
hanging clothes on the washing lines. (Michael Sharwood 
Smith 1988:228) 

What Is being reported here is not a sequence of events but a 
description of what was happening- in progress and more or 
less slmultaneously- when the curtains were parted. 

The prison guard ran to the wall. Two convicts were 
climbing to the top. Another was already jumping down 
to the other side. (Michael Sharwood Smith 1988:229) 
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Again, what Is being reported here is not a sequence of events 
but a deSCription of what the guard saw happening-In progress 
and more less simultaneously- when he reached the wall. 

Not surprisingly. because the past progressive Is used to 
describe a scene- that Is, it describes what Is in progress at a 
given point in time, it is often associated with a so-called 
descriptive function. That is. it is used in so-called descriptive 
passages.9 

3.0 The present time axis. Although narratives with their 
past time setting are usually told on the past time axis. many 
other types of discourse use a present time axis. Not 
surprisingly, even much of the discussion of past events is 
discussed because it is relevant to present concerns; as we shall 
see. the present relevance of past events is often indicated by 
our tense chOices. 

3.1 The present perfect. The present perfect relates 
events that happened in the past to the present time axis. that 
is. that have ·present relevance." In casual conversation. native 
speakers use this tense with great frequency since one of the 
most obviouS reasons for mentioning past events is that they are 
somehow relevant to what Is happening now. In fact, It is so 
common for indefinite past events to be reported in present 
perfect Crowell (1964:388) goes as far as to advise ESL students 
to choose the present perfect whenever the reader has no way of 
knowing the exact time when the action took place. I 0 

past time ;;;=;==== ===="'=) present 
event (showing a relatlOnshlp to) time lme 

I 
now 

Figure 3. Present perfect: past events related to the 
present 

The view that the basic function of the present perfect is 
to relate past events to the present time axis finds strong 
support In a major restriction on the present perfect: The 
present perfect cannot co-occur with a definite past time 
marker. For example. the sentence He has taken the medicine 
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"at 3:00 yesterday qfternoon is not possible. If the function of 
the present perfect is to relate past events to the present time 
line. the ungrammaticality of such examples makes perfect 
sense: a clause cannot explicitly refer to two different time axes. 

Other 'meanings' ascribed to the present perfect are 
secondarily derived, inevitably from something else in the 
sentence or in the context. While it is possible to diSCUSS more 
specific contexts In which the present perfect is used
McCawley (1 971}. for instance. talks of the ~hot news" and the 
~experientialM uses. these uses are better described as co
occurring with the present perfect than described as part of the 
meaning of the present perfect. What is always common to all 
of these situations is that a past event is being related to the 
present time axis. 

3.2 The present progressive. Unlike events in the past. 
durative situations reported on the present time axis are 
typically if not inevitably in progress rather than completed. 
Thus. for durative situations being reported on the present time 
line. it Is the imperfeCtive progressive aspect that is the 
unmarked case. ll 

The basic function of the present progressive is to code an 
event as in progress. Other 'meanings' are secondary. Of 
course. if an event is In progress. It follows that it must have 
some duration; if it is still in progress. it follows that it is still 
Incomplete; and if It is st1ll in progress and in the present. It 
has a certain immediacy. and. hence. a certain vividness. 

4.0 Tense variation and the time axes. Riddle (1986) 
discusses some faSCinating examples in which the choice 
between the past and the present tense relates to which time 
axis is involved. She cites (1986:281) the opening passage from 
an Agatha Cristie novel (l934:5): 

Mr. Satterwaite sat on the terrace of Crow's Nest and 
watched his host. Sir Charles Cartwright, climbing up the 
path from the sea. Crow's Nest was a modem bungalow of 
the better type. It had no half-timbering. no gables. no 
excrescences dear to many a builder's heart. It was a 
plain. white solid building. deceptive as to size. since It 
was a good deal bigger than it looked. It owed Its name 
to Its position. high up. overlooking the harbor of 
Loomouth. Indeed. from one corner of the terrace. 
protected by a strong balustrade. there was a sheer drop 
to the sea below. By road. Crow's Nest was a mile from 
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the town. The road ran inland and then zigzagged high 
up above the sea. 

It is obvious that at least some of the things described in the 
italicized verbs are probably still true. So why aren't they in the 
simple present? Because they are being related to a past time 
axis. Similarly. choosmg between Grimes (1975) argues... and 
Grimes (1975) argued... depends upon whether the statement is 
bemg related to a present time axis or to a past time axis. 

In a quite parallel way. the choice between using the 
Simple past and using the present perfect relates to which time 
axiS is involved. 

a 	 As Jake knows. the mOvie Ghosts is showing at the 
Fig Garden Cinema. He is conSidering seeing 11. 

Jake: Have you seen Ghosts? 
Sherry: Yeah. Haven't you seen it? It is great. 
Jake: No. I haven't. 

b. 	 As Jake knows, last night was the last showing of the 
mOvie Ghosts before it left town. 

Jake: Did you see Ghosts? 
Sherry: Yeah. Didn't you see it? It was great. 
Jake: No, I didn't. 

In example (a). the comments relate to a present time axis. one 
established by Jake's mterest in seeing the film. In example 
(bJ. the comments are related to a past time axis. 

5.0 Conclusion. Much of the use of tense and aspect in 
English makes sense in terms of the pragmatics of what it is 
necessary for us to understand when we listen to a narrative. 
First. we have to know what the time axis is- that is. what the 
temporal setting is. In part our tense chOices correlate directly 
with the time axis involved. 

Then. we have to know what sequential order the various 
events occurred in. Some of this information comes from our 
knowledge of certain apparently largely universal conventions 
about narrative structure. On the past time line. events are 
reported using iconicity of sequenCing and a perfective point of 
view; when iconiCity and perfectivity are violated, the 
information needed to understand the situation must be 
expliCitly marked either with aspect or through other means. 
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On the present time axis. duratlve events are for ob'l.'ious 
reasons reported in the progressive. 

And. not only does much of the use of tense and aspect in 
English makes sense in terms of the pragmatics of what it is 
necessary for us to understand when we listen to a narrative. but 
it appears that this pragmatic orientation is stm the key to 
understanding English tense and aspect. ParaphraSing Hopper 
and Thompson (280). this paper takes the position that the 
tense and aspect systems originate in a general pragmatic 
function. one that has a communicative function. Until we 
understand that function. our work remains incomplete. 
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3Note the term aspect Is being used here in contrast to the term aktlonsart, with 
aspect being more a consequence of the viewpOint of the speaker and akUonsart 
being more a consequence of the tnherent characteristics of the verb referent. 
41n typical discourse, the present Is the unmarked time ax:ts, In English, there is 
no special morphemic Indication of the present tense, a Situation not 
uncommon In the world's languages. In contrast, a past time ax:ts needs to be 
explicitly marked at least lexically. 
5Not surprtslngly, because the simple past Is used to report sequences of events. it 
Is often associated with a so-called narrative function. Of course. the term 
'narrative function' does not explain anything. It Is purely descriptive. 
6NoUce that in the example in Figure 1 the individual events are presented as 
discrete wholes. each distinct from one another and with no overlap between 
them. 
7TI1US far, I ha\'e examined another shori story of L'Amour's and the pattern 
holds. but before pushing this too far. It Is imperative to enlarge my sample. In 
any case, the POint Is that many of these uses are not required by grammar. but 
rather are stylistic chOices. 
B-rbe two non-ESL grammars: Randolph QUirk. Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey 
Leech. and Jan Svartvlk's A Grammar of Contemporary English (1972), and. 
Marcella Frank's Modem English: a practical reference guide (1972): and two 
ESL grammars: Marianne Celce-Murcla and Diane Larsen-Freeman's The 
Grammar Book: an ESL/EFL Teacher's Course (1983). and. Thomas Lee Crowell. 
Jr.'s Index to Modem English (1964) 
9The term 'descriptive function' like the term 'narrative function' does nol 
explain anything. It Is, tf you wlll pardon the term, purely descrtpUve. 
IOCrowell's advice is probably not all that misleading. Reported event~; that are 
not somehow related to a spectfic past time axis are probably related to a present 
time axis. 
liThe restrictions on the present progressive correlate with the inherent 
duratlvlty- an aktionsart type- of the verb. That Is, generally. only to verbs that 
refer to actions that are inherently duratlve are capable of being in the present 
progressl\'e. The requirement that the verb be duratlve applies to the past 
progressive as well. 
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ON THE DISCOURSE REPRESENTATION OF TEMPORAL ORDER 

Asha T1Ckoo 

UniverSlty of Pennsylvanla 


Current conceptions of the way ln WhlCh discourse repre
serts the temporal order of real-world actlons [Labov and waletzky 
1976, Labov 1981, Hopper 1979) make a dlfference between clauses 
tnat capture the temporal order of past events and those that co 
not. They do not, however, recognize the fact that a clause whlcn 
represents a temporally sequenced act al so communlcates the exter,t 
of our shared knowledge about thlS sequencing at the tlme of the 
utterance of thlS clause. I wll1 first reVlew Labov's ana Hopper's 
trea-cments of '~arratlve dlscourse to lndlcate that they fall to 
take note of the discourse representation of given ana new lnforma
tlon about temporal oroer, and then demonstrate that thEre are 
three types of dlscourse representation of this knowleoge. 

In their deflnition of Narrative as a technlcal tErm 
"referring to one of many linguistic devlces available to speak~rs 
for recapltulatlon of past experlence", Labov and WaletzKY [1~76) 
clalm that the listener lnfers the temporal order of past eventS 
"from tne temporal sequencing of clauses in the report of these 
events" (Labov 1981:225). Labov (1981) deflnes the following crlte
rla for identifYlng Narratlve clauses: Narratlve clauses partiCl
pate in Temporal juncture. (When a pair of clauses occur ln a 
partlcular order and a change in thelr order also char.ges the oroer 
of the real-world events that they denote, they are sald to DE 
separated Dy a Temporal juncture.) Clauses are only separateo by 
Terr,peoral juncture if they are ln the lndicative mood ar,o one of 
three tenses: the preterit, the hlstOl'lcal present, or the pest 
progresslve. The 'criterial' test of ~arrative is ltS abillty to 
answer the question "Then what happeneo?' 

It is posslble to demonstrate, however, that tnere are a 
set of clauses Which while they participate in temporal junct~re 
ano are approprlate both ln terms of mood and tense, fail the "Then 
what happened?' test. Applying thlS test to the dlscourse in I, 
from Labov (1981), we see tnat while no Narratlve clause neea 
neCEssarl1y contain an overt temporal marker of the relatlonshlp It 
denotes to the act of ltS preceding clause, each claUSE is able to 
accommodate such a marker. 

1. 	 "A rat ran out in the yard. 
My brother started to talk about it. 
I told hlm to cut it out. 

lDrother 	refuses) 

I tWlsted hlS arm. 

He let me have it wlth the knife. 

I started Dleeolng. 

~e ran to the doctor. 
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Tne doctor said, "Just thIS much more, and you'd a bt::en 
dead." 

2. 	 A rat ran out In the yard. 
(Tnen what happeneo?) 
(Then) my brotner started to talk about it. 
(Then wnat happened?) 
(Tnen) I told him to cut it out. etc. 

This is not true of 3b after 3a. "Then' is not felicitous In front 
of 3b In the context of 3a, as is shown In 3c, even though 3b 
satIsfies Labov's fIrst two criteria for Narrative clauses: 3b IS 
approprIate both in terms of mooD and tense and also particIpates 
in temporal juncture wltn Its preceding clause, SInce reversing tne 
order of 3a and 3b also reverses the oroer of theIr real-world 
counterparts. 

3a. 	 The Johsons had a baby. 
b. They called him Tom.. 
c. # Then they called hIm Tom. 

Labov antiCipates that certain clauses which may occur in the sarne 
temporal order as the original events will fail to fit the definI
tIon of Narrative clause because they are not separated oy temporal 
Juncture. Referring to subordinate-independent pairs such as "Wnen 
I let go his arm ... he picked it up" he pOInts out tnat reversing 
the order of these clauses prOduces no cnange In the order of tne 
events they represent, e.g. "He pICkeD it up, wnen I let go nlS 
arm". He does not, however, explain or even mention the peculIarIty 
of clauses such as 3b in the context of 3a. These clauses, despite 
the fact that they are in the same order as tneir real-worla coun
tHparts and partIcIpate in temporal juncture, are IT.ade Oistlnct Dy 
a discourse constraInt disallowing overt marKing of tne temporal 
sequenCIng between the actions they reperesent. 

Nor is the relationShIp at 3b and 3a explained by hop
per's (1979) conceptIon of narrative discourse. Hopper, in differ
entiating between foregroungoed and backgroundea clauses, claims 
that dIstinguIshIng the "actual story line' and the supportIve 
material is a universal of narratIve discourse. He refers to 
clauses wnlch "relate events belongIng to th!.: SKeletal structure of 
the dIscourse" as foregrounoed clauses. They are the events whlcn 
succeed each other in the narrative in the order of tneir real
world counterparts. That is, tnelr representat10n of temporal oroer 
is Iconic. Backgrounoed clauses, on the other hand, are not se
quenced to the foregrounded events but concurrent with tnem. And as 
a result of this simultaneity they "amplify or comment on' the 
main-lIne events of the narratIve. To illustratt:: thIS d1stlnciton, 
Hopper uses tne flowchart of 4, in which the main events are 
chronologIcally sequenced from top to bottom, while events concur
rent to these main-line events are represented by a suborDInate 
s~Oroutlnt:: on the right hand side of the diagram. 
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4. 	 (~e went bacK to camp) 
(and ran a~ay during the night) (~e passed througn a few 

v1llages and in ali of them 
there was no trlbute to pay) 

(~e journeyed several days) 

He 11lustrates the backgrounded and ampl,fying status of, for 
example, the statement ·~e journeyed several days', by indicatlng 
that it COUld be rendered with a nonflnlte verb form as ln, ·We 
journeyed for several days, passing tnrough a few villages.' 3b anj 
3a, as we stated earller, are 1n the same oraer as the acts the, 
represent, but referring to 3b as a foregrounded, temporally se
quenced clause would amount to ignoring the lnfelic1ty of overtly 
marking th15 clause as temporally sequenced. On the other hand, 1t 
is by no means more accurate to think of 3b as being backgrounaed 
and asequencea to 3a since it does not ampllfy 3a as ·We passea 
through a few villages' amplifies ·we journeyed several days', O"t 
represents a separate real-world event occurring aft~r the event of 
3a. In Short, neither Labov nor Hopper account for thiS type of 
representation of temporal order. This is because to expla1n thIS 
representation of temporalIty it is necessary to recogn1ze tnat tne 
discourse 
the oraer 

recap1tulation of past events does not merely 
of the1r real-worla occurrence but ind,cates, 

represent 
,n aDDI

tion, what is glven and new about this orderIng. 
To explain tne relationShip between given ana ne~ and the 

representat10n of temporal oraer, I will first refer to three 
recent aevelopments in the study of the organlZatlOn of inforrnaticr. 
wh1Ch are of direct relevance to th15 explanat10n. 

Tradit10nal accounts differentiated glven from new lnfor
mation in the study of the order of words and perceived the oiffer
entlatlon as oelng a clear cut aichotomy (cf. FlrOas lS66a, 196Gb, 
Halliday 1976, Bollnger 1952. 1954). One of the lmporatant rfCeG: 
developmentS in the study of given and new 1S tne realization that 
the term "given' has been used to refer to not just one D~t t~ree 
d1fferent phenomena: I. predictablel recoverable glven: ")ne speai
er assumes that the hearer can predict or coula hav~ predictto tna~ 
a particular item wll1 or woula nave occurreo 10 a parl1cular 
POS1tlon within a sentence" IPrlnce 1981a:2~6), b. salient gl~en: 
"Tne speaker assumes that the nearer has or couuld appropr1atelj 
have some particu"'ar thlng/entlty/ •.. 1n his/ner consciousness at 
the t1me of hear1ng the utterance." (Prince 1981a:228), ana c. 
shared knowledge given: liThe speaker assumes that the hearer 
"knows", assumes. or can infer a particular tning (out is not 
necessarily thinking about it)." (Prince 1981a:230) 

Another relevant recent development 1n the stuoy of 
given-new is the examination of the givenness of whole propositlcns 
in addition to the givenness of the nomlnative arguments relatlve 
to the verb. In describlng the functions of CertB1n Englisn con
structions, Pr1nce (1981b, 1984. 1986, 1988) and Ward (1983, 1~b5) 
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define these in terms of the givenness of thelr clausal proposi
tions. 

And finally in a somewhat different approach to the same 
broad issue of the organization of information, ~yh111 1984 sug
gests that in making claims about the givenness of the proposit10n, 
one is inev1tably making 5tatem~nts about the ·dlscourse aspect' ot 
the clause. He proposes that when the propos;t10n 15 given, tne 
discourse aspect of the clause relative to that of its preceding 
clause is perfect rather than perfect1ve or 1mperfective. Exam~le 
5, from Early Biblical Hebrew, illustrates what he means by tnis: 

5. 	 va-yira? relohim let ha-?adam, b1-celem 
and-created God Acc the-man in-image 
?elohim bara? ?otam, zaxar u-miqeyva 
Goa createdlPERF) them male ana-female 
bara? ?otam 
created(PERF) them 

U And God created man, he created them in the image of Goa, ne 

createo them as male and fer.1ale." 

(Mnynill 1984:30) 


In the first clause, where the propositional content 1S ne~, tne 
aspect is perfect1ve ana is marked by the aspectual Narrat1ve. In 
tne secona and third clauses, on the other hand, the propOSltlonal 
content is given and it is only the manner in whiCh Goa createa na1 
whicn is instanced. The vero is in the aspectual perfect. 

In terms of Myhill's approach, the discourse aspect of 3D 
is perfect, because the proposltion is glVen. (Tnat is, at tne twe 
of the utterance of 3b, naming the baby is sal ient gwen to ttle 
~vent of having it). And because its dlscourse aspect 1S perfect, 
rather than perfective, the clause cannot accommodate tile aaverD 
·then'. Myh111's approach would also accowit for tile altHre:1Ce 
betwee~ 3b 1n the context of 3a and 6b in the context of 6a, below. 
For 6b, ne woulo say that the proposition 15 new ana therefore tne 
dlscourse aspect is perfectlve, rather than perfect, ma~lng 1t 
possiole to felicitously introduce the temporal aOvero 'tnen'. 

6a. I got horne at five. 
b. 	Then 1 took the children to the zoo. 

The problem with this approach is that 1t falls to properly account 
for 7b 1n tne context of 7a. For 7b one would have to say tllat 
Slnce the propositional content is new, the aspect 15 perfect1ve, 
rattler than perfect, and the cl ause should therefore acconrnoaate 
the tem~oral adverb. ~ut 1t does not. 

7a. I left for SChool, 
b. 	 and arrived in tile nick of time. 
c. 	 fi ""d tn.:en l arrlved in tile niCK of tim~. 
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In order to account for the relationship of ib to 7a and 
its differences from 6b to 6a, and 3b to 3a, 1 will evaluate the 
givenness of both the propositIonal content and the temporal rela
tionship of the clauses in b, using PrInce's types of gIven, re
ferred to above: 
1. At the tIme of tne utterance of 3b, it is salient given both 
that people n~"e tnelr oabies and that naming the baoy follows the 
act of having it. What 15 salIent cannot be stated in the envIron
ment in which It is salient: PropOSItions that are comp)etely 
salient cannot be stated in the envIronment In whicn tney are 
salIent. Tnis is demonstrated by the infelicIty of 8b after 8a: 

8a. The Johnsons nad a baby. 
o. # They gave hIm a name. 

Tne same is trlJe of temporal relationships. It is because tile 
temporal relationShip It denotes IS salient at the time of tne 
utterance of 3b that it 15 InapproprIate to Introduce the te~poral 
adverb in 3b. 
2. At the t line of the utterance of 6b, on tne other hand, it is 
shared knowledge that one may take one's children to the zoo on 
getting nome, not salIent that one does. That is, the propOSItional 
content is new, and it is shared knowledge that the actIon aenotea 
by the clause can follow the actIon denoted by Its preceolng 
clause. It IS only under these cIrcumstances that the sequenced 
clause can contaIn a temporal adverb. 
3. I',t the time of the utterance of 7b, it is salIent gIven that one 
of a set of actions tnat can follow the act of aeparture wIll 
follovi it. That is, the temooral relatlonsnlp of 7b to 7a 15 salI
ent, while the propositIonal content 15 new. ThIS is syntactIcally 
represented in English by VP conjunction. Tnis relatIonshIp cannot 
be denoteo by a clause with a temporal adverb. 

Tilerefore, wnl1e all three clausal pairs, r,amely 3b aftH 
3a, 6b after 6a and 70 after 7a, represent tne temporal order of 
the real-world events tney denote, tney 1) also represent o~r 
shared knowledge about this order at the time of the utterance of 
the clat;se In 0, and 2) alffer form eacn other in Hie type 0f 
sharea knowledge that they code. As we saId above, 3D lndlcates 
that It 15 salient eiven at tne t1me of lt5 utterance that tne ~ct 

it denotes fol lows~act of 3a. 6b informs us that it is sharea 
knowledge at the t lme of ltS utterance that tne act it denotes can 
fOllOW tne act of 6e. And 7b indIcates that 1t 15 salient given at 
the time of its utterance that one of a set of acts tnat can follow 
7a will it. 

hence, it is suggested by these three clausal paIrs 
that discourse does not mere"ly represent the temporal order of 
real-world events, out also the type and level of our shared knowl
edge about this ordenng. Just as 10 cOlllllunlcating propoSltlOna'l 
informatIon we accommOdate Interlocutor knowledge, so tnat for 
example 8b is infelIcitouS after 8a, we also communIcate informa
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tion about temporai1ty with the same attention to whetner it is 
given and in what way it is given. 
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O!\' THE ETYMOLOGY OF E!'IGLISH HA1,'D: 

A CASE STUDY OF IE AND ALTAIC CO!'lTACTI 


Penglin Wang 

Universiry ofHawaii 

1. Introduction. Needless to say, the hand is among the most important human 
body parts. It is therefore quite proper that the etymology of the word for hand 
should be investigated thoroughly. However, the word for hand has long re
mained without a clear etymological solution. The purpose of this short article is 
to deal only with the points that have not yet been adequately understood or satis
factorily interpreted in the literarure on the etymology of hand, drawing on Indo
Iranian, Tokharian and Altaic data. Given the earliest Altaic and Indo-European 
contact in Inner Asia, there is every reason to believe that a cautious application 
of Altaic data can provide the referential basis for solving the etymology of hand 
with its phonological developments. 

There is a general tendency for Altaic and Indo-European linguists to 
leave their fields of study reciprocally unattended, and this tendency is particu
larly strong with regard to the earliest contact and interaction between the two 
language families. In giving new etymologies of hand it is hoped that this 
approach represents an artempt towards treating Altaic and Indo-European as two 
closely related areas of study. My main idea is that through Altaic it is possible to 
trace the development of English hand from the attested point of departure in 
Sanskrit. If I am successful in my exploration, the etymology of the word for 
hand will provide a good specimen of how beneficial it is to study Altaic and 
Indo-European in the light of their historical contaCts, and thus we will be able to 
gain a better understanding not only of the Indo-European elements which are 
shared by the Altaic languages in their basic vocabulary, but also of the general 
historical problems confronting Altaic and Indo-European studies. By arguing so, 
I should point out that this case study is not concerned with isolated resem
blances. In fact, there are some other equally good etymologies. As an additional 
support for my position taken in this paper, I will also be concerned with the ery
mologies of English hunt and hinder which have a phonological pattern similar to 
hand. 

2. The loan correspondences. In order to discuss this issue properly, we need a 
rough examination of the use of such a term as sound correspondence in the liter
arure on historical linguistics. There has been a considerable awareness over a 
century of the great complexity of proving a genetic relationship of languages, 
leading to the conviction that if languages are genetically related. there must be 
phonemic correspondence between the languages concerned: a recurrent corre
spondence between the phonemes of different languages in words of related 
meaning. In their recent srudies. Thomason and Kaufman (1988:8) made clear 
statements regarding genetic linguistics as follows: 

Given the possibility of diffused linguistic fearures of all sorts 
(and, by implication, to all degrees). no single subsystem is 
criterial for establishing genetic relationship. In fact. genetic 
relationship in the traditional sense of one parent per language can 
only be posited when systematic correspondences can be found in 
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all linguistic subsystems --vocabulary, phonology, morphology, 
and (we add) syntax as well. If only languages that meet this 
criterion are considered candidates for genetic classification, then 
those languages that do not meet the criterion will pose no threat to 
the Comparative Method. The latter group includes not only mixed 
languages, which have followed a nongenetic path of development, 
but also, we will argue, languages whose genetic links date from a 
time too remote to permit establishment of the necessary 
systematic correspondences. 

Thus, in the comparative method the concept of sound correspondence as a tech
nical term points to the genetic relationship of languages. However, in this paper 
the term "loan correspondence"2 is properly used to account for loan phonology 
and vocabulary diffusion, without any implications that a genetic relationship 
between Tokharian and Altaic languages is postulated. 

One of the most important loan correspondences between Altaic and 
Tokharian may be formulated as follows in 0), with the supporting data in (2) 
and (3)3, in which Altaic will be tentatively represented by Dagur, one of the 
Mongolian languages spoken in China: 

(1) 	 Tokharian sibilants were borrowed as liquids in Altaic in the 
environment V _ C, and as alveolar stops elsewhere 

(2) ToA ToB Dagur Gloss4 

wast ost ·ordu~ house, palace 
~a:ra: aska:r aIken back 

a:starp erdem heads; wisdom 
post burtul post, behind; buttock 

ko~t k""a:rt blade, dagger 
wastarye beldug innards; scrotum 

puska:fi bulgi sinew 
pya:st b'alt to grow; to overflow 
kll$t kest 

ko~o 
kiildig 
hwiilk 

hunger, poor 
hut; the place where cooking 
pots and utensils are located 

(3) tsar ~ar dal hand; shoulder-blade 
slyi siily dor rule 
Siilk tark to knock 
slik dag to follow 
som saumo domul young person; great grandson 
sa:ry
sotte ~otri 

tar-/tari
todol 

to sow 
sign 

~uiJk tOT)k mouth, snout; to dig with 
snout 

siSlik ~cake taseg lion; tiger 
kwll$ kotun village; town 

kaS kes ked number; how many 
mars mars-/mlirs mart- to forget 
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The above is by no means an exhaustive list, but is indicative of the consistency 
with which Dagur speakers rendered Tokharian sibilants as liquids in the V_C 
environment and alveolar stops elsewhere. For my pan, the contact approach to 
the languages of different families is an academic experiment, to which I have 
been deeply committed for a long time, to see ifDagur spoken today in North
East, China should respond to Tokharian spoken in ancient history in North-West, 
China in one way or another. My initial feeling is that if the loan correspondence 
mentioned in (l) played in Dagur. it would probably play elsewhere or whenever 
in the other Altaic languages. So it is important to bear in mind throughout the 
discussion that today's Dagur data have their deep roots in the ancient Altaic lan
guages in many ways. Given this asswnption, I looked for relevant words 
throughout Altaic languages, so that I can have some evidence to make available 
the Dagur words with the loan correspondence in the Turkic, Mongolian and 
Tungusic as far as I can. For example, Tokharian ~ka:ra:/aska:r back penetrated 
into Altaic very early: Old Turkic arka: back and Solon arkan back. However, 
the Tokharian sibilants were not always borrowed as it was fonnulated in (1). 
Instead, they were sometimes borrowed as such or as some other consonants in 
Dagur and the other Altaic languages, to deal with which is beyond the purpose of 
the present paper. 

Another important phenomenon is that within Dagur and the other Mon
golian languages the liquids were likely to change to different nasals depending 
on the following consonants. TIlls change probably took place in the course of the 
Dagur phonological development and it was part of a trend favoring VnC syllable 
soucmre against vrC. As a flrst approximation, I try to propose a scheme and 
give some supponing data as follows: 

(4a) Liquids changed to nasals in Mongolian languages: 

[+nasal] [+conso] 

rll > [aanter] ,_ [aanter] 


[~coronl [~coronl 

TIlls scheme amounts to the following change: 

m p,b,m 
(4b) rll > n t, d 

" k,g 

(5) Dag. hundur "high" ToA. ono "up" 
tant- "to weep" tsa:n- "to weep" 
ma"ga < -marg "capable6" ma:ski "difflcult" 
l'ambi- < -lerbi- "to wither" ToB. leswi "attacks of weakness" 
n'ombus < -lelbu-7 "tear" leSp- "phlegm" 
anta- < -hanta- "to shoot" karss- "to shoot" 
tond "straight" slits- (to) order 
de"g- "to surpass" ~ar:k- "to surpass" 

WMo. mongke "eternal" plirldir "long" 
konjil < -koldi- "quilt" -kwilti8 "qUilt" 
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In the above list the Oagur and \VM:o. words with the nasals between V _C were 
developed from those with the liquids rll which were borrowed from Tokharian at 
some point in history. 

Having proposed the change in (4), I should point out that in the Mongo
lian languages we quite often cope with irregular sound changes. It is often the 
case that some lexical items may not have undergone the change which some 
other items under the same condition have undergone. In this regard, the theory of 
lexical diffusion developed by Wang (1969) has considerably improved our 
understanding of sound changes in the Mongolian languages. According to Wang 
(1969:14), sound changes are lexically gradual and phonetically abrupt. I think 
this point can well apply to the change in (4). So in Mongolian languages there 
are still some words with VIC structure which point to a loan correspondence to 
those of English. For examples: 

(6) 	 11M.o. qulti- "to fall behind" Eng. hinder 
hillde- "to chase, hunt" hunt 
alda < ·halda "arm spread" hand 

Dag. hald "handle" 	 handle 

The four words we have described in (6) have a great deal in common. 
They suggest that the loan correspondence between the Mongolian I and English 
n in the V_C position be hardly due to chance. This correspondence is indicative 
of the fact that the Indo-European and Altaic contact should be taken into account 
in investigating the etymology of English hand, hunt and hinder. 

3. Hand. The discussions concerning the etymology of hand are exclusively 
focused on Germanic cognates, paying no attention to its Sanskrit and Tokharian 
counterparts as well as Altaic borrowing in explaining its phonological develop
ment. As a result. it has been widely accepted that no cognates for hand are found 
outside Germanic, i.e. there is no Common Indo-European word for hand. A few 
influential etymological dictionaries expressing this viev.'Point, for example. are 
Skeat (1911 :230), Onions (1966:425) and Barnhart (1988:463). On the surface, 
nothing seems wrong with tracing procedure on the basis of Germanic sources. 
However, if we display a considerable body of data from Indo-Iranian and Altaic 
languages, it will be clear that the word hand was ultimately borrowed into the 
Germanic languages from Sanskrit hasta- probably through Altaic languages. 
Consider the following data: 

(7) Skt. hasta- hand. forearm as measure oflength 
hastaka- hand, a measure of length 

Pal. hattha- hand, forearm 
Pkt. hattha- hand, forearm 
NiD. hasta, astammi (locarive singular) hand, forearm 
Dhp. hasta- hand, forearm 
Nir. ho:st hand, forearm 
Kho. host hand, arm, cubit 
Ksm. hostu hand, arm, cubit 
Stl. o:st hand. arm, cubit 
Sin. hat cubit; at-a hand, elephant's trunk 
AGy. hath/ath hand, five 
PGy. xat hand, arm (Turner,1966:#14024-S) 
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Av. 	 zasta- hand 
(8) 	 ToA. ka~, ToB. k~e < Proto-Tokharian ·ka~ta ann span, fathom 

OHG. hant the hand and the ann, the ann 
hantalo:n to handle, touch, manage 

OE. 	 hand/hond hand 
handen to take charge of, seize 
handJian to touch or feel, or move with the hands, manipulate, 

manage 

OFr. handlhond hand 

Got. handus hand (Bamhan 1988:4634) 


At the outset, the two sides in (7) and (8) seem to be mutually incompatible. For
tunately. this is not the case, because historical linguists viewing sound change as 
the central concern of their interest would have little trouble getting a quick 
impression of what are similar and what are different between the two sides, even 
though they might not be able to figure out at once what gave rise to this subtle 
relationship. 

The juxtaposition of Indo-Iranian, Tokharian and Germanic fonns indi
cates that the significant difference between the two sides to be accounted for is 
the Sanskrit s and Tokharian s and the Germanic n in the V C environment. It 
should be stressed that there is little difficulty in catching the similarities between 
the two sides both in phonetic and semantic grounds, except for the difference 
indicated. The resultant nasal n in Germanic may be interpreted in tenns of the 
antecedent liquid I in the V _C position which is best observed when the word 
hand in (8) is compared with those of Altaic languages: 

(9) 	 PMo. ·kasda ann spread, hand 
\\'Mo. aIda < ·halda ann spread, span 

aldala- to measure with the ann spread 
Dag. aId ann spread, span 

aldela- to measure with the ann spread 

Mon. alda/arda ann spread, span 

Don. anda < ·alda ann spread, span 

Evk. aIda ann spread, span 

Ork. aIda interval, distance 

UIc. alda(n) interval; crack; between 

Nan. aIda interval, distance; crack; mediator 

Ma. aldasi/andasi halfway, midway 


aldasila- to tum back or stop halfway; to be incomplete, die young 
Orc. agda(n) interval (Cincius 1975:30-1) 
Gag. hendezii elbow, a measure of length 

(10) 	 PTu. ·kasta- to touch with the hand, handle 
UIc. kanta-/kantagu- < ·kalta- to touch, reach (by stretching the hand) 

kantaci- to reach, touch (with the hand) 
Nan. ka:ndaci-lka:ntaci- to reach, touch (with the hand) (Cincius 

1975:373) 
SMa. hal de- to touch, fmger, meddle with (Yamamoto 1969:#1564) 
Dag. hand- to touch, approach (with the body or hand) 

For the words in (9) and (10) I have not yet found Turlcic parallels, except for the 
Gagauz word hendeza. Notice that in their different reflection of the proto-fonns 
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*kasda and *kasta- which were borrowed from Tokharian, Mongolian and 
Tungusic languages have formed doublets in (9) and (10), most of which 
underwent lambdacism. And funher the liquid I changed to nasal n in some 
words. These consecutive changes account for the evolution path by which the 
structure of VsC in Tokharian was borrowed into the Mongolian and Tungusic 
VsC or VIC and funher into VnC. For example, the Dongxiang word anda in (9) 
was apparently developed from ·alda and the liquid I of the Spoken Manchu 
word halde- in (10) changed to the nasal n in Ulcha and Nanai. Moreover, the 
words in (10) have the same meaning as Old English handlian has in (8). not to 
mention the obvious similarities between Dagur hand- and Old English stem 
hand- both in semantic and phonetic grounds. The following set of data can 
provide funher suppon for my position: 

(11) 	 Skt. *hastaku:ta- hand hammer 
Dam. astenl: hammer (fumer 1966:#14028) 
Dag. haldug hammer 
WYu. Gemdan < *gendan ax < *hammer 

(12) 	 Eng. handle,OE. handle pan to be grasped by the hand 
OHG. hantilla towel 
Dag. hald handle 

(13) 	 MMo. hatqu-/atqu- < *halta-/hasta- to take in hand 
Dag. hatkw/hatug cupped hand, handful 

hatkwla-/hatugla- to take, seize with the hand(s) 
SMo. atag, WMo. atqu cupped hand. handful 

atg:.-, WMo, atqu- take in hand 
Evk. hata brush, fetlock (under hoof); pillow (on the dog's paw) 
Evn. hatika (atiatikaJhattan) brush, fetlock (under hoof) 
Orc. haptamuka < *ha[lta < *hasta- membrane (on the bird's paw) 
Ma. fatha hoof, foot (of{owl), claw 
Nan. fatha sole (offoot or boot), foot (of slope), paw 
Ude. patagaJpatahe paw (Cincius 1977:318) 

In (11) Dagur haldug was ultimately from Sanskrit ·hastaku:ta- probably 
through an unknown Tokharian word, and in (12) Dagur hald, which is semanti
cally and phonetically consistent with English handle, was also borrowed from 
Sanskrit hasta-. The existence of the initial k-, 0- and h- in some Altaic words in 
(9-13) provides a solid demonstration of the validity of my reconstruction of the 
initial *h- < ·k- for Mongolian and Tungusic words in (9). 

Having looked at the vocabulary diffusion and loan phonology between 
Indo-European and Altaic, we can summarize some remarkable sound changes in 
specific languages as follows: 

(i) The initial fricative h- and syllable-fmal s lost in some words respec
tively or jointly. This change occurred in Indo-lranian and Altaic respectively. 
For instance. Shutuli o:st in (7) and Dagur aid in (9) lost the initial h-; Sinhalese 
at-a in (7) and Spoken Mongolian atga- in (13) lost h- and s jointly; hath of the 
Annenian dialect of Gypsy in (7) and Evenki hata in (13) lost s. Regarding the 
loss of s in Altaic. I am now not aware of whether it lost before or after it was 
borrowed and lambdaci..zed. 

(ii) There is correspondence or alternation between vowel a and 0: Dhp. 
hasta- versus Kashimir hostu in Indo-lranian languages in (7); Old English and 
Old Frisian have alternation a/o in hand)hond in (8). 
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(iii) The initial h- developed into f- and further into p- in Tungusic lan
guages, e.g. Manchu fatha became Udehe pataga in (13). This kind of well
attested change is of great importance to cope with the Altaic problem. Concern
ing the existence of initial p- in some Tungusic languages, there has been an 
influential hypothesis in Altaic comparative studies, which devises a sound 
change of *p- > f- > h- > O. This hypothesis seems to me to be untenable. On the 
contrary, I have collected a good many examples that prove the sound change of 
k- > h- > f-/O- (see Wang 1990c). 

(iv) Van Windekens (1941:27) compares Tokharian ka~ and k~e with 
Hittite k~Sar hand, Sanskrit hasta- and Avestan zasta- hand as well as IE. 
*ghes-/ghesto-. However, he failed to include English hand in his etymology. It 
is clear through Van Windekens' comparison that Tokharian ka~ and ke~e lost the 
subsequent syllable -*ta-. There are some cases whereby some TOkharian words 
underwent final-segment deletion in comparison with the other Indo-European 
counterparts. A couple of example can be cited here: 

(14) 	 Hit. kesta-Ikista- to be quenched; kestanu-/kistanu- to quench 
ToA. kas-, B kas-/kes- < *kasta- to extinguish (Van Windekens 

1941:37) 

Dag. gind- < *girda- to cool, quench 


(15) 	 ToA. pa:s-, ToB. pa:sk- to guard, protect 
IE. *pa:-skelo-
Lat. pa:seere to feed, nourish, support (Adams 1988:20) 
~T. barik city. Xak. bali"k a stronghold town (Clauson 1972:335-6) 
\\'Mo. balyasun city, to\\<n, village. Mon. valGase wall 
Evk. balayan dwelling, house (Cincius 1975:68) 

Notice that in comparison with B, Tokharian A pa:s- lost its subsequent conso
nant k. The original meaning of the Old Turkic word bali"k « *balk) might be a 
protected (or guarded) place, from which derived the meaning of viI/age, town. 

(16) 	 ToA. ku, ToB. ku < *kund dog 
OE. hund, Welsh ci, Irish eu dog 
Ma. indahu:n < *hunda-, Jur. indahun, mc. inda dog 
~T. it < *hista, WYu. ~t, Kazax iyt dog 

Van Windekens (1941:47) compares Tokharian ku with Greek kuo:n dog. Skeat 
(1911 :247) pointed out that English hound is allied to Latin canis and Greek 
kuo:n. 

4. Hunt and hinder. Like the etymology of hand, we might be inclined to ques
tion the limited interpretation of English hunt and hinder that is given in the 
etymological dictionaries. 

(17a) 	 ~T. iste:-/irte:- to seek, pursue (something) 
Xak. iste- to seek. Cag. iste- to wish for, seek 
Osm. iste- to seek, search for (something) (Clauson 1972:243) 

According to Oauson (1972:243), the subsequent history of the two Old Turlcic 
words differed; irte:-, where it survives, still has that meaning, but iste:- has 
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developed extended meanings, including in south-western Turkic group to wish, 
to wish/or (something). 

The cooccurrence of iste:- and irte:· provides us strong evidence of 
rhotacism/lambdacism within Turkic languages. Regarding its earlier form, I 
prefer to reconstruct Proto-Turkic *histe· to seek, search, hunt in order to 
compare it with Middle Mongolian hiilde· and English hunt. Consider the 
following data: 

(17b) 	 MMo. hiilde·, WMo. ii1de· to chase animals, pursue, hunt 
Bao. hunde-, Don. funjie· to chase animals, pursue 
OE. hunten, huntian < *huite· to chase animals, pursue, capture 
Eng. hunt 

English hunt is reconstructed as Teutonic *hunth-, weak grade of *henthan- to 
seize, and is supposed to be allied to English hint a slight allusion, a thing taken 
or caught up (see Skeat 1911:250,241). 

(18a) 	 ~T. iist upper surface, top 
Cag. iist above 
Uig. iistiin upper, above (in cenain context presumably north) 
Osm. iistiin upper, above (Clauson 1972:242) 

In expressing the directions, many languages relate back, rear, and behind with 
north and also relate north with up or upper (and south with down). Considering 
this semantic connection, I would like to reconstruct Old Turkic iist phonologi
cally and semantically as *hiistii· < *kiistii· back, rear, behind for Proto-Turkic. 
This reconstruction paves the way toward an input to rhotacism/lambdacism in 
Middle Mongolian, with the goal of better understanding the earliest diffusion of 
hinder in Eurasia. Consider the following data: 

(18b) 	 MMo. quiti. to fall behind (Poppe 1938-39:445) 
Dag. 	 hward· < *hurdi. to sprain one's back 
Jur. 	 ulti 9 < *huiti nonh < *rear 
Orc. 	 sigde < *hisde back 
ToA. 	 a:rtak, ToB. a:rte slowly, loose, indifferently 
OE. 	 hinder < *hilder hind, back, rear 
Eng. 	 hinder (about 1385 hyndre) to hold back, impede, prevent, make 

slow or difficult the progress of 
OHG. hintaro:n, German hindern 

(18c) Evk. hita-Isita· to be embarrassed, confused; to be struck dumb 
Ma. 	 sita· to fall behind, to be deficient, to lag, to be slow, to be late (for 

appointment); sitabu· to be delayed; sitashu:n behind, 
lagging behind, late (Cincius 1977:99) 

Sib. 	 sita· to be late 

The Tungusic words in (l8c) may be assumed to have been developed from 
*hilta· through loss of the liquid 1. 

S. Concluding remarks. In a highly developed area like English etymology, one 
of the potential possibilities of enhancing our knowledge is to give a competing 
explanation of the etymology of hand, hunt and hinder. The previous studies did 
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not concern themselves with considering Altaic and Indo-European studies as 
contact areas and with formulating loan correspondence to account for the large
scale presence of indo-European elements in Altaic basic vocabulary. In this 
paper I have taken the lead from the loan correspondence to deal with the wide
spread distribution of the words for hand, hunt and hinder. 

The significance of describing the loan correspondence exists between 
Altaic and Tokharian is to point out that throughout history the two language 
families were in linguistic interaction and Indo-European exened fundamental 
influences on Altaic languages, that can probably smooth the way for a more 
effective account of what happened to English hand, hunt, and hinder in their 
earlier stage of existence. 

ABBREVlATION 

AGy. Armenian dialect of Gypsy 

Av. Avestan 

Bao. Baoan (a Mongolian language) 

Cag. Cagatay (a Turkic language) 

Dag. Dagur (a Mongolian language, the author's native language) 

Dam. Dameli 

Dhp. Ga:ndha:ri: or Nonhwest Prakrit 

Don. Dongxiang (a Mongolian language) 

Eng. English 

Evk. Evenki (a Tungusic language) 

Em. Even (a Tungusic language) 

Gag. Gagauz (a Turkic language) 

Got. Gothic 

Grk. Greek 

Hit. Hittite 

IE. Indo-European 

Jur. Jurcen (a Tungusic language) 

Kho. Khowar 

Ksm. Kashirnir 

Lat. Latin 

Ma. Manchu (a Tungusic language) 

MMo. Middle Mongolian (thineen-Couneenth centuries) 

Mon. Monguor (a Mongolian language) 

Nan. Nanai (a Tungusic language) 

Neg. Negidal (a Tungusic language) 

NiD. Language of Kharosthi: Inscriptions discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in 


Xinjiang, China (see Turner 1966) 
N· !f. Nirla:m.i: dialect of Pashai 
OE. Old English 
OFr. Old Frisian 
OHG. Old High German 
Orc. Orochi (a Tungusic language) 
Ork. Oroki (a Tungusic language) 
Osm. Osmanli (a Turkish language) 
~T. Old Turkic 
Pal. Pali 
PGy. Persian dialect of Gypsy 
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PJ.."t. Prak!it 
PMo. Proto-Mongolian 
PTu. Proto-Tungusic 
Sak. Saka 
Sib. Sibe (a Tungusic language) 
Sin. Sinhalese 
Skt. Sanskrit 
SMa. Spoken Manchu 
SMo. Spoken Mongolian 
Sol. Solon (a Tungusic language) 
St!. Shutuli dialect of Pashai 
ToA. Tokharian A 
ToB. Tokharian B 

Ude. Ude/Udehe (a Tungusic language) 

Uig. Uigur (a Turkic language) 

UIc. Ulcha (a Tungusic language) 

WMo. Written Mongolian 

WYu. West Yugur (a Turkic language) 

Xak. Xakani (an Old Turkic language) 


NOTES 

1. This paper is a revised version of a paper submitted to Ling 699: Directed 
Research - Tokharian Influences on Altaic Languages with Professor Byron W. 
Bender at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. I wish to thank Prof. Bender for 
valuable comments and suggestions. Of course, any errors or inconsistencies are 
my 0,,11. 

2. In my previous papers (see Wang 19903, b, c) the term "sound correspondence" 
was used in the sense of non-genetic relationship. To Prof. Bender lowe the 
introduction of the term "loan correspondence" into my work. 
3. Transcription: This paper lacks some needed symbols. The following 
important adaptations are accepted: (a) the colon: replaces the macron used in the 
original publications; (b) 'i and e are the back vowels corresponding to i and e; (c) 
the symbol' after a consonant stands for the palatalization of the consonant in 
question. Sources: The source indicated in the last entry may (or may not) cover 
the above data cited. The fonns with asterisk, which are not found in the sources 
cited, are reconstructed by the author of these lines. Abbreviation is arranged at 
the end of the paper. 
4. The meaning given before the semicolon is Tokharian. and that given after the 
semicolon is Dagur. If the meaning is similar or roughly similar. no semicolon is 
needed. 
5. This word is reconstructed with reference to Old Turldc ordu:, Written 
Mongolian ordu and Manchu ordo palace. 
6. The Manchu word mangga has the meaning of difficult. hard; expert at. strong 
in. capable. 
7. Cf. WMo. nilbusun tear. 
8. This word is reconstructed with reference to OE. quilte mattress a/woven 
material with a soft lining, Old French cuilte mattress. cushion. Notice that Solon 
ulda < "'hulda quilt, Hezhe (a Tungusic language) huldza quilt, Monguor 
konjilen < "'koldi· quilt and Dagur hildefloor in a room <: "'mattress-like carpet. 
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9. This word was transcribed as uliti with the three Chinese characters u-Ii-ti. 
Since Chinese characters could not transcribe the consonant I without the 
following vowel i, we can legitimately restore it as ulti. 
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On the Structure of the Noun Phrase in Japanese* 

T omovuki Yoshida 

Cornell University 


1. Introduction 

In the framework of Government and Binding (GB) theory. the hypothesis that 
the determiner (D) is the head of a noun phrase (i.e .. the DP hypothesis) has been 
put forth to account for cenain properties of the English noun phrase. and it has 
brought many significant consequences to syntactic theory (cf. Fukui (1986), 
Abney (1987), Bowers (1987), among others). 

Concerning the basic structure of the noun phrase in Japanese, two directly 
conflicting approaches have been proposed in the GB literature. One type of 
approach is exemplified by Fukui (1986). which postulates no functional category 
D in the Japanese noun phrase. The other type of approach. contrary to Fukui 
(1986). assumes that the functional category does exist in the noun phrase in this 
language as well as in English. Lamontagne & Travis (1987) and Tateishi (1988. 
1989). for example. take this stand. 

The main purpose of this preliminary study is to examine and compare these 
two types of approaches, and suggest possible directions of the future research on 
the structure of the noun phrase. In Section 2. I consider Fukui's arguments for the 
claim that the functional category D does not exist in Japanese. I conclude. 
following Tateishi (1988). that Fukui's evidence alone is not decisive enough to 
determine whether or not Japanese lacks a functional category. Then in Section 3. 
two sets of data that are crucial to our discussion are introduced. Section 4 
discusses. in the light of these data, the two types of approaches. Fukui' analysis 
on the on the one hand. and Lamontagne & Travis' and Tateishi's on the other. 
The final section is a brief summary and discussion. 

2. On Functional Category in the Japanese Noun Phrase 

Fukui (1986) argues that Japanese is a language that lacks the functional 
category D completely. His arguments rest on the follo\\'ing two facts: (i) Japanese 
does not have articles corresponding to the and i in English. (ii) Japanese 
demonstratives and genitive phrases behave differently from the English 
counterparts. The examples in (I) and (2) below illustrate these points. 

(1) a. John-ga hon-o katta. 
John-Nom book-Ace bought 

b. *John bought book 
(2) a. John-no kono tak:ai hon b. Ano John-no tak:ai hon 

John's this expensive book that John's expensive book 
c. *John's this expensive book d. *That John's expensive book 

The Japanese sentence in (la) is grammatical without any article whereas the 
corresponding English (lb) is ungrammatical. lacking 1he or i. Since the English 
articles are generally assumed to be functional heads, Fukui suggests that the fact 
that Japanese lacks articles is directly explained if there is no functional category D 
in this language. As for the second observation, Fukui argues that demonstratives 
and the genitive ~ in English have a property of "closing off' the projection, which 
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is one of the crucial characteristics of functional categories in his model. According 
to him. once the projection is "closed ofr'. any further modification is prohibited. 
hence functional categories cannot be iterated as shown in (2c) and (2d). The 
Japanese demonstratives and genitive phrase do not appear to have this property as 
the grammaticality of (2a) and (2b) indicates. Fukui accordingly concludes that 
Japanese demonstratives are not functional heads. 

On the basis of these two observations. Fukui hastens to conclude that Japanese 
lacks the functional category D. Tateishi (1989). however. criticizes Fukui's 
argumentation and makes an important point. He refers to the fact that Japanese is a 
consistent head-final language. and points out that we should look for candidates 
for a functional category in the position following the head noun. I In other words. 
if there is a functIonal category at all in Japanese. it will be most likely to appear in 
the final position. Tateishi's point is illustrated in (3) below. 

(3) DP 
~ 

(SPEC) D' 

N~D 
~ 

(SPEC) N' 

... N 

This point is well-taken. given the striCt head-fmal nature of Japanese. It follows 
then that we can determine whethe- or not Japanese lacks the functional category D 
only if there is no plausible candidate in the final position of the noun phrase. In 
what follows. therefore. I will focus on the constituent fmal position to see if we 
can find plausible candidates for D. Let us first look at what kinds of elements 
appear in such a position and how they are constrained. 

3. 	 Data 

This section discusses two sets of facts concerning Japanese nominal 
constituents. "Nominal constituents" here include a Case-marked noun phrase and a 
postpositional phrase (PP). 

Let us observe the elements that can appear after the head noun within a single 
nominal constituent.:;.!3 Consider (4) and (5) below. 

(4) a. John-no iakusei sanjuu-nin minna-&a Tokyo-e itta. 
John's student 30-Cl all-Nom Tokyo-to went 
'All the thirty students of John's went to Tokvo.' 

b. 	Mary-wa JOhn-no ~ sanjuu-nin mlnna-9 hometa. 

Mary-Top John's student 3()"CI all·Acc praised 

'Mary praised all the thirty students of John's.' 
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(5) 	a. Mary-wa John-no ~ sanjuu-nin minna-kara tegamj-{) moratta. 
Mary-Top John's student 30-CI all-from letter-Ace received 
'Mary received a letter (or letters) from all the thiny students of John·s.' 

b. 	Mary-wa John-no ~ sanjuu-nin minna-niyotte nagurareta. 
Mary-Top John's student 30-0 all-by hit-passive 
'Mary was hit by all the thirty students of John's.' 

In the underlined sequences above, I:akusei 'student' is the head noun. The 
numeral quantifier (NQ), sanjuu-nin. which consists ofa numeral ~ and a 
classifier nin appears immediately after the head noun. Then, the strong determiner 
(SO). minna 'all'. in the sense of Barwise & Cooper (1981). follows the NQ. In 
the final position. there is a Case-marker in the examples in (4) and a postposition 
in those in (5). The NQ and the SO are optional elements. It should be noted. 
however. that the head noun, the NQ. and the SO must be in this order if they co
occur. Hence. any other orderings of these elements are not allowed. 

(6) 	a. .. John-no sanjuu-nin gakusei minoa-ga 
John's 30-CI student all-Nom 

b. 	 .. John-no sanjuu-nin minoa gakusei-ga 

John's 30-CI all student-Nom 


c. 	 .. John-no gakusei minoa sanjuu-nin-ga 

John's student all 30-C1-Nom 


d. 	 .. John-no minoa gakusei sanjuu-nin-ga 

John's all student 30-CI-Nom 


e. 	 .. John-no minoa sanjuu-nin gakusei-ga 

John's all 30-CI student-Nom 


The constituency of the underlined sequencesin (4) and (5) above can be easily 
shown by standard constituency tests such as movement. coordination. and 
pseudo-cleft. Thus. (7a) and (7b) are derived by scramblIng of the underlined 
sequence from (4b) and (5a), respectively. 

(7) a. 	 [.l.2!:ln.:!:!Q &akusei sanjuu-nin minna-oj. Mary-wa hometa. 
John's student 30-Cl all-Acc Mary-Top praised 

'All the thirty students of John's. Mary praised.' 
b. 	 (John-no ~ sanjuu-nin minna-kara 1. Mary-wa tegamj-{) moratta. 

John's student 30-C] all-from Mary-Top letter-Ace recelVed 
'From all the thirty students of John's, Mary received a letter (or letters!.' 

Japanese coordination uses the particle 12 to conjoin nominal constituents. Note 
that this coordination particle cannot co-occur with the Case-marker, is or Q. This 
fact receives a natural account if we assume that the particle lQ and these Case
markers are members of the same category. In (Ba), therefore, the nominative
marker ill cannot appear immediately precedlllg 12. PPs. on the other hand. can be 
followed by this particle. There is no co-occurrence restriction in this case as can 
be seen in (8b). Given this much of information, the grammaticality of (9a) and 
(9b) indicates that the underlined sequences are constituents. 
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(8) a. 	 [John] to [Maryj-ga kita. 'John and Mary came.' 
John and Mary-Nom carne 

b. 	 [John-karaj to fMary-karaj tegami-o moratta. 
John-from and Mary-from Ietta"-Ace received 


'(I) received a letter from John and Mary.' 

(9) a. 	 [I2hn.:.!!.2l:akusei sanjuu-nin minna] to [hukeij-ga Tokyo-e itta. 

John's student 30-CI all-Nom and parents-Nom Tokyo-to went 
'All the thirty students of John's and (their) parents went to Tokyo.' 

b 	 Mary-wa [John-no ~ sanjuu-nin minna-kara] to [hukei-kara] 
Mary-Top John's student 30-CI all-from and parents-from 
tegami-o moratta. 
Ietta"-Ace received 
'Mary received a letter (or letters) from all the thirty students of John's and 

(their) parents.' 

The pseudo-cleft test also leads us to the same conclusion. The basic form of 
the Japanese pseudo-cleft construction is 'X"-no-wa 'Y" cia. in which 'Y" is the 
focus position. In (lOa) below, John is focused. Note again that the nominative
marker ~ cannot appear in the focus position. (lOb) shows that an adverbial 
element kinoo 'yesterday' can be focused. The ungrammaticality of (IOc) illustrates 
that the focus position must be limited to only one constituent. Given this 
observation. the well-formedness of (1Ia) and (II b) suggests that the underlined 
sequences form single constituents. 

(10) 	 a. Kinoo gakkoo-e itta-no-wa [John(*-gall da. 
yesterday school-to went-Comp-Top John(*-Nom) Cop 
'It is John who went to school yesterday.' 

b. 	 John-ga gakkoo-e itta-no-wa [kinooj da. 

John-Nom school-to went-Comp-Top yesterday Cop 

'It is yesterday that John went to school.' 


c. * Gakkoo-e 	 itta-no-wa [kin00] (John] da. 

school-to went-Comp-Top yesterday John Cop 


(11) 	 a. Kyoo-no kaigi-ni shusseki-suru yotei-na-no-wa 
today's meeting-at attend-do plan-Cop-Comp-Top 
[I2hn.:.!!.2 ~ sanjuu-nin minnaj da. 
John's student 30-Cl all Cop 

'It is all the thirty students of John's who are supposed to attend the 
meeting today.' 

b. 	 Okane-o atsumeta-no-wa 

money-Ace colJected-Comp-Top 

[I2hn.:.!!.2 &akusei sanjuu-nin minna-kara] da. 

John's student 30-Cl all-from Cop 

'It is from all the thirty students of John's that (we) collected money.' 

Although there is some restriction on the Ca.se-marker in coordination and pseuclo
cleft, the movement test indicates that the Ca.se-marker can be included in the 
nominal constituent. That is to say, the NQ. the SD and the Case-marker appear 
after the head noun in a single constituent. What is the exact status of these 
elements? Are these functional categories? 

The second set of data that will be discussed in the following is the contrast 
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between the (a) sentences and (b) sentences in (12) and (13).4 

(12) 	 a. Koko-kara-&a muzukashii. 
here-from-Nom difficult 
'Lit. From here is difficult.' 

b.* Koko-&a-kara 	 muzukashii. 

here-Nom-from difficult 


(13) 	 a. Ashita-made-o shimekiri-ni shita. 
tomorrow-till-Ace due-as did 
'(I) decided that until tomorrow is the due.' 

b. * Ashita-o-made 	 shimekiri-ni shita. 

tomorrow-Ace-till due-as did 


These examples show that there is some restriction on the ordering of the Case
marker and the postpOsition. The ('~se-marker can follow a postpOsition but the 
postpOsition cannot follow a Case-marker. 

4. 	 The Two Approaches 

In this section. Fukui (1986). Tateishi (1988.1989). and Lamontagne & Travis 
(1987) will be examined in the light of the two sets of data discussed in the 
previous section. 

4.1. Fukui (1986) 

As mentioned above. Fukui (1986) claims that the Japanese noun phrase does 
not have a functional projection at all. It is interesting then to look at how his 
system deals with the elements that can follow the head noun and the ordering 
restriction on the Case-marker and the postpOsition. 

His treatment of Case-markers suggests a possible way of accommodating the 
first set of data in the previous section. In his system. the postpOsition is an 
independent lexical category P. The Case-marker (the aceusative Q in this case). on 
the other hand. simply right-adjoins to an N' as in (14a). rather than having its 
own projection. If it is possible to extend this rightward-adjunction mechanism to 
the NQ and the SD. partial structure of the nominal constituents in (4) and (5) will 
be given in (l4b) and (14c), respectively.5 

(14) 	 a. V' b. N' 
/"---....~V N' ga 
~N~ N' minna 

N~JuU-nin 
6. 
gakusei 

What has to be clarified in this analysis is the exact nature of the rightward
adjunction mechanism since the generaJ syntactic adjunction operation in Japanese 
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is always to the left The fact that the NQ must precede the SO may be accounted 
for by requiring the NQ to be c-commanded by the SO, since the SO has scope over 
the NQ. However, there still remain some questions. For instance, how do we 
restrict this type of excepnonal adjunction? How do we define the set of elements 
that may undergo this rightward-adjunction? How do we generate these structures? 

The second set of data. (12b) and (13b) in particular, may cause some 
mechanical problem in Fukui's system. It is not obvious why the structure in 
(15a), for example, must be excluded if a Case-marker can simply right-adjoin to an 
N' as just mentioned. Some stipulation. therefore. is needed to exclude the iII
formed ordering in (12b) and (13b). The well-formed ordering in (12a) and (13a) 
requires the structure in (ISb) to be allowed. Thus. it must be the case that the 
Case-marker can adjoin to a P' as well as an N' in Fukui's analysis. This might be 
explained by allowing the Case-marker to right-adjoin the I-V] categories under the 
assumption that N is defined as (-V, +N] and Pas (-V. -N]. 

(15) a. * P' b. P' 
~ ~ N' P P ga 
~ I 

N' ga kara N~"
D 6 
koko koko 

To sum up. in Fukui's model. the NQ. the SO. and the Case-marker must be 
allowed to righI-adjoin to an N' in the absence of a functional catej:!ory. The exact 
characterization of these elements is not entirely clear. The fact th..: the postposition 
cannot follow a Case-marker does not follow from his projection system. 

4.2. Lamonta!!ne & Tr8\'is (1987) and Tateishi (1988, 1989) 

Contrary to Fukui (1986). both Lamontagne & Travis (henceforth. L&T) and 
Tateishi propose that Japanese Case-markers belong to a functional category. L&T. 
for instance. attempt to capture interesting parallelism between the Case-marker 
drop and Comp drop phenomena by hypothesizing that the Case-marker and the 
Comp are both functional categories. Tateishi (1988) also argues that some effect 
related to indefiniteness and non-specificity suggests that the Ca", -marker is a 
functional category. 

L&T and Tateishi. however. are different in some interestinF' -")'s. Tateishi 
(1989) in particular claims that the Case-marker and the NQ are ". 'nbers of a single 
functional category D. L&T. on the other hand.. suggest that the ( ;-!'of-marker is the 
functional category K, which is distinct from the category D. 

The first set of data above (the examples in (4) in particular) cause some 
problem for both Tateishi and L&T. For Tateishi. since the NQ ana the Case
marker can co-occur in a nominal constituent, it is not clear what status the SO and 
the Case-marker receive in his analysis.6 
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(16) DP 

SPEC D' 


NP-------D ? ?
L sanj~u-nin minna ~a 

gakusei 

In L&T / 1987). since no informative characterization of the category D is 
available. i! is not entirely clear how they treat the examples in (4). According to 
them. the Case-marker goes into the head K position but still the problem is what 
goes into the D? 

(17) KP 

(SPEC) K' 

DP----K 
(SPEC) D'------- gaI 

NP D

6 ~ 
gakusei 

If we consider the NQ and the SD are indeed functional categories. then we need 
another functional head position in addition to D. If, on the other hand. the NQ and 
the SD are not taken to be functional categories. their exact status must be clarified. 
In any case, further explanation is required. 

As for the restriction on the ordering of the Case-marker and the postposition 
shown in (12) and (13). L&Ts model can provide a nice account. The fact that the 
Case-marker can follow a postposition is explained if we assume that K may select 
a PP as its complement. Thus, (18a) is well-formed. The ungrammaticality of the 
cases where the Case-marker precedes the postposition (i.e., (12b) and (13b» 
follows directly from a natural assumption that P selects a DP rather than a KP as 
illustrated in (l8b). 

(18) a. KP b. 

(SPEC) K' 
. PP K 


..-----.... I 

(SPEC) ~ga 

DP PD ~ 
koko 
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Tateishi's system. however, fails to provide a principled account for this fact. 
Given the well-formedness of such examples like (5). if the NQ is a functidnal head 
as he claims. P must be able to take a DP as its complement Turning to the fact in 
(12) and (13). in order to allow the Case-marker to follow the postposition. he must 
assume that D can take a PP as its complement. This amounts to claiming that the 
following structure in (19a) is possible. If the structure in (19a) is allowed. there is 
no obvious way to rule out (12b) and (Ub). Since the Case-marker is the D head. 
why the structure in (l9b) should be out is not clear. 

(19) a. DP b.* PP 
~ 

SPEC D' SPEC p' 

PP D P 
~ J ---- DP-----SPEC P' ga SPEC D' kara 

Np-------.Dl\----Pk1a D ~a 
koko koko 

Summarizing the discussion so far. both Tateishi and L&T cannot provide 
satisfactory characterization of the elements that can appear after the head noun In a 
nominal constituent With respect to the ordering restriction on the Case-marker 
and the postposition. it follows directly from L&Ts model. Tateishi'~ system. 
however. requires some stipulation just as in Fukui's. 

5. Summary and Discussion 

In this paper. I examined two major approaches to the Japanese nominal 
constituent in the light of two sets of data. I discussed first that the question 
whether or not Japanese lacks a functional category is still open. Under the 
hypothesis that Japanese is a consistent head-fmallanguage, I focused on what 
kinds of elements appear in the position following the head noun in a nominal 
constituent. I pointed out that the NQ, the SD and the Case-marker are such 
element~. It was shown. however. by examining Fukui's model. that the existence 
of such element~ may not direct.ly indicate the existence of a functional category or 
categories. Although the exact nature of his rightward-adjunction mechanism must 
be clarified. his model can provide structural description for these elements. In 
order to answer the ontological question. therefore. more detailed characterization 
of the syntactic nature of the post-nominal head elements must be provided in the 
future research. 

The fact that there exist elements in the post-nominal head position. 
nevertheless, is very suggestive. If there is no functional head and projection in 
this language, why at all it chooses to have some particular elements following the 
lexical head? Why not to put them in the pre-oominal position uniformly so that the 
lexical head N ostensively indicates its head ness? Ifwe take this point seriously. it 
is worthwhile to seek for a possible analysis utilizing the functional category. Once 
this idea is adopted. we cannot maintain Fukui's account of certain differences of 

http:direct.ly
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English and Japanese. The crucial parametric difference between the two languages 
in Fukui's theory is that English has the functional category while Japanese does 
not. This is no longer available in its strongest form. Postulating the functional 
category in the Japanese noun phrase. thus, opens up a possibility of discussing the 
basIC structure of Japanese from the view point of universal grammar. as Tateishi 
(1988) points out. There will be various other theoretical consequences that should 
be discussed further. 

With the assumption thaI the functional category exists in Japanese. the first set 
of data in Section 3 further imply that it is necessary to postulate more than one 
functional category in the Japanese noun phrase. It was pointed out that neither 
L&Ts nor Tateishi's model can readily account for the first set of data. Some 
extension of L&T. however. might be possible in this regard. That is. we postulate 
a functional head position for each of the elements that follow the head noun. If 
this is on the right track. then it follows that there a."e at least three functional 
categories in the Japanese noun phrase. In other words. the NQ, the SD. and the 
case-marker are heads of their own projections. In fact. this type of extension of 
the functional category has already been proposed in various languages (d. Bowers 
(1989b) for Engiish. Mallen (1989) for Spanish, and Tang (1990) for Chinese. 
among others). It might be even possible to cbaractero.e each functional head in an 
interesting manner, if the distinction between the NQ and the SD corresponds to the 
semantic distinction between the weak determiner and the strong determiner in the 
sense of Barwise & Cooper (1981).7 Therefore, we might be able to define a set of 
post-nominal elements exactly. 

The second set of data in Section 3 suggested a possible consequence of L&Ts 
KP analysis. The fact that the Case-marker can follow the postposition but not vice 
versa directly follows from their analysis as we saw above. Given all these 
considerations. my tentative proposal to provide a principled account for both of the 
two sets of data is that the NQ. the SD. and the Case-marker are independent 
functional heads in the noun phrase in Japanese. This approach does not require 
any exceptional rightward-adjunction mechanism. Once the exact characterization 
of these elements is provided. there is no such stipulation needed. 

Note finally that extension of the functional category in the sentence has been 
proposed in the recent literature (d. Chomsky (1986.1988). Bowers (I 989a). and 
Pollock (1989) to name a few). In fact. various kinds of functional categories have 
been postulated ill the sentence. Remarkable structural parallelism betv ..een the 
noun phrase and the sentence has been observed throughout the history of 
generative grammar. lfthis observation has any significance to X-bar theory. then 
extending the functional category in the way I propose might be plausible. 

Notes 

*This is a revised version of the paper presented at the 20th armual meeting of 
Western Conference on Linguistics held at University of Texas at El Paso. 1 would 
like to thank Joseph Aoun, John Bowers. Naoki Fukui. Kazuhiko Fukushima, 
Wayne Harbert, Jim Huang, U. Nakayama, John Whitman. and Keiko Yoshida 
for their invaluable comments on the earlier version of this paper. All eJrors are my 
own. 
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I See also Ahn (1988) for a similar claim for Korean. 

2The following examples roughly mean the same as (4a). The position ofa Case
marker appears to be relatively free on the surface as shown in (i) and (ii). 
Moreover. the numeral quantifier and strong determiner also exhibit relatively free 
word order as in (iii) and (iv). 

(i) 	 John-no .:akusei-ga sanjuu-nin minna Tokyo-e ina. 

John's student-Nom 30-Cl all Tokyo-to went 


(ii) 	 John-no .:akusei sanjuu-nin-2a minna Tokyo-e itta. 

John's student 3O-Cl-Nom all Tok),o-to went 


(iii) 	 Sanjuu-nin John-no eakusei-ga minna Toho-e itta. 

30-Cl John's student-Nom all Tokyo-to went 


(Iv) 	 Sanjuu-nin minna John-no eakusei-ga Tokvo-e ina. 

30-CI all John's student-Nom Tok.yo-towent 


I take these examples as instances of floating quantifiers. and will not discuss them 
in this paper. See Terada (1987.1990). Miyagawa (1989) and Fukushima (1990) 
for some recent treatments and interesting diSCUSSIOns of this phenomenon. 

3Although the examples in (4) and (5) contain the maximum elements in the 
constituent final position, the following examples (though somewhat redundant) 
appear to be acceptable. 

(i) 	 John-no ~ sanjuu-nin sorezore minna-ga Tokyo-e ilia. 
John's student 30-CI each all-Nom Tokyo-to went 
'Lit. Each of all the 30 students of John's went to Tokyo: 

(ti) 	 John-no .:akusei sanjuu-nin hotondo minna-ga TOkyo-e ina. 
lohn's student 30-CI almost all-Nom Tokvo-towent 
'Lit. Almost all of the 30 students of John's went to Tokyo: 

I cannot discuss these examples in this paper due to the space limitation. Here I just 
point out that the elements ~ 'each' and hotondo 'almost' seem to modify 
only minna 'all' since otherwise the scope relation among the elements in the 
underlined sequences will be unaccounted for. 

4Examples similar to these were brought up to my attention by Kazuhiko 
Fukushima (p.c.). 

5Since the exact position for the possessor phrase ~ 'John's' does not affect 
out discussion, I will ignore it completely in the rest of the paper. 

6In Tateishi (1988,1989), he argues that there is a unique SPEC position in DP. 
Since L&T does not discuss the SPEC positions at all. 1 will put them in 
parentheses in the discussion ofL&Ts analysis. 

7This possibility was pointed out by John Bowers (p.c.). 
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CHOI'GMISG PHRASAL PHONOLOGY 

Hongming Zhang 

University of California, San Diego 

1. BACKGROUlVD 

This paper is concerned with the trisyllabic tone sandhi (hereafter TS) 
phenomena of Chongming Chinese, a northern Wu dialect spoken by about 700,000 
inhabitants on the island of Chongming located at the mouth of the Yangtze River. 
According to Zhang (1979, 1980), Chongrning has an eight· tone system. We shall 
refer to it simply as 1-8, as shown in the following table.} 

(1) Register I High I Low
.......••.•••.-1-....•..........---.-.-----I····•.••••..-..--....-.---. -... 

Tone Code 1 1 1 3 1 5 1 7 1 2 1 4 I 6 18 
.--.---.. -... ··1-...·-1·······-1-... ·1-··-·+ -- ··-1-······-1-·-'--···1···--
Tone shape 1 H IHMHIM I H?I LMIL.MLI MLMIL? 

A historical note is in order. Middle Chinese distinguished four tones as shown 
in table (2). These split intO eight according to the higMow register distinction, which 
is reflected in the traditional numbering used for the tone code. The four Middle 
Chinese tones were classified as Even (E) and Oblique (0). The phonetic properties 
that originalJy justified the Even vs. Oblique dichotomy have been obscured by histor· 
ical changes. I'evertheless, we will need to refer to this Even vs. Oblique contrast in 
stating the synchronic tone sandhi rules.2 

Q) IAIBICID 
middle chinese tones 1-----1-----1--··+---· 

IEIOIOIE 
. -....... -................. -......... ··_·1-····1···--1···-·1-·.. . 


chongming 1 high register 1 1 I 3 1 5 1 7 
tones I low register I 2 I 4 16 18 

Like many other Wu dialects, Chongming has two types of tone sandhi: a) lexi· 
cal tone sandhI (hereafter LTS); and b) posdexical tone sandhi (PTS), Basically speak· 
ing, LTS is the TS that occurs within lexical compounds and PTS is the TS that occurs 
within clitic groups, Chongming disyllabic TS has already been discussed in Zhang 
(1990). For convenience's sake, disyllabic TS is resumrned up here. 

Chongming disyllabic LTS operates according to the schema shown in (3). The 
leftmost column and the top row represent the base tones (of the first an~ second syll· 
abIes respectively); the output sandhi patterns are indicated in the boxes, 
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(3) 

~l:~I~~'[:II~~~~~~~:\1g;::::-:

/1 H / /

1---------------1 I $-n 

12LM 1 1 


E 1---------------I 1-----------------------------------
17 H? 1 $-H 1 

1---------------1 1 

18 L? I I $-M 


----1- ---1------ ----1--------------------- --I 

1 13HMHI 1 

I H 1----------1 H1>1J-I-H 1-----------------------------------
IR 15M 1 1 


o 1----1----------/-----------------------1 $-n 
IL 14LMLI I 

I R 1----------1 MLM-H 1------------------------------------
I 16 MLM I I $-M 

Chongming disyllabic postlexical TS (PTS) is sensitive to syntactic domain. It 
can be divided into four different types according to the syntactic domain it applies to. 
as shown h: (4). In (4). the leftmost column and the top tow represent the base tones 
(of the firS! and second syllables respectively); the output sandhi patterns are indicated 
in the boxes4 

(4) PTS type I PTS-A I PTS-B I PTS-C I PTS-D 
----------.----------------1----------------- -1-------------------1-----------------1-----------
syntactic structure I KM,VR / MR I VPr I VD 

~;:L~::I~];::~-::I:~::I:-E:I~]-~::I-o

11 H I I I I I I 

1----------1 I $-n I I $-n 1 1 

12 LM 1 1 I / I I 


E 	 1-----------/ 1---------1 $-H 1--------1 I $-H 

17 H? I$-H I / I I $-H I 

1-----------1 I$-M I I $-M I I 

18 L? I I 1 1 I I 


---------1-------1-----------I 1---------1---------1---------1 1-----------
1 15M I I 1 1 

I H 1-----------1-----------------1 HMH-M 1-----------------1 H1>1J-I-H 

I R I 3 HMH I 1 I 1 


o 	 1------1-----------1 1------------------1 1-----------
I I 4 LML I $-M 1 I $-M I 

I L 1-----------1 I LML-n I I LML-H 

I R 16MLMI I I I 
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According to the above table, PTS-A applies to two syntactic structures: 
number-measure phrase (NM) and verb-resultative complement phrase (VR). Disylla
bic PTS-B is applicable only to reduplicated measure words (MR). The only syntactic 
structure that undergoes PTS-C is the verb-pronoun (VPr). PTS-D is applicable only 
to syntactic structure of verb plus directional complement (VD). 

2. TRISYlLABIC TONE SANDHI IN CHONGMING 

In Chongming. trisyllabic TS, like disyllabic TS, may also undergo lexical TS or 
postlexical TS. But since trisyllables involve tree structures, the trisyllabic TS is much 
more interesting and complex than disyllabic TS. 

2.1 TRISYlLABIC LEXICAL TONE SANDHI 

Chongming trisyllabic LTS is presented in the following table: 

(5) 	 3rd 1 Even (E) 1 Oblique (0) 
1---1---1---1-- -1-- --1---1--- -1---------

1st 12nd 1 I 1 2 1 7 1 8 1 3 1 5 1 4 1 6 
-----------------------1--------- ---1---1---1-- -1-- --1---1--- -1---------

1 E 1 $-H-H 1 $-H-n 
E 1----------1--------------1---------------------

1 0 1 $-M-H 1 $-M-n 
--------- ---1- -------- --1------- ---1----------- ---1---------------------

1 High 1 E 1 JLw-I-H-HI HMH-H-n 
1 re gister 1----------1--------------1---------------------
1 1 0 1 HMH-M·HI HMH-M-n 

o 	 1-------- ---1---------1---------------1---------------------
1 Low 1 E 1 MLM-H-H 1 MLM-H-n 
1 register 1---------1----------------1------------------ ---
1 1 0 1 MLM-M-H 1 MLM-M -n 

Based on (5), we propose the following rules for trisyllabic LTS: 

(6) T 
/'---.., 

T 
/---. 

T 
~ 

E 0 E 0 E 0 
J.. ,./'---.... 
$ HR LR 

J.. 
H 

J.. 
M 

J.. 
H 

J.. 
n 

J.. J.. 
K\1H MLM 

If the first syllable has an oblique tone, it changes into HMH if it is high register and 
into MLM if it is low register (cf. 6); if the second and third syllable are both even 
tones, they all change into H; if both the second and third syllable are oblique tones, 
the fonner changes into M and the latter into a neutral tone (cf. 6). The output fonns 
of trisyllabic LTS are decided only by their input fonns. They have no connection 
with the fonn of disyllabic TS. This phonological process can be considered to be a 
fonn of direct mapping. For example: 
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(7) 	 [[tian-zhuJ jiaoJ (8) [zhu [yu-nai]] 
sky god religion 'cook taro' 

'Catholicism' BT HMH·~.lLM-LML 
BT H-HMH-M 0-0-0 

E-O-O HR-LR-LR 
HR-HR-HR LTS HMH-M-n (by 6) 

LTS H-M-n (by 6) ok HJ"tH-M-n (allegro only) 
ok H-M-n 

22 TRISYlLABIC POSTLEXlCAL TONE SANDHI 

Chongming trisyllabic PTS is not only sensitive to syntactic categories, but also 
to tree structures. Tree structure can be divided into two types: a) left-branching, and 
b) right-branching. We treat the structure involving a disyllable plus a monosyllable 
as left-branching (9) and the structure containing a monosyllable plus a disyllable as 
right-branching (10). 

(9) 	 (10)

~" 	 f~ 
[[X XJ XJ [X [X Xl) 

In Chongming, different tree structures will give rise to different phonological 
modes. The modes for left-branching structures is cyclic. i.e. it applies as schema
tilated in (11). The rule is formulated in (12). 

(11) 	 (12) Rule for left-branching trisyllabic PTS: z~ [[T-T)TJ 
T - T - T j, 

H/ ... M_ 
n / elsewhere 

The disyllabic TS rules discussed in section one first apply to the first and second 
svllables---i.e. to the constituent on the left branch of the struCture. The TS form of the 
third syllable depends on the output form of this operation: if the output form of the 
second syllalbe is M, the third syllable changes into H: otherwise the third syllable 
carries a neutral tone. Sample derivations are given in (13). 

(13) 	 [[liang-wan] fan] (14) [[zan-cheng] yi] 
two bowl rice praise O.K. he 

'two bowls of rice' 'agree with him' 
BT LML-HMH-MLM BT M-LM-LM 

0-0-0 O-E-E 
LR-HR-LR HR-LR-LR 

"' MLM-M-n (by trisyllabic L TS; "'HMH-H-H (by trisyllabic L TS; 
direct mapping ) direct mapping) 

[LML-MJ (by disyllabic PTS-A) [HMH-H] (by disyllabic LTS) 
[M-H] (by 12) [H - n] (by 12) 


ok LML-M-H (cyclic) ok HMH-H-n (cyclic) 
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With right-branching structures. the mode of PTS is direct mapping. There are 
three grammatically conditioned subrules, stated as follows. 

(15) Rules for right-branching trisyllabic PTS: 
(a) T 	- T - T 

,...A-.. 
E 	 0 
,t 	 ,t 
H n 

(for PTS-A: number+noun) 

(c) T 	- T - T 
,t 
H 

(for PTS-C: verb +directional complement) 

(b) T - T - T 
,t 
~K~~alT.HorLM 
H, elsewhere 


(for PTS-B: verb+number+CL) 


(d) T 	- T - T 
1. 	 ,.A-, 
$ 	 E 0 


,t 1. 

H M 


(for all structures) 

Following examples illustrated the operation of (15). 

(16) 	lsi [mian-pen]] 
'four basins' 

BT 	 M-MLM-LM 
0-0 E 

* HMH-M-H (by trisyllabic LTS) 
ok M-M-H (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 

(18) [bao [chu-qu]] 

carry out DIR 

'carry it out' 


BT 	 LML-H?-M 

O-E 0


* MLM-H-n (by trisyllabic LTS) 
* LML-H-n (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 

ok LML-H-H (by trisyllabic PTS-C) 

(17) 	[chang [yi-shoul 
's~g a song' 

BTM-H?-HMH 

O-E-O 


* HMH-H-n (by trisyllabic LTS) 
* M-H-n (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 

ok M-H-H (by trisyllabic PTS-BJ 

(19) 	 [tai[jin-laill 
lift enter DIR 
'carry it in' 

BT 	 LM-M-LM 

E-O-E


* LM-M-n (by trisyllabic PTS-B) 
ok LM-M-H (by trisyllabic PTS-C) 

23 DISCUSSION OF TRISYlLABIC TONE SANDHI 

The description of trisyllabic TS reveals a more complicated picture of the 
syntax-phonology interface. A cyclic process can account for some of the facts. 
Specifically, the surface tone of the third syllable ~ certain left-branching trisyllabic 
structures (i.e. those containing a clitic group) is determined on the basis of the output 
form derived by applying the appropriate disyllabic TS rule to the initial disyllable, as 
seen in (20). But cyclic application fails in right-branching cases like you mian-jin 
'deep-fried gluten' in (21), whose correct TS form is LM-M-H, derived only by direct 
mapping. Moreover, right-branching structures ~ Chongming follow a direct mapping 
mode, whether they ~volve lexical compounds, as in (21), or ditic groups, as in (22). 
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(20) 	 ([kan-hao] yiJ (21) [you [mian-jin]] 
'take care of him' oil gluton 

BT M-HMH-LM 'deep-fried gluton' 
[M-H] (by disyllabic PTS-A) BT LM-MLM-H 

[H-n] (by 12) [MLM-H] (by disyllabic LTS) 
ok M-H-n (cyclic) [LM-n] (by disyllabic LTS) 

'" LM-n-H (cvclic) 
ok LM-M-H (by 6; direct mapping) 

(22) 	 fmai [wu-bang]l 

'buy five pounds' 


BT LML-LML-M 

[LML-MJ (by disyllabic PTS-A) 


[LML-n] (by disyllabic LTS) 

'" Ll\fL-n-M (cyclic) 


ok LML-M-H (by trisyllabic PTS-B; direct mapping) 


Based on the contrast between (20) and (22), we can conclude that Chongming 
trisyllabic postlexical TS has two modes of application: a) cyclic--- for left-branching 
structures; and b) direct mapping---for right-branching structures. For lexical com
pounds, on the other hand, direct mapping is the only mode of application, regardless 
of the directionality of branching. This is demonstrated in (23-24). Given their left
branching struc.ture, one might expect either cyclic or (equivalently) left-to-right rule 
application in such examples. However, the only way to derive the correct output is by 
direct mapping.5 

(23)=(7) [[tian zhu] jiao] (24) [[shui-guo] tang] 
'Catholicism' water fruit sugar 

BT H-HMH-M 'fruit drops' 
rH-n ] (disyllabic LTS, by 3) BT HMH-HMH-LM 

[na ] [HMH-M] (by disyllabic L TS) 
'" H-n-M (cyclic) [HtvlH-H] (by disyllabic LTS) 

ok H-M-n (by trisyllabic L TS; .. HMH-HMH-H (cyclic) 
direct mapping) ok HMH-M-H (direct mapping) 

It is clear that what is crucial is the distinction between lexical vs. postlexical 
tone sandhi. A syntactic word undergoes lexical TS (LTS). which exclusively ~elects 
the direct mapping mode of application; clidc groups, on the other hand, undergo 
postlexical TS (PTS), which adopts different modes of application depending on tree 
geometry and syntactic structure type: 

(25) Left-branching: Cyclic (e.g. 13, 14 & 20). 

(26) Right-branching: Direct mapping: 

PTS-A, if a number-noun (e.g. 16); 
 1 

Direct mapping --> PTS-B, if a verb-number-measure(e.g.17); 
[PTS-C, if a verb-directional complement (e.g. 18). 

In the following section, our discussion concentrates on the theoretical 
ramification of this analysis of Chongming TS. 

http:verb-number-measure(e.g.17
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3. CONCLUSION: THEORETICAL ISSUES IN CHONGMING TONE SANDHI 

3.11NTERFACE BETV>'EEN SYNTAX AND PHONOLOGY 

Two questions have been fundamental to the study of the syntax-phonology 
interface. The first has to do with which specific syntactic propenies affect the appli
cation of phonological rules. The second has to do with how these syntactic propenies 
should be incorporated into phonology. In response to these two questions, two dif
ferent theories have been developed separately. One is the Direct Reference Theory 
by Kaisse (1985), Odden (1987). and Chen (l987a. 1988a); and the other is the Pro
sodic Theory by Selkirk (1984. 1986), and Hayes (1984). According to the Direct 
Reference Theory, sentence phonology has direct access to syntactic infonnarion and 
it~ rules may refer to conditions of a morphosyntactic nature. According to the strong
est version of the Prosodic Theory, phonological rules are restricted to various pro
sodic domains (clitic group, phonological phrase. intonational phrase. etc), but are 
otherwise syntax-blind. 

Although the Prosodic Theory is the most constrained of the competing theories, 
the Chongnung facts suggest that it is untenable in its strongest fonn. It is clear that 
Chongrning PTS can not be syntax-blind. It is syntax-sensitive in two ways: a) tree 
structure detennines the mode of application (PTS applies cyclically to left-branChing 
structures,6 while direct mapping of PTS prevails in right-branching structures): b) 
regardless of whether direct mapping or cyclical application is used, different syntac
tic structures select different subrules of PTS. Points (a) and (b) have been amply 
demonstrated in section two. Here are some of the critical examples: 
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(27) 	 Disyllabic PTS: 
PTS-A (for number-measure and verb-resultative); 

e.g. 	 si - dun 
'four meals' 


BT M-M 

* M-n (LTS.by3) 

ok M - H (PTS-A, by 4) 

PTS-B (for reduplicated measure): 


e.g. 	 ci - ci 

time time 

'every time' 


BT M-M 
* M-n (byLTS)
* M - H (by PTS-A) 

ok HMH - M (by PTS-B) 

PTS-C (for verb-pronoun): 


e.g. 	 bang-ni 
'help you' 


BT H -LML 

* H - n (by LTS) 

ok H - H (by PTS-C) 

PTS-D (for verb-directional): 


e.g. 	 jin - qu 

enter go 

'enter' 


BT M-M 

* M - n (by LTS) 

ok HMH - H (by PTS-D) 

(28) Right-branching trisyllabic PTS (direct mapping): 
PTS-A (for number-noun): 

e.g. 	 lsi [mian-pen]] (= e.g. 16) 
'four basins' 

BT M-MLM-LM 
* Ht-.1H-M-H (by trisyllabic LTS) 

ok M-M-H (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 
PTS-B (for verb-noun-measure): 

e.g. [chang [yi-shoull (= e.g. 17) 
'sing a song' 

BT M-H?-Hr-.1H 
* HMH-H-n (by trisyllabic LTS) 
* M-H-n (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 

ok M-H-H (by trisyllabic PTS-B) 
PTS-C (for verb-directional): 

e.g. 	 [bao [chu-qull (= e.g. 18) 
carry out DIR 
'carry it out' 

BT LML-H?-M 
* MLM-H-n (by trisyllabic LTS) 
* LML-H-n (by trisyllabic PTS-A) 

ok LML-H-H (by trisyllabic PTS-C) 

http:M-H?-Hr-.1H
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(29) Left-branching trisyllabic PTS (cyclic): 
e.g. 	 ([kan-haol yiJ (=e.g. 20) 

'take care of him' 
BT 	 M-HMH-LM 

'" HMH-M-H (by trisyllabic LTS; direct mapping) 
'" M-M-H (trisyllabic PTS, by 15; direct mapping) 

[M-H] 	 (by disyllabic PTS-A) 
[H-n] (trisyllabic PTS, by 12) 

ok 	 M-H-n (cyclic) 

It is clear that the process of Chongming TS is sensitive not only to prosodic 
domains and the direction of syntactic branching but also syntactic categories. And its 
characteristic is: syntactic structures directly exert an influence within prosodic 
domains. Thus. neither Kaisse's Direct Reference Theory nor Selkirk's Prosodic 
Theory allows for an adequate account of Chongming TS. 

3.2 AGAINST THE SfRlCT LAYER HYPOTHESiS 

Part of what the Prosodic Theory is concerned with is the set of prosodic 
categories. Hayes (1984) suggests that the following list is sufficient: word, clitic 
group, phonological phrase, intonational phrase and utterance. A second concern of 
the theory is the hierarchical nature of prosodic domains. It is generally assumed that 
a unit at any given level in the hierarchy shown in (30) can never be composed of any
thing but units at the next lowest level, i.e. recursive structures are assumed not to 
occur. 

(30) U U = utterence 
1\ 

I (I) I = intonational phrase 
J\ 

P (P) P =phonological phrase 
I \ 
C (C) C clitic group 

I \ 
W (W) W = word 

Hence W may not dominate W, and W may not dominate C, etc. This idea is known 
as the Strict Layer Hypothesis (Hayes, 1984). 

Now let us tum to the prosodic analysis of Chongming. In Chongming, there are 
quite a lot of data conforming to the SLH and the prosodic domain is such a hierarchy: 
U > I > P > C > W. Unfortunately, there are also many examples which violate the 
SLH. Examples of W > C are shown in (31). 
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(31 ) (a) w (b) w 

1\\ 
d \ /\ \ 

WWW w w W 
si jiao she si yan gou 

L-I PTS L-J PTS 

liLTS liLTS 


four foot snake four eye dog 

'lizard' 'myopia'(a curse) 


Since both are words, (31a) and (3Ib) only allow trisyllabic LTS. But the elitic 
groups in (31) will be disyllabic PTS if they are read alone. Part of the SLH must be 
falsified. so that C can dominate Wand W can dominate C. Sometimes, \\. in 
Chongming dialect can be recursive. 

As the discussion above shows. Chongming TS poses these paradoxes to current 
phonological theory: a) the application of postlexical rules can be both cyclic and 
non-cyclic; b) phonology does not operate directly on syntactic structure, as Kaisse 
claims, but nevertheless it is sensitive to a considerable amount of syntactic informa
tion, contrary to Selkirk's theory: in Chongming there is syntactically based selection 
of TS rules within prosodic domains; c) a domain at a given level in the prosodic 
hierarchy is sometimes composed of categories other than a unit at the next lower 
level. 

NOTES 

1. 1) Tones 7 & 8 cooccur only on 'checked' syllables (i.e. syllables ending in 
an obstruent, which is represented here by /?/). 2) Tone shapes are symbolized by 
means of tone letters ffi,M,L :: High,Mid,Low). 3) High register tones occur only on 
syllables with voiceless initial consonants while low register tones occur with voiced 
initial consonants. 

2. E =Even (including tone 1,2,7,8), 0 :: Oblique (including tone 3,4,5,6). The 
Even/Oblique distinction is pervasive, coming up time and again for rule statement. 

3. 1) $ :: base tone form is kept in TS. 2) n :: neutral tOne. 3) HR :: high regis
ter; LR :: low register. 

4. 1) PTS-A = postlexical tone sandhi type A (similarly for PTS-B, PTS-C and 
PTS·D). 2) NM:: number-measure/classifier; VR = verb-resultative cornplement: MR 
= reduplicated measure; VPr = verb-pronoun; VD :: verb-directional complement. 

5. na = no rules can be applied. 
6. This fact also argues against Kiparsky's claim (1982): lexical rules are those 

which apply cyclically; non cyclic rules are postlexical. 
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The Structure of Mad Magazine Sentences 
and Unmarked Accusative Cllle 

Shi Zhang 

Duke University 


O. Introduction 

0.1. Mad Magazine sentences 

Akmajian (1984) discusses a class of sentences in English, called Mad 
Magazine semences (MMs) and illustrted as in (1), which he characterizes as having 
an exclamatory function .- that is, they are characteristically used to express surprise, 
disbelief, skeptiCism, scorn and so on. 

(1) 	 a. What, me worry?! Never. 
b Her call me up?! Sure 
c. My boss give me a raise?! Ha' 
d. 	You get a job at IBM?! Fat chance' 


Akmajian (1984, 2) 


He proposes that this class of exclamative sentences have the same structure as 
imperatives, generated by the PS rule .- SO'1, Imp} - > (NP) 1/""- His proposal is 
based on the similarities between MMs and imperatives. shown in (2): both allow 
optional subjects (2a,a'), lack tense (2b,b') or modal elements (2c.c'), and are 
incompatibile with sentential adverbs(2d.d'). 

(2) 	 MMf, 
a (You/him/her) get a job at IBM? 
b. *Him gets a job at IBM?' 

c, -Her might/will call me up?! Never?! 

d. -Me unfortunately lose my job?! 

Imperatives 

a'. (You) open the door! 

b'. -Are careful' 

c'. *Might/will watt for me' 

d'. -Certainly drive the car! 


He then concludes that (i) the above phenomenon is simply an instance of one 
sentence type having two distinct pragmatic functions, - imperatives and MMs share 
the same formal structure (except for the intonation that distinguishes them), and that 
(it) the initial NP in MMs is a subject bearing the unmarked accusative Case, for 
nominative Case on a subject is possible only in tensed expressions. 

0.2. Organization 

In this paper, I present arguemems to show that Akmajian's claim is 
inadequate and propose a structure of MMs that Is parallel to Left-Dislocation (LO) 
constructions. I show that the proposed structure for MMs and LOs has a consequence 
regarding the Abstract Case assignment in the framework of Government and Binding 
theory (Chomsky 1981, 1986). Section 1 is a brief discussion of the inadequate claim 
of Akmajian that MMs and imperatives have the same formal structure. Section 2 is 
my proposal of the structure of MMs and the justification of my proposal regarding 
the syntactic behavior of certain constituents in MMs in toplcalization and binding of 
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anaphoric pronouns. Section 3 is the parallel structure drawn between MMs and LD 
constructions and the theoretical implication regarding Abstract Case assignment. 

1. Dissimilarities between Imperatives and MMs 

1.1. English 

Despite the above mentioned similarities between MMs and imperatives, there 
exist many dissimilarities -- crucial differences sufficient enough to separate them 
(see Zhang 1989 for details). First, MMs can have subjects of any grammatical person. 
Imperatives, however, allow only second person subjects (including quantified NPs 
such as somebody/anybody/everybody/nobody). Second, subjects precede the negator 
not in MM as in (3a) , whereas the subject must follow the negator in an imperative 
as in (3b). 

(3) 	 a. What! Mary not clean the room?! Nonsense 
b. Don't you make a mess in the room' 

Third, MMs and imperatives use different negalors, not for the former as in (3a) and 
(4a,b), don't or do not for the laner as in (3b) and (4C).1 

(4) 	 aWhat! Not leave early?! That is unthinkable. 
bWhat' wDon't leave early?! That is unthinkable. 
c.Stay where you are! Don't/Do not move! 

The fact that the predicate of MMs can be negated by not shows that the predicate is 
a YP in (4a), as YP can be negated by not, as In (5). 

(5) 	 a. What he did was [not leave early]. 
b. What he will do is [not get here on time]. 

Imperatives like Leave earlyt and Get here on time! are not simply YP's, since they 
are not possible imperatives if negated by not, as in (6) 

(6) 	 a. WNot leave early' 
b. wNot get here on time! 

Fourth, imperatives are compatible with the , .. -nent do whereas MMs are not 

(7) 	 a What' Him not leave early?! 
b. What' WHim do leave early?! 
c. What! 'Him don't leave early?! 
d. What' WHim do not leave early?! 

1.2. Other languages 

As shown above. MMs are identifiable In English on both formal and 
functional grounds. The formal properties are: MMs are AUX-less and require an 
accusative NP subject; the functional property is: MMs are being used in a heavily
discourse-oriented context to express surprise, disbelief. skepticism, scorn, and so on 
at some situation or event. In other languages, MMs are also identifiable and distinct 
from imperatives as well. 

The Latin MM construction has a subjunctive rather than infint\ival verb 
form, named by Latin grammarians as a special category - ·subjunctive protest". 2 
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(8) 	 Ego tibi irascar? 
1sgNom 2sg:Dative angry 
'Me be angry at you?!' 

In French, the MMs construction has the formal structure in (9). where the initial NP 
is in the accusative case if it is a pronoun and the verb in its infinitive form, The 
relevant examples of MMs are provided in (10), contrasting with the inflected verbs 
in the imperative construction. as shown in (11). 

(9) 	 (NPAcC hNF VP II 

(10) 	 a, Moi. me faire des soucis?' 
me ref:! st do these worriness 
'Me worry?!' 

b. 	 Toi, pleurer?' Jamais, 

you cry never 

'You cry?! Never' 


(11 ) a. (fu) pleure! 
(you) cry' 

b, 	 (Vous) pleurez! 

(you) cry' 


Both French and Latin have imperative constructions in which the verb inflects for 
appropriate morphological form, But, in the above, the Latin MMs construction is in 
the subjunctive form and the French MMs are in the infinitival. Neither of them are 
formally related to imperative constructions, 

The German MMs provide interesting formal properties, the structure of 
which, according to Lambrecht (1990), does not resemble any known construction, 
The sentences in (12) are German MMs, and (13) is the abstract structure for them 
proposed by Lambrecht (1990), 

(12) 

a, Ich und mir Sorgen machen?1 


I-NOM and me-OAT worries make·INF 
'Me worry?!' 

b, Mein Chef und mir elne Gehaltserhohung geben?! 
my·NOM-MASC boss and me·DAT a-ACC·FEM raise give-INF 
'My boss give me a raise?!' 

c, Der und einen Smoking anziehen? 
thatone-NOM and a-ACC-MASC tuxedo put.on·INF 
'Him wear a tuxedO?I' 

(Lambrecht 1990) 

(13) 	 (NP<Nom> und VP<inf> ) 

The structure in (13) consists of an NP In the nominative case Immediately followed 
by the conjunction und, and a bare infinitival phrase, The structure in (13) shares no 
properties with the imperative construction in German, German verbs, for example 
sagen (to say) as in (14), inflect for person and number in imperatives but verbs in 
(12) do not 
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(14) 
INF PRESENT PAST IMP 

2SG familiar sagen sag-st sagte-st sag 
2PL familiar sagen sag-t sagte-t sag-t 
2SG/PLpolite sagen sag-en sagt-en sag-en 

Structure (13) has a unique property: the initial NP cannot be characterized as 
"subject", since in German subjects cannot be separated from their predicates by a 
conjunction and non-tensed verb phrases cannot have subjects, However, according 
to Akmajian (1984)'s prediction, the NP should be the subject of the MMs, In 
German, imperatives usually do not allow syntactic subjects to appear. Only with 
special circumstances such as emphasis do they permit subjects (only after the verb) 
and be obligatorily in the polite plural form, as in (15c), but they never allow a 
conjunction like und to follow the subject. 

(15) 	 a, Geh (du) nach Hause! 
go (you/sg) home 
'Go home' 

b. 	 Geht (ihr) nach Hausel 

go (you/pi) home 
'Go home' 

c, 	 Gehen Sie nach Huasel 

go you-pol~e home 
'Go home' (pol~e form) 
(Schmening 1975) 

The above evidence from outside English suffices to show that MMs and 
imperatives cannot be classified as having the same structure. Thus, we may conclude 
that the proposal of Akmajian (1984) that MMs are simply syntactically equivalent to 
imperative constructions in English is inadequate. The next issue is what the structure 
and analysis are for MMs in English and how they differ abstractly from imperatives, 

2. The Structure of MMs 

2.1. A proposal 

I propose that MMs form an independent sentence type of their own having 
the structure in (16). where it is an instance of S' (i,e, CP) rather than S (i.e, TP) with 
the initial NP base generated as an adjunction to S'(CP) and co-indexed with a null 
subject PRO inside S (TP). 

(16) [So (CP) 	 NPi [s' (CP) lsc!Pl PRO, [VP 1lI1 

This proposal is based on arguments given below from considerations of the non
subjecthood of the initial NP, the syntactic behavior of the constituents in MMs in the 
topicalization and binding of anaphoric pronouns, and case-marking properties, 

2.2. The non-subject status of NP 

One test for subject hood in English Involves the use 01 idiom chunks and 
pleonastic elements, since some idiom chunks and the dummy expressions (i.e. 
pleonastic pronouns) are restricted to occurring as the subjects of clauses: 
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(17) 	 a The chips are down, 
b, The cat is out of the bag 
c, II is likely that Mark is sick 
d, The'e were a few seats left 

Notice that exceptional subject-taking infinitives, as in (18) and (19), allow both 
idiom chunks and pleonastic pronouns to be in the subject positions, 

(18) 	 a, I believe [the chips to be down] 
b, I've never known [the fur to fly so quickly] 
c They reported [the Cllt to be out the bag] 
d I consider [the shit to have hit the fan] 

(19) 	 a, I expect [it to rain tomorrow], 
b, He reported it to be likely that Mark'd quit school], 
c, I believe [there to be few linguistic positions], 
d, I've never known [there to be no more beer left], 

I! MMs are like infinitives with accusative subject NPs, one expects that MMs 
would also allow subject oriented idiom chunks and dummy expressions in the 
position occupied by the optional NP, But they do not. As in (20) and (21), pleonastic 
pronouns it and there are never accepted in MMs 

(20) 	 a, Damn! There's no more beer left, 
b, What! ·There be no more beer left?! 
c, It's false that the world is flat. 
d, What! *It be false that the world is flat?! 

(21) 	 aThose clouds make it look like it might rain again, 
bWhat! 	*'t rain again?! Oh, no, 


(Akmajian 1984, 71) 


MMs are ungrammatical with subject oriented idiom chunks, as in (22), Interestingly, 
non-subject oriented idiomatic phrases are freely allowed, as in (23),3 

(22) 	 a,*The chips be down?! 
b,*The cat be out olthe bag?! 
c *;?The shit hit the fan?! 

(23) 	 a,John keep tabs on Mary?! 
bMe take care of this baby'll 
c*Tabs be kept on Mary?! 

Chomsky (1981,1986) assumes that the subject-oriented idiom chunks have inherent 
thematic role: therefore, like expletives, they can occupy non-theta-marked argument 
positions and be subjects, The fact that idiom chunks and pleonastic pronouns are not 
allowed in MMs suggests a significant mark of MMs: the Spec of TP position in (16) 
occupied by the NP is not a regular 'subject" position, and the NP which has been 
taken to be the subject by Akmajian is not a subject, 

2.3. Toplcalization 

The second argument against treating the initial NP in MMs as subject comes 
from facts in tapicalizatians, First of all, the initial NP of MMs is nat a topic phrase, 
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since the NP can be a quantified NP such as no one or nobody in (24). as pointed out 
by Akmajian (1984, 4). a type of NP that cannot serve as a topic, shown in (25): 

(24) 	 aWhat! No one eat this wonderful cake?! Impossible. 
bWhat' Nobody like going to the colloquium on Friday?! 

(25) 	 "As for no one, he/she likes the movie. 

If the NP is not a topic phrase. It cannot be adjoined to S (TP) structurally. given 
toplcalization as a process of adjunction to S (TP) (Lasnik & Saito 1990). Thus. we 
conclude that the NP has to be an element outside S (TP). as In (26). 

(26) 	 [NP.. frp Top [IP Subj ( VP)IlI 

Secondly, if an XP undergoes toplcalization in MMs, te, moves into the S(TP)
adjunction site Top. this XP must follow the initial NP but not precede it. For 
example. movement of the verb's internal argument in MMs to the left of the NP is 
impossible. whereas movement to the S (TP)-adjunctlon site is possible. This is shown 
by the contrasts in (27)-(29): 4 

(27) 	 a, Us (read that trashy novel by tomorrow] ?' 
b, "[That trashy novel] [us) [read by tomorrow]?! 
c. [Us] [that trashy novel] [read by tomorrow]?! 

(28) 	 a The first-year students [read that book by next week)?! 
b.*[That book] [the first-year students] read by next week?' 
c.?[The first-year students) [that book) read by next week?! 

(29) 	 a, Them [read that book by next week)?' 
b"[That book] (them) read by next week?! 
c. [Them) Ithat book) read by next week?! 

This fact tells us that the initial NP in MMs is higher than the S(TP)-adjoined position 
in the tree, again pointing to the conclusion that the NP is structurally outside S (TP). 
Given that the initial NP of MMs must be outside S(TP). it can be concluded that the 
NP cannot be the subject Therefore, the real subject must be null. 

The conclusion that the NP is not the subject provides explanations to the two 
peculiar morphosyntactic properties noticed of MMs. te. the optionality of the initial 
NP and the accusative-marking on the NP: the NP does not need to be marked 
nominative, nor does it need to be obligatorily present This is because only subjects 
in main clauses in English are obligotarily present and marked nominative (except 
imperatives, Zhang 1990) Furthermore. provided with the fact a topicalized XP must 
follow the initial NP. the structure in (26) predicts that without the occurrence of the 
initial NP. topicalization should be grammatical. which is exactly the case, 

(30) 	 a. That trashy novel, read by tomorrow?! 
b. This box of books. sell to the students?' 

Note that there are three positions available for the NP preceding S (TP): 
Comp, Spec of CP and the position Y created by adjunction to CP, as in (31), since 
we know that the NP position must be higher than the adjunction to TP, Ie. TOP. 

(31) 	 bY b Spec Ie' Comp b TOP [iP SUBL[vPllJl 

The NP -- an Xmax category •• cannot be In Comp, a position which only allows an 
XO element such as complementizer that The NP can be In either Y and Spec of CP 
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position in (31), I suggest that the NP not be In the Spec of CP •• a position usually 
for moved WH·elements •• for the clear reasons that the NP is not a WH·element and 
that no movement is assumed for the formation of MMs (see later discussion), I 
propose that the NP is in the adjunction position to CP, ie Y position in (31), 

2.4. Binding enephorie pronouns 

What needs to be discussed next is the null subject in MMs, We need to 
maintain that the initial NP in CP·adjoined position is structurally able to trigger 
reflexives, since MMs aHow anaphoric pronouns to appear inside the VP, as shown in 
(32), 

(32) a. Him [hurt himself/*herself again]?! Oh, no. 
b. Us [control ourselves/*yourselves at the party]?1 Oh, sure, 
c. Me [cut myself/*himself]?! Possibly. 

This seems contradictory, given that the binding domain is S (TP) and the NP is 
outside S (TP), How could the NP be simultaneously inside S (TP) to meet the binding 
condition and outside the domain of S (TP) to satisfy the structure given In (26)? The 
binder position for the anaphor In a structure like (26) is the structural subject 
position, I.e. Spec of S(TP) , which is open and may block the reflexivization if It is 
not coindexed with the initial NP. This requires that Spec of S (TP) be occupied by 
a null element colndexed with the Initla! NP. This null element as the structural 
subject cannot be a WH·trace or an NP trace, since no movement is assumed to take 
place in the formation of MMs. MMs lack an AUK They are tenseless and like 
imperatives, However, imperatives are restricted to second person subjects and there 
is an AGR which identifies pro in imperatives (see Zhang 1990). The fact that MMs 
do not restrict the features of the subject indicates that MMs are not able to identify 
pro. Therefore, the null subject cannot be pro. What it must be then is PRO, which 
is allowed to be in the structural subject position of a [·finite] clause Thus, the 
colndexation between the NP and PRO allows PRO to bind the anaphors in the VP. 

(33) Him1 [TP PRO, [VP hurt himself, j*herself/*yourself again)]?! 

As the structural subject, PRO is obligatory and controlled by the initial NP. When 
the initial NP is absent, PRO cannot have a controller. As a result, PRO has the 
arbitrary interpretation to be fixed in context This is exactly the case with respect to 
the MMs in (34). 

(34) a. PRO not eat Peking Duck in Chinatown? I 
b. PRO leave at three o'clock in the morning for Phoenix?' 

In addition, the PRO subject predicts that anaphoric pronouns are banned except the 
arbitrary oneself(ves) when the initial NP does not appear. This prediction is fulfilled, 
as shown below. 

(35) a. PRO not get oneself hurt in a car accident?! 
b. PRO kill oneselves in a stupid war?! 
c. ·PRO cut himself with that knife?' 
d. ·PRO control yourselves at the party?' 

All these facts support the analysis of PRO as the null subject in MMs. Thus, we have 
the structure (36) (:26). 
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(36) bY Icr Spec [e' Comp b TOP ITF PRO... [VPJIll 

3. Case-marking and Left-Dislocation 

The remaining Question is why and how the initial NP, adjoined to S'(CP) (in 
position Y in (31) and (36)), is marked accusative. I will provide an answer based on 
a parallel analysis of left-dlslocation constructions (LOI. 

3.1. Left-dislocation (LDI and MMs 

The structure I take for LD constructions in (37) Is given in (37), in which LO 
is a base-generated construction with the left-dislocated element as adjoined to S'(CP). 

(37) a This room, it really depresses me. 
b. John's sister, she won't do anything rash. 
c. These clams. I buy them right at the shore. 
d. This 	mOVie, I said you wouldn't like it much. 


(Emonds 1976, 32) 


(38) b NP i b Spec [e' Comp hP Pronoun, ..·Ill 

Left-dislocation was introduced by Ross (1967) and treated, similar to 
topicalization. as a process of movement of NP which is followed by the replacement 
of the NP with an appropriate pronoun (Ross 1967. Emonds 1970, 1976).5 However, 
there is ample evidence for taking LO sentences to be a base-generated construction 
and distinct from topicalization. Topicalization leaves a gap within S (TP) and involves 
WH-movement (Chomsky 1977; see Jaeggli 1982 for PRO movement), whereas 
dislocation does not LO seems to involve a predication rule that relates an element in 
the sentence to the element outside the sentence (Chomsky 1977). One convincing 
argument, taken from Radford (1988.531), is in relation to case-marking facts. 

A WH-moved NP is assigned the case appropriate to the position it occupied 
prior to the movement As in (38), the accusative case-marked WH-word is not 
allowed after the movement if it is from a subject position (388), but no such 
restriction is placed on the element from an object position (39b). 

(39) a. Who/*Whom are you sure t would admire George Bush? 
b. Who,IWhom are you sure George Bush would admire t? 

However. for LD. the dislocated element must always be marked accusative 
irrespective of the case assigned to the referential pronominal expression within the 
S (TP). 

(40) a. Merl. (everyone knows) I don't like Japanese food. 
b. Him/*He, no one likes to invite him to the parry. 

In (40). the dislocated elements bear the accusative forms even If the pronominal 
expression I is in the subject position. If movement is taken to be preserving case
marking. it is Quite obvious that LD does not involve movement and is base
generated 

Given that the dislocated constituents are base-generated in the position they 
occupy at surface structure. the appropriate position for them is the adjunction site 
to CPo as shown in (41) where the Spec of CP is taken by the moved WH-word. 

(41) a. Snow peas. b what b can you cook them with]]? 
b. This kind of furniture. b where [TP can you find It in town]]? 
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3.2. Unmarked accusative else 

Notice that the data on case-marking of dislocated elements not only provides 
arguments for no-movement but also show the similarity between LO stucture in (38) 
and the proposed structure for MMs in (26) or (36), In both constructions, the initial 
NP is in the accusative form, which must be coindexed with a pronoun or PRO inside 
the sentence, 

But why must the dislocated NP have the accusative form? In strict GB Case
theory, there is no Case-assigner for the dislocated constrtuent, since rt is not 
governed by any XO category. Therefore, the accusative case on the dislocated element 
is completely independent of the Case-assigning mechanisms outlined in Chomsky 
(1981, 1986). The same is true with the case-marking of the inrtial NP in MMs. In 
MMs constructions, it is argued that the initial NP is not the subject and must appear 
to the left of the domain of S (TP). It is further noted that the NP should not be in the 
Spec of Cp, as in (36). The only structural position available is the adjunction site to 
CPo Therefore, it is sensible to assume that the accusative case is the unmarked form 
for sentence-initial pronouns in English. But it is evident that not every sentence· 
Initial NP gets the accusative case, The appropriate generalization about these two 
constructions seems to be that the initial NP is an extra-sentential element, adjoined 
to S'(CP), 

To formally implement this, I propose that extra-sentential elements, i.e 
elements base-generated as adjoined to S' (CPl, receive the unmarked acccusative 
form by virtue of the phrase-structural position they occupy. 

(42) a Assign ... accusative to the NP in the configuration 

b. CP 

/~CP 
j/ NP 

\..... + Accusative TP 


In (42), the NP occupies the position adjoined to CP, hence, it receives the accusative 
case. 

4, Conclusion 

In this paper, by examining tenseless exclamatives, imperatives and left
dislocation (LOS) constructions, I have provided an analySIS 01 MMs, arriving at the 
the follOWing conclusions. 

(i). MMs form an instance of S' (CP) with PRO subject, parallel to LOS, rather 
than to imperatives. Imperatives are structurally distinct from MMs, although they all 
share uninflected verb forms. Imperatives are analyzed as an instance of S (TP) with 
pro subject in Zhang (1990). Hence, there should not be a conliation of MMs and 
imperatives into one tenseless ctause. 

(ii), Certain NPs such 8S the extra-sentential CP-adjoined elements are Case 
marked not by virtue of head government or inherent relations but by virtue of their 
phrase-structural position. These extra-sentential constituents receive the unmarked 
Case in English, in this case, Accusative Case. 6 
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Notes 

1. Sentences like (4b) are acceptable to some speakers with an echoci and emphatic 
effect. According to Akmajian (1984), (4b) is ungrammatical if used as a MMs. 

2. The examples are form Lambrecht (1990). Fillmore, Kay & O'Connor (1988) refer to 
Mad Magazine sentences as Incredulity Response Constructions, a term adopted by 
Lambrecht (1990) to avoid language specific connotations in discussing similar 
sentences outside English. 

3. Without the verb be, the sentences are acceptable but are understood only in the 
literal interpretation: the cat out of the bag?! meaning a specfic cat got out the bag 
(Andrew Barss, personal communication). Akmajian (1984,8) notes that MMs allow 
idiom chunks to oocur in the following manner, which he believes to be subjects: 

(i) 	 a. What?! No headway made on this problem yet?! 

your are fired, idot. 

b. Oh? The hatchet buried so soon?! My, my, will wonders never cease? 

But these examples cannot be accepted as testing for subjecthood, since the 
presence of the verb be before the participial forms results in ungrammatical strings: 

(ii) 	 a. *What?! No headway be made on this problem?! 
b. *Oh? The hatchet be buried so soon?! 

The question of why there is a difference is left to the future research. 

4. The less perfect (28c) seems to suggest that MMs perfer the pre-predicate NP to be 
a pronoun rather than a full NP. This can be explained in regard to the nature of MMs. 
MMs are exclamatory sentences used to respond to a foregoing utterance in a heavily 
discourse-dependent context. The use of a pronoun indicates that the person is old 
information. When the initial NP becomes longer, the acceptability seems to decrease: 

(i) 	 a. The president of the U.S want to visit China next week?! 
b.?{China), (the president of the U.S] {want to visit next week)?! 
c. * [The president of the U.S] [China) [want to viSit next week)?! 

5. Corresponding to left-dislocation, there are also right-dislocation (Emonds 1976). 
(i) 	 a. It really bothers me, John's cigar. 

b. I buy them right at the store, these clams. 
Non-transformational proposal in regard to left-dislocation was first suggested by van 
Riemsdijk & Zwarts 1974 (cited from Emonds 1976), which treats them as base 
construction. 

6. Unmarked Case does not have to be Accusative. In German and Swedish, it is 
Nominative; and in French and Spanish, it is Accusative. It is beyond the present 
discussion to provide an analysiS of Unmarked Case, but the point is simply CP
adjoined NPs are marked accusative in English. 
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TWO TYPES OF NOUN PHRASES AND NOMINAL STRUCTURES' 
Ke ZOU 

university of Southern California 

In this paper, I examine two types of English noun 
phrases and their nominal structures, and discuss 
licensing conditions for their specifiers and complements 
under a DP analysis. I will show that the DP analysis 
also applies to the corresponding two types of Chinese 
noun phrases. In order to draw a cross-linguistic 
generalization about the English and Chinese noun 
phrases, I claim that the Chinese measure noun, unlike 
its English counterpart, can assign Case to its 
complement without the help of an of-like preposition.£ 
This hypothesis is independently motivated by the Head
final Parameter, a-marking Parameter and Case-marking 
Parameter proposed by Koopman (1983), Travis (1984) and 
Li (1985). 

1. TWO TYPES OF ENGLISH NOUN PHRASES 

1.1. Two Types of English Noun Phrases and Structures 
Selkirk (1977) claims that English noun phrases can 

be divided into two types according to the syntactic 
characteristics of the quantifier and determiner elements 
specifying the head noun. The first type consists of 
simple noun phrases and pseudopartitives: 

(1) Simple Noun Phrases: 
a) an objection b) three chapters 
c) many women d) little water 
Pseudopartitives: 
e) a group of students f) a pounc2 of stew meat 
g) a c20zen eggs h) a number of objections 

The second type of noun phrase is called partitive, 
and differs from pseudopartitives in that the former has 
a determiner or genitive in the of-PP while the latter 
does not: 3 

(2) Partitives: 
a) three of the chapters b) many of these people 
c) a group of the atuc2ents d) a pounc2 of the stew meat 
e) a c20zen of those c2affoc2ils 
f) a number of her objections 

Selkirk (1977) gives a lot of empirical evidence for 
such a division, the most important of which involves 
extraposition: 4 i) The first type of noun phrase allows 
the PP complement to be extraposed, while the second type 
does not: 
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(3) 	 a. How many answers t have been found to this 
classical mechanical problem? 

b.*How 	many of the answers t have been found to 
this classical mechanical problem? 

(4) 	 a. A bunch of objections t soon emerged to these 
kinds of tactics. 

b.*A 	bunch of the objections t soon emerged to 
these kinds of tactics. 

ii) Extraposition may apply to the of-PP phrase in the 
second type of noun phrase, but not to its counterpart 
in the first type: 

(5) a. How many pounds t did you buy of those apples? 
b.*How many pounds t did you buy of apples? 

(6) 	a. They devoured 7 boxes t last night of your fudge. 
b.*They devoured 7 boxes t last night of fudge. 

In order to distinguish these two types of noun 
phrases, Selkirk (1977) proposes different nominal 
structures for them at the deep structure: i) In the 
first type of noun phrase, the measure noun functions as 
a specifier of N":5 

b. NP 

(Det(~N" 
Q~~NI 
I I 

many N 
I 

objections 

ii) In the second type of noun phrase, the measure noun 
functions as a lexical head, taking the following noun 
phrase as its complement: 6 

(8) a. 	NP b. NP 
I 	 I 

N" 	 N" 
ID~~N' N' 


~ N/.f~NP of
N~-----NP 
I ~~ I ~~ 

bunch the objections many the objections 

The difference between (7) and (8) offers an 
eXplanation for the distinction between the two types of 
noun phrases, especially with respect to extraposition. 
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That is to say, the extraposition of the PP complement 
in (3b) and (4b) violates the subjacency condition, 
because it crosses two NP bounding nodes: 

(3b') *[NP Bow many of [lIP the answers t ]] have been 
found lo this classical mechanical problem? 

(4b') *[NP A bunch of [lIP the objections t ]] soon 
emerged to these kinds of tactics. 

But extraposition in (3a) and (4a) only crosses one 
bounding node, so there is no subjacency violation: 

(3a') [NP Bow many answers t ] have been found to this 
classical mechanical problem? 

(4a') [NP A bunch of objections t ] soon emerged to 
these kinds of tactics. 

The extraposition of the of + NP sequence in (5a) 
and (6a) is allowed because NP is a maximal projection. 
But the extraposition of the of + N' sequence in (5b) and 
(6b) is not permitted because N' is neither a maximal 
projection nor a head: 7 

(5a') [NP Bow many pounds t] did you buy of those apples? 
of + NP 

(6a ') [NP He devoured 7 boxes t1 last night of your fudge 
of + NP 

(5b') *[NP How many pounds t1 did you buy of apples? 
of + N' 

(6b') *[NP He devoured 7 boxes t1 last night of fUdge. 
of + N' 

1.2. A DP Analysis of Two Types of English Noun Phrases 
The two types of English noun phrases can be 

captured in a two-bar version of X' theory if we assume 
a OP analysis (see among others, Abney (1987), Bowers 
(1987) and Fukui & Speas (1986»:8 

(9) a. OP b. OP 

Spec/'" sP;;; ~O'0 ' 

0/ \.P 0/ ""'NP 

sp~ "'-N' sp~ "'-NI 
I I~ " Ia bunch (of) N many N 

I I
objections objections 
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(10) a. 	OP b. OP 

Spec 
~\ 

0' Spec/""-0' 


O/\p O/~QP 

..,./ \ /,,,


Spec Q' Spec /Q~I / 	 ____ 
three 	 Q of OP Q of OP 

I /'>., I ~~ 
pounds 	 the meat many the objections 

Now the question concerning us is the following: how 
are the specifiers and complements in (9) and (10) 
licensed if we want to keep the X' theory restrictive 
enough to render phrase-structure rules superfluous. 
This question is actually related to the Principle of 
Full Interpretation proposed by Chomsky (1986) to kee~ 
Universal Grammar as a virtually rule-free system. 
Following Abney's (1987) and Chomsky's (1986) analyses, 
we specify the licensing conditions for the specifiers 
and complements in (9) and (10) as follows: 

i) 	The specifier of D' is licensed by being assigned 
a a-role by NP or ~P and Case-marked by the nominal 
AGR in the D-noCie. 0 

ii) NP and OP are licensed through functional selection 
by D. 

iii) The measure noun phrase in the specifier position 
of N' and the numeral noun phrase in the specifier 
position of 0 1 are licensed by being assigned a , 
role and Case-marked by N or Q under the Uniformity 
Condition. 

iv) The lower OP in (10) is licensed by being a-marked 
by Q and Case-marked by of. 

This OP analysis not only covers the noun phrases 
in (1) and (2) but also accounts for the well-formed 
English noun phrases exemplified below: 

(11 ) a. John's many objections b. the I!WlY objections 
Specl Spec2 N D Spec N 

(12) 	a. ,zQhn's three friends b. those three friends 
Specl Spec2 N D Spec N 

(13 ) a. ,zohn's j;wo dozen ~ b. those two dOlen ~ 
Specl Spec2 N D Spec2 N 

(14) 	 a. ,zQhn's tWQ bynches of (12wers 
Specl Spec2 N 

b. 	Those two bunches of UQwers 

D Spec2 N 
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(15) a. John's three cOI:!ies of Chomsky's books 
Spec1 Spec2 N OP 

b. those three cOI:!ies of Chomsky's books 
0 Spec N OP 

c. John's three cOr;!ies of the books by Chomsky 
Spec1 Spec2 N OP 

d. those three cOr;!ies of the books by Chomsky 
0 Spec N OP 

( 16) a. John's three Rounds of Man'S sausages 
Spec1 Spec2 Q OP 

b. those three Rounds of Man's sausages 
0 Spec Q OP 

c. 	John' s three pounds of the sausages from the stQ[! 
Spec1 Spec2 Q OP 

d. 	those three pounds of the sausages from that store 
0 Spec Q OP 

2. 	 TWO TYPES OF CHINESE NOON PHRASES 
If the analysis of the two types of noun phrases in 

English is correct, the null hypothesis is to assume that 
other languages may also have the two types of noun 
phrases. As a matter of fact, Chinese does have the two 
types of noun phrases, as observed by Huang (1982): 

(17) a. Zhangsan-de sanben shu 
Zhangsan's three book 

'Zhangsan's three books' 
b. 	sanben Zhangsan-de shu 

three Zhangsan's book 
'three of Zhangsan's books' 

(17b) implies that Zhangsan has more than three books, 
but (17a) does not carry such an implication. In other 
words, only (17b) has a partitive reading. The two types 
of Chinese noun phrases are further evidenced by the data 
examined below. 

2.1. Chinese Simple Noun Phrases and 'pseudopartitives' 
A Chinese noun phrase may consist of a quantifier 

and a head noun, or consist of a numeral/quantifier, a 
Classifier (CL) and a head noun. Its surface order is 
either quantifier plus head noun, or numeral/quantifier, 
classifier plus head noun: 

(18) a. wo mai le xydo shu L*shu xudo 
I bought ASP many book/*book many 

'I bought many books. , 
b. 	wo YIlO san ben shu L*ben san shu 

I want three CL book /*CL three book 
'I want three books.' 
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According to Li & Thompson (1981:105-106), the 
choice of a classifier is determined by the head noun, 
and any noun denoting a measure or quantity can be a 
classifier. So the classifier is actually a measure 
noun. II The following are some other examples of Chinese 
noun phrases of this type: 

(19) a. shi bang rou b. lianq zu xueshenq 
ten pound meat two group students 

'ten pounds of meat' 'two groups of students' 

c. qi da jidan d. wu I2.i!!g j ou 
seven dozen egg five bottle wine 

'seven dozen eggs' 'five bottles of wine' 

Like their English counterparts, these Chinese noun 
phrases can be preceded by a possessive or a 
determiner: 12 

(20) a. Wangwu-de xudo penqyou 
Wangwu's many friends 


'Wangwu's many friends' 

b. Zhangsan-de/na shi banq rou 

Zhangsan's/that ten pound meat 
'Zhangsan's/those ten pounds of meat' 

c. Zhangsan-de/na lianq da jidan 
Zhangsan's/that two dozen egg 

'Zhangsan's/those two dozen eggs' 
d. Lisi-de/zhei wu pinq jou 

Lisi's/this five bottle W1ne 
'Lisi's/these five bottles of wine' 

Unlike their English counterparts, these Chinese 
noun phrases can be preceded by both possessive and 
determiner: 

(21) a. Zhangsan-de na shi banq rou 
Zhangsan's that ten pound meat 

'those ten pounds of meat of Zhanqsan's' 
b. Zhangsan-de na lianq da jidan 

Zhangsan's that two dozen egg 
'those two dozen eggs of Zhangsan's' 

c. Lisi-de zhei wu pinq jou 
Lisi's this five bottle wine 

'these five bottles of wine of Lisi's' 

Comparing the Chinese noun phrases in (18)-(20) with 
the Englisr counterparts, we can find their similarities 
in struct~: The noun phrases in (18a) and (20a) share 
the same S~c-~cture with the English simple noun phrases. 
The noun phrases in (18b), (19abcd), (20bcd) are 
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organized in the same way as the English pseudo
partitives, except that no of-like preposition appears 
before the head noun in the Chinese noun phrases. Let 
us put this difference and the noun phrases in (21) aside 
for a moment, and classify the noun phrases in (lSa) and 
(20a) as Chinese simple noun phrases, and the noun 
phrases in (lSb), (19abcd) and (20bcd) as Chinese pseudo
partitives. 

2.2. 	Chinese 'partitives' 
Besides the simple noun phrase and pseudo-parti tive, 

we can also form a Chinese noun phrase in the following 
ways: 

(22) 	 quantifier + possessive + noun: 

xudo Wanqwu-de zazhi 

many Wangwu's magazine 


'many 	of Wangwu's magazines' 
(23) 	 quantifier + determiner + measure noun + noun: 


xudo na zhong zazhi 

many that kind magazine 


'many 	of that kind of magazines' 
(24) 	 numeral + measure noun + possessive + noun 

san ben Zhangsan-de zazhi 
three copy Zhangsan's magazine 

'three copies of Zhangsan's magazines' 
(25) 	 num. + measure noun + det. + measure noun + noun 

san ben na zhong zazhi 
three copy that kind magazine 

'three copies of that kind of magazines' 

Like their English counterparts, these Chinese noun 
phrases can be preceded by a possessive or a determiner: 

(26) 	 a. Lisi-de xudo Wanqwu-de zazhi 
Lisi-de many Wangwu's magazine 

'Lisi's many of Wangwu's magazines' 
b. Lisi-de/na san ben Zhangsan-de zazhi 

Lisi's/that three copy Zhangsan's magazine 
'Lisi's/those three copies of Zhangsan 's magazines' 

c. Lisi-de/zhei san ben na zhong zazhi 
Lisi's this three copy that kind magazine 

'Lisi's/these three copies of that kind of magazines' 

Unlike their English counterparts, the Chinese noun 
phrases in (24) and (25) can be preceded by both 
possessive and determiner: 

(27) 	 a. Lisi-de na san ben zhangsan-de zazhi 
Lisi's that three copy Zhangsan's magazine 
'Lisi's three copies of Zhangsan's magazines' 
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b. 	Lisi-de zhei san ben na zhong zashi 
Lisi's this three copy that kind magazine 

'Lisi's three copies of that kind of magazines' 

since the noun phrase complement of quantifier or 
measure noun can have both possessive and determiner, we 
can form very complex Chinese noun phrases, as shown by 
the following examples: 

(28) 	 a. Lisi-de xudo Wangwu-de zhei zhong zazhi 
Lisi-de many Wangwu's this kind magazine 

'Lisi's many of Wangwu's magazines of this kind' 
b. 	Mali-de/zhei san ben Li.i-de na zhong zazhi 

Mary's/ this three copy Lisi' s that kind magazine 
'Mary's/these 	three copies of Lisi's magazines of 
that kind' 

c. 	Mali-de zhei san ben Lisi-de na zhong zazhi 
Mary's this three copy Lisi's that kind magazine 

'Mary's three copies of Lisi I s magazines of that kind I 

Comparing the Chinese noun phrases in (22) - (26) with 
the English partitives, we find an exact structural 
parallelism between them, except that no of-like 
preposition appears after the quantifier or measure noun 
in the Chinese noun phrases. Let us again put this 
difference and the noun phrases in (27) and (28) aside 
for a moment, and classify these noun phrases as Chinese 
partitives. 

2.3. 	A DP Analysis of Two Types of Chinese Noun Phrases 
If the classification of Chinese noun phrases into 

simple /pseudopartitive noun phrases and partitives is 
correct, then these two types of noun phrases should be 
captured by the OP analysis presented in section 1.2. 
-another null hypothesis. This is exactly what we have 
expected, and the only cost for such a DP analysis is to 
hypothesize that the Chinese measure noun, unlike its 
English counterpart, can assign Case to its complement 
without the help of an of-like preposition. This is 
illustrated by the following nominal structures suggested 
for the two types of Chinese noun phrases: 

(29) 	 Structure for Chinese simple/Pseudopartitive Noun 
Phrases: 
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a. DP 	 b. DP 

spe{~DI sp~ "'D' 
I 	 /~ I /~

(Lisi-de) D NP (Wangwu-de) D NP 
Lisi I s I / "" Wangwu' s / ~ 

(na) Spec N' Spec N' 
that I '" I I

liang da N xudo N 
two dozen I many I 

jidan pengyou 
egg friend 

(30) Structure for Chinese partitives: 

a. DP 

spe~~DI 
I 	 /~

(Lisi-de) D QP 
Lisi's I / ~ 

(na) Spec Q' 

that I / 


san Q 
three I 

ben Wangwu-de , 
copy { zbei zbong zazhi 

Wangwu-de zhei zhong magazine 

b. DP 

SP~~D' 
I 	 /~

(Lisi-de) D QP 
Lisi's ~ '" 

spe'c Q~ 
Q/ DP_ 


I ~~~======~===

xudo {Wangwu-de 
many 	 zbei zhong 1 sazhi 

wangwu-de shei zhongS magazine 

The nominal structure in (30) is exactly the same 
as the one in (10) except that the latter has an of
preposition between Q and its complement DP while the 
former does not. This difference is explained under the 
above hypothesis that the Chinese measure noun, unlike 
the English measure noun, can assign Case to its 
complement. Thus, the DP complement in (30) is licensed 
by being I-marked and Case-marked by Q, while the DP 
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complement in (10) is only 8-marked by Q but gets Case 
from the inserted preposition of, which is a semantically 
empty Case-marker allowing the DP to be licensed (Chomsky 
1986:192). As for the nominal structure in (29), it is 
exactly the same as the one in (9), and no further 
discussion is necessary. 13 

3. AN ARGUMENT FOR CASE-MARKING OP CHINESE MEASURE NOUNS 
Following Koopman's (1983) 8-marking and Case

marking parameters and Travis's (1984) head initial/head 
final parameter, Li (1985) argues that Chinese is 
basically head-final unless required by Case assignment. 
In Chinese I-roles are assigned leftwards, Case is 
assigned rightwards under government and adjacency, and 
all Chinese noun phrases obey the Case filter. Take the 
DP complement of a verb for example. It is base
generated to the left of the verb at D-structure, given 
the Head-final parameter. This position is both a 8
position and Caseless position under the a-marking and 
case-marking parameters. In order to satisfy the Case 
requirement, this DP complement has to move to the post
verbal pOSition to get Case from the verb at s
structure, as shown below: 14 

(31) 	 D-Structure: 
Ta [VI' [yo [op Zhangsan-de di-di] [y da--1e]]] 
he Zhangsan's brother hit ASP 
S-structure: 
Ta [VI' [yo [y 4a--1e] lop Zhanqsan-de di-di] J] 
he hit ASP Zhangsan's brother 
'He has hit Zhangsan's brother. ' 

In (31), the DP Zhanqsan-de di-di is base-generated to 
the left of the verb da-1e at D-structure and receives 
a I-role there from the verb. Since the pre-verbal 
pOSition is a Caseless position in Chinese, the Case
filter forces the DP Zhangsan's di-di to move to the 
post-verbal position to get Case from the verb da-le, 
which only assigns Case to the right under the Case
marking parameter. 

If Li's analysis is correct, it should apply cross
categorically to the subcategorized complement of the 
measure noun under X·-theory --- a third null-hypothesis. 
This is also what we expect, and actually is required by 
the Head-final parameter since the Chinese noun phrase 
is always head-final (cf. Li 1985). Thus, it is 
legitimate to claim that in Chinese the DP complement of 
a measure noun is base-generated to the left of the 
measure noun at D-structure and receives a 8-role there 
from the measure noun. Since the prenominal position is 
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a Caseless position in Chinese, the Case-filter forces 
the OP complement to move to the post-nominal position 
to get Case from the measure noun, which only assigns 
Case to the right under the case-marking parameter: 

(32) 	 O-structure: 
Lisi-de [III' san [g. [op Zhangsan-de shu ] [g ben]]] 
Lisi's three Zhangsan's book copy 
S-structure: 
Lisi-de [III' san [g. [g ben] [op Zhangsan-de shu]]] 
Lisi's three copy Zhangsan's book 
'Lisi's three copies of Zhangsan's book' 

(32) is exactly parallel to (31). Thus, the Case
marking ability of Chinese measure nouns is independently 
motivated by the Head-final parameter, a-marking 
parameter and case-marking parameter. without stipulating 
any new mechanism in the theory. 

There does remain, however, an unanswered question 
about the OP analysis of Chinese noun phrases: how to 
account for the co-occurrence of possessive and 
determiner in (21), (27) and (28). I have no better 
solution than assuming that in the Chinese noun phrase 
either the nominal AGR occupying the empty O-node or the 
determiner can assign Case to the possessive in the 
specifier position of 0'. This parameter may just have 
to be stipulated if the OP analysis above is correct. 

4. CONCLOSION 
In this paper, I have examined two types of noun 

phrases in English and their structures, and discussed 
the licensing conditions for their specifiers and 
complements under a OP analysis. I have argued that the 
same two types of noun phrases also exist in Chinese, and 
their structures can be captured under the same OP 
analysis. Two important issues have been addressed in 
the paper: the parallel relation between the two types 
of English and Chinese noun phrases, the case-marking 
ability of Chinese measure nouns. First, I have shown 
the exact parallelism between the two types of English 
and Chinese noun phrases in syntactic structures. 
Second, I have proposed that Chinese measure nouns can 
assign Case to their complements without the help of an 
of-like preposition. This hypothesis is independently 
motivated by the Head-final parameter, a-marking 
parameter and Case-marking parameter. Al though there are 
still certain residual problems and loose ends in the 
analysis, it is, at least, a plausible attempt to account 
for the properties and structures of noun phrases cross
linguistically. 
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NOTES 

1. I am grateful to Joseph Aoun, Robert Belvin, Audrey 
Li, Barry Schein, Dingxu Shi, Jean-Roger Vergnaud & 
Maria-Luisa Zubizarreta for their valuable comments. 
Naturally, all errors are my own. 
2. The term 'measure noun' used here includes not only 
measure nouns, but also quantifiers, group nouns, semi
numerals and any other nouns denoting quantity or 
measure. 
3. Jackendoff (1977:113) proposes a constraint to 
distinguish between partitives and pseudopartitives, Le. 
"In an of-N'" construction interpreted as partitive, the 
JI"" must have a demonstrative or qenitive specifier". 
4. The other evidence includes different interpretations 
of nonrestrictive relative clauses in association with 
the two types of noun phrases, the possible absence of 
of from pseudo-partitives and Obligatory presence of of 
in partitives, etc .. 
S. The reason that Selkirk adopts the 3-bar version of 
X-bar theory is to accommodate the two nominal specifiers 
which may occur in the English noun phrase: 

i. 	John's many objections ii. those three weeks 
Spec1 Spec2 Spec1 Spec2 

iii. 	John's rather large number of objections 

Spec1 Spec2 


6. For the convenience of illustration, I use the 
partitive structure suggested by Jackendoff (1977) rather 
than Selkirk's own, though the two structures are 
logically equivalent. 
7. According to Selkirk (1977), of is inserted before NP 
and 11" in (5) and (6). The same analysis is also assumed 
by Akmajian and Lehrer (1976). 
8. Abney (1987:296) claims that both partitives and 
pseudo-partitives share the same structure [pp D [.p II' [pp 
of DP]]], and their distinctions in extrapos~tion can be 
accounted for by non-structural differences in the of
PP's. See Mallen (1989) for arguments against this 
analysis. 
9. According to the Principle of Full Interpretation, 
every element in a well-formed structure must be 
licensed, e.g. the non-maximal projection is licensed 
internally by X' theory and the maximal projection must 
be licensed externally by the conditions imposed by 
grammatical principles (cf. Chomsky 1986). 
10. In order to avoid the co-occurrence of possessive and 
determiner, we adopt Abney's (1987) proposal that the 
presence of a determiner in the D-node rules out the 
presence of the nominal AGR under the doubly-filled D 
filter. Since a possessive in the specifier position of 
D' gets Case only from the nominal AGR, its absence will 
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render the co-occurrence of possessive and determiner 
ill-formed. 
11. There is independent evidence for the noun status of 
classifier, i.e. when a classifier appears outside a noun 
phrase, it behaves exactly like a noun rather than an 
adjective: 

i) 	ta sbibu ben xing *ta sbibu yi ben (shu) 
it seems very new it seems one CL (book) 

'It seems very new.' 
ii)you yi ben (sbu) zai nali *you ben xing zai nali 

have one CL (book) over there have very new over there 
'There is a copy (of book) over there.' 

12. However, a quantifier cannot be preceded by a 
determiner in the Chinese noun phrase: 

*na 	 xudo sbu dou you jibao 

that many book all have mark 


13. One may wonder why of occurs in the specifier 
position of N' in (9a) since it is not followed by an NP 
or DP that needs Case-marking. In fact, this preposition 
is optional and can often be absent from 
pseudopartitives, as pointed out by Selkirk (1977): 

i) Sbe bougbt bim a dozen daffodils. 

ii) Can I borrow a couple sbeets of paper? 

iii) A pound cake is one pound butter, one pound sugar, 


one pound eggs and one pound flour. 
But of is never allowed to be absent from partitives: 

iv) *Sbe bought bim a dozen the daffodils. 
v) *Can I borrow a couple the sheets of tbe paper? 
vi) *A pound cake is one pound the butter, one the 

pound sugar, one t·ound the egqs and one pound the flour. 
14. However, Li (1985) claims that Chinese nouns do not 
assign Case to their complements, so they must occur in 
prenominal position either with a preposition or in the 
specifier position of NI. Although this claim is correct 
with respect to Chinese nouns which do not subcategorize 
complements, it is falsified by the Chinese nouns which 
do subcategorize complements, such as measure nouns and 
deverba1 nouns. See zou (forthcoming) for discussion. 
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